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The Scope and Aims of This Book

This book outlines a way of thinking about what narrative is and how

to identify its basic elements across the many communicative media

in which stories are produced and interpreted, exchanged and trans-

formed. Relevant storytelling media range from print texts, television,

and spoken discourse in face-to-face interaction to comics and graphic

novels, cinema, and computer-mediated environments such as e-mail,

blogs, hypertext narratives, and interactive fiction. (I focus special

attention here on face-to-face storytelling, print texts, graphic narratives

that involve word–image combinations, and, to a lesser extent, film.)

The book does not purport to offer an exhaustive survey of com-

peting approaches to the problems of narrative study into which it 

delves from a specific, focused perspective. Yet that perspective, which

I hope will prove relevant for creators of stories as well as narrative 

analysts, is itself a distillation of ideas developed by scholars working

in quite disparate traditions within the field – and also in other, more

or less closely neighboring fields. Thus, even as it makes its own case

for how to characterize core features of narrative and cross-compare

the way those features manifest themselves in various storytelling

media, the book does provide a synoptic introduction to key ideas about

narrative. In this sense, the book is designed both to whet the reader’s

appetite for more details about the traditions of narrative scholarship

in which my own study is grounded, and to provide a basis for assess-

ing those traditions from the vantage-point developed here.

Chapter 1 gives a thumbnail sketch of the overall approach. In this

opening chapter I suggest that narrative can be viewed under several

profiles – as a cognitive structure or way of making sense of experience,

Preface



x Preface

as a type of text, and as a resource for communicative interaction – and

I then use this multidimensionality of narrative as a basis for analyzing

it into its fundamental elements. I specify four such elements, arguing

that they will be realized in any particular narrative in a gradient, 

“more-or-less” fashion; hence these elements in effect constitute condi-

tions for narrativity, or what makes a story (interpretable as) a story.

After this initial synopsis of my overall argument, chapter 2 interrupts

the exposition of the model to review some recent developments in the

field of narrative inquiry, providing background and context for my

approach. The remaining chapters of the book pick back up with the

explication of the model outlined in chapter 1, zooming in on each of

the four basic elements in turn. Chapter 3 focuses on the element of

situatedness, or how stories are grounded in (= both shape and are shaped

by) particular discourse contexts or occasions of telling, providing an

overview of some the frameworks that have been developed for study-

ing this aspect of narrative. Chapter 4, which is concerned with the 

second basic element, event sequencing, steps back from my primary 

case studies to examine the conceptual underpinnings of the claim that

modes of representation can be more or less prototypically narrative,

invoking the ideas of text types and text-type categories for this pur-

pose. The chapter uses these ideas to highlight, first, the specific kind

of causal-chronological structure that serves to distinguish stories from

descriptions, and second, the concern with particularized events (rather

than general patterns and trends) that sets stories apart from certain

kinds of explanations.

Chapters 5 and 6 bring my main case studies back into the foreground

to explore, respectively, the third and fourth elements: on the one hand,

worldmaking/world disruption; on the other hand, how stories represent

– and perhaps make it possible to experience – what it’s like to undergo

events within a storyworld-in-flux. In chapter 5, I draw on Nelson

Goodman’s suggestive idea of “ways of worldmaking” (Goodman 1978)

to examine what is distinctive about the process by which people use

spoken and written discourse, images, gestures, and other symbolic

resources as blueprints for creating and updating storyworlds, or

global mental models of the situations and events being recounted 

in a narrative. In chapter 6, I probe the story–mind interface from two

different perspectives, discussing how the representation of experiencing

minds constitutes a critical property of narrative but also how narrative
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might afford crucial scaffolding for conscious experience itself. Finally,

the glossary at the end of the volume assembles some keywords for

narrative study, as well as a list of foundational studies where more

information about these keywords can be found.

As this summary suggests, there are multiple routes through the 

book, which has been designed to accommodate the background and

interests of different kinds of readers. Rather than following the chap-

ters in sequence, readers who are unfamiliar with the range of recent

scholarship on narrative may wish to begin with chapter 2 to get their

bearings within the field, next move back to the synopsis of the model

in chapter 1, and then pick up with its further development in chap-

ters 3 and following. Readers with more expertise in narrative theory,

meanwhile, may wish to concentrate instead on my characterization

of the basic elements of narrative. Alternatively, advanced readers may

wish to focus their attention on specific chapters dealing with particu-

lar narrative elements.

Readers should also note that the Appendix contains narrative

materials to which I frequently revert in my discussion. I provide 

context for and synopses of all these stories, and readers may wish to

familiarize themselves with the illustrative narratives before moving

on to the chapters in which they feature as my primary case studies

(chapters 3, 5, and 6). Included in the Appendix are: (1) a reproduction

of Ernest Hemingway’s 1927 story “Hills Like White Elephants”; (2) the

full transcript of a story originally told in face-to-face interaction and

excerpted at various points in my discussion, namely, Monica’s telling

of the narrative to which I have assigned the title UFO or the Devil (based

on a phrase used by Monica as she launches her story); and (3) some

pages (= sequences of panels) from Daniel Clowes’s 1997 graphic novel,

Ghost World, along with (4) screenshots from Terry Zwigoff ’s 2001 film

adaptation of Clowes’s novel. Although I also discuss a range of other

illustrative texts, I use these narratives as examples throughout my ana-

lysis in part to maintain a constant focus across chapters, facilitating

exploration of the constraints and affordances of various storytelling

media, and in part to make the book appropriate as a standalone teach-

ing text, complete with its own small corpus of stories. However, the

model presented here is of course meant to be extensible, and those

using the book in classroom settings may wish to test its possibilities

and limitations by examining other narrative case studies.
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Storytelling Media and Modes of Narration

At several points in my discussion (e.g., the previous paragraph) I use

the term storytelling media to refer, in general terms, to the various semi-

otic environments in which narrative practices can be conducted (see

also Ryan 2004). But not all storytelling media are created equal. Some

afford multiple communicative channels that can be exploited by a given

narrative to evoke a storyworld, whereas others afford only a single

channel when it comes to designing blueprints for storyworlds. Thus,

as a print narrative with only a verbal information track, Hemingway’s

“Hills” can be characterized as monomodal. By contrast, the graphic-novel

version of Ghost World, though also a print text, engages in multimodal

narration, since the novel exploits both a verbal and a visual informa-

tion track to engage in narrative ways of worldmaking. Zwigoff’s film

adaptation of Ghost World is likewise multimodal, though what were

originally word–image combinations are now remediated by way of

two different semiotic channels, namely, the filmed image-track and

the audiorecorded sound-track.

Meanwhile, in its original context of telling UFO or the Devil also

involved multimodal narration, since Monica recounted her and Renee’s

experiences with the big ball using not only the expressive resources

of spoken discourse but also (one can infer) the further information track

provided by gestures. Thus, in line 5 of the transcribed version of the

story, the analyst can hypothesize that pointing gestures accompanied

Monica’s use of the demonstrative pronoun in this ↑way as well as her

subsequent reference to a vector of motion within her and her inter-

locutors’ current field of vision: comin up through here (see the Appendix

for the full transcript). But my hedges in this context (“one can infer,”

“the analyst can hypothesize that”) are themselves pertinent to the 

topic under discussion, since they underscore that Monica’s original

narrative performance is unavailable for analysis in its own right.

Instead there is an audiorecording that itself translates the narrative

into a different medium – as an act of storytelling that exploits only the

channel of spoken discourse. And then my transcript re-translates this

remediation into the medium of print! In other words, audiorecording

a face-to-face storytelling situation recasts a complex, multi-channel

communicative process as monomodal narration, and the act of tran-

scription in turn creates a differently monomodal artifact. The converse
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situation holds when a print narrative is adapted as a movie; in that

case, single-channel, monomodal narration is translated into multimodal

storytelling.1

These considerations suggest the relevance of the distinction that 

theorists such as Kress and van Leeuwen (2001) and Jewitt (2006) draw

between modes and media. In their work, modes are semiotic channels

(better, environments) that can be viewed as a resources for the design

of a representation formulated within a particular type of discourse,

which is in turn embedded in a specific kind of communicative inter-

action. By contrast, media can be viewed as means for the dissemina-

tion or production of what has been designed in a given mode; thus

media “are the material resources used in the production of semiotic

products and events, including both the tools and the materials used”

(Kress and van Leeuwen 2001: 22). This distinction between modes and

media captures the intuition that, as is the case with UFO or the Devil,

a text or discourse can be designed in one kind of environment (e.g.,

face-to-face communication) but distributed or produced in another 

(e.g., as an audiorecording or a printed transcript). In short, not only

do different storytelling media afford different modes of narration (cf.

Herman 2004) but what is more, a variety of media can come into play

during the process of transmitting, transcribing, and archiving stories,

with consequences that need to be explored more fully by narrative

analysts.
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The Elements

A prototypical narrative can be characterized as:

(i) A representation that is situated in – must be interpreted in light

of – a specific discourse context or occasion for telling.

(ii) The representation, furthermore, cues interpreters to draw infer-

ences about a structured time-course of particularized events.

(iii) In turn, these events are such that they introduce some sort of

disruption or disequilibrium into a storyworld involving human

or human-like agents, whether that world is presented as actual

or fictional, realistic or fantastic, remembered or dreamed, etc.

(iv) The representation also conveys the experience of living through

this storyworld-in-flux, highlighting the pressure of events on real

or imagined consciousnesses affected by the occurrences at issue.

Thus – with one important proviso – it can be argued that narrat-

ive is centrally concerned with qualia, a term used by philosophers

of mind to refer to the sense of “what it is like” for someone or

something to have a particular experience. The proviso is that

recent research on narrative bears importantly on debates con-

cerning the nature of consciousness itself.

For convenience of exposition, I abbreviate these elements as (i) situated-

ness, (ii) event sequencing, (iii) worldmaking/world disruption, and

(iv) what it’s like.



1

Getting Started

A Thumbnail Sketch of the Approach

Toward a Working Definition of Narrative

The overall aim of this book is to sketch an account of some of

the distinctive properties of narrative. At a minimum, stories con-

cern temporal sequences – situations and events unfolding in time.

But not all representations of sequences of events are designed

to serve a storytelling purpose, as we know from recipes, scientific

explanations of plant physiology, and other genres of discourse.

What else is required for a representation of events unfolding in

time to be used or interpreted as a narrative? This book develops

strategies for addressing that question, and the present chapter

provides a thumbnail sketch of my approach. The next chapter

then situates the approach in the context of the growing body of

research on stories and storytelling, while the remaining chapters

provide a more detailed description of the model presented in 

synoptic form here.

One of the main goals of this book is to develop an account of what

stories are and how they work by analyzing narrative into its basic 

elements, thereby differentiating between storytelling and other modes

of representation. Here at the outset, it may be helpful to provide an

orienting statement of features that I take to be characteristic of nar-

rative.1 A relatively coarse-grained version of the working definition

of narrative on which I will rely in this study, and that I spell out in more

detail as I proceed, runs as follows: rather than focusing on general,

Basic Elements of Narrative.  David Herman   
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2 Getting Started

abstract situations or trends, stories are accounts of what happened to

particular people2 – and of what it was like for them to experience what

happened – in particular circumstances and with specific consequences.

Narrative, in other words, is a basic human strategy for coming to terms

with time, process, and change – a strategy that contrasts with, but is

in no way inferior to, “scientific” modes of explanation that characterize

phenomena as instances of general covering laws. Science explains the

atmospheric processes that (all other things being equal) account for

when precipitation will take the form of snow rather than rain; but 

it takes a story to convey what it was like to walk along a park trail

in fresh-fallen snow as afternoon turned to evening in the late autumn

of 2007.

Yet just as it is possible to construct a narrative about the develop-

ment of science, to tell a story about who made what discoveries and

under what circumstances, it is possible to use the tools of science –

definition, analysis, classification, comparison, etc. – to work toward a

principled account of what makes a text, discourse, film, or other artifact

a narrative. Such an account should help clarify what distinguishes a

narrative from an exchange of greetings, a recipe for salad dressing,

or a railway timetable. This book aims to provide just this sort of account,

drawing integratively on a number of traditions for narrative study 

to characterize the factors bearing on whether a representation of a

sequence of events functions as a story. Another overarching goal of

the book is to enable (and encourage) readers to build on the ideas pre-

sented here, so that others can participate in the process of narrative

inquiry and help create more dialogue among the many fields concerned

with stories, ranging from the humanities and social sciences (literary

studies, creative writing, (socio)linguistics, history, philosophy, social

and cognitive psychology, ethnography, communication studies, auto-

biography and life-story research, etc.) to clinical medicine, journalism,

narrative therapy, and the arts.3

The next two sections of this chapter seek to move closer to a work-

ing definition of narrative. I begin by noting that narrative can be viewed

under several profiles simultaneously – as a form of mental representa-

tion, a type of textual or semiotic artifact, and a resource for commun-

icative interaction – and then identify four basic elements of narrative

(some of them with sub-elements), which might also be viewed as con-

ditions for narrativity, or what makes a narrative a narrative. Subsequent
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chapters zoom in on these elements or conditions in turn, offering a

more in-depth treatment of the core features synopsized below.

Here at the outset, it is important to address a broader – indeed, foun-

dational – issue pertaining to my attempt to identify basic elements of

narrative. This issue can be approach by way of the distinction between

what might be termed “etic” and “emic” approaches to narrative study

– a distinction also applied to narrative research by Georgakopoulou

(2007: 39ff.) in an important recent book that bears significantly on my

own analysis, and that I return to at the end of this section. The etic/

emic distinction, coined by Pike (1982), is based on the contrast between

phonetic and phonemic differences. Phonetic differences include, for

example, all the various shades of difference among tokens of the con-

sonant [p] that may be produced by speakers of English when they

pronounce the first sound in the word put, such as aspirated [ph] ver-

sus unaspirated tokens. Whereas in Hindi such differences do affect

the meaning of utterances containing the [p] sound (i.e., the differences

are phonemic), in English these differences do not (i.e., the differences

are merely phonetic). By contrast, shifting from an unvoiced to a

voiced bilabial stop, that is, from [p] to [b], does change the meaning

of an utterance in English, as anyone hearing or reading put versus but

would recognize. To extrapolate from this distinction: whereas etic

approaches create descriptive categories that are used by analysts to

sift through patterns in linguistic data, whether or not those categories

correspond to differences perceived as meaningful by users of the 

language being analyzed, emic approaches seek to capture differences

that language users themselves orient to as meaningful. Accordingly,

a question for any account of the basic elements of narrative is

whether those elements are in fact oriented to as basic by participants

engaged in storytelling practices (= emic), or whether the elements are

instead part of a system for analysis imposed on the data from with-

out (= etic).

For example, Eggins and Slade (1997) draw on Labov’s (1972)

approach to narrative analysis and Plum’s (1988) work on storytelling

genres in face-to-face discourse to differentiate between full-fledged 

narratives and anecdotes (defined as reports of remarkable events plus

the reactions they caused), exempla (defined as reports of incidents 

coupled with the interpretation of those events), and recounts (defined

as the giving of a more or less bare record of events).4 But the question
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remains whether these are emic categories to which participants them-

selves orient, using them to make sense of different kinds of commun-

icative activity, or whether such differences go unnoticed in the business

of talk and are instead viewed by storytellers and their interlocutors

as instances of the broader category “narrative.” To what extent do par-

ticipants themselves discriminate between anecdotes and recounts, for

example, in their own practice, and how would we go about finding

that out? Similar questions can be posed about the model presented in

this book – for example, whether participants in face-to-face discourse,

readers of written texts, or viewers of films would discriminate among

the categories of description, narrative, and argument in the manner

suggested by my account later in this chapter and also in chapter 4.

Further, for what populations do the critical properties of narrative 

outlined in this study indeed constitute basic elements of narrative, 

such that texts, discourses, or mental representations lacking one or 

more of those properties would be categorized by members of those

populations as something other than a story? And how robust are these

effects: within a given population, how important is a given element

identified in my approach as basic?

To be addressed adequately, these questions must be explored via

empirical methods of investigation, whether in controlled laboratory

settings, through statistical analysis of responses to questionnaires, or

in more naturalistic environments through techniques of participant

observation, followed by interpretation of the data elicited in that

fashion. I do not undertake these methods of inquiry here; instead, 

I argue for a particular approach to identifying the basic elements of

narrative in the hope that it might provide a basis or at least a context

for further studies of this kind. The book draws on my own native 

intuitions about stories and storytelling, coupled with traditions of 

narrative scholarship, to construct a model that I argue provides emic

categories for narrative study, and not just etic ones. The possibilities

and limitations of the model will not be fully evident, however, until

others test it against their own intuitions about what constitutes a 

story – as well as the intuitions of broader populations whose narrat-

ive practices might be studied through the empirical approaches just

mentioned.

This last point affords a segue back to a recent study that I mentioned

above and that I wish to return to for a moment in concluding this 
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section. The study in question is Georgakopoulou’s (2007) ethno-

graphically oriented analysis of stories told in face-to-face interaction,

and more specifically in non-interview settings where peers or family

members tell (and retell) stories about events from their immediate as

well as longer-term past, co-narrate shared stories, engage in projections

of future events, and also produce truncated yet heavily evaluated reports

that Georgakopoulou terms breaking news (Georgakopoulou 2007: 40–56;

cf. Norrick 2000, 2007). Building on Ochs and Capps’ (2001) pathbreaking

account (discussed below and also in my next chapter), and in particular

their working assumption that “mundane conversational narratives 

of personal experience constitute the prototype of narrative activity 

rather than the flawed byproduct of more artful and planned narrat-

ive discourse” (2001: 3), Georgakopoulou argues that the development

of models appropriate for research on everyday storytelling has been

hindered by the kinds of narratives assumed to be canonical or pro-

totypical. In the domains of sociolinguistics, life-story research, and other

fields concerned with narratives produced in face-to-face interaction,

Georgakopoulou suggests, the canonical or prototypical narrative is the

kind of story on which Labov’s (1972) influential account was based:

“namely, the research or interview narrative that is invariably about non-

shared, personal[-]experience past events, and that occurs in response

to the researcher’s ‘elicitation’ questions or prompts” (Georgakopoulou

2007: 31).5 By contrast, adapting a term first suggested by Bamberg

(2004b), Georgakopoulou proposes to shift the focus of research on every-

day storytelling to “small stories” whose structure and functions do

not map directly onto the narratives featured in the Labovian model:

small stories . . . can be brought together on the basis of their main 

characteristic, namely that they are presented as part of a trajectory of

interactions rather than as a free standing, finished and self-contained

unit. More specifically, a) the events they report have some kind of 

immediacy, i.e. they are very recent past or near future events, or are

still unfolding as the story is being constructed; b) they establish and refer

to links between the participants’ previous and future interactions . . .

including their shared stories. In this way, the stories are not only heavily

embedded in their immediate discourse surroundings but also in a

larger history of interactions in which they are intertextually linked and

available for recontextualization in various local settings. (Georgakopoulou

2007: 40)
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By focusing on such noncanonical stories, and by drawing on ideas from

linguistic ethnography, Conversation Analysis, and other approaches

to talk-as-interaction, Georgakopoulou aims to “document local theories

of what constitutes a narrative and what the role of narrative is in specific

communities” (2007: 21).

Despite some terminological and methodological differences, Geor-

gakopoulou’s analysis and my own are arguably quite consonant in

their underlying assumptions. Though readers are advised to come 

back to the following remarks after they have had a chance to read 

the rest of this chapter (and perhaps the subsequent chapters as 

well), it may be worth underscoring at this point the links between

Georgakopoulou’s and my approaches. For one thing, as chapter 3

explores in more detail, in the model developed here one of the basic

elements of narrative is the embeddedness of stories in a specific 

discourse context or occasion for telling. To paraphrase Heraclitus: 

the same story cannot be told twice, because the context in which 

the first telling takes place is irrevocably altered by that initial nar-

rational act – this being a way of capturing what Georgakopoulou terms

the “social consequentiality” (2007: 148) of situated storytelling acts.

Shifting to a different issue, it is true that my account is based on the

premise that there are modes of representation that are prototypically

narrative, and also that there are identifiable critical properties asso-

ciated with those modes of representation. Yet chapter 4 begins by 

characterizing such properties as more or less evident in a given story

and anchors them in the patterns of use by virtue of which certain 

texts or discourses come to count as narratives. In other words, what

constitutes a prototypical story is defined in a gradient, more-or-less

way, and emerges from the strategies on which people rely in their 

everyday narrative practices.6 And as I also discuss in chapter 4, what

is considered to be prototypical can vary across different contexts; think

of the prototypical cold day in Tampa, Florida, versus Helsinki, Finland.

Hence Georgakopoulou’s “small stories” might be redescribed as modes

of storytelling in which, because of a shift of communicative circum-

stances, the normal and expected range of narrative practices differs

from the practices used for relatively monologic narration in an inter-

view setting, for example. Yet both sets of practices fall within the scope

of narrative viewed as a kind or category of texts, and are oriented to

as such by participants.
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Profiles of Narrative

Part of the challenge of analyzing stories into their basic elements

is that narrative can be viewed under several profiles: as a cog-

nitive structure or way of making sense of experience; as a type

of text, produced and interpreted as such by those who generate

or navigate stories in any number of semiotic media (written 

or spoken language, comics and graphic novels, film, television,

computer-mediated communication such as instant messaging, 

etc.); and as a resource for communicative interaction, which both

shapes and is shaped by storytelling practices.

Among the most resonant and often cited words about stories and 

storytelling are the following, from Roland Barthes’s 1966 essay,

“Introduction to the Structural Analysis of Narratives”:

The narratives of the world are numberless. Narrative is first and 

foremost a prodigious variety of genres, themselves distributed amongst

different substances. . . . Able to be carried by articulated language, 

spoken or written, fixed or moving images, gestures, and the ordered

mixture of all these substances; narrative is present in myth, legend, fable,

tale, novella, epic, history, tragedy, drama, comedy, mime, painting . . .

stained glass windows, cinema, comics, news item, conversation. More-

over under this almost infinite diversity of forms, narrative is present in

every age, in every place, in every society. . . . All classes, all human groups,

have their narratives. . . . Caring nothing for the division between good

and bad literature, narrative is international, transhistorical, transcultural:

it is simply there, like life itself. (Barthes [1966] 1977: 79)

Emphasizing in this passage the ubiquity of narrative, Barthes goes on

in the rest of his essay to identify key aspects of narrative – defining

traits that might be argued to be basic elements of narrative irrespective

of the medium or context in which it appears.

For example, Barthes suggests at one point that we human beings

have a narrative language within us that consists in part of “sequence

titles” (Fraud, Betrayal, Struggle, Seduction, etc.) that we use to make sense

of stories. According to Barthes, such titles, or labels for kinds of events,

allow us to segment or “chunk” the flow of narrative information and
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make sense of things characters are doing (1966: 101–2). Elsewhere 

he suggests that “the mainspring of narrative is precisely the confu-

sion of consecution and consequence, what comes after being read in 

narrative as what is caused by,” such that “narrative [can be thought 

of as] a systematic application of the logical fallacy denounced by

Scholasticism in the formula post hoc, ergo propter hoc” (1966: 94). In other

words, if a sequence of panels in a graphic novel first shows two 

characters walking along a sidewalk and then shows them seated in a

restaurant, readers will assume, all other things being equal, that the

characters’ being in the restaurant is a result of their having walked to

it. This default assumption can be forestalled or dislodged only if the

text provides other, supplemental information. For example, the text

might rely on a different style of typography or different colors for the

borders of particular panels (or different clothing and hair styles for

the characters) to suggest that the restaurant scene is remembered from

an earlier time rather than one the characters encounter after their stroll.

Barthes’s larger point here is that narrative is not (or rather, not only)

something in the text. To the contrary, stories are cognitive as well as

textual in nature, structures of mind as well as constellations of verbal,

cinematic, pictorial, or other signs produced and interpreted within par-

ticular communicative settings. In other words, narratives (the Iliad, 

an episode of the Star Trek television series, the film or graphic novel

versions of Ghost World, anecdotes exchanged among friends during 

a party, the courtroom testimony of a witness to a crime) result from

complex transactions that involve producers of texts or other semiotic

artifacts, the texts or artifacts themselves, and interpreters of these 

narrative productions working to make sense of them in accordance

with cultural, institutional, genre-based, and text-specific protocols.

Indeed, as these examples suggest, different communicative situations

can involve very different ground rules for storytelling. If I watch a

Star Trek episode with the same mindset as a prosecuting attorney cross-

examining a witness, or vice versa, I am apt to misconstrue the narrat-

ive at issue – with potentially disastrous consequences. By the same

token, although a witness giving testimony and a screenwriter producing

a screenplay for an episode in a TV series are both subject to constraints

on the sorts of narratives they can generate, the constraints are radically

different. Narratives that would be censured in court as too extravagant

(violating for example the stricture against hearsay) might well get a

screenwriter fired for being too formulaic and boring.
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In short, an essential part of our mental lives, narratively organized

systems of signs are also socially constituted and propagated, being

embedded in social groups and constructed in social encounters

which are themselves represented after the fact by way of narratives.

Hence it behooves scholars of narrative to explore how people weave

tapestries of story by relying on abilities they possess as simultaneously

language-using, thinking, and social beings. Or, to put the same point

another way, a truly cross-disciplinary approach to stories (only

barely hinted at in the present volume) may help reveal the extent to

which human intelligence itself is rooted in narrative ways of know-

ing, interacting, and communicating.7

Narrative: Basic Elements

In the approach developed in this book, stories can be analyzed

into four basic elements, some with sub-elements of their own. 

I characterize narrative as (i) a mode of representation that is 

situated in – must be interpreted in light of – a specific discourse

context or occasion for telling. This mode of representation 

(ii) focuses on a structured time-course of particularized events.

In addition, the events represented are (iii) such that they intro-

duce some sort of disruption or disequilibrium into a storyworld,

whether that world is presented as actual or fictional, realistic or

fantastic, remembered or dreamed, etc. The representation also

(iv) conveys what it is like to live through this storyworld-in-flux,

highlighting the pressure of events on real or imagined con-

sciousnesses undergoing the disruptive experience at issue. As

noted previously, for convenience of exposition these elements 

can be abbreviated as (i) situatedness, (ii) event sequencing, 

(iii) worldmaking/world disruption, and (iv) what it’s like.

Consider the following two texts, both of them concerned with human

emotions. The first is an excerpt from an encyclopedia article on 

the topic (Oatley 1999: 273); the second is a transcription of part of a

tape-recorded interview with Monica, a 41-year-old African American

female from Texana, North Carolina, who in the transcribed excerpt
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refers to the fear that she and her childhood friend experienced as a

result of being pursued menacingly by a large, glowing, orange ball

that Monica characterizes earlier in the interview as “[a] UFO or the

devil.”8 (See the Appendix for a full transcript of the story and also for

a description of the transcription conventions I’ve used to annotate the

text here and elsewhere in the book.)

Text 1

An emotion is a psychological state or process that functions in the

management of goals. It is typically elicited by evaluating an event

as relevant to a goal; it is positive when the goal is advanced, neg-

ative when the goal is impeded. The core of an emotion is readiness

to act in a certain way . . . it is an urgency, or prioritization, of some

goals and plans rather than others; also they prioritize certain kinds

of social interaction, prompting, for instance, cooperation, or conflict.

Text 2

(26) But then ... {.2} for some reason I feel some heat > or somethin

other <

(27) and I < look back >

(28) me and Renee did at the same time

(29) it’s right behind us. ... {1.0}

(30) We like-... {.2} /we were scared and-/..

(31) “AAAHHH” you know=

[....]

(33) > =at the same time. <

(34) So we take off runnin as fast as we can,

(35) and we still lookin back

(36) and every time we look back it’s with us. ... {.5}

(37) It’s just a-bouncin behind /us/

(38) it’s no:t.. > touchin the ground, <

(39) it’s bouncin in the air. ... {.5}

(40) °Just like this ... {.2} behind us°

(41) as we run. ... {1.0}

(42) We run all the way to her grandmother’s

(43) and we open the door

(44) and we just fall out in the floor,

(45) and we’re cryin and we scre:amin

(46) and < we just can’t breathe.> ... {.3}

(47) We that scared..
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Text 1 exemplifies what Jerome Bruner (1986) calls “paradigmatic” or

logico-deductive reasoning.9 The author uses definitions to establish 

categories in terms of which (a) emotions can be distinguished from

other kinds of phenomena (goals, events, evaluations, etc.), and (b) dif-

ferent kinds of emotions can be distinguished from one another. 

The author also identifies a core feature (readiness to act) that can be

assumed to cut across all types of emotion, and to be constitutive of

emotion in a way that other features, more peripheral, do not. In turn,

the text links this core feature to a process of prioritization that grounds

emotion in contexts of social interaction.

By contrast, text 2 exemplifies what Bruner characterizes as “narrative”

reasoning. In this text, too, emotion figures importantly. But rather than

defining and sub-categorizing emotions, and explicitly associating them

with aspects of social interaction, Monica draws tacitly on emotion terms

and categories to highlight the salience of the narrated events for both

Renee and herself at the time of their occurrence – and their continu-

ing emotional impact in the present, for that matter. Monica uses terms

like scared (lines 30 and 47), reports behaviors conventionally associated

with extreme fear (screaming, running, feeling unable to breathe), and

makes skillful use of the evaluative device that Labov calls “expressive

phonology” (1972: 379), which can include changes in pitch, loudness,

rate of speech, and rhythm, as well as the emphatic lengthening of 

vowels or whole words. Thus in lines 31 and 46, Monica uses heightened

volume, on the one hand, and a slower rate of speech combined with

an increase in pitch, on the other hand, to perform in the here and now

the emotional impact of past experiences. In other words, more than

just reflecting or encapsulating pre-existing emotions, the text constructs

Monica (and Renee) as an accountably frightened experiencer of the

events reported. Monica’s story provides an account of what happened

by creating a nexus or link between the experiencing self and the world

experienced; it builds causal-chronological connections among what

Monica saw that night, her and Renee’s emotional responses to the

apparition, and the verbal and nonverbal actions associated with those

responses. Text 1 abstracts from any particular emotional experience

to outline general properties of emotions, and to suggest a taxonomy

or classification based on those properties. By contrast, text 2 uses specific

emotional attributions to underscore the impact of this unexpected or

noncanonical (and thus reportably noteworthy) sequence of events,

which happened on this one occasion, in this specific locale, and in this

particular way, on the consciousness of the younger experiencing-I 
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– to whose thoughts and feelings the story recounted by the older 

narrating-I provides access.10

Hence, besides using principles of reasoning to develop definitions,

classifications, and generalizations of the sort presented in text 1, people

use other principles, grounded in the production and interpretation of

stories, to make sense of the impact of experienced events on them-

selves and others, as in text 2. But what are these other principles? 

Or, to put the question differently, assuming that “we organize our 

experience and memory of human happenings mainly in the form of

narrative – stories, excuses, myths, reasons for doing and not doing,

and so on” (Bruner 1991: 4), what are the design principles of narrative

itself? What explains people’s ability to distinguish storytelling from

other kinds of communicative practices, and narratives from other kinds

of semiotic artifacts?

To capture what distinguishes text 2 from text 1, it is important to

keep in mind the ideas about categorization developed by cognitive

scientists such as George Lakoff (1987) and Eleanor Rosch ([1978] 2004)

– ideas that Marie-Laure Ryan (2005a, 2007), among other story analysts

(cf. Herman forthcoming b; Jannidis 2003), has used in her own pro-

posals concerning how to define narrative. I return to these ideas in

more detail in chapter 4, and readers may wish to read that chapter

immediately after the following paragraphs to get a fuller sense of the

conceptual underpinnings of the model presented in an abbreviated

fashion here. In any case, the work on categorization processes suggests

that at least some of the categories in terms of which we make sense of

the world are gradient in nature; that is, they operate in a “more-or-less”

rather than an “either-or” fashion. In such cases, central or prototypical

instances of a given category will be good (= easily recognized and

named) examples of it, whereas more peripheral instances will display

less goodness-of-fit. Thus, a category like “bird” can be characterized

as subject to what Lakoff calls centrality gradience: although robins are

more prototypical members or central instances of the category than

emus are (since robins can fly, for example), emus still belong in the

category, albeit farther away from what might be called the center of

the category space. Meanwhile, when one category shades into another,

membership gradience can be said to obtain. Think of the categories “tall

person” and “person of average height”: where exactly do you draw the

line? Narrative can be described as a kind of text (a text-type category)

to which both centrality gradience and membership gradience apply.
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A given story or story-like representation can be a more or less central

instance of the category; further, some narratives will have properties

that place them in closer proximity to neighboring text-type categories

(descriptions, lists, arguments, etc.) than is the case with other narratives.11

Thus, whereas prototypical instances of the category “narrative” share

relatively few features with those of “description,” more peripheral cases

are less clearly separable from that text-type, allowing for hybrid

forms that Harold F. Mosher (1991) called “descriptivized narrations”

and “narrativized descriptions.”12 Consider the nursery rhyme “This

Little Piggy Went to Market”:

Text 3

This little piggy went to market.

This little piggy stayed home.

This little piggy had roast beef.

This little piggy had none.

This little piggy cried “Wee! Wee! Wee!” all the way home.

Recited while one pulls each toe of the child’s foot, this nursery rhyme

constitutes a playful way to focus attention on and “describe” all five toes

by means of a quasi-narrative that groups them together into a con-

stellation of characters, who move along non-intersecting trajectories in

a somewhat nebulous space-time environment. The quasi-story vehicu-

lates the description – i.e., the enumeration – of the toes. Conversely,

a modified version of an example discussed by Culler (1975: 167) in a

different context suggests how descriptivized narration operates. If in

paraphrasing Eudora Welty’s short story “A Worn Path” (Welty [1941]

2006) I were to slow down the pace of narration drastically, and make

Welty sound something like Robbe-Grillet, I might arrive at the follow-

ing descriptivized narration of one brief phase of Phoenix Jackson’s walk

through the woods in quest of medicine for her ailing grandson:

She raised her left foot two inches off the ground while swinging it 

forward and, displacing her center of gravity so that the foot hit the 

ground, heel first, strode off on the ball of the right foot . . .

This hyperdetailed paraphrase effectively moves the text in the direction

of description and away from prototypical instances of narration – since

the plot of Welty’s story threatens to be submerged beneath the mass

of descriptive detail associated with this ultra-slow-motion method 
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of recounting. Thus the two examples discussed in this paragraph 

suggest the relevance of centrality gradience for members of text-type 

categories: narrativized descriptions and descriptivized narrations are

neither prototypically descriptive nor prototypically narrative.

But what accounts for where along the continuum stretching

between narrative and description (among other text-type categories)

a given artifact falls? What are the design principles that, when fully

actualized, result in prototypical narrative representations? As already

indicated in the headnote to this section, I suggest that stories can be

analyzed into four basic elements: situatedness, event sequencing,

worldmaking/world disruption, and what it’s like. On this account, a

prototypical narrative can be construed as

(i) A representation that is situated in – must be interpreted in light

of – a specific discourse context or occasion for telling.

(ii) The representation, furthermore, cues interpreters to draw infer-

ences about a structured time-course of particularized events.

(iii) In turn, these events are such that they introduce some sort of

disruption or disequilibrium into a storyworld13 involving human

or human-like agents, whether that world is presented as actual

or fictional, realistic or fantastic, remembered or dreamed, etc.

(iv) The representation also conveys the experience of living through

this storyworld-in-flux, highlighting the pressure of events on 

real or imagined consciousnesses affected by the occurrences 

at issue. Thus – with one important proviso – it can be argued

that narrative is centrally concerned with qualia, a term used by

philosophers of mind to refer to the sense of “what it is like” for

someone or something to have a particular experience. The pro-

viso is that recent research on narrative bears importantly on

debates concerning the nature of consciousness itself.14

The subsections that follow discuss each of these elements in turn. But

some preliminary comments may provide useful context.

The first element listed gives due recognition to what Meir Sternberg

has called the Proteus Principle: “in different contexts . . . the same [lin-

guistic or textual] form may fulfill different [communicative or repres-

entational] functions and different forms the same function” (1982: 148).

Given the proper communicative context, a simple utterance like He

walked might serve narrative functions – cuing interlocutors to construct
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a fuller representational scaffolding around that simple clause that might

include a character who because of disease or injury was expected never

to walk again, or who, rather than driving a long distance in a car, had

to walk that far because of car trouble. Accordingly, the elements of

event sequencing, worldmaking/world disruption, and what it’s like

should be viewed, not as failsafe guarantees of the presence of narra-

tive, but rather as critical properties of texts that circulate in commun-

icative contexts in the manner that is characteristic of – or prototypical

for – narratives. To put this another way, my aim is to diagnose crit-

ical properties of texts that can be interpreted as fulfilling a narrative

function across a range of contexts; to stipulate that the properties thus

identified constitute basic elements of narrative; and to specify the 

gradient or more-or-less manner in which those properties may be 

realized in a given case, resulting in more or less prototypical instances

of the category narrative. Further, as I discuss in chapter 4, judgments

about what counts as “prototypical” are themselves subject to change

across different contexts.

As just indicated, some of the critical properties I have characterized

as basic elements of narrative are gradient (i.e., they operate by degrees)

rather than binarized: how detailed or particularized is the portrayal

of the storyworld? how momentous is the disruption represented, and

how extensive are its ramifications? how much impact do the events

have on the experiencing consciousnesses affected by them? In turn,

the gradient nature of these elements or properties helps account 

for variations in the degree of goodness-of-fit between the text-type 

category “narrative” and representations or artifacts that may be more

or less prototypically story-like. The gradience also explains the exist-

ence of the hybrid forms identified by Mosher (e.g., descriptivized 

narration), as well as why, past a critical threshold, a given represen-

tation will lack the kinds of structure necessary for it to be interpreted

in narrative terms. Thus, to anticipate my discussion below of the fourth

element, what it’s like, if the factor of an experiencing consciousness

impinged upon by the narrated events becomes sufficiently attenuated,

then past a certain point a given representation of a temporal sequence

will fall outside the category of narrative and enter the domain of 

chronicle, synopsis, or some other genre of discourse (i.e., text type) –

depending on how the representation aligns itself with other features

characteristic of the texts and practices that circulate within commun-

icative contexts under these names (see chapter 4).
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In this respect, an analogue to narrative would be something like 

taking an examination in an academic setting. As with stories, some

of the conditions for such “gatekeeping encounters” are binarized, but

others are gradient. If the student does not show up for the exam, or

if a fire guts the room where it was supposed to occur and there are

no other rooms available, then basic conditions for the exam have not

been met – just as there can be no story without a representation of

one or more events involving one or more human or human-like

agents. But other conditions for a successful exam, such as comprehensive

mastery of the material on which the exam focuses, or the ability to

deploy the conventions of scholarly argument in a relevant, field-

specific way, are more-or-less rather than either-or affairs, and can lead

to differences of opinion among students and their examiners. Like-

wise, interlocutors in face-to-face interaction, readers of novels, and

moviegoers can have differing intuitions about the degree of narrativity

of certain representations – their capacity for interpretation in narra-

tive terms – and such discrepancies can be attributed to the gradient

nature of some of the basic elements of narrative itself.

This approach to the conditions for or basic elements of narrative

can be compared with the “dimensional” approach developed by Ochs

and Capps (2001), also discussed in my next chapter. As Ochs and Capps

put it,

We believe that narrative as genre and activity can be fruitfully 

examined in terms of a set of dimensions that a narrative displays to 

different degrees and in different ways. Rather than identifying a set 

of distinctive features that always characterize narrative, we stipulate

dimensions [namely, tellership, tellability, embeddedness, linearity, and

moral stance – see chapter 2 below] that will always be relevant to a 

narrative, even if not elaborately manifest. . . . The dimensions pertain 

both to narrating as activity and to narrative as text. Each narrative 

dimension establishes a range of possibilities, which are realized in par-

ticular narrative performances. (2001: 19)

Although I likewise stipulate that some of the basic elements of nar-

rative can be conceived as continua or dimensions, I also assume that

storytelling as a communicative and representational practice does have

distinctive features that set it apart from other such practices, includ-

ing the representation of particular kinds of temporal sequences and

the use of cues that evoke narrative worlds, or storyworlds, marked
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by the occurrence of disruption-causing or noncanonical events (see 

chapters 4 and 5). In other words, the claim that features or properties

of narrative obtain in a gradient, more-or-less fashion is consistent with

claim that those features are critically important for the identifica-

tion of certain forms of practice as narrative in nature, as opposed to

syllogistic, definitional, descriptive, and so on.15

Now, on to a somewhat fuller sketch of the four basic elements them-

selves; this sketch will be complemented by the exposition provided

in chapter 4, and indeed by the rest of this book as a whole.

(i) Situatedness

In emphasizing that narrative representations are situated in specific

discourse contexts, or embedded in occasions for telling, I hark back

to my earlier claim that stories are the result of complex transactions

involving producers of texts, discourses, or other semiotic artifacts, the

texts or artifacts themselves, and interpreters of these narrative pro-

ductions working with cultural, institutional, genre-based, and text-

specific protocols. Insofar as narratives are representations, they exhibit

the same twofold structure that Saussure ([1916] 1954) identified in 

his discussion of the relationship between signifier and signified. Thus,

in parallel with the relationship that obtains between the English word

cat and the concept evoked by that word (at least among speakers of

English), a narrative representation encompasses both (a) the textual

or semiotic cues used in the representing medium and (b) the characters,

situations, and events (what this book terms the storyworld) represented

by those cues. But insofar as narratives are also communicatively situated

representations, making sense of them requires attending to how they

are geared to particular communicative contexts. In other words, inter-

preters seeking to use textual cues to reconstruct a storyworld must also

draw inferences about the communicative goals that have structured

the specific occasion of the telling, motivating the use of certain cues

in favor of others and shaping the arrangement of the cues selected.16

Further, even in the case of stories not told to others, narratives are

shaped by the broader sociocommunicative environment in which

they are produced (cf. Bakhtin [1953] 1986). Thus, if I construct in my

mind a representation of my own life story but never share it with 

anyone else (or perhaps mumble the story unintelligibly), I have none-

theless produced that account in a context structured by conventions
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for narrating the story of one’s life (see Linde 1993) – conventions 

with which I bring myself into relation even when I seek to resist or

subvert them.

Chapter 3 discusses several frameworks for inquiry that can be used

to explore how stories are grounded in – necessarily interpreted with

reference to – communicative occasions of this sort. Preliminarily,

though, one can verify how crucially a narrative’s communicative situ-

ation affects its interpretation by contrasting Monica’s story (text 2) with

representations that are not narrative in nature and also with a story

having the same basic structure but slotted into a different discourse con-

text. For example, stress equations used to represent forces impinging

on buildings and bridges, or diagrams used to represent the radius of

a circle, are not communicatively situated in the same way Monica’s

story is. Neither, for that matter, is the account of emotions presented

in text 1 above. It makes a difference, when interpreting her story, to

know that Monica is not for instance reading a script written by some-

one else, and thus quoting another person’s first-person retrospective

narration, nor a fictional character whose account is being quoted by

the narrator of the text in which she appears. These altered occasions

of telling would alter, too, the overall sense and also the truth status

of the narrative. In the former case (Monica as script reader), the story

could no longer be interpreted as firsthand testimony; in the latter 

case (Monica as fictional character quoted by a narrator), it would 

no longer make sense to ask: “But did that really happen to Monica

[or the person for whom ‘Monica’ is a pseudonym] near Texana, North

Carolina, on such-and-such a date?” By contrast, the stress equations,

geometric diagram, or account of emotions could be quoted by others

or inserted into dialogue among fictional characters without affecting

either their basic propositional content or their truth status.

(ii) Event sequencing

Whereas the hallmark of narrative representations is their focus on 

particular situations and events, scientific explanations by their nature

concern themselves with ways in which, in general, the world tends

to be. Further, if particularity sets narrative apart from general explana-

tions, narrative’s temporal profile helps distinguish the prototypical nar-

rative from many examples of description. I can in principle describe

the objects on my desk in any order (left to right, back to front, smallest
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to largest, etc.); by contrast, narrative traces paths taken by particularized

individuals faced with decision points at one or more temporal junc-

tures in a storyworld; those paths lead to consequences that take

shape against a larger backdrop in which other possible paths might

have been pursued, but were not.17

I discuss the issues of temporality and particularity in more detail

in chapter 4, but for the time being contrast text 2 with text 3 in this con-

nection: transpose any elements of the sequence that Monica recounts

and you would have a different story, whereas in text 3 the order in

which the little piggies’ actions are recounted is a function of the need

to rhyme end-words and establish logical contrasts, not of any corre-

sponding sequence of actions in a little-piggy storyworld. Meanwhile,

insofar as text 1 outlines features of emotion in general, it does not focus

on any individualized actors, nor any specific sequence of events. As

discussed in chapter 5, representations of particularized sequences of

events – representations that likewise have a kind of temporal struc-

ture specific to narrative – are best viewed as cues used by interpreters

to construct mental representations of narrated worlds, that is, story-

worlds. Even an apparently barebones verbal sequence such as The 

cat raced down the hall in pursuit of a mouse that, however, cleverly eluded

capture prompts the construction of a multifaceted mental model or 

storyworld. That storyworld includes the cat as agent; the mouse as

the (unattained) goal of the cat’s pursuit; a path of motion that unfolds

along an axis parallel with the hallway of a house or other building,

an axis oriented such that the near end corresponds to the position from

which the action is viewed; and a temporal profile that, defining the

chase as a singular event rather than a recurrent scenario, situates the

cat’s pursuit of the mouse earlier in time than the moment from which

the narrative report itself originates.

(iii) Worldmaking/world disruption

But prototypical instances of narrative involve more than particular-

ized temporal sequences unfolding within more or less richly detailed

storyworlds. Building on the work of Vladimir Propp ([1928] 1968), who

characterized disruptive events (e.g., acts of villainy) as the motor of

narrative, Todorov (1968) specified a further test for when an event-

sequence will count as a story. Todorov argued that narratives charac-

teristically follow a trajectory leading from an initial state of equilibrium,
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through a phase of disequilibrium, to an endpoint at which equilibrium

is restored (on a different footing) because of intermediary events –

though not every narrative will trace the entirety of this path (see also

Bremond 1980; Kafalenos 2006). Todorov thereby sought to capture 

the intuition that stories prototypically involve a more or less marked

disruption of what is expected or canonical. Making sense of how nar-

ratives represent disruption in storyworlds, then, depends on forming

inferences about the kinds of agency characters have in those worlds,

as role-bearing or position-occupying individuals sometimes acting at

cross-purposes with their own interests and goals or those of other such

individuals. In my previous example, compare the clash between the

cat as aggressive pursuer versus the mouse as clever eluder.

At issue here is what Bruner (1991) characterized as a dialectic of

“canonicity and breach”: “to be worth telling, a tale must be about how

an implicit canonical script has been breached, violated, or deviated

from in a manner to do violence to . . . [its] ‘legitimacy’ ” (11; see also

chapter 5). But it is not just that stories can be recognized as such because

of the way they represent situations and events that depart from the

canonical order. More than this, narrative is a cognitive and commun-

icative strategy for navigating the gap, in everyday experience, between

what was expected and what actually takes place. Thus Bruner (1990)

characterizes narrative as the primary resource for “folk psychology”

– that is, people’s everyday understanding of how thinking works, the

rough-and-ready heuristics to which they resort in thinking about

thinking itself. We use these heuristics to impute motives or goals to

others, to evaluate the bases of our own conduct, and to make predictions

about future reactions to events. In this context, narrative affords a kind

of discourse scaffolding for formulating reasons about why people

engage in the actions they do, or else fail to engage in actions that we

expect them to pursue. As Bruner puts it, “the organizing principle of

folk psychology [is] narrative in nature rather than logical or categor-

ical. Folk psychology is about human agents doing things on the basis

of their beliefs and desires, striving for goals, meeting obstacles which

they best or which best them, all of this extended over time” (1990:

42–3). More fully,

when you encounter an exception to the ordinary, and ask somebody

what is happening, the person you ask will virtually always tell a story

that contains reasons (or some other specification of an intentional 
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state). . . . All such stories seem to be designed to give the exceptional

behavior meaning in a manner that implicates both an intentional state

in the protagonist (a belief or desire) and some canonical element in the

culture. . . . The function of the story is to find an intentional state that

mitigates or at least makes comprehensible a deviation from a canonical

cultural pattern. (Bruner 1990: 49–50)

Judged by the criterion of more or less markedly violated expecta-

tions, or Bruner’s dialectic of canonicity and breach, text 3 (“This little

piggy”) would score lower in narrativity than text 2 (UFO or the Devil).

True, the contrasts drawn in the first four lines of text 3 may suggest

a rudimentary kind of narrativity, involving a disparity between plenty

and dearth, hunger and satisfaction; but Monica’s story in text 2 cen-

ters on a strongly (and strangely) disruptive event: the apparition of 

a supernatural big ball chasing Monica and her friend through the 

woods in the dark of night. For its part, because text 1 does not set up

a concrete, particularized situation, there is no background against 

which a tellably disruptive event might be set off.

(iv) What it’s like

Prototypically, narrative involves not only a temporal sequence into

which events are slotted in a particular way, and not only a dynamic

of canonicity and breach; more than this, stories represent – and per-

haps make it possible to experience – what it is like to undergo events

within a storyworld-in-flux. Narrative roots itself in the lived, felt

experience of human or human-like agents interacting in an ongoing

way with their cohorts and surrounding environment. To put the same

point another way, the less markedly a text or a discourse encodes the

pressure of events on an experiencing human or at least human-like

consciousness, the less amenable that text or discourse will be to inter-

pretation in narrative terms. Chapter 6 explores this nexus between 

narrative and mind; the chapter not only examines how the conscious-

ness factor constitutes a critical property of narrative representations,

but also draws on recent work in the philosophy of mind to speculate

about the converse relation, that is, whether stories provide a basis for

conscious experience itself.

In any case, as an analysis or explanation, rather than a story about

time-, place-, and person-specific events, text 1 makes no attempt to
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capture what it’s like to experience an emotion. And note also the 

contrast between texts 2 and 3 on this score. Whereas Monica uses 

emotion discourse to highlight what it was like to undergo the fright-

ening events she reports, in text 3 the closest we get to qualia – states

of conscious awareness grounded in the felt, subjective character of 

experience (Tye 2003) – is the fifth little piggy’s cry of “Wee! Wee! Wee!”

all the way home.

Having presented this synopsis of what I take to be basic elements 

of narrative – a synopsis upon which subsequent chapters attempt to

elaborate – I pause in my exposition of this approach to provide in my

next chapter a brief overview of recent scholarly developments in the

field. This overview should throw light on the context from which my

analysis emerges, as well as indicating for interested readers directions

for further study.
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Framing the Approach

Some Background and Context

Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Narrative 
and Narrative Theory

Researchers have pointed to a “narrative turn” unfolding across

multiple fields of inquiry over the past several decades. If, as

Barthes suggested, stories are omnipresent and transcultural, 

by the same token the study of narrative in all of its many 

guises may be able to unite scholars from across the arts and 

sciences. The present volume emerges from and also seeks to 

contribute to this cross-disciplinary concern with stories and 

storytelling.

In his contribution to a volume titled The Travelling Concept of Narrative,

Matti Hyvärinen traces the extent of the recent diffusion or spread of

narrative across disciplinary boundaries, suggesting that “the concept

of narrative has become such a contested concept over the last thirty

years in response to what is often called the ‘narrative turn’ in social

sciences. . . . The concept has successfully travelled to psychology,

education, social sciences, political thought and policy analysis, health

research, law, theology and cognitive science” (Hyvärinen 2006: 20).

The “narrative turn,” to use the term that Hyvärinen adopts from Martin

Kreiswirth (2005), has also shaped humanistic fields in recent decades,

thanks in part to the development of structuralist theories of narrative

in France in the mid to late 1960s.

Basic Elements of Narrative.  David Herman   

© 2009 David Herman.  ISBN: 978-1-405-14153-6
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Thus, around the same time that William Labov and Joshua Waletzky

(1967) developed their model for the analysis of personal experience

narratives told in face-to-face interaction, thereby establishing a key 

precedent for scholars of narrative working in the fields mentioned 

by Hyvärinen, the literary scholar Tzvetan Todorov coined the term

“la narratologie” (= “narratology”) to designate what he and other 

structuralist theorists (e.g., Roland Barthes, Claude Bremond, Gérard

Genette, and A. J. Greimas) conceived of as a science of narrative 

modeled after the “pilot-science” of Ferdinand de Saussure’s structural

linguistics.1 As I discuss in greater detail below, the structuralists drew

not only on Saussure’s ideas but also on the work of Russian Formalist

literary theorists, who studied prose narratives of all sorts, from Tolstoi’s

historically panoramic novels to tightly plotted detective novels to

(Russian) fairy tales. This broad investigative focus helped initiate 

the narrative turn, uncoupling theories of narrative from theories of 

the novel, and shifting scholarly attention from a particular genre of

literary writing to all discourse (or, in an even wider interpretation, 

all semiotic activities) that can be interpreted as narratively organized.

That same shift helps explain why the present volume is titled Basic

Elements of Narrative rather than Basic Elements of the Novel – even though

I use narrative fiction as a key source of illustrative examples, written

fictional texts being a highly developed form of storytelling across the

world’s literatures.

Taking their cue from the Formalists, and noting that stories can be

presented in a wide variety of textual formats, media, and genres, struc-

turalists such as Barthes ([1957] 1972, [1966] 1977) argued explicitly for

an integrative approach to the analysis of narrative – an approach in

which stories can be viewed as supporting many cognitive and com-

municative activities, from spontaneous conversations and historio-

graphic writing to visual art, dance, and mythic and literary traditions.

Only after the heyday of structuralism, however, did such an approach

to narrative begin to emerge. Although more needs to be done to 

promote genuine dialogue and exchange among story analysts work-

ing in different fields (Hyvärinen 2006), it is undeniable that the past

decade in particular has seen an exponential growth of cross-disciplinary

research and teaching activity centering around narrative. International

in scope, this activity has also spawned book series and journals in which

scholarship on narrative figures importantly.2 Other manifestations of
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the way narrative cuts across disciplinary boundaries include initiatives

such as the Centre for Interdisciplinary Narratology at the University

of Hamburg (<http://www.icn.uni-hamburg.de>); the Centre for Nar-

rative Research at the University of East London (<http://www.uel.

ac.uk/cnr/>); Columbia University’s Program in Narrative Medicine

(<http://www.narrativemedicine.org/>), which aims “to fortify medi-

cine with ways of knowing about singular persons available through

a study of humanities, especially literary studies and creative writing”;

and Project Narrative at Ohio State University (<http://projectnarrative.

osu.edu>), which brings together folklorists, scholars of language and

literature, theorists of storytelling in film, digital media, and comics 

and graphic novels, and researchers in other fields concerned with nar-

rative. During the same period, a number of conferences and symposia

have been convened to explore the potential of narrative to bridge 

disciplines, in ways that may in turn throw new light on narrative 

itself.3 The present book, which explores basic elements of narrative

and examines how those elements manifest themselves in various

kinds of storytelling media and communicative situations, can be seen

as an outgrowth of this same trend toward interdisciplinarity (and trans-

mediality) in narrative research (cf. Herman 2004).

My next section briefly outlines the (ongoing) development of

frameworks for analyzing stories, and concludes with an overview of

approaches to studying narrative in contexts of face-to-face interaction.

In general I mean to provide a sense of how different concepts and

nomenclatures have grown up around different modes of narrative 

practice, and to underscore the advantages of greater cooperation among

scholars focusing on different kinds of storytelling situations. Granted,

it may not be possible (or desirable) to transfer all the tools developed

by students of cinematic narratives, say, to research on narratives 

told in contexts of face-to-face interaction or vice versa; attempting a

wholesale transfer of this sort might focus attention on what the two

storytelling media have in common, at the expense of finer-grained ana-

lyses of their specific constraints and affordances. Arguably, however,

a more open dialogue among practitioners in the many fields concerned

with stories and storytelling can help throw into relief the relative dis-

tinctiveness of narrative practices across various contexts, and clarify

the extent to which concepts and methods used to investigate one kind

of narrative practice can be brought to bear on another.
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Major Trends in Recent Scholarship on Narrative

One way to map out recent developments in the study of narrative

is to point to a shift from “classical” to “postclassical” approaches.

Rooted in Russian Formalist literary theory, classical approaches

were extended by structuralist narratologists starting in the mid-

1960s, and refined and systematized up through the early 1980s

by scholars such as Mieke Bal, Seymour Chatman, Wallace Martin,

Gerald Prince, Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, and others. Further,

some of the scholars working in the Anglo-American tradition 

of scholarship on fictional narrative were influenced by and in

turn influenced this Formalist-structuralist tradition.4 Postclass-

ical approaches, meanwhile, build on the classical tradition but 

supplement it with concepts and methods that were unavailable 

to story analysts such as Barthes, Genette, Greimas, and Todorov

during the heyday of structuralism. These ideas stem from fields

ranging from gender theory and philosophical ethics, to post-

Saussurean linguistics, philosophy of language, and cognitive

science, to comparative media studies and critical theory. In short,

postclassical narratology, which should not be conflated with post-

structuralist theories of narrative, contains classical narratology

as one of its “moments” but also includes more recent perspectives

on the forms and functions of narrative.5

During the same period research on narratives told in face-to-

face communication has undergone an analogous shift in scope

and sophistication, in recent years cross-pollinating with work by

scholars interested in bridging the divide between the study of

written, literary narratives and analysis of everyday storytelling.

From Russian Formalism to structuralist narratology

The Russian Formalists authored a number of pathbreaking studies 

that have served as foundations for later research on narrative. For 

example, in distinguishing between “bound” (or plot-relevant) and “free”

(or non-plot-relevant) motifs, Boris Tomashevskii ([1925] 1965) provided

the basis for Barthes’s distinction between “nuclei” and “catalyzers”
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in his “Introduction” ([1966] 1977: 93–4). Renamed kernels and satellites

by Seymour Chatman (1978: 53–6), these terms refer to core and peri-

pheral elements of story-content, respectively. Delete or add to the 

kernel events of a story and you no longer have the same story; delete

or add to the satellites and you have the same story told in a different

way. Related to Tomashevskii’s work on free versus bound motifs, Viktor

Shklovskii’s ([1929 [1990]) early work on plot as a structuring device

established one of the grounding assumptions of structuralist narrato-

logy: namely, the fabula/sjuzhet or story/discourse distinction, that is,

the distinction between the what and the how, or what is being told

versus the manner in which it is told.

Another important Formalist precedent for modern narrative theory

was furnished by Propp’s Morphology of the Folktale, whose first English

translation appeared in 1958. Propp distinguished between variable and

invariant components of the corpus of Russian folktales that he studied;

more specifically, he drew a contrast between changing dramatis per-

sonae and the unvarying plot functions performed by them (act of 

villainy, punishment of the villain, etc.). In all, Propp abstracted 31 

functions, or character actions defined in terms of their significance for

the plot, from his corpus of tales; he also specified rules for their dis-

tribution in a given tale. Harking back to Aristotle’s subordination of

character to plot, Propp’s approach constituted the basis for structuralist

theories of characters as “actants,” or general roles fulfilled by specific

characters. Thus, extrapolating from what Propp had termed “spheres

of action,” Greimas sought to create a typology of actantial roles to which

the (indefinitely many) particularized actors in narratives could be

reduced. Greimas initially identified a total of six actants to which he

thought all particularized narrative actors could be reduced: Subject,

Object, Sender, Receiver, Helper, and Opponent. Commenting on this

model, Greimas remarked “[i]ts simplicity lies in the fact that it is entirely

centred on the object of desire aimed at by the subject and situated, as

object of communication, between the sender and the receiver – the

desire of the subject being, in its part, modulated in projections from

the helper and opponent” ([1966] 1983: 207).

I have already begun to discuss how the structuralist narratologists

built on Russian Formalist ideas to help consolidate what I am referring

to as the classical tradition of research on narrative. Founding narrato-

logy as a subdomain of structuralist inquiry, researchers like Barthes and

Greimas followed Saussure’s distinction between la langue (= language
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viewed as system) and la parole (= individual utterances produced and

interpreted on that basis); they construed particular stories as individual

narrative messages supported by a shared semiotic system. And just

as Saussurean linguistics privileged la langue over la parole, focusing on

the structural constituents and combinatory principles of the semiotic

framework of language, the narratologists privileged the study of nar-

rative in general over the interpretation of individual narratives. Already

in his 1957 book Mythologies, Barthes had analyzed diverse forms of

cultural expression (advertisements, photographs, museum exhibits,

wrestling matches) as rule-governed signifying practices or “languages”

in their own right (Barthes [1957] 1972; cf. Culler 1975). Barthes extended

this general approach in his 1966 “Introduction”; instead of offering

interpretations of individual narrative texts, Barthes sought to capture

elements of the supra- or transtextual code in terms of which people

are able to identify narratively organized discourse and interpret it 

as such.

Indeed, the use of (Saussurean) linguistics as a pilot-science shaped

the object, methods, and overall aims of structuralist narratology as an

investigative framework. Narratology’s basic premise is that a common,

more or less implicit model of narrative explains people’s ability to

understand communicative performances and types of artifacts as 

stories. In turn, just as (some) linguists have set themselves the goal

of identifying the ingredients of linguistic competence, the goal of nar-

ratology is to develop an explicit characterization of the model under-

lying people’s intuitive knowledge about stories, in effect providing

an account of what constitutes humans’ narrative competence. To be

sure, the example of linguistics provided narratology with a productive

vantage-point on stories, affording terms and categories that generated

significant new research questions. Barthes, for example, used the 

concept of “levels of description” to develop a hierarchical model of

narrative as clusters of “functions” that are subsumed under the level

of characters’ actions, which are in turn subsumed under the level of

narration (Barthes [1966] 1977: 85–8). Genette ([1972] 1980) for his part

drew on the traditional grammatical concepts of tense, mood, and voice

to explore types of temporal sequence, manipulations of viewpoint, and

modes of narration. Yet narratology was also limited by the linguistic

models it treated as exemplary. Ironically, the narratologists embraced

structuralist linguistics as their pilot-science just when its deficiencies

were becoming apparent in the domain of linguistic theory itself. The
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limitations of the Saussurean paradigm were thrown into relief, on the

one hand, by emergent formal models for analyzing language struc-

ture – for example, those proposed by Chomsky under the auspices of

generative grammar. On the other hand, powerful tools were being

developed in the wake of Ludwig Wittgenstein, J. L. Austin, H. P. Grice,

John Searle, and other post-Saussurean language theorists interested

in how contexts of language use bear on the production and inter-

pretation of socially situated utterances. In general, the attempt by later

narrative scholars to incorporate ideas about language and commun-

ication that postdate structuralist research – ideas discussed in my next

chapter – has been a major factor in the advent of postclassical models

for research on stories and storytelling.6

Anglo-American contributions

I have yet to discuss how Anglo-American scholarship on narrative

fiction has contributed to the classical tradition of research on stories.

An important figure in this tradition is Percy Lubbock ([1921] 1957),

who took his inspiration from Henry James’s novelistic practice as well

as his theory of fiction. Lubbock made the issue of “point of view” the

cornerstone of his account – to an extent not necessarily warranted by

James’s own approach (see Booth [1961] 1983: 24–5; Miller 1972: 1). In

doing so, Lubbock appropriated James’s ideas to produce a markedly

prescriptive framework. His drew an invidious distinction between 

showing (“dramatizing” events) and telling (“describing” or “picturing”

events), suggesting that description is inferior to dramatization, pic-

turing to scene-making, telling to showing. As Lubbock put it, “other

things being equal, the more dramatic way is better than the less. 

It is indirect, as a method; but it places the thing itself in view, 

instead of recalling and reflecting and picturing it” ([1921] 1957:

149–50). But although he may have been guilty of transforming into

hard and fast prescriptions ideas that James himself proposed much

more tentatively in his own critical writings, Lubbock also drew atten-

tion to specific methods or procedures that are at the heart of the craft

of fiction.

In response, maintaining a focus on issues of narrative technique, but

seeking to restore the complexities evident in James’s original statement

of his theory (as well as in his novelistic practice), Wayne C. Booth ([1961]

1983) inverted the terms of Lubbock’s argument, thereby laying the
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groundwork for a range of rhetorical approaches to narrative.7 Instead

of privileging showing over telling, Booth accorded telling pride of place

– making it the general narratorial condition of which “showing” is a

localized effect. Indeed, Booth’s brilliant account revealed difficulties

with the very premise of the telling-versus-showing debate. He charac-

terized showing as an effect promoted by certain deliberately structured

kinds of tellings, organized in such a way that a narrator’s mediation

(though inescapably present) remains more or less covert. Booth also

suggested that an emphasis on showing over telling has costs as well

as benefits, cataloguing important rhetorical effects that explicit nar-

ratorial commentary can be used to accomplish – for example, relating

particulars to norms established elsewhere in the text, heightening the

significance of events, or manipulating mood.

Furthermore, Booth’s wide-ranging discussion of narrative types, 

ranging from Boccaccio’s Decameron to ancient Greek epics to novels

and short fictions by authors as diverse as Cervantes, Hemingway, 

and Céline, encouraged subsequent theorists in the Anglo-American

tradition to explore various kinds of narratives rather than focusing

solely on the novel. This uncoupling of narrative theory from novel

theory – a process that had been initiated independently by the Russian

Formalists some 40 years earlier – culminated in works as broad in scope

as Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg’s study, The Nature of Narrative.

Significantly, Scholes and Kellogg’s book was published in 1966, the

same year that saw the publication of the special issue of the journal

Communications devoted to “Structural Analysis of Narrative” – an 

issue that effectively launched the project of structuralist narratology

in France.

Postclassical approaches

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to review the full range of post-

classical approaches to narrative inquiry that build on the foundational

work just described as well as on other early scholarship on stories.8

Rather, the book as a whole is intended to demonstrate how concepts

developed during the classical, structuralist period of narratological

research can be enriched with ideas from sociolinguistics, discourse ana-

lysis, social and cognitive psychology, the philosophy of mind, and other

domains. Let me nonetheless provide at least a brief sketch of some

broad trends in the field.
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One major trend is to continue the exploration of aspects of narrat-

ive already identified by earlier theorists, such as narration and plot,

time and space, character, dialogue and thought representation, and

point of view or perspective (now commonly discussed by narratolo-

gists under the rubric of “focalization”), but to extend and refine 

concepts outlined in the pioneering work of the Russian Formalists,

structuralist narratologists, and Anglo-American theorists of fiction.

Hence, for example, Michael Toolan’s ([1988] 2001) updating of nar-

ratological theories with ideas from linguistics and stylistics and H. Porter

Abbott’s (2005, 2007, [2002] 2008) re-analysis of key ideas concerning

narration, or the process by which information about storyworlds is

conveyed. Another trend involves expanding the corpus of stories being

studied, as well as investigating the constraints and affordances of dif-

ferent storytelling media (cf. Herman 2004; Ryan 2004). For example,

Ryan’s (2001a, 2006) work on computer-mediated narratives reflects 

an emergent concern with how medium-specific properties of stories

may require the development of investigative tools not provided by

classical theories. Likewise the focus and methods of the present book

can be contrasted with Bremond’s 1964 assumption that the story-level

of a narrative – the what of a story versus the way it is presented – can

be transposed without loss or alteration into different semiotic media.

A third trend is in a sense the synthesis of the first two. It involves

bringing into dialogue with established traditions of narrative scholar-

ship ideas from fields that were not incorporated into earlier work on

stories, in order to identify new frontiers of research that the structuralist

narratologists, for example, could not have envisioned. This, too, is a

path that I follow in the present study, and it also one described by

Fludernik (2005) in her recent survey of work in narrative theory from

structuralism to the present. Fludernik (2005: 44–51) notes how, dur-

ing a time when the narrative turn has made stories a focal concern 

in many disciplines, conversely narrative specialists have added to 

their theoretical toolkits concepts and methods from research on con-

versational storytelling, feminist theory and gender studies, modes 

of ideology critique stemming from Marxist theory as well as research

on postcolonial literature, philosophical ethics, psychoanalysis, legal 

studies, and linguistics and cognitive science. Examples of this third

strand of research in narrative theory include the multifaceted work

of Uri Margolin on character (Margolin 1990a, 1990b, 2005a, 2007), the

powerful new model of plot outlined by Hilary Dannenberg (2008),
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Manfred Jahn’s (1996, 1997, 1999, 2005, 2007) ongoing use of ideas from

cognitive science to propose new ways of understanding perspective

or focalization, and the feminist-narratological research pioneered by

Susan S. Lanser (1992) and Robyn Warhol (1989, 2003) and recently

extended by Ruth Page (2006).

I turn now to what began as a separate tradition of narrative inquiry

from the ones just described but has more recently begun to interact

with these postclassical approaches. At issue are frameworks developed

for the study of stories told in face-to-face interaction.

The study of stories in face-to-face communication: 
a brief overview

One year after the publication of Barthes’s “Introduction” William Labov

and Joshua Waletzky published a groundbreaking article that sketched

out a sociolinguistic approach to analyzing stories told in contexts of

face-to-face interaction. This approach derived from and fed back into

traditions of linguistic research with which the structuralist narratolo-

gists were barely familiar. Centering on narratives of personal experi-

ence, Labov and Waletzky’s model spawned a program for research

still being pursued by a variety of investigators (see Bamberg 1997a

for an overview). Labov and Waletzky’s 1967 article (along with the

follow-up article on “The Transformation of Experience in Narrative

Syntax” published in 1972 by Labov) established a vocabulary for 

labeling the components of personal-experience narratives (abstract, 

orientation, complicating action, evaluation, resolution, coda; see the

Glossary for definitions of these terms). It also identified clause- and

sentence-level structures tending to surface in each of these components,

suggesting that story-recipients monitor the discourse for signs enab-

ling them to “chunk” what is said into units-in-a-narrative-pattern. For

example, clauses with past-tense verbs in the indicative mood are likely

to occur in (i.e., be a reliable indicator of) the complicating action of the

narrative, whereas storytellers’ evaluations depart from this baseline

syntax, their marked status serving to indicate the point of the narrative,

the reason for its telling. More generally, Labov’s model laid the ground-

work for further inquiry into both the linguistic and the interactional

profile of narratives told during face-to-face encounters. Conversational

narratives do consist of clause-, sentence-, and discourse-level features;

yet, as I discuss in my next chapter, they are also anchored in contexts
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where their tellers have to have a (recognizable) point or else be ignored,

shouted down, or worse (cf. Goodwin 1990: 239–57).

Note that, in founding the field of narratology, structuralist theorists

had focused mainly on literary narratives as opposed to instances of

everyday storytelling. Barthes drew on Fleming’s James Bond novels

in his “Introduction”; Genette, Greimas, and Todorov used Proust,

Maupassant, and Boccaccio as their tutor-texts. Ironically, however, one

of the foundational documents for structuralist narratology was

Vladimir Propp’s investigation of folktales rooted in oral traditions. But

the structuralists neglected to consider (let alone mark off) the limits

of applicability of Propp’s ideas, trying to extend to all narratives, includ-

ing complicated literary texts, tools designed for a restricted corpus of

folktales. The result was an approach that championed the study of

narratives of all sorts, irrespective of origin, medium, theme, reputation,

or genre, but lacked the conceptual and methodological resources to

substantiate its own claims to generalizability.

But though it was firmly anchored in empirical models for study-

ing natural-language data, the sociolinguistic approach pioneered by

Labov and Waletzky also lacked generalizability. Originally designed

for narratives elicited during interviews, the model was manifestly 

incapable of describing and explaining the more complex structures

found in written narratives, especially literary ones. For one thing, as

Genette showed so skillfully in his brilliant discussion of Proust in

Narrative Discourse (Genette [1972] 1980), literary narratives character-

istically rely on flashbacks, flashforwards, pauses, ellipses, iterations,

compressions, and other time-bending strategies not captured by

Labov’s definition of narrative as “one method of recapitulating past

experience by matching a verbal sequence of clauses to the sequence

of events which (it is inferred) actually occurred” (1972: 370). Further,

noting the rise of simultaneous and prospective narration in contem-

porary literary works, Uri Margolin (1999) has revealed retrospective

narration to be just one option within a larger system of narrative 

possibilities. The result is that, in literary contexts, it would be diffi-

cult to maintain that clauses with past-tense indicative verbs are the

unmarked unit of narration, the baseline against which marked, i.e.,

evaluative or point-indicating, syntax could be measured (cf. Herman

1999b). For that matter, some avant-garde literary narratives make a

point of emphasizing their apparent pointlessness, throwing up obstacles

in the way of readers struggling to discern a reason for the telling.
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Whereas generally speaking the onus of evaluation is on storytellers

in contexts of face-to-face interaction, in experimental literary fictions

the burden quite often seems to shift from teller to interpreter (but see

Pratt 1977: 116 and my next chapter).

At the same time, among researchers concerned with face-to-face nar-

rative communication, there has been a shift analogous to the one I have

characterized as a transition from classical to postclassical approaches.

Precipitating this shift is the recognition that the Labovian model cap-

tures one important sub-type of natural-language narratives – namely,

stories elicited during interviews – but does not necessarily apply equally

well to other storytelling situations, such as informal conversations

between peers, he-said-she-said gossip, or conversations among fam-

ily members at the dinner table. As stressed by narrative researchers

working in the tradition of Conversation Analysis (Schegloff 1997), and

as underscored both in Georgakopoulou’s (2007) work and in my next

chapter, narratives do different things, and assume different forms, 

in different communicative environments. In the sociolinguistic inter-

views from which Labov obtained his narrative data, interviewers 

are seeking to obtain as much (vernacular) speech from informants 

as possible, in contrast with conversations among peers in which 

different participants in the conversation may all be trying to capture

the floor at once in order to tell their own version of a story under 

dispute. Such competition for the floor will drastically alter the shape

of the stories participants (try to) tell; for example, given the commun-

icative exigencies at work, storytellers are likely to truncate or omit all

but the most essential orienting information, and conversely to bolster

their efforts to signal the point of their narrative, why they should be

heard out rather than interrupted with a competing story. Meanwhile,

the narratives told in this context are likely to bear on the social status

or “face” of their tellers in ways that they might not in the context of

interviews.

Precisely this sort variability in the structure of stories produced 

during conversational interaction caused Elinor Ochs and Lisa Capps

(2001: 1–58) to propose the dimensional model of narrative mentioned

in my previous chapter; according to this model, stories told in contexts

of face-to-face interaction can be situated along the five dimensions 

of tellership (to what extent is the story told by a single narrator or 

co-narrated?); tellability (a given narrative may be a rhetorically effect-

ive rendition of reportable events, or it may be only a teller’s halting
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attempt to make sense of a situation with low tellability); embeddedness

(is the narrative told in a lengthy turn relatively detached from the 

surrounding conversational environment, or is it embedded in the flow

of the surrounding discourse, conveyed in a turn at talk no longer than

those that precede and follow it?); linearity (does the story depict events

as part of a single, linear causal-temporal path, or does it rather suggest,

in a more open and uncertain way, multiple paths?); and moral stance

(to what extent does the teller include an explicit judgment of self and

others?). More generally, in suggesting that “mundane conversational

narratives of personal experience constitute the prototype of narrative

activity rather than the flawed byproduct of more artful and planned

narrative discourse” (2001: 3), Ochs and Capps helped set a new course

for study of the structure and functions of storytelling in face-to-face

interaction. Rather than making autonomous narrative “set-pieces”

(like the ones favored in the Labovian tradition) paradigmatic for nar-

rative inquiry, Ochs and Capps shifted the attention to “small stories”

(Bamberg 2004b, 2007; Georgakopoulou 2007) and their status as micro-

interactional resources for identity construction.9

Although Labov and Waletzky developed their model for the ana-

lysis of narratives told in contexts of face-to-face communication just

as structuralist narratologists were proposing their key ideas, initially

there was little interaction between narratology and (socio)linguistic,

social-psychological, and other social-scientific traditions of research on

storytelling. But now there is interest in building an integrative theory

that can accommodate both the study of written, literary narratives and

the analysis of everyday storytelling (see, e.g., Fludernik 1996; Herman

2004). For example, Monika Fludernik’s (1996) argument that conver-

sational storytelling constitutes the primordial narrative situation – the

basis for later, written narratives, no matter how elaborate and ludic

– harmonizes with Ochs and Capps’ account of mundane conversational

stories as the prototype of narrative activity. Other recent research that

seeks to integrate narratological concepts with ideas drawn from lin-

guistic and more broadly social-scientific traditions of narrative scholar-

ship includes Herman (1999b, 2000, 2001a, 2003a, 2007b), Hyvärinen

(2006), Kraus (2005), Mildorf (2007), Palmer (2004), Sternberg (1990, 1992),

Thomas (2002), and Toolan ([1988] 2001).10

Along the same lines, in focusing on what I have characterized as the

first basic element of situatedness – the grounding of stories in specific

discourse contexts or occasions of telling – my next chapter suggests
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strategies for synthesizing work on everyday storytelling and research

on written, literary narratives. The chapter draws on multiple traditions

of scholarship to characterize stories as a form of communicative 

practice that cuts across the various media for storytelling, even as that

form of practice is differently inflected by the constraints and affordances

of a given semiotic environment.
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Back to the Elements

Narrative Occasions

(i) Situatedness. Narrative is a mode of representation that is situated

in – must be interpreted in light of – a specific discourse context or

occasion for telling.

Situating Stories

Narratives are both structured by and lend structure to the com-

municative contexts in which they are told. Ideas from multiple

fields of study, including sociolinguistics, social psychology, and

narratology, can throw light on narrative occasions taken in this

double sense – as communicative environments shaping how acts

of narration are to be interpreted, and, reciprocally, as contexts

shaped by storytelling practices themselves.

As discussed preliminarily in chapter 1, one of the basic elements of

narrative is its situation in a particular discourse context or occasion

for telling. In the three-level model of narrative that Bal ([1980] 1997)

inherited from Genette ([1972] 1980; cf. Rimmon-Kenan [1983] 2002),

the story level (= the narrated content or storyworld) is a mental rep-

resentation built up on the basis of cues included at the level of the

text, and the text level can in turn be viewed as a result (or record) of

the communicative processes that occur at the level of narration.1 Acts

of narration are grounded in occasions for telling in two senses. On

the one hand, interpreters using textual cues to reconstruct a storyworld

Basic Elements of Narrative.  David Herman   
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(see chapter 5) must also draw inferences about the communicative goals

that have structured the specific occasion of the telling, motivating the

use of certain cues in favor of others and shaping the arrangement of

the cues selected. For example, what communicative design informs

Hemingway’s use of the (unnamed) male character in “Hills Like White

Elephants” as the predominant “reflector” in this story told in the third

person – that is, as the center of consciousness through whose perceptions

and attitudes the narrator’s account is refracted? How do interpreters

of the story factor in this narrative design or strategy when trying to

make sense of the text, and what interpretive adjustments would they

need to make if Jig were the predominant reflector, or if the story were

recast as a first-person account told by Jig, by the male character, 

or for that matter by the waitress that serves them at the train station?

(I return to these questions below.)

On the other hand, processes of narration not only emerge from 

but also lend structure to particular discourse contexts, molding them 

into (constituting them as) occasions for telling in a second sense. For

instance, Monica begins her story with what Labov (1972) would call

an abstract, that is, a pre-announcement of the gist of the narrative, 

used to clear the floor for the relatively long turn at talk required to

tell a story:

(1) So that’s why I say..UFO or the devil got after our black asses,

(2) for showing out.

By announcing that she has something noteworthy to tell, Monica cues

her interlocutors (in this case, the two sociolinguistic fieldworkers 

present when Monica recounts UFO or the Devil) to collaborate in the

production of the story by withholding turns at talk that they might

otherwise be inclined to take, particularly in the context of an inter-

view where question-and-answer pairs are a typical and therefore

expected discourse structure. Note, too, that given the overall struc-

ture of their interaction, Monica’s interlocutors would likely feel

cheated if she devoted a lengthy turn to a report of unremarkable events

(that is, events that are low in tellability in this communicative con-

text). Indeed, if Monica’s interlocutors were her peers rather than

interviewers constrained by a somewhat more formal speech situation,

they might interrupt a story with no readily apparent point before she
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ever finished it. Readers of Hemingway’s story, like Monica’s inter-

locutors, in effect cede the floor to the narrator, co-creating the narrative

by adopting the role of story-recipients. They also use an assumption

of tellability to orient themselves to the story: interpreters of literary

narratives like Hemingway’s expect the payoff from reading the text

to be commensurate with the amount of “floor space” or interpretive

engagement the text itself requires – although some (postmodern)

works actively manipulate readerly expectations of this sort, frustrat-

ing attempts to attribute significance to events sometimes narrated in

painstaking detail (cf. the tradition of the nouveau roman, as practiced

by writers such as Alain Robbe-Grillet [1957, 1959] 1965).2

In the sections that follow, making frequent reference to “Hills Like

White Elephants,” UFO or the Devil, Ghost World (in both its graphic-

novel and film versions), and other texts as test cases, I discuss several

frameworks for inquiry that can be used to explore narrative occasions

defined in both of the two senses just mentioned – as communicative

environments shaping how acts of narration are to be interpreted 

and, reciprocally, as contexts shaped by storytelling practices them-

selves. My next section reviews sociolinguistic approaches to narrat-

ive occasions, drawing on Erving Goffman’s (1981) rethinking of the

speaker–hearer pair in terms of what he called production formats and

participation frameworks. This section also discusses how research 

on turn-taking processes, some of which I have already alluded to, is

relevant for the study of narrative occasions. Then I move to the theory

of positioning (Harré and van Langenhove 1999) developed by social

psychologists to suggest how narratives are both a cause and a result

of discourse practices, in which participants use utterances to position 

themselves and others in overarching “storylines” more or less subject

to dispute. Finally, I discuss how narratologists have developed yet

another approach to narrative occasions; refined by rhetorical theorists

of narrative, this approach, sometimes referred to as “the narrative 

communication model” (Chatman 1978; Herman and Vervaeck 2005a;

Martin 1986; Rimmon-Kenan [1983] 2002; Shaw 2005), distinguishes

among actual authors, implied authors and narrators on the produc-

tion side of the storytelling process, and, on the interpretation side, the

corresponding roles of actual readers, (types of) implied readers, and

narratees (the audience implicitly or explicitly addressed by the narrator

in the text).
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Sociolinguistic Approaches

Goffman (1981) suggested that by decomposing the “global folk

categories” of speaker and hearer into more finely grained “par-

ticipant statuses,” analysts can better understand what talk is and

the various ways in which people participate in it. Though focus-

ing on discourse in general, Goffman’s approach also throws light

on the situated nature of storytelling in particular, revealing how

narratives are embedded in (that is, both structure and are struc-

tured by) complex, multidimensional communicative processes.

Conversation Analysis, a complementary model for sociolin-

guistic inquiry with a special focus on the dynamics of turn-

taking in communicative interaction, provides further insight into

how stories fit within a broader ecology of discourse, with dif-

ferent kinds of stories having different niches within that ecology.

Production formats, participation frameworks, 
and narrative occasions

Goffman’s rethinking of the speaker–hearer pair in terms of production

formats and participation frameworks (Goffman 1981: 124–49) can be

traced back to his earlier work (Goffman 1974) on how people make

sense of the world by creating frames that channel and delimit the sorts

of inferences that need to be made about particular activities and zones

of experience. Consider, for example, the different protocols on which

people rely to interpret stories told in a classroom, in an experimental

literary fiction, or during an argument among family members. We bring

different strategies to bear on these storytelling situations because we

frame them as different kinds of activities (cf. Levinson [1979] 1992;

Wittgenstein [1953] 1958). Likewise, Goffman suggests that participants

in talk contextualize what is going on by framing communicative trans-

actions in ways that allow them to assign various kinds of statuses or

roles to themselves and others. They then modify both the frames and

the role-assignments that those frames entail (or footings, as Goffman

calls them) if the nature of a transaction changes in mid-course. Reciproc-

ally, shifting to a different frame or altering one’s footing can change
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the nature of a given transaction, as when a business person stops 

making small talk with a potential client and begins presenting the 

sales pitch he or she was instructed to deliver.3

Thus, in place of older, dyadic models of communication, based on

the “global folk categories” of speaker and hearer, Goffman decomposes

these supposedly primitive terms “into smaller, analytically coherent

elements” (1981: 129). For Goffman, the terms speaker and hearer are

insufficiently nuanced to capture the many (and fluctuating) statuses 

that one can have as a participant in talk. Relevant statuses include,

on the one hand, those associated with the various production formats

an utterance can have – formats that include speaking as an author, 

animator, principal, or figure. On the other hand, the folk category of 

hearer needs to be broken down into a range of other possible par-

ticipant statuses, including those of addressee, unaddressed but ratified

participant (= bystander), or unaddressed and unratified participant 

(= eavesdropper).

On the production side of things, I may animate utterances authored

by someone else, as when a political candidate gives a speech written by

a speechwriter; or I may speak for the sake of someone I am defending

from an accusation, who then becomes the principal of the utterance.

Further, the topic of my talk may be something that I myself said in

another place and time, such that the earlier self whose words I animate

is a figure, the author of words that my present, speaking self animates

(example: someone’s production of an utterance such as Back then I used

to tell people that I was from Canada). Meanwhile, on the reception side

of things, if I am involved in a conversation with multiple parties, I

may have to shift frequently (and rapidly) from having the status of

an addressee to having the status of a bystander, and if the interaction

splits into two subgroups I may also find myself eavesdropping on a

conversation that two or more of the interlocutors intended me not to

hear. All these statuses affect the way discourse is designed and inter-

preted, as participants in talk constantly change their footing, defined

as “the alignment [they] take up to [themselves] and the others present

as expressed in the way [they] manage the production or reception of

an utterance” (Goffman 1981: 128).

But how do Goffman’s ideas bear on narrative communication in 

particular?4 How can they illuminate the role of context in shaping 

narrative occasions, as well as the role of narrative in shaping commun-

icative contexts? Both production formats and participation frameworks
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can be thought of as strategies for formulating responses to questions

– questions that we pose as we seek to orient ourselves within the com-

municative situations we must navigate: am I the intended recipient

of this person’s story, or am I an unratified and unaddressed recipient,

an eavesdropper catching a gossipy tale to which I was not meant to

be privy? Does the narrative text I am reading represent the words of

someone speaking in his or her own behalf, as in the case of an auto-

biography, or the words of someone speaking for the sake of another,

as in the case of a Bildungsroman, testimonial, or story told in the context

of a eulogy? Further, is the narrative at issue being conveyed by a char-

acter within the overarching narrative, a framed tale or story-within-

a-story, or is the teller both author and animator of the account? What

sort of encounter is going on here anyway? In other words, is my inter-

locutor’s story being put to the service of a dispute or a complaint, or

are there other communicative purposes at stake, such as memorializ-

ing a dead loved one or entertaining an audience of educated readers

of fiction? Interpreting stories requires formulating tentative answers to

questions like these, that is, attending to how a given story is grounded

in a particular kind of narrative occasion.

Consider how Goffman’s ideas about production formats and 

participation frameworks might be brought to bear on the example 

narratives included in the Appendix. In “Hills Like White Elephants,”

readers have the status of addressees for whom the text authored 

by Hemingway was intended. But though in one sense the narrator 

of the story can be viewed as the animator of the account of which

Hemingway is author, in another sense Hemingway himself can be

described as having the dual status of animator as well as author. 

His text emerges from prior conventions for storytelling that provide

both an orienting context and a basis for narrative innovation, such as

the “tip of the iceberg” technique which became one of the hallmarks

of Hemingway’s method of composing short stories.5 At another level,

Goffman’s ideas can be brought to bear on the conversational interaction,

or “scene of talk” (Herman 2006b), represented within Hemingway’s

text. Throughout the scene, we readers are unaddressed but ratified

participants in the communicative encounter taking place in this

fictional world. (If the waitress in the story were to overhear what Jig

and the male character say to one another, she could be characterized

as an eavesdropper.) Interpreters’ ability to understand Hemingway’s

text as a narrative hinges on their capacity to reconstruct the scene 
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portrayed in the story as a coherent whole – a whole whose coherence

derives in part from their own specified mode of participation in it.

Within the scene itself, the way the characters frame their own inter-

action affords them various sorts of footings over the course of their

encounter. Hence the text models the process by which people take up

and test out the footings that they adopt as participants in talk. For

example, the male character appears to be solicitous toward Jig, that

is, to treat her as the principal in whose behalf he formulates his remarks

about the simplicity of the abortion procedure, etc. However, the male

character’s encouraging words and displays of concern for Jig can 

be read as part of a self-interested attempt to disencumber himself of 

inconvenient domestic obligations. More generally, insofar as it is a 

story about the structure and dynamics of participation in discourse,

Hemingway’s representation of this scene of talk is metacommunicative,

using the resources of written, literary narrative to throw light on pro-

cesses of face-to-face interaction and the complex, often covert, motives

shaping who says what to whom – and how (cf. Herman 2006b).

Further, the production formats and participation frameworks asso-

ciated with UFO or the Devil and Ghost World can be cross-compared

with those structuring interpretation of “Hills”; indeed, differences

among the formats and frameworks involved help account for the 

intuition that these are different kinds of stories. For one thing, as Dorrit

Cohn (1999) has argued, one of the key structural contrasts between

factual (e.g., historical or autobiographical) and fictional discourse is

that in factual accounts the roles of author and narrator (or animator)

converge, erasing the distinction between the author and a separate,

autonomous narrator that is by contrast one of the signposts of fic-

tion (cf. Lejeune 1989; Ryan 2001b). Definitionally, in fictional accounts,

including fictional first-person testimonials such as Ian McEwan’s 

The Cement Garden (1978) or W. G. Sebald’s Austerlitz (2001), the roles of

author and animator/narrator diverge. Whereas readers are warranted

in conflating, say, the narrator of Survival in Auschwitz (Levi 1961) with

Primo Levi, the biographical individual who authored the text, and can

legitimately assume that events recounted by the narrator are ones that

Levi himself experienced in the Nazi death camp, adopting the same

interpretive strategy for McEwan’s and Sebald’s texts would generate

erroneous inferences concerning the life-histories of those two authors.6

Although it is conveyed through the medium of spoken discourse 

rather than written text, the production format of UFO or the Devil is
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in this respect more similar to that of Levi’s account than McEwan’s

or Sebald’s. In other words, we are warranted in assuming that Monica

herself underwent the life-changing experience recounted in the story.

Cutting across the different kinds of stories just mentioned, factual

as well as fictional, is their use of retrospective first-person (or homo-

diegetic) narration, in contrast with Hemingway’s use of third-person

or heterodiegetic narration in “Hills.” As a result, in UFO or the Devil,

as in the first-person accounts by McEwan, Sebald, and Levi, there 

are opportunities for the younger experiencing-I to appear as what

Goffman would call a figure and what Emmott (1997) would term an

enactor, that is, another, earlier version of the speaking agent produc-

ing a narrative or of a character included in it. In Monica’s narrative,

the figure is a younger version of the self whose words the older 

narrating-I animates in the here and now of the storytelling situation

(cf. lines 18, 25, 31, and 49). Hemingway uses a third-person narrator

who is removed from the events of the storyworld – in Genette’s ([1972]

1980) terms, a extradiegetic-heterodiegetic narrator. This narrating

agent does not at any point appear in the represented scene and thus

cannot take up any sort of footing toward an earlier self constructed

as figure or enactor. By contrast, Monica’s self-representation creates

possibilities for alignment (and disalignment) between narrator and 

enactor that do not arise in Hemingway’s text. Indeed, as I discuss 

in more detail in my account of positioning theory in the next main

section of this chapter, Monica uses a variety of expressive resources

to signal her alignment with her earlier self and against the traditional

or received wisdom animated by the grandmother.

Turning from production formats to participation frameworks, note

the commonalities and contrasts between Hemingway’s scene of talk

and the analogous though briefer scene represented in lines 48–55 of

Monica’s story – that is, the scene in which (as Monica recounts it) Monica

and Renee engage in a dispute with Renee’s grandmother concerning

the exact nature of their experiences. Though the process of “ratification”

is different in each case, both readers of Hemingway’s story and also

readers of the transcript (or listeners to the tape-recorded version) of

UFO and the Devil are ratified albeit unaddressed participants. Readers

of “Hills” are ratified participants because of the conventions surround-

ing fictional texts, which specify that reading an account of a conver-

sation among fictional characters does not constitute eavesdropping.

For her part, Monica consented to have her discourse recorded as part
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of a larger sociolinguistic research project designed to gather information

about the linguistic and cultural traditions of multiple communities across

the state of North Carolina.7 Monica’s informed consent is what makes

analysts of this recorded interaction ratified participants in the com-

municative situation. Indeed, academic research institutions now have

strict protocols for research on human subjects – protocols designed,

in effect, to prevent “eavesdropping” from becoming an institutional-

ized data-gathering technique.

Finally, in the case of graphic novels such as Ghost World, the multi-

media profile of these narratives sometimes entails quite complex 

production formats, constellations of authorial agents of a sort more

characteristic of movies than print texts. Thus, whereas Daniel Clowes

created both the text and the drawings in Ghost World, in Watchmen

(Moore, Gibbons, and Higgins 1987), a graphic novel which won the

1988 Hugo Award for Achievement in Science Fiction (in the “Other

Forms” category), Alan Moore wrote the text, Dave Gibbons served as

illustrator and letterer, and John Higgins was the colorist. All three

expressive components of the work – textual content, drawings/lettering,

color – bear crucially on the process by which interpreters reconstruct

the storyworld associated with this graphic novel, just as film narrat-

ives result from the combined efforts of cinematographers, screenplay

writers, producers of soundtracks, and other agents of cinematic narra-

tion. At the same time, insofar as Watchmen draws reflexively on the

types of action-sequences, drawing and lettering styles, and bold color

choices used in the superhero comics that it recycles and recontextu-

alizes, this authorial collective, as it might be called, also animates prior

narrative conventions, graphic styles, and thematic motifs. Given its

focus on two teenage girls trying to navigate the transition from high

school to post-high-school life, Ghost World stands out contrastively

against the backdrop afforded by this same tradition of superhero comics.

Far from possessing superhuman powers, Enid Coleslaw8 and Rebecca

Doppelmeyer struggle with familial and romantic relationships, resist

the stereotypes their peers try to impose on them, and are brought face

to face, on more than one occasion, with the fragility and tenuousness

of their own friendship.

Both Ghost World and Watchmen were authored in a context defined

in part by prior formal and thematic conventions, resulting in a pro-

duction format in which the authorial agents orient themselves (as 

animators) to techniques and themes that pre-exist their narrative
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designs. Yet it should also be pointed out that the convergence of author

and animator/narrator roles that functions as a signpost of factual nar-

rative can also occur in comics and graphic novels. In other words, there

is nothing intrinsically fictional about the medium of comics, or any

other narrative medium for that matter. Rather than being an attribute

of narrative media, the status of a given narrative representation as 

factual or fictional derives from the semantic profile of its storyworld

(is the world evoked by a narrative an autonomous or stand-alone

domain, or can accounts of situations and events within it be compared

with other, competing accounts?) and also from its pragmatic situation

(if my interlocutor cues me to interpret his or her propositions about

an imaginary domain as claims about how the world really is, then 

he or she is lying rather than engaging in the production of fictional

discourse). Thus Joe Sacco’s graphic journalism, as practiced in works

such as Palestine and Gorazde (Sacco 1994, 2000), exemplifies nonfictional

graphic narrative, just as print texts can be the bearers of both factual

reports and literary fictions.

For another perspective on how practices of storytelling are grounded

in (that is, both shape and are shaped by) particular communicative

occasions, I turn now from Goffman’s ideas to a different tradition of

sociolinguistic research sometimes referred to as Conversation Analysis.

A special focus of this tradition are the speech-exchange systems, 

or processes of turn-taking, that function differently in (and serve to

identify) different kinds of sociocommunicative practices – for example,

interviews versus ritualized exchanges of insults versus storytelling.

Conversation Analysis: narrative and the economy 
of turn-taking

Conversation Analysis is an approach to the study of communicative

interaction with roots in the traditions of sociological analysis that

emerged from phenomenology (cf. Schutz 1962). Those traditions, 

pioneered by Harold Garfinkel (1967) under the rubric of ethnometh-

odology, study how participants display their understandings of an ongo-

ing interaction precisely by making particular kinds of contributions

to the course of the interaction itself, and thereby jointly construct it

as the kind of interaction that they understand it to be.9 For example,

I signal my understanding of an interaction as a conversation versus

a formal lecture or a eulogy by performing particular kinds of verbal
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and nonverbal behaviors in the context of the interchange, which, thanks

to my and the other participants’ coordinated performances, becomes

(= counts for us as) a conversation.

One of the main ways in which participants display their under-

standing of a type of interaction, and thereby co-construct that inter-

action as one that falls within a particular category or kind, is through

the methods they use to take turns at talk. In their classic account of “A

Simplest Systematics for the Organization of Turn-Taking for Conversa-

tion,” Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson argued that “[f]or socially organ-

ized activities, the presence of ‘turns’ suggests an economy, with turns

being for something valued – and with means for allocating them, which

affect their relative distribution, as in economies” (1974: 696). As this

foundational study revealed, in the case of conversational interaction,

as opposed to other types of activity involving speech such as formal

debates, professional storytelling performances, or classroom lectures,

there is a preference for small turns. Speakers want to produce their

utterances in such a way that the risk of being interrupted by others

prematurely is minimized, whereas other parties to the conversation

are looking for the first available opportunity (what Sacks, Schegloff,

and Jefferson [1974] termed “transition relevance places”) to make their

contributions to the discourse. Hence, pressure for smallest possible turn

size comes from two directions simultaneously: from the direction of

the current speaker, who wishes to complete his or her turn, and from

the direction of (potential) next speakers, who monitor the ongoing 

discourse for cues that it is now possible for them to take a turn at 

talk – in other words, to self-select as next speaker. In consequence, as

Schegloff (1981) stresses in a later study that builds on the “Simplest

Systematics,” extended discourse in a conversational setting is not 

tantamount to activity on the part of the speaker and passivity on the

part of an interlocutor (or group of interlocutors). Rather, given that

participants in conversation must jointly overcome the bias toward 

smallest possible turn size to produce multi-unit turns at talk, extended

discourse productions (including narratives) should be viewed as an

interactional achievement.

The process of telling stories thus helps constitute communicative

occasions of a particular sort, organizing the turn-taking behavior of

the parties engaged in the production and interpretation of narratives

– whether in the context of face-to-face interaction or that of viewing

a film or reading a literary fiction or a graphic novel. In some storytelling
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contexts, at least, a hallmark of narrative is an overall preference for

the current speaker’s turn at talk to continue, and a dispreference for

potential next speakers to truncate that turn by self-selecting. That said,

as a number of story analysts have shown, in other storytelling con-

texts collaborative telling or co-narration is an accepted, even expected,

practice (see, e.g., Georgakopoulou 2007: 50–6; Norrick 1992, 2000, 2007;

Ochs and Capps 2001; Ochs et al. 1992). Thus, members of a family or

other social unit often gain a sense of cohesion or shared group member-

ship through processes of co-telling or co-rehearsing already well-known

narratives, which are co-narrated precisely for this purpose of signaling

or confirming membership in the group. In any case, both in relatively

more monologic and relatively more dialogic (or shared) modes of 

storytelling, narratives require a dovetailing of sequencing strategies

by interpreters as well as producers of the discourse. All parties must

actively enable the production of the narrative through a coordinated

sequence of behaviors performed and behaviors withheld. Interpreters

of spoken narratives make storytelling possible by refraining from 

taking turns at crucial moments, co-producing the story either by 

letting a single teller relay the narrative or by intervening at strat-

egic points to collaborate in the process of narration. For their part, 

readers likewise make narrative possible by an analogous recentering

of their attention, at strategic points in time, on a discourse not their

own. As Mary Louise Pratt puts it, in literary narrative as well as 

some forms of “natural” narrative (those in which no co-narration is

involved), the role structure of participants in the speech situation

remains similarly marked vis-à-vis “the unmarked situation among peers,

in which all participants have [in principle] equal access to the floor”

(1977: 113).10

Readers of “Hills Like White Elephants” and Ghost World, like

Monica’s interlocutor(s), assume the role of an audience ceding its 

floor rights to discourse producers who must as a result live up to

“increased expectations of delight” (Pratt 1977: 116).11 In other words,

a common feature cutting across these storytelling situations, and

helping constitute them as narrative occasions in the first place, is their

reliance on turn-taking procedures distinct from those used in other,

non-narrative systems for speech exchange. In stories told in face-to-

face interaction, narrators can use abstracts like that contained in the

first two lines of Monica’s account to pre-announce their intention to

tell a story. Likewise, producers of written narratives can issue requests
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for “floor space” by using a variety of paratextual as well as textual

means. Paratextual cues include the publication of a text in a volume

containing other texts labeled as narratives, such as The Complete Short

Stories of Ernest Hemingway, or in a graphic novel that includes an array

of images among which readers are prompted by the context to assume

sequential, narrative-based connections. Textual cues include formulaic

openings such as “Once upon a time,” as well as openings that include

noun phrases with definite articles (and demonstrative pronouns)

right from the start, as in the first two sentences of Hemingway’s story:

“The hills across the valley of the Ebro were long and white. On this

side there was no shade and no trees and the station was between 

two lines of rails in the sun” (Hemingway [1927] 1987: 211, emphases

added).12 As I discuss more fully in chapter 5, these sorts of patterns

economically evoke the storyworld (or “text world” in Werth’s [1999]

terms) to which readers of a fictional text must imaginatively relocate

if they are to interpret referring expressions (the hills, the station, etc.)

and deictic terms (this side) properly – mapping them onto the world

evoked by the text rather than the world(s) that the text producer or

the text interpreter occupies when producing or decoding these textual

signals.13

Further, some written narratives originating from cultures in transi-

tion from oral to literate practices demonstrate particularly clearly how

producers and interpreters of literary narrative are caught up in a socio-

interactional situation that remains anchored at essential points to the

communicative dynamics of face-to-face storytelling (Herman 2001b,

2004). For example, the first word of the Old English epic Beowulf is

Hwæt – literally, “Listen” – suggesting a hybridized narrative situation.

Here written language is used to issue a request for the floor but in a

manner that harks back to traditions of spoken storytelling, in which

a narrator might indeed have to ask his or her interlocutors to “listen

up.”14 What is more, Beowulf itself foregrounds ways in which story-

telling shapes contexts of social interaction. When Unferth and Beowulf

publicly recount dueling narratives about Beowulf’s swimming contest

with Breca (Beowulf 1993: 33–4), with Unferth casting doubt on Beowulf’s

abilities by way of a verbal challenge known as a flyting (Clark 1990:

60; Clover 1980), the poem highlights how telling a story involves not

a monologic speech act but a coordination of verbal as well as non-

verbal activities on the part of multiple participants.15 Thanks to the

surrounding social context in which their exchange unfolds, Unferth’s
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narrative functions to impugn Beowulf’s valor, whereas Beowulf’s

counternarrative reasserts his bravery and obliges him to live up to the

heroic self-image presented in his version of the story. In the world

portrayed in the poem, then, these stories take on particular forms 

and functions because of the situation in which they are told and 

the identities of their tellers. Reciprocally, the alternation between

story and counter-story affords protocols used by the participants 

to make sense of the situation at hand. Stories and storytelling not 

only emerge from communicative interactions structured as narrat-

ive occasions, but can at another level represent the process by which

social interchanges assume a narrative profile – and with what conse-

quences and effects.

Likewise, the sample narratives included in the Appendix represent

(at a second-order or metacommunicative level) the way storytelling

is embedded in communicative contexts. The narratives show how

extended turns at talk required to tell a story must be slotted into those

contexts in ways jointly negotiated by participants, with the stories 

themselves shaping such negotiations as they unfold. Hemingway’s

story, for instance, suggests that the possibilities for narration are 

constrained by the exigencies of the characters’ current circumstances,

whose profile might very well be altered by acts of narration Jig and

the male character could conceivably produce but do not. Thus in the

lines marked with arrows in the excerpt below, Jig twice uses ques-

tions to invite the male character to produce an account that puts their

current situation in a larger temporal context. When he proposes only

a very minimal account in response, Jig herself produces an ironically

truncated narrative about the happiness of other women who have opted

to terminate pregnancies under similar circumstances.

“I’ll go with you and I’ll stay with you all the time. They just

let the air in and then it’s all perfectly natural.”

→ “Then what will we do afterwards?”

“We’ll be fine afterwards. Just like we were before.”

→ “What makes you think so?”

“That’s the only thing that bothers us. It’s the only thing that’s

made us unhappy.”

The girl looked at the bead curtain, put her hand out and took

hold of two of the strings of beads.

“And you think then we’ll be all right and be happy.”
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“I know we will. You don’t have to be afraid. I’ve known lots

of people that have done it.”

→ “So have I,” said the girl. “And afterwards they were all so happy.”

“Well,” the man said, “if you don’t want to you don’t have to.

I wouldn’t have you do it if you didn’t want to. But I know it’s per-

fectly simple.” (Hemingway [1927] 1987: 212–13)

In one sense, the brevity of these turns indexes the male character’s

and Jig’s understandings of the kind of interaction they are having –

understandings which are not necessarily congruent. Faced with a

momentous decision that is also likely to be a turning-point in their

relationship, the male character’s contributions to the discourse reveal

that he orients himself toward their encounter in the way that particip-

ants orient themselves to an ongoing dispute, in which turns are moves

in a language-game that involves the staking out and defending of posi-

tions. By contrast, Jig’s questions might be construed as probes by means

of which she tests the male character’s willingness or ability to shift to

a different discourse footing – from that of a participant in a dispute

or argument to that of a more cooperative interlocutor who engages

in the joint construction of a narrative by means of which both parties

might jointly think their way through to a different mutual under-

standing of their overall situation. From this perspective Jig’s own terse

contribution, marked with the third arrow, represents her abandonment

of any attempt to co-produce with her interlocutor a story about what

her and the male character’s future might look like, and a reversion to

more dispute-like turn-taking behaviors – that is, to a construal of the

interaction as one falling into the category of an argument or dispute.

This is not to say that in other contexts, narratives themselves cannot

be used as moves in an argument, as when one attempts to undercut

an interlocutor’s current position by telling a story about his or her 

past conduct (Goodwin 1990). But in the scene of talk represented by

Hemingway, the characters’ dispute curtails possibilities for narration,

discourse possibilities that, if actualized during the encounter, might

have enabled them to reconstrue the encounter itself – indeed, to dis-

solve the basis for the dispute of which the encounter functions as both

a symptom and a contributing cause.

Meanwhile, Ghost World remediates the dynamics of turn-taking

through the placement and configuration of speech balloons, text-filled

spaces within panels that allow utterances (and sequences of utterances)
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to be attributed to characters whose appearance, demeanor, and non-

verbal actions are simultaneously represented through modes of visual

narration, in particular, drawing and coloration (Carrier 2000; Eisner

1996; Ewert 2004, 2005; McCloud 1993). For example, in the first two

panels of sequence A included in the Appendix, semiotic cues prompt

readers to assume that the characters produce a particular sequence of

utterances – a sequence that forms part of the narrative being conveyed

by Ghost World but that does not itself represent an act of narration, as

it would if one of Clowes’s characters were herself telling a story. In

the first panel, the musical notes, the proximity of the represented words

to stereo equipment, the Ramones album propped up next to the stereo

(the words in the first two interconnected speech balloons are in fact

lyrics to the Ramones’ song “Carbona Not Glue”), and the positioning

of the three “tails” of the balloons (two tails are pointed toward the

stereo speakers and the third toward Enid) all indicate that Enid is

singing along with the lyrics of the song. By contrast, the separate speech

balloon for the woman represented on the TV screen indicates that she

is producing (at some indefinite point during the sequence of words 

contained in the song lyrics) a non-synchronized speech act. Further,

the smaller lettering used to convey the woman’s words suggests that 

the utterance represented as emanating from the TV is not a primary

focus of Enid’s attention.16

Then in the second panel of sequence A, the left-to-right reading 

conventions associated with English-language texts cue the inference

that Rebecca produces what Conversation Analysts would charac-

terize as a “first pair-part” of a structure called an adjacency pair, here

a question-answer pair, only to have Enid answer with a question of

her own. (Note, too, how the use of boldface text allows Clowes to 

represent emphasized words – that is, prosodic details of the sort 

that I have tried to capture through other means in my transcription

of UFO or the Devil in the Appendix.) In this instance, the unexpected

arrival of Rebecca on the scene, and the unexpected appearance of Enid’s

hair (revealed to be green in a subsequent panel in this chapter),

proves inauspicious for an extended discourse production, whether 

narrative or otherwise. Instead, the occasion prompts an exchange of

questions designed to put the encounter back on a stable footing after

the introduction of startling information (Enid’s green hair, Rebecca’s

presence) that requires both participants to rebuild a workable frame-

work for interaction.
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By contrast, in sequences C and D (panels that are part of the 

same chapter of the novel but separated by intervening material not

reproduced in the Appendix), Clowes does represent communicative

situations favorable to (and structured by) storytelling on the part of

the characters. Representing events that transpire on different narrat-

ive levels, these panels show Rebecca and Enid on the telephone (note

the jagged tails of the speech balloons that indicate contributions by

the party on the other end of the phone in a given panel); Enid request-

ing a story from Rebecca; and Enid producing her own story when Rebecca

demurs – a story in which Enid appears as a figure (in Emmott’s [1997]

terms, an enactor) sitting in a restaurant booth telling a story to Enid’s

and Rebecca’s mutual acquaintance, Naomi. Whereas the panels in

sequence A represent a type of communicative interaction in which 

the participants must focus on establishing a basis for further talk,

sequences C and D portray scenes in which that basis has already been

accomplished. At the first or primary level (termed the “diegetic”

level by narratologists), the scene is a drawn-out, late-night phone call

between close friends (one of the panels in sequence D shows a blank

TV screen and a clock that reads 1:41, the lack of a picture on the TV

suggesting that the time is 1:41 in the morning rather than the after-

noon). At the second, embedded (= hypodiegetic) level, the scene is 

a storytelling situation about which Enid in turn tells Rebecca story, a

conversation among peers in the context of a shared meal. Both encoun-

ters afford opportunities for more extended discourse productions 

of the sort Enid initiates at both narrative levels, with both Rebecca

and Naomi (at their respective levels) enabling these productions by

refraining from taking turns when, in principle, it might have been 

possible for them to do so.

Reciprocally, readers’ assumption that storytelling scenarios are in

play at multiple levels shapes how they interpret Clowes’s represen-

tation of the characters’ talk in this part of the novel. Thus in sequence

C the bounded rectangular text-box containing the words “No, I mean

my story . . . I can’t keep yours straight . . .” can be interpreted as a

response to a question from Rebecca (“You told her about me and

Martin?”) at the primary or diegetic level, not a turn taken during Enid’s

exchange with Naomi in the earlier time-frame. This way of representing

the characters’ speech is followed by panels containing unbounded lines

of text above depicted scenes; in this way, Clowes suggests that Enid

is narrating to Naomi events from a still earlier time-frame preceding
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their conversational interaction in the restaurant booth. Hence, just 

as the characters use storytelling practices to frame their encounters

with one another as particular kinds of interaction, regulating their 

communicative conduct accordingly, readers of Clowes’s text draw on

their understanding of the protocols for narration to form inferences

about the relationship between elements within panels and about the

sequential links across different panels.

More generally, in face-to-face interaction as well as other commun-

icative contexts, stories at once emerge from and organize particular

modes of practice, enabling participants to collaborate on the accom-

plishment of extensive, multi-unit discourse productions. Allowing 

interlocutors to overcome conversation’s interactionally motivated

bias toward the smallest possible turn size, stories told face to face 

promote the creation of carefully structured, pre-planned discourse 

segments – stretches of talk such as UFO or the Devil, whose produc-

tion and interpretation require participants to reflect on and evaluate

previous, ongoing, or possible experiences. In this way, storytelling 

contributes primordially to the sense-making activities jointly accom-

plished by social interactants, affording one of the basic means by 

which people make sense of themselves, one another, and the world

(Herman 2003a). Written and multimodal narratives like Hemingway’s

and Clowes’, respectively, build on this same legacy of sense-making,

and do so by exploiting medium-specific properties of printed texts

(including graphic-novel texts). Because of their deliberate or “worked

over” nature in contrast with the relative spontaneity of spoken dis-

course (Chafe 1994), as well as the longer span of time allowed for 

interpretation of printed narratives than for stories told face to face,

texts like those of Hemingway and Clowes can use scenes of represented

storytelling to comment reflexively on the processes of saying and inter-

preting at work in narrative occasions, among other environments for

communication.

My next section draws on ideas from social psychology – specific-

ally, the theory of positioning – to outline another approach to the 

situated nature of narrative representations. This work, too, suggests

that narratives emerge from sociointeractional contexts on which 

their telling in turn has a shaping effect; but it deploys a different de-

scriptive vocabulary than that used by Goffman or the Conversation

Analysts.
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Positioning Theory

In the terms afforded by positioning theory (Harré and van

Langenhove 1999; cf. Bamberg 1997b, 2004a, 2005), a method 

of analysis proposed by researchers working in the subfield of

social psychology known as discursive psychology (cf. Edwards

1997, 2006; Edwards and Potter 1992; Harré 2001; Harré and

Gillett 1994; Harré and Stearns 1995), speech acts are used to assign

positions to social actors. Positions, in this model, are places along

scales or continua that correspond to polarities of character such

as “strong versus weak,” “flashy versus understated,” etc. Over

time, self- and other-positioning speech productions help build

overarching storylines in terms of which we make sense of our

own and others’ doings. Reciprocally, those overarching narrat-

ives provide the means for linking particular position-assignments

with particular utterances, as when a snide or affirming remark

about someone does its work thanks to the way it shores up (or

undercuts) a larger story about that person. Positioning theory

thus provides another way of characterizing as a basic element

of narrative its grounding in contexts for communication. The

telling of narratives functions to position both teller and recipient,

and in some cases to contest positions associated with competing

storylines, while conversely individual speech acts contribute to

the formation of more or less convergent or conflicting storylines

about self and other. In addition, the process of narration posi-

tions characters in storyworlds.17

Positioning in UFO or the Devil

This section draws on research in discursive psychology to characterize

narrative occasions in terms of positions – with stories both allowing

people to assign positions to themselves and one another and also emer-

ging from that same process of position assignment.18 In Harré and van

Langenhove’s account (1999: 1–31), one can position oneself or be posi-

tioned in discourse as powerful or powerless, admirable or blameworthy,
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etc. In turn, a position can be specified by characterizing how a speaker’s

contributions are taken as bearing on these and other “polarities of char-

acter” in the context of an overarching storyline – a narrative of self

and other(s) being jointly elaborated (or disputed) by participants, via

self-positioning and other-positioning speech acts. Hence positions 

are selections made by participants in discourse, who use position-

assigning speech acts to build “storylines” in terms of which the assign-

ments make sense. Reciprocally, the storylines provide context in terms

of which speech acts can be construed as having a position-assigning force.

It should also be pointed out, though, that self- and other-positioning

acts are not always intentionally or volitionally performed. An utterance

I produce may allow others to position me in ways I neither planned

for nor desire – as when Renee’s grandmother uses the girls’ report

about their experiences to position them as unreliable narrators (see

lines 48–55 and below). Conversely, I may position another person in

unintended ways when I produce utterances that connect up with 

(reinforce, undercut) storylines of which I am unaware, as when I com-

pliment someone on his or her punctuality in the presence of others

who have constructed a larger narrative about that person’s obsessive

concern with being on time.

In UFO or the Devil, Monica engages in self-positioning via speech

acts concerning racial as well as generational polarities. As suggested

above, the abstract of Monica’s story (lines 1–2) functions to situate

Monica and Renee within a complex network of ethnic identities. By

referring to herself and her friend in terms of “our black asses,”

Monica on the one hand can be heard as claiming for herself an iden-

tity that is based on skin color and that, in this respect, stands in polar

opposition to the identity “white” – even though the composite ethnic

heritage of black Appalachians as a group undercuts dichotomous 

(self-)identifications of this sort (see the background on Texana pro-

vided in the Appendix). At the same time, as Mallinson (2006) has shown,

Monica is one of the residents of Texana who associates herself with

urban black culture and language practices. From this perspective,

Monica’s abstract can be interpreted as a means by which she aligns

herself with a distinct subgroup of the broader African American popu-

lation – one that is not immediately present in Texana itself, but that

nonetheless constitutes a point of reference for Monica’s strategies 

for self-presentation. In either interpretation, Monica’s abstract can be

construed as a positioning strategy: on the one hand, by positioning
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Monica and Renee as part of a proximate minority community vis-à-vis

the dominant local culture of a county that is more than 98 percent white;

on the other hand, by positioning both girls as members of another,

larger, and spatially nonproximate minority community vis-à-vis a

supraregional culture that is also predominantly white. In either case,

the abstract marks the story about to be told as a counternarrative

opposed to the narratives circulating within and defining the majority

white culture. Yet the minority status that Monica attributes to herself

here is, in effect, a double-edged sword: even as it prepares the way

for a recounting of experiences to which members of the dominant com-

munities may not have access, because of their association with master

narratives or the normative order of discourse, Monica’s counter-

narrative also positions her as a kind of self whose experiences may

not carry weight or authority when juxtaposed against such master 

narratives and the assumptions and expectations that they entail.19

This dialectical logic of positioning, whereby authoritative experi-

ential (or “firsthand”) knowledge opposes itself to the discourses that

undermine the self’s claims to such authority and such knowledge, 

also structures the polarity that Monica sets up between herself and

Renee’s grandmother toward the end of UFO or the Devil (lines 48–55).

The grandmother is represented as dismissing Monica’s and Renee’s

experiences by constructing a storyline in which those experiences are

in reality the deluded imaginings of overexcited, possibly hysterical,

young girls. Specifically, the grandmother attempts to other-position

Monica and Renee as unreliable narrators by proposing instead of their

supernatural account a naturalistic explanation of the apparition as a

formation of “minerals,” distorted somehow by the girls’ own overheated

condition (lines 50–4). In turn, however, Monica uses the expressive

resources of talk, including prosody,20 to discredit the grandmother’s

purported explanation, that is, the storyline according to which Monica’s

mind has merely fabricated the big ball. For one thing, Monica uses a

slower rate of speech and heightened pitch and volume for purposes

of emphasis in lines 46 and 47, where she underscores the effect on her

and Renee of the encounter with the big ball. Further, Monica mani-

pulates both pitch and rhythm to construct dismissive, sing-song-like

reproductions of the grandmother’s discourse in lines 51 and 53–4; here

the downward shifts in pitch are rhythmically timed to co-occur with

words that index the grandmother’s purported explanation(s) of events,

suggesting the extent to which Monica disfavors and seeks to distance
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herself from any such account. At the same time, Monica uses nonce

words (bah bah ↓ bah ↓ bah) in line 53 to suggest how, in general, the

grandmother’s account is discourse devoid of relevant semantic con-

tent. She also produces, in line 55, an explicit evaluation (Bullshit) of her

interlocutor’s counternarrative about what must have happened. Monica

uses a word-internal downward shift in pitch in Bullshit, together 

with sentence-final intonation at the end of this line of the transcript.

Whereas utterances ending with rising pitch (e.g., questions) can be used

to implicate various kinds of uncertainty (Ward and Hirschberg 1985),

Monica’s utterance in line 53 suggests both prosodically and lexically

that she is committed to the truthfulness of her own account in con-

trast with the grandmother’s.

Thus, exploiting a variety of expressive resources available to par-

ticipants in face-to-face interaction, Monica other-positions the grand-

mother’s discourse as a monolithic voice of authority that in fact has

no authority when it comes to this domain of experience. The story-

telling process entails a complex embedding or lamination of self- and

other-positioning acts, of a kind that narratively structured discourse

environments are uniquely able to create and sustain. At a global level

Monica uses her narrative as a means for self-positioning even though

– or rather, precisely because – at a local level it recounts another per-

son’s attempt to other-position Monica and Renee. Monica embeds a

report of Renee’s grandmother’s other-positioning speech act within

her own account, critically evaluates it, and thereby puts it in the service

of a story about the power of firsthand experience to trump received

accounts of the way the world is.

Monica’s mode of narration also positions her interlocutors vis-à-vis

the (inter)action unfolding within the storyworld (cf. Bamberg 2004a,

2005). The narrative relies heavily on what narratologists would term

internal focalization: once the story is launched, events are refracted

through the vantage-point of an individuated participant in the story-

world, namely, the younger experiencing-I who undergoes the encoun-

ter. That said, Monica uses discourse resources available in the here and

now (including tense shifts, deictic references, and prosody) to animate

earlier events, whose life-transforming impact thus emerges through

the interplay between different time-frames. The same dual positioning

is marked lexically in line 55. At this juncture, Monica’s evaluation of

the action is ambiguously external and internal, in Labov’s (1972) sense

of those terms: Bullshit marks the fusion of the evaluative stance of the
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younger experiencing-I with that of the older narrating-I. Then, in lines

56 and following, the focalization shifts unambiguously back to the 

vantage-point of the older narrating-I: Monica speaks summatively about

how her behavior changed after the encounter with the big ball.

Overall, though, using the current discourse to stage the main action

of the narrative from the perspective of the experiencing-I, Monica aligns

her interlocutors (and analysts) with her younger self’s vantage-point.

Relevant here is Dorrit Cohn’s (1978) account of the discourse strategy

that she characterized as consonant self-narration, where the older 

narrating-I does not enjoy any cognitive privilege with respect to his

or her earlier experiencing self. As the foregoing remarks suggest, how-

ever, the term “cognitive privilege” might need to be reformulated as

“direction of flow”: is the discourse organized such that the narrating-I

animates the experiencing-I’s perspective on the storyworld, or is it 

organized such that past events become the means for staging current

conceptions of self and world? In the case of UFO or the Devil, by posi-

tioning her interlocutors with her younger self Monica in effect positions

them against other discourses that might claim authoritative status –

discourses such as those represented by the grandmother. The repos-

itories of received wisdom, these discourses purport to invalidate the

experiences whose formative role Monica’s narrative, by contrast, enacts.

Positioning in “Hills” and Ghost World

Likewise, drawing on the expressive resources of a different medium

for storytelling, Hemingway’s mode of narration in “Hills” is commun-

icatively situated in ways that positioning theory can help account for.

To reiterate, positioning is a relevant parameter for analysis on several

levels: the level of the characters; the level of the reader’s engagement

with the text, given the specific narrative techniques deployed; and 

the level of narrative’s bearing on more or less dominant storylines, or

master narratives, about the way the world is. At the first level, “Hills”

portrays the unnamed male character and Jig as engaged in both 

self- and other-positioning acts. At the second level, Hemingway’s mode

of narration – in particular, his use of what F. K. Stanzel ([1979] 1984)

would characterize as the figural narrative situation (= third-person 

or heterodiegetic narration in which events are refracted through the

vantage-point of a particular consciousness or “reflector”) – positions

interpreters of the overarching narrative concerning the characters’
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encounter. And at the third level, the story engages with master nar-

ratives associated with gender roles in particular.

Although there are shifts of perspective over the course of the story,

the male character functions as the main internal focalizer or reflector

figure, whose vantage-point provides a window on the action being

recounted. Thus, almost all of the nonverbal actions recounted in the

story are performed by Jig, confirming that the dominant reflector or

perceiver (the one witnessing Jig’s actions) is the male character. The

use of the male character as the focalizer tends to align the reader with

his vantage-point: we literally see things through his eyes. Yet, for 

reasons already mentioned, the text ultimately invalidates both the 

storyline he proposes and his attempt at other-positioning Jig in terms

of that storyline. What the male character presents as empathy and con-

cern for Jig can be read otherwise, as a self-interested attempt to sidestep

what he views as onerous domestic obligations. The tension between

(1) the male character’s status as the main source of perceptual infor-

mation about the storyworld and (2) his self-centered approach to his

and Jig’s situation creates a kind of dissonance in the positioning logic

of the narrative. Hence, whatever Hemingway’s conscious stance toward

dominant conceptions of gender in the epoch during which he wrote,

his text positions readers simultaneously with and against the male char-

acter, thereby disrupting sexist master narratives in which men are the

repositories of authoritative knowledge and sound judgments while

women lack these attributes and are therefore unreliable.21 More gen-

erally, to reconstruct the storyworld in “Hills” readers must draw infer-

ences about the larger communicative situation in which Hemingway’s

textual cues are embedded and which the story in turn represents,

through its portrayal of the interaction (or “scene of talk”) involving Jig

and the male character. The larger communicative situation at issue is

thus complex and multi-layered; in it, readers are positioned vis-à-vis

the male character’s attempts to position both Jig and himself.

In the case of Ghost World, the graphic-novel medium affords still

other expressive resources by means of which interpreters of the text

can be positioned – and through which, in the storyworld evoked by

the narrative, characters’ own attempts at self- and other-positioning can

be represented. Likewise, aspects of the text serve to position Clowes’s

account vis-à-vis dominant storylines or master narratives circulating

in the culture at large. Consider the positioning logic at work in sequence

B, for example. The verbal-visual organization of the sequence aligns
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readers with Rebecca and Enid, while distancing them from the back-

grounded male characters about whom the two friends converse (or

argue). Clowes deploys here the multimodal equivalent of a print 

text’s use of third-person or heterodiegetic narration that moves along

a spectrum from relatively more external to relatively more internal

views – that is, from external focalization, where the vantage-point on

events is not associated with a character in the storyworld, to internal

focalization, where the vantage-point is in fact a character’s.22 For

instance, in the third panel of sequence B, readers can use the commun-

icative context established by the visual design of first two panels as

a basis for drawing an inference concerning the status of the image 

represented in this panel. Specifically, they can infer that this image of

the former bass player is mediated through the perceptions of one 

of the two main characters – most probably Rebecca, given her phy-

sical location and the orientation of her torso and gaze in the preceding 

panel. That inference is reinforced by the absence of a speech balloon

in the third panel, even though the bass player is shown talking on the

phone. Readers can assume that, because of the male character’s loca-

tion at the far side of the restaurant, Rebecca cannot hear what he is

saying on the phone. By contrast, in the case of the (self-incriminating)

utterance that is represented by means of a speech balloon in the 

second panel, readers can assume that this remark (“You guys up for

some reggae tonight”) was made within Rebecca’s and Enid’s percept-

ual range and is therefore included in the report of their perceptions

at this point in the unfolding action.23 Both the design of individual

panels and sequential links among panels thus align readers with par-

ticular vantage-points on the storyworld, and prevent or at least inhibit

other identifications and alignments.

The net result of this logic of identification, enacted through the 

progression of the text’s word–image combinations, is that readers 

are prompted to construct a storyline concerning Rebecca’s and Enid’s

difficulties with identifying potential romantic and life partners – and,

by extension, a larger storyline about the similar difficulties that any

intelligent, independent-minded young woman is likely to experience

in this connection. The verbal and visual details found in individual

panels and panel sequences cue readers to attach local textual details to

this (emergent) storyline, while that storyline in turn provides context for

interpreting the actions, postures, and speech productions of characters

represented within a given panel or across panels. Further, as the 
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screenshots also included in the Appendix suggest, Terry Zwigoff’s film

version of Ghost World picks up with and indeed amplifies this same

global storyline. Screenshot 1 reproduces Rebecca’s and Enid’s per-

spective on the reggae-lover’s self-incriminating remark. Meanwhile,

portraying scenes not included in the graphic-novel version of Ghost

World, screenshots 4, 5, and 6 bolster the storyline concerning the

dearth of potential romantic or life partners – given the unpromising

conduct and demeanor of the patrons registered by the camera (which

corresponds here to Enid’s gaze).

At the same time, sequence B exploits the modulation between 

relatively more internal and relatively more external perspectives to

present alternating views of Enid’s and Rebecca’s table as the primary

vantage-point on the situations, events, and characters inhabiting the

storyworld. Panels 4 and following prompt readers to pull back from

the internalized view of the ex-bass player in panel 3 and adopt shift-

ing perspectives during Rebecca and Enid’s dispute concerning what

Rebecca characterizes as Enid’s impossibly high standards for men.

(Apparently, only a “famous cartoonist” named “David” Clowes would

be up to snuff!) In a manner reminiscent of the shot/reverse-shot tech-

nique in cinematic narratives, the text first provides, in panel 4, an over-

the-shoulder view of Rebecca from Enid’s perspective, followed in panel

5 by an over-the-shoulder view of Enid from Rebecca’s perspective. Then

in panel 6 the perspective shifts again, to a more externalized view that

captures Enid’s angry expression as she defends her preference for the

cartoonist over the “guitar plunkin’ moron” (= ex-bass player) whom

Rebecca had alluded to favorably. By showing both Enid’s angry reac-

tion and the now discredited male characters in the restaurant, and 

by attributing to Rebecca the utterance “Still, I just hate anybody who

likes cartoons,” panel 6 aligns readers with Enid’s position, fracturing

the global storyline concerning the lack of viable male partners into

competing storylines about life choices for young women in Enid and

Rebecca’s position. Making sense of both individual panels and panel

sequences thus requires situating them in a broader logic of position-

ing and counter-positioning, thanks to which Clowes’s panels serve 

particular communicative functions and which in turn takes shape

because of how the panels themselves are sequenced.

In short, the idea of positioning, although originally developed 

by discursive psychologists for the purposes of analyzing everyday, 

face-to-face communicative interactions, can also throw light on the 
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communicative strategies by which readers are positioned vis-à-vis 

literary narratives like Hemingway’s and multimodal texts such as

Clowes’s. This work suggests that framing inferences about the stance

one is being prompted to adopt toward particular positions represented

in a narrative is a fundamental part of the process of reconstructing

that narrative’s storyworld, no matter what the medium in which it is

presented. Reciprocally, concepts and methods originating in narratology,

such as internal focalization, consonant self-narration, and the contrast

between authorial and figural narrative situations, can lead to finer-

grained analyses of positioning logic, as can research on modes of nar-

ration made possible by the medium-specific properties of comics and

graphic novels, for example (cf. Baetens 2002; Carrier 2000; Eisner 1996;

Ewert 2004, 2005; Groensteen 2007; McCloud 1993).

I turn now to a third broad approach to the study of narrative occa-

sions – one “homegrown” within the field of narrative theory itself. In

parallel with Goffman’s work on production formats and participation

frameworks but using a different analytic scheme, this third, indigen-

ous, approach aims to identify the parties to narrative transactions and

how different relations among them affect the process of telling and

interpreting stories, which can in turn affect how these parties orient

to one another.

The Narrative Communication Model

In this final section of the chapter, I discuss how narratologists

have created their own indigenous vocabulary for describing and

analyzing narrative occasions. This approach, sometimes referred

to as “the narrative communication model” (Booth [1961] 1983;

Chatman 1978; Genette [1972] 1980, [1983] 1988, [1991] 1993; Her-

man and Vervaeck 2005a; Leech and Short [1981] 2007: 206–30);

Iser 1974; Phelan 2005a; Prince 1982; Rimmon-Kenan [1983] 2002;

Shaw 2005), focuses on the constitutive factors of narrative commun-

ication and explores how those factors come into play differently

in different kinds of storytelling situations. In the version developed

by rhetorical theorists of narrative, the approach distinguishes

among actual authors, implied authors, and narrators on the
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production side of the storytelling process, and, on the inter-

pretation side, the corresponding roles of actual readers, (types

of) implied readers, and narratees (the audience implicitly or 

explicitly addressed by the narrator in the text). According to this

model, telling and interpreting narratives must be situated

within a multi-layered process of narrative communication, in

which an implied author, for example, might communicate

something to an implied reader by having a narrator tell a par-

ticular kind of story in a particular way to a specific narratee.

Reconstructing a storyworld thus requires framing inferences

about the dynamically unfolding relations among the parties to

a given narrative transaction – relations that are both an emer-

gent result of textual designs and a basis for understanding how

those designs form part of larger narrative occasions.24

The narrative communication model has roots in both structuralist 

narratology (Chatman 1978; Genette [1972] 1980; Prince 1973) and the

rhetorical approach to narrative pioneered around the same time by

Wayne C. Booth ([1961] 1983). As discussed in chapter 2, the narratolo-

gists, influenced by Saussure’s emphasis on the linguistic system versus

particular speech acts made possible and intelligible by that system

(Saussure [1916] 1959), focused not on particular authors and readers

but on the system of structural options available to producers as well

as interpreters of narrative texts. This general approach led narratolo-

gists to create a taxonomy of narrators and narratees, agents of narra-

tive production and reception about which inferences can be formed

based on features immanent to the text. For his part, Booth took issue

with then prevalent Formalist (New Critical) approaches to literary ana-

lysis and conceived of fictional works not as autonomous artifacts that

had to be bracketed from their contexts of production and interpreta-

tion to be understood but rather as elements of a purposeful commun-

icative process in which authors and readers participate, but in ways

that are mediated by the rhetorical designs that structure the text.

Narratological foundations

In the narratological framework, narration can be conceived as a 

communicative process in which information about the story level is
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conveyed by a particular kind of narrator to a particular kind of 

narratee. Gerald Prince defines the narratee as “[t]he one who is nar-

rated to, as inscribed in the text” ([1987] 2003: 57), and contrasts this

participant role with both the real reader and the implied reader 

(see below). Hence, in contrast to the biographical critics who pre-dated

them or the reader-response theorists who came later, the narratolo-

gists focused not on authors and readers and their role in narrative 

transactions but on narrators and narratees viewed as communicative

positions correlated systematically with identifiable textual markers. In

other words, whereas authors and readers are dimensions of “narrat-

ive parole,” particular instances of narrative discourse, the narratolo-

gists’ main concern was narrative langue, or the underlying semiotic

system that makes narrative production and understanding possible in

a given case. Hence, adapting folk models of the communicative process,

based on the three components or participants of sender, message, and

receiver –

sender → message → receiver 25

– the narratologists developed an analogous model of the participants

involved in the process of narrative communication:

narrator → narrative message → narratee

As noted by Rimmon-Kenan ([1983] 2002: 95–106) in her exposition of

Genette’s ([1972] 1980) foundational work, narratologists have classified

narrators as well as narratees according to narrative level, extent of par-

ticipation in the storyworld, and degree of perceptibility; further, under the

influence of rhetorical approaches to narrative that can be traced back

to Booth’s work and that I discuss more fully in my next subsection,

degree of (un)reliability has come to constitute an additional parameter

for comparing and contrasting narrators in particular.26

With respect to narrative level, narrators are extradiegetic if they do

not inhabit the storyworld evoked by their discourse (as in Hemingway’s

text); intradiegetic if they are characters within the storyworld and 

tell a story within the story (as in lines 48–55 of UFO or the Devil, when

Monica narrates the narrative that she and Renee told to the grand-

mother); or hypodiegetic if, within an embedded narrative, a character

narrator tells yet another story (as in sequences C and D from Ghost

World, where within Clowes’s narrative Enid tells Rebecca a story about
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how she told her loss-of-virginity story to Naomi on a previous occasion).

Whereas Hemingway’s story does not feature an explicitly characterized

narratee, that is, a textually evoked recipient of the narrator’s discourse,

successful interpretation of Monica’s narrative and of Ghost World

requires sorting out who is the narratee at a given point. Thus, I will

misconstrue UFO or the Devil if I fail to realize that two sets of narratees

are in play in lines 48–55: on the one hand, the two fieldworkers to

whom Monica is conveying her account (and to whom she addresses

the three instances of the locution you know27 found in these lines); on the

other hand, the grandmother, to whom in the earlier time-frame being

recounted here she and Renee tell their story about the encounter 

with the big ball. Not only do interpreters need to keep distinct these

different narratees; what is more, they can infer that Monica is com-

municating something to the fieldworkers (the extradiegetic narratees)

by constructing the grandmother as an unsympathetic audience (intra-

diegetic narratee). Likewise, in Ghost World, readers must sort out who

is being addressed at what moments in Enid’s account, and frame infer-

ences about (1) what Enid seeks to communicate to Rebecca by telling

her the story of her narration of her loss-of-virginity story to Naomi,

and (2) what Clowes seeks to communicate to the reader by having

Enid attempt to communicate this to Rebecca.

Shifting from the question of narrative levels to that of extent of 

participation in the story, analysts have drawn on the narrative com-

munication model to distinguish among autodiegetic, homodiegetic, 

and heterodiegetic narrators. Autodiegetic narration constitutes a 

special case of first-person or homodiegetic narration in which the 

narrator does not only participate in the action being recounted but is

also the main character in the storyworld evoked by the text. To put

the same point another way, a homodiegetic narrator is one who has

participated (more or less centrally) in the circumstances and events

about which he or she tells a story, with completely central participa-

tion yielding the autodiegetic mode.28 In heterodiegetic narration, by

contrast, the narrator has not participated in the circumstances and 

events about which he or she tells a story. Furthermore, narrators can

be extradiegetic-homodiegetic, like the older Pip who narrates his earlier

life experiences in Charles Dickens’s Great Expectations; extradiegetic-

heterodiegetic, like Henry Fielding’s narrator in Tom Jones, who comments

evaluatively on but does not participate in events in the storyworld;

intradiegetic-homodiegetic, as when Marlow, in his role as a character
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narrator in Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, tells about his experiences in the

Congo; or intradiegetic-heterodiegetic, as when in Chaucer’s Canterbury

Tales the Miller tells a bawdy tale (specifically, a fabliau) centering on

events in which he himself did not take part.29

In these terms, Hemingway’s narrator is extradiegetic-heterodiegetic,

whereas UFO or the Devil involves both extradiegetic-autodiegetic 

narration (when Monica tells the interviewers the story of her earlier

encounter with the big ball) and intradiegetic-autodiegetic narration

(when she tells the story of how she told a previous version of that same

story to Renee’s grandmother, just after the events in question tran-

spired). Ghost World, meanwhile, features extradiegetic-heterodiegetic

narration (because the narrating agent who produces the primary

diegetic level does not inhabit the storyworld evoked by the graphic

novel, and does not figure as a participant in the narrated action30) 

along with instances of intradiegetic-autodiegetic and hypodiegetic-

autodiegetic narration (as in sequences C and D). Also, in the film 

version of Ghost World, Enid is herself a fledgling comic artist, and her

sketchbook images of Seymour (a character not included in the original

graphic-novel version) constitute further instances of intradiegetic

narration, further stories-within-the-story, some of them heterodiegetic

in focus.

The broader point to emphasize here is that, as was the case with

textual cues prompting interpreters to draw inferences about who is

communicating with whom at what point and on what narrative level,

recipients of narrative discourses and texts make sense of storyworlds

in part by figuring out a narrator’s degree of participation in or involve-

ment with narrated events – how a narrator fits into the overall parti-

cipant structure of the communicative transaction in which they engage

while interpreting a story. Indeed, as Lubomír Dolebel (1998) has argued,

modes of narratorial participation bear crucially on the process by which

circumstances and events in storyworlds are “authenticated” (or not)

as fictional facts – as things that must be assumed to be true about 

the storyworld if one is to build up a coherent interpretation of it. 

As Dolebel puts it, “entities [and events] introduced in the discourse

of the anonymous third-person narrator are eo ipso authenticated as

fictional facts, while those introduced in the discourses of the fictional

persons are not” (1998: 149, quoted in Margolin 2005b: 33; cf. Dolebel

1980). In other words, fictional facts reported by third-person narrators

have an authority, or mark a degree of certainty, lacking in first-person
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reports given by characters or character narrators occupying specific

positions in a storyworld.31

In sequences C and D from Ghost World, for example, the content of

the phone conversation between Enid and Rebecca is authenticated in

a way that Enid’s own report of the story she tells to Naomi is not. The

phone conversation framing this story-within-the-story can be taken

as fictional fact, whereas Enid’s assertion that she did not tell Naomi

about Rebecca’s own loss-of-virginity story remains a (disputable)

assertion made by Enid in her role as an intradiegetic (or character)

narrator. Indeed, this assertion seems to be undercut by the panel that

precedes the one in which Enid makes this claim in sequence D; 

here Naomi is shown reacting (“Oh God . . .”) to Enid’s remark that

Rebecca’s “first time was with this completely fruity guy she met on

a computer bulletin board!” – as if, in a jump back up to the primary

diegetic level on which Rebecca and Enid are having their phone con-

versation, Enid is recalling what Naomi looked like at precisely the

moment when she (Enid) did tell her the story at issue. In the dialect-

ical interplay at work in narrative occasions, then, the truth status of

a given narrative act (or narrator’s report) can be determined only in

light of the larger context of telling of which it forms a part, and, vice

versa, localized acts of storytelling shape interpreters’ understanding

of the overall narrative sequence to which they contribute.

Rhetorically oriented theorists have also explored the structure and

dynamics of what Dolebel called narrative authentication, or the pro-

cess by which narrative texts prompt interpreters to sort propositions

about the storyworld into factual and nonfactual assertions – and con-

versely to build up a global understanding of the storyworld precisely

through that sorting process. As I discuss in my next subsection, though,

rhetorical narrative theorists have approached this issue from a different

direction, attempting to link the semantics of narrators’ statements about

fictional worlds with the pragmatics of audience participation. To con-

struct this link, they have proposed new inflections of the narrative 

communication model, and thus new ways of grounding narrative 

itself in communicative processes.

Rhetorical inflections

When it was integrated with the ideas of Wayne Booth and Wolfgang

Iser that came into prominence around the same time that structuralist
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theories of narrative were being developed and disseminated, the basic

model of narrative communication acquired additional nuances, as 

suggested by the form it took in Seymour Chatman’s study, Story and

Discourse (1978: 151, reproduced in Rimmon-Kenan [1983] 2002: 86; a

slightly simplified version of the diagram is presented here):

Real author ···> Implied author → Narrator → Narratee → Implied

reader ···> Real reader

In this version of the model, the dotted arrows indicate how individual

authors and readers are not in themselves targets of this approach to

narrative analysis; rather, they are relevant only insofar as they adopt

communicative roles (compare Goffman’s “participant statuses”) in order

to take part in narrative transactions. On the production side of things,

authors of fictional narratives create a persona that Booth called the

implied author and that can be defined as “the governing consciousness

of the work as a whole, the source of the norms embodied in the work”

(Rimmon-Kenan [1983] 2002: 87– 8). In other words, the implied author

can be defined as a “streamlined version of the real author, an actual

or purported subset of the real author’s capacities, traits, attitudes, beliefs,

values, and other properties that play an active role in the construction

of the particular text” (Phelan 2005a: 45); this streamlined version of

the implied author can be assumed to be “responsible for the choices

that create the narrative text as ‘these words in this order’ and that imbue

the text with his or her values” (Phelan 2005a: 216).32

Shaped in part by the New Critics’ strictures against what they called

“the intentional fallacy” (Wimsatt and Beardsley [1947] 2001), accord-

ing to which the attempt to use an author’s assumed intentions as a

yardstick for literary interpretation results in a version of the genetic

fallacy, or arguments based on origins, Booth’s ([1961] 1983) approach

avoids committing the analyst to claims about the intentions of the actual

author. Instead, Booth suggested, authors adopt a “second self” (if an

author produces multiple works, this persona becomes a “career author”)

for the purpose of engaging with readers in communicative acts medi-

ated by texts featuring particular kinds of rhetorical designs. In turn,

readers scan fictional texts for these designs – that is, for cues that enable

them to pick up on the attitudes, norms, and values associated with

the implied author, the persona adopted by the actual author for the

purposes of engaging in such rhetorically situated acts of narrative 
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communication. Interpreting a narrative entails searching the text 

for signals that convey information about these underlying norms and

values, which in turn enable recipients to detect favored versus dis-

favored character traits, modes and degrees of unreliable narration, and

other dimensions of the broader communicative occasion in light of

which particular textual details acquire specific narrative functions.

Thus, in a text like Robert Browning’s My Last Duchess, a dramatic

monologue told by a Renaissance-era Duke who has had his wife 

murdered (one assumes) because of his own pathological jealousy and

possessiveness, reconstructing the storyworld requires recognizing

the gap between the norms and values of Browning’s implied author

and those displayed by the Duke in his role as narrator. Or, in the case

of Hemingway’s short story, which involves not unreliable narration

but rather a clash of attitudinal and practical stances vis-à-vis a conflict-

causing turn of events within the storyworld, invoking the concept of

the implied author would allow the rhetorical theorist to reformulate

in yet other terms some of the interpretations that I have used Goffman’s

ideas, accounts of turn-taking strategies in discourse, positioning theory,

and narratological work to advance in previous sections in this chapter.

For example, I have suggested that Hemingway’s male character frames

his utterances such that Jig appears to be the principal for whose sake

the utterances are spoken, when in reality they are spoken for his own

sake; that he treats his and Jig’s interaction like a dispute in which each

turn at talk constitutes a move within a competitive game, whereas Jig

makes tentative efforts to move beyond this dispute-like discourse envir-

onment to one in which she and the male character can work together to

envision a future for themselves; and that there is a tension between the

male character’s status as the source of most of the perceptual informa-

tion in the story and the self-interested storyline that he attempts to foist

upon Jig. Recasting these claims in the language used by rhetorical theor-

ists, one could argue that Hemingway’s textual designs indicate a dis-

parity between the norms and values informing the male character’s

words and actions and those that contribute to the profile that inter-

preters assign to the implied author, viewed as the source of the

work’s underlying norms and values. Interpreters work to reconstruct

this profile in order to make sense of the communicative strategies 

motivating the use of particular textual choices to represent the char-

acters’ relations to one another in the storyworld, even as the choices

themselves provide grounds for this process of reconstruction.33
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Reciprocally, the implied reader is Iser’s (1974) term for the commun-

icative role that must be adopted by actual readers if they are to dis-

cern the gap between an implied author and an unreliable narrator like

Browning’s Duke or a less than ideal partner like Jig’s interlocutor in

“Hills” – or, for that matter, between the governing norms and values

of Zwigoff’s film version of Ghost World and the male characters who

come across as grossly inappropriate candidates for romantic relation-

ships in screenshots 1, 4, 5, and 6 included in the Appendix.34 In the

terms afforded by the (rhetorically inflected) narrative communication

model, only to the extent that readers occupy the role of implied reader

will they recognize the irony in Browning’s treatment of his unreliable

narrator, whose words provide at best oblique cues for making sense

of what has transpired in the world of the narrative, or the irony asso-

ciated with Hemingway’s and Zwigoff ’s treatment of their respective

male characters. In other words, the implied reader is the intended

addressee or target audience of the implied author. This reader knows

that the Duke’s words are not to be taken at face value, that Jig’s inter-

locutor does not necessarily have her best interests at heart, and that

Enid would be ill advised to attempt a relationship with any of the

male characters glimpsed in those screenshots.

But what is more, rhetorical theorists of narrative seeking to improve

upon earlier versions of the narrative communication model have

retained the distinction between actual readers and narratees but

divided implied readers into two kinds, the authorial audience and the

narrative audience, to use terms proposed by Peter J. Rabinowitz ([1977]

1996, 1998). The authorial audience can be described as the implied

author’s target audience, the hypothetical reader who is able to pick

up on all the norms, attitudes, and values that are inferable (in prin-

ciple) from every textual design included in a narrative text. By con-

trast, to the extent that they take up a position within the narrative

audience, readers construe as truthful a narrator’s reports concerning

what is going on in that world. On this model, further, to engage fully

with fictional texts, actual readers have to enter both audiences simul-

taneously, maintaining an awareness of the characters as serving the

larger design of the work even as they get caught up in the characters’

situation, as if they were real-world individuals. The model is meant

to explain why actual readers can be “taken in” enough to empathize

with the characters and experience curiosity, suspense, and surprise

(Sternberg 1990, 1992) on the characters’ behalf, but not so taken in that
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they jump onto the stage during the performance of a play to “rescue”

a character being threatened by a villain, say. As a member of the nar-

rative audience of Clowes’s Ghost World, I experience suspense about

how Enid’s and Rebecca’s attempt to make the difficult transition to

adult life will turn out, as well as curiosity about the situations and

events that have led them to where they are for the time-span covered

by the narration. But as a member of the authorial audience, I construe

these characters’ utterances and actions as signals designed to cue 

inferences about the constellation of norms and values informing the

storyworld that has been constructed by Clowes. Thus, in sequence B,

I recognize that Clowes has used Rebecca and Enid to stake out dif-

ferent positions vis-à-vis the possibility of forming romantic attachments

with their male peers, and in this light I read their conversation as a

dialectical interplay between the conflicting stances represented by the

characters interpreted as theme-bearing textual designs.35

After these refinements are factored in, along with others described

by Martin (1986: 154) and Herman and Vervaeck (2005a: 22), something

like the following picture emerges:

Sender: author → implied author → dramatized author → (un)dra-

matized narrator

⇓

Narrative message

⇓

Receiver: (un)dramatized narratee → narrative audience → authorial

audience → real reader

A dramatized author uses “I,” unlike the implied author, which is the 

persona or belief-set adopted by an actual author for the purpose of creat-

ing a particular narrative text; a dramatized narrator is an intradiegetic or

character narrator, like the younger Monica who, in the account given by

her older, narrating self, tells Renee’s grandmother the story about the big

ball in lines 48–55 of UFO or the Devil; a dramatized narratee is a charac-

terized recipient of a story, like Rebecca and Naomi (at different narrative

levels) in sequences C and D in Ghost World, or like Renee’s grandmother

in Monica’s story-within-the-story

Not all of these participants roles will come into play in every nar-

rative transaction; indeed, as already discussed in the first section of
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this chapter, one of the signposts of fictional narrative is a disparity

between author and narrator that does not obtain in the case of

nonfictional narratives (biographies, autobiographies, histories, witness

testimony in court) (Cohn 1999). But the rhetorical theorist would argue

that the communicative roles that are pertinent in a given storytelling

context will have the structure indicated here. Admittedly, some ludic,

experimental narrative texts toy with this linear arrangement of com-

municative roles, as when Denis Diderot in Jacques the Fatalist uses an

elaborate structure of narrative frames, coupled with techniques of frame-

breaking, to create uncertainty or at least hesitation about what sort of

communicative agent (dramatized author? dramatized narrator who is

himself a character within a higher-level story?) is narrating the tale

and in what context. But such disruptive effects become palpable against

the backdrop afforded by the expectation that narrative transactions

will generally have the kind of structure suggested by the diagram. 

For example, in a fictional narrative featuring a dramatized narrator

(like Enid telling Rebecca the story of how she told her own loss-of-

virginity story to Naomi), the default assumption is that this narrator

is a textual design created by the actual author rather than the other

way around. (The biographical individual named Daniel Clowes con-

jured Enid Coleslaw and Rebecca Doppelmeyer, but not vice versa.)

By the same token, the way a fictional text deploys a dramatized nar-

rator is likely to generate inferences about that narrator’s relation to

the implied author. For example, in the case of sequences C and D in

Ghost World, Enid comes across as a partly unreliable narrator, given

that she appears to tell (that is, to experience a memory of telling) to

Naomi Rebecca’s loss-of-virginity story, despite reassuring Rebecca that

she did not. In Rabinowitz’s terms, this discrepancy translates into a

disharmony between the roles of the narrative and the authorial audi-

ences – between the belief-set readers adopt in order to engage fully

with Enid’s story-within-the-story, and the belief-set they adopt in order

to make sense of the functions of her embedded narrative within Ghost

World as a whole. The rhetorical approach thus suggests that “authen-

tication” (or not) of particular situations and events as fictional facts

depends not only on whether they are presented through first-person,

third-person, or figural modes of narration, but also on the audience

positions those narrative modes invite readers to occupy.

More generally, the approach complements those used by socio-

linguists and positioning theorists to study the dialectical interplay
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between specific textual features and storytelling occasions, narrative

texts and the larger communicative contexts in which they are told and

interpreted.

Conclusion

The sociolinguistic, discursive-psychological, and narratological ap-

proaches reviewed in this chapter stem from quite different traditions

of inquiry, and practitioners have up to now worked largely independ-

ently – some concerned mainly with natural-language narratives told

in contexts of face-to-face interaction, others focusing chiefly on stories

conveyed through literary or cinematic art. (A fully developed narrato-

logy of graphic narratives, despite the promising beginnings made by

scholars such as Baetens 2002, Ewert 2004, 2005, and Groensteen 2007,

remains a goal for the future.) Taken together, however, these invest-

igative frameworks provide complementary tools for studying the 

structure and dynamics of narrative transactions – while also reveal-

ing the extent to which common storytelling processes unite narratives

presented in different semiotic media. More than this, despite their 

different disciplinary origins and distinctions among the kinds of texts

on which their practitioners characteristically focus, these approaches

afford convergent insights into what I have described as the first basic

element of narrative, namely, its status as

(i) a mode of representation that is situated in – must be interpreted

in light of – a specific discourse context or occasion for telling.

As all of the approaches suggest, although it may be possible to iden-

tify the bare propositional content of a storyteller’s utterances without

factoring in the context in which his or her narrative is told, detach-

ing the utterances from that surrounding context is like focusing on

the semantic content of a compliment without stopping to consider

whether it is being said earnestly or ironically (compare What a great

guy! said of a humble philanthropist versus someone convicted of steal-

ing medicine from the elderly). I may issue a compliment, or tell a story,

either to praise or to shame; and just as storytelling shapes the discourse

contexts in which it unfolds, those contexts are what give any story its

point or reason for telling.36
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Temporality, Particularity, 
and Narrative

An Excursion into the Theory 
of Text Types

(ii) Event sequencing. Narrative representations cue interpreters to draw

inferences about a structured time-course of particularized events.

From Contexts of Narration to Narrative 
as a Type of Text

To approach the second basic element of narrative identified in

my thumbnail sketch in chapter 1, the present chapter turns from

discussion of my main case studies to more general considerations

of the concept of “text types” on which the overall approach is

based. To explore where stories fit within a larger constellation

of textual kinds – to identify the patterns of event sequencing that

are distinctively associated with narrative – I examine commonal-

ities and contrasts among describing, narrating, and explaining,

viewed both as cognitive activities and as forms of communication,

that is, text types embedded within interactional, social, institu-

tional, and other contexts for communicative practice. Further, the

chapter relates issues of text types to research on categorization

processes in cognitive science, exploring what might constitute

the “basic” level of a taxonomy of text types (i.e., the most cog-

nitively fundamental level), and also what might be considered

prototypical features of descriptions, explanations, and stories (i.e.,

the features found fully realized in exemplars or standard cases

of these types). My account suggests that, like examples of birds,
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cups, and chairs, instances of the category narrative adhere to a

logic of graded centrality, with specific story artifacts (or story-like

mental representations) being more or less prototypically narrative

in nature.

Having discussed in my previous chapter the dialectical relationship

between narrative texts and their contexts of production and inter-

pretation – the way narrative transactions, regardless of medium, are

always and irreducibly grounded in particular discourse contexts or

communicative occasions – in this chapter and the ones that follow I

shift my emphasis to the text side of this text–context dialectic, without,

however, assuming that texts can be accessed or interpreted apart from

particular contexts of interpretation.1 Rather, my focus shifts from con-

sideration of how communicative contexts shape and are shaped by

the narratives circulating within them to analysis of the critical proper-

ties of texts that do circulate in the manner characteristic of stories. To

put this point still another way, although contexts or occasions help

determine the meaning or function of storytelling acts, analysts can work

to identify structural properties of those (situated) acts themselves –

properties thanks to which they function as instances of narrative

rather than as syllogisms, recipes, warehouse inventories, sayings in

greeting cards, or mathematical theorems, as the case might be.

The elements of event sequencing, worldmaking/world disruption,

and what it’s like, the focus of this and my next two chapters, are meant

to capture some of these critical properties of narrative viewed as a

type of text as well as a cognitive structure.2 In the present chapter, 

I begin the process of characterizing key traits of narrative by sketch-

ing a map of the place of stories within a broader ecology of kinds of

texts. More specifically, to explore where stories fit within a larger con-

stellation of text types – to determine what methods for sequencing

events might be distinctively narrative in nature – I examine common-

alities and contrasts among describing, narrating, and explaining, viewed

both as cognitive activities and as forms of communication, that is, 

text types embedded within interactional, social, institutional, and

other contexts for communicative practice. Although my analysis con-

siders only three text types and is meant to be illustrative rather than

exhaustive, it will allow me to zoom in on distinctive features of stories.
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More specifically, a text-type approach can bring into relief key issues

associated with the element of event sequencing; the approach high-

lights the specific kind of temporal structure that functions as a critical

property of narrative representations, but not descriptions, as well as

the concern with particularized events (rather than general patterns 

and trends) that sets stories apart from certain types of explanations.

Building on this discussion of narrative’s distinctive temporal struc-

ture and its focus on particularity, my next two chapters turn to other

key properties of the narrative text type, including the way it functions

as a blueprint for worldmaking and its foregrounding of an experiencing

consciousness within the storyworld thereby evoked.

As I discuss in more detail in my next section, text types such as

description, narrative, and explanation stand in complex relations with

one another and with other representational strategies and artifacts. 

In line with research in the cognitive sciences that I go on to review –

research suggesting that people make sense of things in the world by

grouping them into multi-level systems of categories – this network of

relationships among kinds of texts can be plotted along horizontal and

vertical axes. Vertically, the text types in question are members of a

category subordinate to the category that contains all the phenomena

classifiable as texts, but superordinate to the category containing, say,

particular kinds of narratives or explanations.3 In other words, (kinds

of) text types have a place within a hierarchical taxonomic system, 

with the categories becoming narrower or more specific as you move

downward through the hierarchy:

texts

text types (e.g., narrative)

genres (e.g., science fiction)

subgenres (e.g., cyberpunk fiction)

Horizontally, realizations of text types can be more or less clearly

distinct from one another, depending on how many features a given

artifact or representation shares with central, prototypical instances of

the type of which it is a token. Furthermore a single text can simul-

taneously embody several text types through operations of conjunction,

alternation, embedding, etc. Novels, for example, can contain many

descriptive passages yet still be considered narratives; in this case, a

text that is globally narrative embeds local instances of description, with
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narrative segments of the text being conjoined to or alternating with

descriptive segments.4 Conversely, describing a person’s everyday beha-

vior might entail quoting the humorous anecdotes he or she likes to

tell; in this case, a text or discourse that globally realizes the category of

description embeds local instances of narration. Explanations of phys-

ical or social processes may also embed detailed descriptions of their

initial conditions and their effects. Yet a text, discourse, or mental repres-

entation that addresses the central concern of explanations, namely, the

question of why?, differs in crucial respects from one that addresses

the central concern of descriptions, namely, the question of what? (see

Hempel [1948] 1998). Less intuitively clear is how telling a story about

a situation or an event relates to explaining that situation or event.5 I

consider the nature of the relationship between narrative and explana-

tion in a “coda” on narrative and science provided in the final part of

this chapter.

In the sections that follow, after discussing recent work on text types,

I relate that work to research on what cognitive theorists have termed

basic-level and prototype effects in categorization processes; here I explore

what might constitute the “basic” level of a taxonomy of text types 

(i.e., the most cognitively fundamental level), and also what might be

considered prototypical features of descriptions, explanations, and

stories (i.e., the features found fully realized in standard cases of these

types). I argue that, like other members of a category, instances of the

category narrative adhere to a logic of graded centrality, with specific

story artifacts (as well as story-like mental representations) being bet-

ter or worse examples of narrative. Accordingly, whereas prototypical

instances of the category narrative (what Hogan 2003 terms exemplars)

share relatively few features with those of description, more peripheral

cases are less clearly separable from that text type, allowing for hybrid

forms such as “descriptivized narrations” and “narrativized descrip-

tions” (Mosher 1991). A further question is whether narrative shares 

a similarly porous boundary with the text-type category explanation,

making possible “narrative explanations” (Adams 1996) that blend

attributes of these two kinds of texts. In any case, the existence of

hybridized or “fuzzy” forms does not mean that narrative is, at a deep

level, equivalent to description or explanation. Rather, such forms

again suggest the graded versus binarized, either-or nature of text-type

categories, and the way non-prototypical instances of those categories

can verge on neighboring textual kinds.
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Building on the taxonomy outlined earlier in the chapter, especially

the account of core features of explanation, the coda at the end of the

chapter uses the taxonomy to investigate how narrative relates to

description and explanation in contexts of scientific inquiry in par-

ticular. Here my discussion uncovers something of a paradox or at 

least a tension: whereas some aspects of scientific inquiry may be indis-

solubly bound up with narrative modes of representation, other kinds

of scientific explanation appear to be not just non-narratively structured

but also antithetical or at least resistant to narrativization – to being

conceptualized in narrative terms.

Text Types and Categorization Processes

The first part of this section reviews work on the concept of text

types. I then connect that work with research on categorization

processes and the vertical as well as horizontal relations between

categories within taxonomies, or systems for organizing the world

into kinds and instances of those kinds. I focus on two key con-

cepts: basic-level effects, whereby one category within a hierarchy

of levels (such as texts > text types > genres > subgenres) functions

in a more cognitively basic way than the categories at other levels,

and prototype effects, by which instances of the same category

may be more or less prototypical examples (or “exemplars”) 

of that category. My argument is that both sorts of effects are 

relevant for understanding how narrative provides a specific

method for sequencing events – this method being one of the 

distinctive properties of stories that in turn accounts for how 

narrative relates to other types of texts.

Categorizing texts: an overview

In Chatman’s account, a text can be defined as “any communication

that temporally controls its reception by the audience” (1990: 7), i.e.,

“a time-regulating structure” (1990: 8). But different kinds of texts regu-

late time in different ways, and one of the motivations of the theory

of text types is to capture the differences at issue.
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Theorists of texts types have proposed a number of taxonomic 

principles and nomenclatures (see, e.g., Adam 1985; Chatman 1990;

Fludernik 2000; Görlach 2004; Virtanen 1992; Virtanen and Wårvik 1987;

Werlich 1975, 1983). In this book I assume that text types are broader

in scope than literary genres (Bildungsroman, the psychological novel).

Instead, they can be compared with the “primary speech genres” charac-

terized by Bakhtin ([1953] 1986: 60) as relatively stable types of utterance

which develop within particular spheres of language use, and from 

which “[s]econdary (complex) speech genres – novels, dramas, all kinds

of scientific research, major genres of commentary, and so forth – arise

in more complex and comparatively highly developed and organized

cultural communication (primarily written) that is artistic, scientific,

sociopolitical and so on” ([1953] 1986: 62). For his part, Görlach (2004)

defines text type as

a specific linguistic pattern in which formal/structural characteristics 

[e.g. the lexical patterns found in patient histories written by physicians,

or the question-answer turn-taking sequence of police interrogations] have

been conventionalized in a specific culture for certain well-defined and

standardized uses of language so that a speaker/hearer or writer/reader

can judge:

a) the correct use of linguistic features obligatory or expected in a specific

text type . . .

b) the adequate use of the formula with regard to topic, situation,

addressee, medium, register, etc.;

c) the identification of intentionally or inadvertently mixed types, or

their misuse;

d) the designation of the text type [e.g., speakers not only know what

features characterize a political speech but also know the name].

(2004: 105)

As Görlach notes, judgments of this sort form part of language users’

overall communicative competence; hence “the lack of knowledge of

textual conventions can carry the same degree of stigmatization as the

incorrect use of syntax or pronunciation” (2004: 105). In an academic

debate, for example, foul-mouthed exchanges of insults are neither 

obligatory nor expected (a), nor am I likely to address my interlocutor

in such a debate using the formula Hey, bud or Yo, dude (b), unless I am

inadvertently or intentionally (humorously) mixing the text types of

public academic debate and streetcorner dispute (c). Further, my ability
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to frame this example, and to refer to academic debates versus street-

corner disputes by name, stems from my knowledge of the repertoire

of text types that constitutes my overall communicative competence

(d), i.e., my knowledge of what to say, how, and under what circum-

stances (cf. Hymes 1974; Saville-Troike 2002).

Insofar as text types are heuristic constructs used to make sense of

more or less heterogeneous semiotic practices, text-type categories can

be related to categorization processes in general – that is, the processes

whereby people use categories to make sense of the world. Originating

in the work of cognitive anthropologists, anthropological linguists, and

psychologists examining categorization processes both intraculturally

and interculturally, the study of category systems has highlighted the

extent to which humans rely on categories in everyday perception, 

reasoning, and communication. Inspired by the pathbreaking work of

Eleanor Rosch and her colleagues (Rosch 1973, [1978] 2004; Rosch et al.

1976; cf. Lakoff 1987, [1987] 2004), theorists working in this tradition have

focused on two key aspects of categorization processes; these aspects

have been termed basic-level effects and prototype effects.6 On the one hand,

basic-level effects arise from the way categories are arranged hierarchic-

ally in terms of degrees of inclusiveness; in such hierarchies, one level

of the system can be described as being more cognitively basic than

the others, and certain “effects” flow from this hierarchical structure:

e.g., in empirical tests, it is the level at which members of the category

are most rapidly identified. Such basic-level effects, discussed more fully

below, thus manifest themselves along the “vertical” axis of a category

system and apply to the basic category tree versus subordinate categ-

ories maple or red maple – and also versus the superordinate category

living thing. On the other hand, prototype effects concern not the hier-

archical relations among more and less inclusive categories but rather

the relations among more or less prototypical instances of the same 

category – and also among neighboring categories themselves. Research

on this second kind of effect suggests that certain members of categories

tend to be perceived as more central or prototypical than other mem-

bers (cf. robins versus emus as instances of the category bird). Further,

the research suggests that boundaries between categories are perme-

able, such that less standard cases of neighboring categories can be

difficult to situate in one category versus the other – as is the case with

certain non-prototypical instances of the category tree as compared with

exemplars of the category shrub.
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In my next subsection, I explore how accounts of these two kinds of

effects within category systems can help illuminate relations among text

types such as narrative, description, and explanation.

Are text types cognitively basic?

Cognitive-anthropological research (Atran 1990; Berlin 1992; Berlin,

Breedlove, and Raven 1973; Ellen 1993) has revealed cross-cultural 

regularities in the structure of folk taxonomies of living organisms –

regularities pointing to basic-level effects in category systems. In Atran’s

characterization, a culture’s folk taxonomy consists of “a stable hierarchy

of inclusive groups of organisms, or taxa, which are mutually exclusive

at each level of the hierarchy” (1999: 317). These levels or ranks encom-

pass folk kingdoms (e.g., animal, plant), life forms (insect, mammal,

bird, tree), folk generics (mosquito, dog, starling, oak), folk specifics

(schnauzer, white oak), and folk varietals (miniature schnauzer, swamp

white oak). Across cultures hierarchically differentiated ranks, not the

taxa (groups of organisms) that they contain, are universal. Further,

names for taxa of the same rank tend to have (across different languages)

similar morphological/lexical properties. Whereas most folk generics

are assigned names consisting of unanalyzable lexical stems (such as

oak or dog, in English) subordinate taxa usually receive binomial or poly-

nomial labels, which consist of an attributive word or phrase attached

to a lexical stem: willow oak, southern red oak (for a more detailed account

of linguistic reflexes of folk taxonomies, see Herman and Moss 2007).

The similar structure of names for folk generics across different 

languages (as attested in Malt 1995) provides evidence that categories

at this (intermediate) level of taxonomic systems are cognitively fun-

damental, that is, “functionally and epistemologically primary with

respect to the following factors: gestalt perception, image formation,

motor movement, knowledge organization, ease of cognitive processing

(learning, recognition, memory, etc.), and ease of linguistic expression”

(Lakoff [1987] 2004: 144, my emphasis). In other words, the research on

basic-level effects suggests that “categories are not merely organized in

a hierarchy from the most general to the most specific, but are also organ-

ized so that categories that are cognitively basic are ‘in the middle’ of a

general-to-specific hierarchy. Generalization proceeds ‘upward’ from the

basic level and specialization proceeds ‘downward’ ” (Lakoff [1987] 2004:

144). In this model, the middle level of a taxonomic hierarchy such as
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superordinate level = animal

basic level = dog

subordinate level = retriever

has the following attributes – it is:

the highest level at which category members have a similarly perceived

overall shape;

the highest level at which a single mental image can reflect the entire

category;

the highest level at which a person uses similar motor actions for inter-

acting with category members;

the level at which subjects are fastest at identifying category members;

the level with the most commonly used labels for category members;

the first level named and understood by children; and

the first level to enter the lexicon of a language. (Lakoff [1987] 2004: 168)

But how might this work supporting the notion of basic-level categ-

orization bear on text-type classifications – and on narrative texts in par-

ticular? Prior to being made the object of academic study (for example,

through accounts of literary genres or analyses such as the one outlined

in the present chapter), a culture’s system for classifying text types 

and their superordinate and subordinate categories is likewise a folk

taxonomy. In parallel with other taxonomies, such classificatory systems

are in principle subject to basic-level effects. But consider whether a

taxonomy like the following captures categorization processes under-

lying the use of texts, at least in some cultures and subcultures:

superordinate level = “time-regulating” phenomena (Chatman 1990: 7)

interpretable as texts (print texts, cinematic texts, spoken discourses,

structured mental representations that could in principle be textu-

alized, etc.)

basic level = text types (narrative, description, explanation, instruction,

etc.)

subordinate level = genres (detective novel, Bildungsroman, legal

explanation, forensic explanation, etc.)

Some reflexes of basic-level effects appear to be absent from this 

taxonomy, including reflexes associated with category labels. Hence
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among the terms that Görlach (2004: 79) lists as definitions of story, 

several are in actuality competing labels for this text type, used in more

or less free variation with story: narrative, account, tale. In other words,

it would be difficult to establish that any of the lexical items in the set

story, narrative, account, tale is more “basic” than any of the other items.

Yet in other respects – e.g., categorical representativeness and motor

responses – basic-level effects might in fact be attributed to members

of the middle or text-type-level category in this taxonomy. It could be

argued that the text-type level is the highest level at which a single

mental image can reflect the entire category, with the concept “narrat-

ive” reflecting key properties of all the narrative genres and subgenres

that can be ranged under that category. Likewise, it could be argued that

what Meir Sternberg (1990, 1992, 2001) characterizes as the narrative

universals of curiosity, suspense, and surprise orient my (simulated)

motor responses to agents and events when I transpose my spatial 

and temporal coordinates to those orienting characters within mentally

projected storyworlds (no matter what the specific genre or subgenre

of narrative involved) – whereas descriptions and explanations do not 

trigger responses of this kind.7 Then again, when I consult my own

intuitions about the highest level at which inferences about overall shape

first become possible, I find that I am more likely to draw those infer-

ences at a lower level of the taxonomy – in connection with the plot

structure of detective novels, say, or the processes of identity forma-

tion in the Bildungsroman.8 So which is more basic, in the sense at issue:

the text-type level or the level of genres?

The mixed picture that emerges from this taxonomic thought-

experiment may account for the proliferation of text-type classifications

among text linguists, for example.9 The research reveals a lack of con-

vergence in this context – i.e., a lack of consensus about how to create

a hierarchy of levels in this domain of categorization, let alone a com-

mon list of items within each such level. We may therefore speculate

that ways of understanding the domain of textual phenomena are chang-

ing more rapidly than ways of understanding and categorizing the

domain of biological organisms, for example. Similar intuitions seem

to motivate what might be characterized as the anti-taxonomy sketched

by Barthes ([1968] 1977), who uses the capitalized word Text as a mass

noun, like water or space, and the lower-case word text as a count noun,

like cat or pencil. In this way, Barthes suggests particular texts are merely

strategic demarcations of a generalized textual field or, rather, process
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– a citational process by which ever more Text is produced. The work,

any particular textual instantiation, now becomes epiphenomenal or

“the imaginary tail of the text” (Barthes [1968] 1977: 156–7). As Barthes

puts it, “the Text does not stop at (good) Literature; it cannot be contained

in a hierarchy, even in a simple division of genres. What constitutes the

Text is, on the contrary (or precisely), its subversive force in respect of

the old classifications” ([1968] 1977: 157).

In characterizing the Text as superordinate to specific literary genres,

Barthes builds on his own earlier account of narrative as a trans- 

or super-generic phenomenon in “Introduction to the Structuralist

Analysis of Narratives” ([1966] 1977), where narrative stands out as an

object of inquiry precisely because of the way it occupies a level above

particular story genres and media, whether popular or elite, traditional 

or avant-garde. Situating narrative at a super-generic level allowed

Barthes to explore what he took to be critical properties of narrative

in general as opposed to novels, autobiographies, news broadcasts, 

etc. But this strategy invites, in turn, questions about prototype effects

arising from “horizontal” relations among narratives and other types

of texts, including descriptions and explanations.

Text types, category gradience, and prototype effects

Just as basic-level effects are evident along the vertical axis of text-type

taxonomies, prototype effects are evident along the horizontal axis. They

concern not the hierarchical relations among more and less inclusive

categories but rather the relations among more or less prototypical

instances of the same category – and also among neighboring categories

themselves.

As Lakoff (1987: 12–22) points out, and as sketched preliminarily in

chapter 1, along the horizontal dimension of taxonomic systems, rela-

tions among categories and category members are subject to two forms

of gradience, membership gradience and centrality gradience. These two

forms of gradience are defined, respectively, by “the idea that at least

some categories have degrees of membership and no clear boundaries”

and by “the idea that members (or subcategories) which are clearly within

the category boundaries may still be more or less central” (Lakoff [1987]

2004: 144). For example, members of the category tall people will belong

to that category on a more-or-less basis (is someone who stands 5 feet

11 inches [1.8 meters] tall or not?), and there will be no clear dividing
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line between the categories tall people and people of medium height. Rather,

a person who is 6 feet 6 inches will, by the standards of current-day

North America, be “more” (or more strongly) a member of the category

of tall people than will someone who is 5 feet 11 inches. By contrast, unlike

the category tall people the category bird is a bounded one; despite 

having the ability to get airborne, neither a plane, nor a human can-

nonball at the local carnival, nor a flying squirrel is a bird. However,

particular birds will still be more or less central or prototypical real-

izations of the category, with robins and sparrows having more of the

prototypical features of bird than emus or penguins, neither of which

can fly. Bird, then, is subject to centrality gradience but not member-

ship gradience, whereas tall people is subject to membership gradience;

this in turn entails that certain instances of the category tall people will

be more representative or “central” than others, with centrality now

being defined as full possession of the properties that members of the

gradient category can have on a more-or-less basis.

Hogan (2003: 45–7, 71–6) offers an excellent synopsis of some of the

issues raised by research in this area. As Hogan notes, prototypes are

in essence standard cases. But the cognitive process by which those 

cases come to be viewed as standard is richly structured. As Hogan

puts it:

prototypes add “average” properties to defaults. . . . [This] averaging is

“weighted” by saliency. The prototypical man for any given person will

involve average properties, not of all men, but of men who are highly

salient in that person’s experience.10 . . . Perhaps more interestingly, the

weighting of averages is also bound up with contrast effects. In other words,

the saliency of particular instances of one category is in part a function

of their contrast with instances of some opposed category. . . . Thus, if 

a square jaw is associated with men and not women, then the proto-

typical man will have a squarer jaw than will the actual statistically 

average man. (2003: 46)

As Hogan’s characterization suggests, although processes of categ-

orization in general and assessments of relative prototypicality in 

particular may be grounded in basic cognitive abilities and disposi-

tions, contexts of interpretation affect judgments about how specific

instances of categories pertain to prototypes and where to draw the

boundary between a non-prototypical instance of one category and 

an equally peripheral member of a neighboring category. Prototype
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effects, accordingly, may emanate from underlying cognitive capacities

and tendencies, but they are also anchored to features of the situations

in which those abilities and dispositions are deployed. This way of 

thinking about prototypes raises key questions: how are judgments 

of what constitutes a prototypical narrative affected by the contexts 

in which those judgments are formulated, and what sorts of contrast

effects come into play with judgments about (or analyses of) standard

cases of stories vis-à-vis descriptions, explanations, or other text-type

categories?

The contextual grounding of prototype effects can be illustrated by

dropping down one level in our hierarchy of textual phenomena, from

text types to genres. Theorists of literary genre have long recognized the

presence of prototype effects in systems for classifying genres. Accord-

ing to Jacques Derrida, in an argument that perhaps underestimates

the role of exemplars or standard cases in generic systems, a given text

submits itself only more or less to the law of any particular genre (Derrida

[1980] 1991), orienting itself to multiple generic norms simultaneously.

Conversely, genre distinctions make their presence felt even (or perhaps

especially) in texts that actively violate dominant generic conventions

(cf. Dubrow 1982: 3–4). Suppose a western were to include a scene with

alien invaders or a hardboiled detective novel were to recruit extensively

from the techniques used in eighteenth-century sentimental fiction. The

subversive force of such generic transpositions becomes palpable only

because they cut against the grain of established categorization prac-

tices, which organize people’s understanding of the textual domain and

establish cuts or boundaries between textual kinds. Yet as reception

theorists as well as students of genre have discussed, such boundaries

between genres may change over time, since particular texts can claim

generic status while also pushing against the boundaries of established

generic norms.11 To paraphrase Jauss (1982): the novel was never the

same after Joyce’s Ulysses.

The appearance of generically creative or subversive works like

Joyce’s can reset the system of generic classifications, demonstrating

how context impinges on assessments of prototypicality. In other words,

what counts as a novel (for example) can be altered by texts eventu-

ally if not immediately recognized as instances of the novel form. Ulysses

altered the conditions for novel-writing in general, as attested by 

such follow-up works as Woolf ’s Mrs Dalloway (1925), Döblin’s Berlin

Alexanderplatz (1929), and Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury (1929). This
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process suggests that different contrast effects came into play at dif-

ferent points in the history of Ulysses’ reception. Its degree of proto-

typicality as a novel increased as the generic categories that formed

the main comparison set were themselves reconfigured by the publica-

tion of Joyce’s novel and other, affiliated, novels; those novels’ focus

on the flux of consciousness reduced the contrast effect between e.g.

novelistic discourse and the expressive dimensions of lyric, and thus

the saliency of features (action, plot) which had been factored into the

determination of what made for a prototypical novel.

In short, generic categories function more like tall people than bird,

with cut-off points between one genre and another being subject to 

variation over time. But, moving back up one level in the hierarchical

systems, are instances of text-type as well as generic categories also 

gradient in nature? Is it the case that texts, discourses, or representa-

tions can be more or less narrative in kind, such that the frontiers 

of narrative are less like borders between autonomous nation-states 

than contested property lines between neighboring communities, which

share some practices but not others? When compared with central, proto-

typical instances of the narrative text type, are certain non-prototypical

narrative representations less readily distinguished from descriptions

– in the same way that some trees are quite shrub-like? Further, to 

return to Hogan’s (2003) synopsis of recent research on prototypes, how

do the issues of contextual grounding and contrast effects play out at

the level of text types? Are different kinds of features going to be

identified as prototypically narrative or descriptive or explanatory

depending on context? In parallel with the way the standard case of

dog changes when one moves from the farm in Maine to an apartment

in Manhattan, does the prime exemplar of the category story change

when one moves from the family dinner table to a scriptwriting class?

And will different sorts of contrast sets cause different features of 

narrative to be weighted with special salience? Does my own analysis

weight particular aspects of narrative more heavily because I have 

chosen description and explanation as my contrast set, whereas different

critical properties might be foregrounded if the contrast set consisted

of drama and lyric?

In the following sections I signal the relevance of these questions 

while moving forward with my more general account of how research

on categorization might be synthesized with text-type theory to explore

basic elements of narrative.
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Narrative as a Text-Type Category: Descriptions
versus Stories versus Explanations

In this section, I explore conceptual underpinnings of the approach

developed in this book, a thumbnail sketch of which was presented

in chapter 1. Specifically, I outline what can be construed as fea-

tures of prototypical instances or standard cases of the three text-

type categories under consideration, description, narrative, and

explanation – though, again, I acknowledge the relevance of context

and of contrast effects when it comes to the identification of proto-

types. Attempting to isolate core features of each textual kind, 

I also examine how forms of category gradience might apply in this

domain. To reiterate, since my next two chapters investigate the

elements of worldmaking/world disruption and what it’s like, I

focus here on the role of event sequencing in stories – and discuss

the extent to which a specific method of sequencing events distin-

guishes the narrative text type from descriptions and explanations.

Description

Description can be conceived as a cognitive activity that may or 

may not be realized as a discourse or text falling within the text type

description. If textualized, descriptions can in turn be embodied in a 

variety of media and shaped by diverse representational conventions,

from mathematical symbolism and flow charts to inventories of per-

sonality traits and ethnographic practices.

As Chatman notes, description has long held a special fascination

for narratologists, who tend to treat it as “the most interesting of the

other text-types because its relation to Narrative is the most subtle and

complex” (1990: 16). As I go on to discuss, the area of overlap between

narrative and description can indeed be substantial, since representa-

tions and discourses falling under both rubrics have the net effect of

coupling properties with situations, events, or objects (compare ascrib-

ing to someone the trait of being poor against telling the story of how

he or she came to be impoverished). But Lukács ([1936] 1970), in his

critique of modernist fiction, emphasized the difference. For Lukács,
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to describe constitutes in some contexts a refusal to narrate, when “mere”

description is measured against the realist narrative practice of emplot-

ting events within a larger chain of occurrences in a richly social context.

In making this argument, Lukács builds on a (rhetorical) tradition that,

as Hamon (1982) and Chatman (1990: 23) point out, long viewed descrip-

tion as secondary or derivative, i.e., as inferior to (or an interruption

of) what is properly narrative. Again, however, contrast Sternberg’s

(1981) functionalist account, according to which descriptive and nar-

rative functions can be fulfilled by one and the same textual structure

– and reciprocally, many different structures can serve, say, a descript-

ive function – depending on the particularities of communicative con-

texts. From this perspective, attempts to draw an invidious distinction

between narrative and description are misguided, especially since, as

discussed below, context alone determines whether one and the same

statement functions as a description of some aspect of a storyworld or

rather as narration via a character’s thought-processes.

For his part, Pflugmacher suggests that “[d]escription is a text-type

which identifies the properties of places, objects, or persons” (2005: 101).

Pflugmacher’s definition might be expanded as follows: representations

and discourses that are central instances of this text-type category entail

the ascription of properties to entities within a mental model of the

world (whatever the modality status of that mentally projected world

– e.g., real, fictional, dreamed, etc.). Furthermore, such ascriptions 

can be either static or dynamic. On the one hand, stative propositions

involve property ascriptions at a moment in time or, as in (1), ascriptions

of enduring attributes over an undifferentiated span of time.

1 Water is H2O.

On the other hand, active propositions, or process statements, involve

property ascriptions over a differentiated time-course within the men-

tally projected world; cf. (2) and (3):

2 The trees lost their leaves during the transition from fall to winter.

3 Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays I have toast for breakfast, but

on Tuesdays and Thursdays I have cereal.

(2) and (3) can be captured by Pflugmacher’s definition if they are trans-

lated into their underlying logical structure, along the lines of “At time
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t the trees possess property L, and at time t + 1 property ∼L (where 

L = being fully leaved and ∼L = being leafless).” Here, however, the

limits of both the classical accounts of description and the classical model

of categorization become evident. Precisely because descriptions can

focus on temporally emergent phenomena, the boundary between

description and narration should be thought of as porous and variable

rather than as impermeable and fixed (cf. Genette [1966] 1982; Kittay

1981; Ronen 1997). Likewise, specific instances of description and nar-

rative will pertain to these text-type categories in a gradient, more-or-less

rather than binarized, all-or-nothing manner.

Pointing to forms of category gradience, Mosher (1991) identified

mixed modes that he termed descriptivized narration and narrativized

description, already discussed in chapter 1. Mosher’s analysis suggests

the relevance of centrality gradience for members of text-type categories:

narrativized descriptions and descriptivized narrations are neither

prototypically descriptive nor prototypically narrative. But what is more,

it is not always clear which text type is dominant and which is sub-

servient in a given discourse context, raising the question of whether

a description is being narrativized or a narrative descriptivized. In these

cases membership gradience also makes its relevance felt. If I read a

clause such as the house was dark in a novel, only context can determine

whether this is a statement by the narrator ascribing a property to the

house or, rather, a report of some perceiving agent’s reaction to the

house at a specific point in the unfolding action (cf. Jahn 1997). In other

words, is this clause a piece of descriptive text embedded within and

subserving a more global narrative, or is the clause itself a narrative

report of a character’s perceptions – with the character’s consciousness

suffusing the third-person voice?

Chatman is surely right to suggest that (thanks to a kind of higher-

order grammar that applies to texts versus words, phrases, and clauses)

readers and speakers are able “to distinguish between Narrative and

Description as text-types, on the one hand, and sentences in the surface

of a text which are loosely called ‘narrative’ or ‘descriptive’, on the other”

(1990: 16). Arguably, however, membership gradience affects classifica-

tions at both of these levels. As discussed in chapter 3, interpretations

of surface-level structures are shaped by their situation in a larger dis-

course context; so are assessments of global text-type categories – for

example, when one has to determine the communicative function of

the first utterance spoken by one’s interlocutor at the beginning of a
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conversational interchange. Thus, to get a better sense of the (fuzzy)

boundary between description and narrative, it is necessary to work

toward an account of the elements that are prototypical for narrative.

Narrative

Like description, narrative is a cognitive activity, which may or may

not be realized as an artifact falling within the text type narrative. 

That text-type category in turn encompasses a variety of media and

representational conventions, ranging from those used in sign language

and cinematic narrative to face-to-face storytelling and avant-garde 

literary narratives.

Again, my analysis in this chapter focuses on just one of what I have

presented as a set of basic elements or critical properties of narrative:

(ii) Narrative representations cue interpreters to draw inferences

about a structured time-course of particularized events.

As discussed more fully in my next subsection, the degree to which

represented events are particularized provides a parameter along which

narratives can be distinguished from explanations. Whereas stories 

are prototypically concerned with particular situations and events, it

can be argued that explanations by their nature concern themselves 

with ways in which, in general, the world tends to be. Particularity 

is, however, a scalar, more-or-less notion, with context determining

whether a text or a discourse counts as more or less particularistic. I

am expected to go into detail when telling ghost stories around the camp-

fire; the threshold for sufficient particularity is high in such contexts.

But the same level of particularity would be judged excessive in the

give-and-take of normal conversation (see the final section of my next

chapter, and also Norrick 2007: 135–6). Again the contextual ground-

ing of judgments about prototypes or standard cases manifests itself.

If particularity sets narrative apart from explanation, the kind of 

time-course represented in stories serves to distinguish the prototyp-

ical narrative from instances of description. But how can the temporal

profile of narrative, its distinctive method of sequencing events, best

be characterized? Example (3) suggests that a fairly widely used defini-

tion of narrative as a sequential representation of a sequence of events

(cf. Chatman 1990; Genette [1972] 1980; Rimmon-Kenan [1983] 2002) is

too broad:
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3 Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays I have toast for breakfast, but

on Tuesdays and Thursdays I have cereal.

Example (3) is a sequentially ordered representation of things that hap-

pen in a sequence, but arguably it is still not a narrative – taken on 

its own, at least. For one thing, the representation lacks particularity;

like a recipe or a list of measurements read off a scientific instrument,

it concerns a general pattern or protocol for activity or behavior as

opposed to a series of particularized events. Further – to anticipate my

discussion of the element of worldmaking/world disruption below and,

more fully, in my next chapter – no disruptive or noncanonical events

figure in (3), of the sort that are prototypical for narrative representa-

tions. The absence of the noncanonical explains why converting (3) to

a series of statements about particular breakfasts, as in (3′), would not

in itself produce a narrative representation:

3′ On Monday, Wednesday, and Friday I had toast for breakfast, but

on Tuesday and Thursday I had cereal.

However, with a shift in context – and in accordance with the Proteus

Principle (Sternberg 1982; see note 1 of this chapter) – both (3) and (3′)

might start to acquire narrativity. Thus, if either representation

occurred in the context of a discourse in which a cruel foster-parent

had just said to his or her new foster-child, “In this house, we do not

eat breakfast,” and the child had replied by uttering (3) or (3′), the result

would be challenge to the dominant order, a breaking out of the dis-

ruptive or the noncanonical, that would serve to shift this representa-

tion across the (fuzzy) boundary separating descriptions from stories.

Likewise, in (3″),

3″ From Monday to Thursday I had toast for breakfast. But on Friday

I had cereal.

a modicum of world-disruptiveness accounts for the intuition that the

representation has shifted its position along the continuum or cline link-

ing description with narrative.12

In any case, as discussed in chapter 2, the tradition of thinking about

narrative as a collation or coordination of two levels of temporality has

its roots in the fabula/sjuzhet or story/discourse distinction proposed
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by Russian Formalist theorists such Viktor Shklovskii ([1929] 1990) 

and further developed by structuralist narratologists. At issue is the

distinction between the what and the how, or what is being told versus

the manner in which it is told. From this perspective, narratives fea-

ture two different layers or levels of temporal sequence that can be more

or less (dis)aligned, namely, the sequence of events in the storyworld

evoked by the narrative, and the sequence in which those events are

ordered in the narrative representation itself. In strictly chronological

narration (ABC), these sequences match up; in what Genette ([1972]

1980) termed analepses (= flashbacks of the form BCA or BAC) and pro-

lepses (= flashforwards of the form ACB), the two sequences diverge.

Drawing on this work, Sternberg (1990, 1992, 2001) points to the pecu-

liarly double temporality of stories as the constitutive condition for nar-

rativity, or what makes narrative narrative, as well as the basis for the

three narrative universals he names: suspense, curiosity, and surprise.

As Sternberg puts it,

narrativity lives between the processes uniquely run together by the genre

[or, in the terms used here, the text type]: actional and communicative,

told and telling/reading sequence. This interplay between temporalities

generates the three universal narrative effects/interests/dynamics of

prospection, retrospection, and recognition – suspense, curiosity, and sur-

prise, for short. Suspense arises from rival scenarios for the future. . . . Its

fellow universals rather involve manipulations of the past, which the 

tale communicates in a sequence discontinuous with the happening.

Perceptibly so, for curiosity: knowing that we do not know, we go forward

with our mind on the gapped antecedents, trying to infer (bridge, compose)

them in retrospect. For surprise, however, the narrative first unobtrusively

gaps or twists its chronology, then unexpectedly discloses to us our 

misreading and enforces a corrective rereading in late re-cognition.

(2001: 117)

The question, however, is whether the two layers of temporality 

operative in stories are sufficient to account for suspense, curiosity, and

surprise as distinctively narrative phenomena or effects. As already

noted, example (3) likewise involves both a sequence of represented

events and a sequential structure in the representation itself; however,

in representations like (3), opportunities for suspense, curiosity, and

surprise would seem to be minimal or nonexistent. For this very reason,

perhaps, (3) is a better candidate for inclusion in the text-type category
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of description than that of narrative; but my larger point is that double-

layered temporality cannot be used as a criterion for narrativity – nor as

an explanation for the presence of Sternberg’s three key narrative effects

– if layered temporality can obtain in descriptions as well as stories.

In this connection, it should be noted that Sternberg (1981) has 

elsewhere sketched a continuous, more-or-less rather than discrete, 

either-or relationship between narrative and description – in a way 

that harmonizes with the account developed in the present book. In

Sternberg’s terms, because “actional mimesis presupposes a descriptive

element, however implicit or even camouflaged” (1981: 72), “action and

description form not givens but inferences, constructs, opposed but 

not divorced frames of coherence. Whether in tense or harmonious 

opposition, they may cohabit in the very same piece of text; and it is

only according to the dominant function – or primary frame of intel-

ligibility – that we can reasonably speak of actional or descriptive 

writing” (1981: 73). Hence, “[a]ctional and descriptive discourse . . . form

a polar rather than ungradable contrast; and the position of a given

textual piece on that continuum can be determined not in formal but

in functional terms alone, involving all the contextual operations of read-

ing” (1981: 76). But what combination of textual and contextual factors

accounts for judgments about where a given text or discourse falls along

this continuum stretching from descriptive to actional (= narrative) rep-

resentations? Granted that, in accordance with the Proteus Principle

(Sternberg 1982), neither temporal sequence nor any other formal feature

serves as a guarantee for narrativity, do certain kinds of temporal struc-

tures inhibit the interpretation of texts as narratives?

For his part, Prince (1973, 1982) argues that event sequences are a

necessary but not a sufficient condition for stories; i.e., narratively organ-

ized sequences have a higher-order structure not found in all strings

of events classifiable as descriptive sequences. More precisely, nar-

ratives represent time- and place-specific transitions from some source

state S to a target state S′. In Prince’s (1973) account of “minimal nar-

ratives,” the target state S′ is the inverse of the source state S, with 

an event mediating between them. Thus contrast the higher-order

structure evident in (5) but not (4):

4 The politician had a reputation for hypocritical self-righteousness.

The politician had a reputation for integrity. The politician’s illegal

acts came to light.
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5 The politician had a reputation for integrity. Then the politician’s

illegal acts came to light. As a result, the politician now had a repu-

tation for hypocritical self-righteousness.

The structure manifest in (5) but not (4) at least affords the possibility

for the sort of choice, risk, consequence, and irreversibility that Kittay

(1981) and Chatman (1990) characterize as distinguishing features of

narrative versus description – specifically, the risk assumed by the politi-

cian in committing illegal acts in the first place, and the irreversibility

of the consequences of his choosing to commit those acts. Bremond (1980)

addresses similar issues in his discussion of the logic of narrative

sequences, which, he argues, pass through three phases: the opening of

a possibility (the possibility of committing illegal acts); the actualization

or non-actualization of that possibility (the politician’s commission of

the acts); and, if the possibility is actualized, the end result (the politi-

cian’s losing his reputation for integrity and gaining one for hypocritical

self-righteousness instead). Accordingly, narrative does not merely

involve a (dual) temporal sequence – the sequentially organized rep-

resentation (= sjuzhet) of a sequence of events (= fabula) – but also traces

paths taken by particularized individuals faced with decision points

at one or more temporal junctures in a storyworld; those paths lead to

consequences that take shape against a larger backdrop of consequences

in which other possible paths might have eventuated, but did not. Hence,

what Sternberg characterizes as the narrative universal of suspense arises,

not just because of narrative’s double temporality, but also because of

the structure of risk or irreversible consequence that certain kinds 

of temporal structures afford. Likewise, surprise is rooted not just in

temporality but also in expectation, or rather in the violation of what

is expected based on a standard or canonical pattern of events (cf. Bruner

1990, 1991).

To put these same points another way, prototypical instances of 

narrative involve more than particularized events unfolding within more

or less richly detailed storyworlds. Thus, as noted in my preliminary

discussion in chapter 1, Todorov (1968) argued that narratives charac-

teristically follow a trajectory leading from an initial state of equilibrium,

through a phase of disequilibrium, to an endpoint at which equilibrium

is restored (on a different footing) because of intermediary events – though

not every narrative will trace the entirety of this path (cf. Bremond 1980;

Kafalenos 2006; Propp [1928] 1968). In this account, stories prototypically
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involve a more or less marked disruption of what is expected or canon-

ical, and being able to recognize such disruptions depends on forming

inferences about the kinds of agency characters have in storyworlds,

as role-bearing or position-occupying individuals sometimes acting at

cross-purposes with their own interests and goals or those of other such

individuals. Thus, in example (5), the disruptive event is the politician’s

own self-destructive conduct.

By the same token, the narrative universal of surprise (Sternberg 1990,

2001) is rooted not just in temporality but also in expectation, or rather

in the violation of what is expected based on a standard or canonical

pattern of events – as when stories portray politicians as engaged in

precisely those forms of illegality on whose detection and prosecution

they had staked their earlier careers. Yet it is not only that narrative can

be recognized as such because of the way it represents non-normal situ-

ations and events; more than this, narrative is a cognitive and commun-

icative strategy for navigating the gap, in everyday experience, between

what was expected and what actually takes place. Thus Bruner (1990)

characterizes narrative as the primary resource for “folk psychology”

– that is, people’s everyday understanding of how thinking works, the

rough-and-ready heuristics to which they resort in thinking about think-

ing itself. From this perspective, as discussed more fully in chapter 6

(cf. Herman 2008b), narrative affords a kind of discourse scaffolding

for formulating reasons about why people engage in the actions they

do, or else fail to engage in actions that we expect them to pursue.

Accordingly a further narrative about the politician’s upbringing and

familial relationships, or perhaps about a problem connected with

addiction or some other disability, would be the most appropriate instru-

ment for accounting for the turn of events represented in example (5).

My next chapter revisits issues of event sequencing and narrativity

by providing something of a primer on how to build – and disrupt – a

storyworld. The chapter also argues that, by starting with worldmaking/

world disruption as a basic cognitive and communicative function served

by storytelling, and then working backward to the formal structures

that support this root function of narrative, it is easier to motivate – 

to provide warrant for – fine-grained analyses of both the temporal 

and the spatial dimensions of storyworlds. Meanwhile, I return now

to the factor of particularity vis-à-vis distinctively narrative methods

of sequencing events. This factor is of key importance when it comes

to studying the relationship between stories and explanations.
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Explanation

Explanation, like narrative and description, is a cognitive activity that

may or may not be embodied in a material artifact belonging to this

text-type category, which encompasses multiple representational media

and proof procedures. In this subsection I review a prominent theory

of explanation as well as attempts to reconcile narrative and explanation,

that is, to assimilate (at least some) narratives to the text-type category

explanation, and vice versa.

In the philosophy of science, a focal point for recent research on 

explanation has been the Covering Law Model (CLM) that was origin-

ally developed by Carl Hempel and Paul Oppenheim (cf. Hempel [1948]

1998), refined in later work by Hempel during the 1950s and 1960s,

and then disputed or at least recontextualized by subsequent theorists

(see Klemke et al. 1998 for important contributions to the debate). In

essence the CLM suggests that phenomena can be explained if they are

characterized as instances of more general patterns or trends capturable

as laws, whether deductive (or “nomological”) or inductive (or statistical)

(Lambert and Britten [1970] 1998). From this perspective, the explanandum,

or thing to be explained, is accounted for by virtue of its being sub-

sumed under or “covered” by a law-like regularity that applies in ana-

logous circumstances, all other things being equal. If the circumstance

in question obtains, then that initial condition, coupled with its falling

under the scope of the covering law, provides the explanans, or prin-

ciple of explanation for the circumstance at issue. Hence the predictive

power of covering laws, as when one predicts that if there is a pool of

water and the temperature reaches 0 degrees Celsius, then all other 

things being equal that water will freeze.13 The nomological and statist-

ical types of explanation are exemplified by (6) and (7), respectively:

6 All human beings are mortal. I am a human being. Therefore [by

modus ponens], I am mortal.

7 Human beings tend to live longer than cats. Baby X, born on the

same day as kitten Y, is a human being. Therefore [by modus

ponens], baby X will probably go on to live longer than the cat that

kitten Y will become.

Classical accounts of the CLM do not address how explanation

might relate to narrative, however. Can there even be such a thing as a
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narrative explanation – given that narrative concerns itself with the par-

ticular and the contingent, with how specific things were, are, or will be

(Margolin 1999) versus how in general they have to be? Arguing that “the

reason for telling a narrative is to explain what happened” (1996: 3),

Adams answers this question in the affirmative; he attempts to reconcile

the notion “narrative explanation” with the CLM. Adams suggests that

Narrative is a type of explanation that has a past event (or state of affairs)

as its explanandum, and a sequence of events as its explanans: nar-

rative explains an explanandum, a single event, and tells an explanans, 

a sequence of events. The logic of narrative explanation lies in the

assumption that a sequence of events explains a single event by leading

up to it. (1996: 110)

However, in contrast with Adams’s attempt to link narrative to CLM

explanations, researchers such as Ankersmit (2005a, 2005b), Bruner (1986,

1991), Danto (1985), and Mink (1978) have drawn a broad contrast

between these two explanatory modes, suggesting that if narratives in

fact explain the world they do so in a way that differs from instances

of explanations that are affiliated with the CLM.

For example, as noted in chapter 1, Bruner (1991) distinguishes

abstract, logico-deductive, or paradigmatic reasoning from narrative 

reasoning; he argues that, just as basic and general principles of rea-

soning ground the domain of logical-scientific reality construction,

the construction of the social order is [also] well buttressed by principles

and procedures. It has an available cultural tool kit or tradition on which

its procedures are modelled . . . we organize our experience and memory

of human happenings mainly in the form of narrative – stories, excuses,

myths, reasons for doing and not doing, and so on. (Bruner 1991: 4)

For Bruner, narrative explanations are a kind of original, “folk” explanat-

ory mode from which academic and scientific explanations have evolved

to create more technical, specialized types of explanatory accounts 

(see Herman 1998 for fuller discussion; cf. Lyotard [1979] 1984 on the

complex historical interactions between narrative and scientific forms

of knowledge). A key question in this context is whether, having bifurc-

ated from a common root, the two explanatory modes have now 

effectively become distinct text types separated by firm boundaries, or

whether their common origin has resulted in a more porous border
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between them, comparable to that separating description and narrative.

Or, to use Bruner’s terms, is it only the comparatively recent ascend-

ancy of paradigmatic reasoning that has made CLM-type explanations

the litmus test for explanation in general, and banished narrative

explanations to peripheral status at best – on the grounds that they are

“soft,” lacking scope, rigor, and generality? In short, it may be time to

conduct a genealogical investigation of the story and the syllogism as

competing varieties of and models for explanation – an inquiry into

their intertwined histories as means of accounting-for.

One way to explore the border between narrative and explanation

is to examine the commonalities and contrasts between quantitative 

and qualitative explanations. Once we stop trying to answer questions

about how much (the degree to which) and how often (the frequency

with which) data display a given property or set of properties, and begin

to address instead questions about how and why those data have the

character that they do (Johnstone 2000), it can be argued that we are

shifting from quantitative explanation to something different – namely,

a qualitative, case-study mode of explanation. But stories, too, are told

in order to address questions about how and why. Hence, mapping

the boundary between narrative and explanation requires coming to

terms with what may be an internal split within explanation itself, assum-

ing that qualitative and quantitative explanations are both bonafide

instances of this text type. More precisely, studying how narrative relates

to explanation will entail a two-pronged investigation: an inquiry into

the relation between quantitative and qualitative modes of explanation,

coupled with an inquiry into the relation between stories and qualit-

ative explanations in particular.

The concluding section of this chapter explores some further puzzles

about relationship between narrative and explanation.

Coda: Text Types, Communicative Competence,
and the Role of Stories in Science

In this concluding section, I relate the fuzzy, more-or-less rather

than binary, either-or logic of text types to people’s everyday com-

municative competence – that is, their ability to recognize,
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understand, and create not just prototypical exemplars of text-type

categories but also borderline instances and hybrids or blends.

Furthermore, I draw on work in the philosophy of science and

the sociology of scientific knowledge to tease out further issues

pertaining to the study of narrative vis-à-vis the neighboring text

types of description and explanation.

My analysis assumes that at least a baseline ability to correlate indi-

vidual texts with text-type categories, and to recognize degrees of 

membership within such categories, is a necessary ingredient of every-

day discourse competence. For example, my discourse competence, my 

familiarity with a higher-order grammar of texts, enables me to avoid

conflating descriptive and narrative sequences. I do not find myself read-

ing the phone book as if it were a novel by Zola, or, conversely, fleeing

from Martian invaders after watching War of the Worlds. As I have also

suggested, however, the grammar of text types itself instantiates the

category of “fuzzy grammars” (Aarts et al. 2004). As the complicated

relationships among description, narrative, and explanation suggest,

the very notion “kind of text” is a gradient, more-or-less affair, rather

than being binarized, i.e., all or nothing. Thus, beyond licensing a vari-

ety of text-type combinations and embeddings, discourse competence

requires that speakers and writers of a language be fluent in their use

and interpretation of fuzzy forms such as descriptivized narrations and

narrativized descriptions. Indeed, a fundamental mechanism of human

creativity appears to be the ability to engage in the strategic deformation

of prototypes – for example, through the blending of properties asso-

ciated with categories usually viewed as separate or discrete (Hogan

2003: 70–86; Turner 2006). Phenomena such as metaphor and allegory,

as well as roleplaying and performative re-enactment, can be explained

in these terms.

The discreteness of the categories narrative and description can also

be questioned from the vantage-point of research on the nature and

origins of scientific knowledge. Based in part on Quine’s (1951) holistic

model of scientific knowledge as a web of beliefs, according to which

all scientific theories are underdetermined by experience and observa-

tion statements are thus necessarily theory-laden (since experience is

not given as theory-neutral data but rather constructed by virtue of its
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relation to some conceptual framework or another), recent inquiry into 

science has disputed what Barnes (1990) characterizes as the rationalist

account of scientific knowledge. This account holds that “[a]ny reason-

able agent could infer which beliefs deserved to count as established

scientific knowledge by comparing their logical implications with the

indications of observation and experiment” (Barnes 1990: 62). By con-

trast, holistic models of scientific knowledge lead away from this

“individualistic rationalist” account toward a “collective convention-

alist” account (Barnes 1990: 63; cf. Longino 1990, 2002; Nelson 1990).

Insofar as narrative constitutes a primary resource for constructing 

and disseminating more or less collectively held conventions for inter-

pretation, descriptions or observational reports can be viewed as 

necessarily embedded in stories, rather than as raw experiential inputs

out of which stories and other kinds of representations are subsequently

built up.14 For example, as noted earlier in this chapter, storytelling prac-

tices interconnect with the process of ascribing motives, or reasons for

acting, to self and others. There are thus grounds for arguing that, rather

than assembling observations of individual behaviors into narratives

of human conduct, people make sense of observed behaviors in terms

of prior narrative templates – what Hutto (2008), building on Bruner’s

(1990) work, has characterized as folk-psychological narratives. From

this perspective, the chief analytic goal is not to disentangle descrip-

tions from narratives (an impossible task), but instead to study nar-

ratives as both causes and symptoms of the webs of belief in which

any (scientific or other) description of the world must be situated.

By the same token, the boundary between the text types of narrative

and explanation may differ from that separating descriptions and nar-

ratives. From a microanalytic perspective at least, narrative sequences

can be conceived as building additional structure (for example, a certain

kind of temporal structure) on foundations provided by the elements

contained in descriptive sequences. By contrast, some modes of scientific

explanation, especially those of the inductive-statistical variety, may

be radically resistant to narrativization, that is, radically at odds with

narrative explanation. Abbott (2003), for example, discusses narrative-

resistant aspects of Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection.

Abbott suggests that it is not possible to tell a “story” about evolution

at the species level, insofar as, in Darwin’s account, neither natural selec-

tion nor species function as entities with agency, but are rather part of

a non-goal-directed process involving random mutation and selective
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adaptation. In other words, even though Darwin’s theory of natural

selection is a way of understanding change over time and thus invites

attempts at narrativization, it simultaneously defeats those attempts by

assuming that evolution stems from a cascade of processes that oper-

ate in truly random fashion. In a different way, accounts of the so-called

“explanatory gap” in cognitive science (Levine 1983) may also prove

resistant to narrativization, defeating any attempt to map story or 

story-like templates onto causal processes of literally mind-boggling

complexity. At issue is the gap between physical brain states and the

condition of conscious awareness that may or may not be supervenient

on those states. Even if cognitive neuroscience develops an inductive-

statistical explanation of the link between complex neuronal activity

in the brain and the equally complex phenomenality of conscious

awareness, it is doubtful that an explanation taking into account the

multivariate statistical relationships involved could ever lend itself to

narrativization.

The previous examples raise general questions about the status 

that narrative, as a radically particularized, non-quantitative mode of

accounting-for, might have in fields of inquiry that traditionally rely

on quantitative methods, such as evolutionary biology, physics, and

neuroscience. But further research in this area should also explore

whether stories shape (overtly or covertly) what might on first blush

appear to be non-narrative modes of explanation. In the domain of 

theoretical physics, for example, it may be that explanations based on

the fourth basic element of narrative, what it’s like, need to be construed

as intrinsic to the work of science, given the key role accorded the

observer in quantum theory – for example, the observer of Schrödinger’s

Cat, or the observer to whom Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle applies.

Such explanations involve the impact of events on the real or imagined

consciousnesses that register them; they can thus be argued to share

with stories the consciousness factor characterized as a basic element

of narrative in chapter 6. Does the ineliminability of the observer’s 

role in quantum-theoretical experiments – a structural requirement 

that invites comparison with the impossibility of narration without a

viewpoint – give the lie to accounts of scientific knowledge claims as

detached from particular perspectives and their attendant biases?

In any case, assessing how narrative bears on the production and

organization of scientific descriptions and explanations will require more

extensive interchange among philosophers and sociologists of science,
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science practitioners, text linguists/discourse theorists, and analysts of

narrative. A key question is whether scientists use narrative as a vehicle

for what remains at heart a descriptive and explanatory enterprise, or

whether stories in fact play a fundamental, even constitutive, role in

the work of science.

The present chapter has made a foray into the theory of text types and

research on the cognitive dimensions of categories to unpack what I

have characterized as the second basic element of narrative, namely,

event sequencing. At issue are narrative’s distinctive temporal struc-

ture and its special concern with particularized situations and events,

rather than general trends. I have also taken this opportunity to dis-

cuss aspects of a key concept on which my analysis relies, namely, the

idea of the prototype or standard case. My next two chapters shift 

the focus from the conceptual underpinnings of the model back to a

more direct exposition of the approach itself, focusing on what I have

labeled as the third and fourth basic elements of narrative: respectively,

the representation of disruption or disequilibrium in a storyworld

involving human or human-like agents, and an emphasis on how real

or imagined consciousnesses are affected by what goes on in such 

storyworlds-in-flux.15



5

The Third Element; or, 
How to Build a Storyworld

(iii) Worldmaking/world disruption. The events represented in 

narrative are such that they introduce some sort of disruption or

disequilibrium into a storyworld involving human or human-like

agents, whether that world is presented as actual or fictional, real-

istic or fantastic, remembered or dreamed, etc.

Narratives as Blueprints for Worldmaking

Storyworlds can be defined as the worlds evoked by narratives;

reciprocally, narratives can be defined as blueprints for a spe-

cific mode of world-creation. Mapping words (or other kinds 

of semiotic cues) onto worlds is a fundamental – perhaps the

fundamental – requirement for narrative sense-making; yet this

mapping operation may seem so natural and normal that no 

“theory,” no specialized nomenclature or framework of concepts,

is necessary to describe and explain the specific procedures

involved. In the present chapter, I argue for the need to slow down

and de-automatize the rapid, apparently effortless interpretive pro-

cesses involved in experiencing narrative worlds. Exploring the

third basic element of narrative necessitates taking the measure

of these processes – that is, identifying what is distinctive about

narrative ways of worldmaking as opposed to other methods for

using symbol systems to make and unmake worlds.

Basic Elements of Narrative.  David Herman   

© 2009 David Herman.  ISBN: 978-1-405-14153-6
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The classical, structuralist narratologists failed to come to terms with

the referential or world-creating properties of narrative, partly because

of the exclusion of the referent in favor of signifier and signified in the

Saussurean language theory that informed the structuralists’ approach

(see chapter 2). Over the past couple of decades, however, one of the

most basic and abiding concerns of narrative scholars has been how

readers of print narratives, interlocutors in face-to-face discourse, and

viewers of films use textual cues to build up representations of the worlds

evoked by stories, or storyworlds. Such worldmaking practices are of

central importance to narrative scholars of all sorts, from feminist 

narratologists exploring how representations of male and female char-

acters pertain to dominant cultural stereotypes about gender roles, to

rhetorical theorists hypothesizing about the kinds of assumptions,

beliefs, and attitudes that must to be adopted by readers if they are to

participate in the multiple audience positions required to engage fully

with fictional worlds, to analysts (and designers) of digital narratives

interested in how interactive systems can remediate the experience of

being immersed in the virtual worlds created through everyday nar-

rative practices. New ways of characterizing the third basic element 

of narrative, its intrinsic concern with more or less richly detailed 

storyworlds, have arisen from this re-engagement with the referential,

world-creating potential of narrative. That re-engagement has received

additional impetus from foundational theoretical studies of narrative

worlds – studies that I discuss later in this chapter and that draw on

ideas developed by philosophers, psychologists, linguists, and others

concerned with how people use various kinds of symbol systems to

refer to aspects of their experience.

In parallel with the account developed in Herman (2002a: 9–22), I

use the term storyworld to refer to the world evoked implicitly as well

as explicitly by a narrative, whether that narrative takes the form of a

printed text, film, graphic novel, sign language, everyday conversation,

or even a tale that is projected but never actualized as a concrete arti-

fact – for example, stories about ourselves that we contemplate telling

to friends but then do not, or film scripts that a screenwriter has plans

to create in the future. Storyworlds are global mental representations

enabling interpreters to frame inferences about the situations, charac-

ters, and occurrences either explicitly mentioned in or implied by a 

narrative text or discourse. As such, storyworlds are mental models of

the situations and events being recounted – of who did what to and
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with whom, when, where, why, and in what manner. Reciprocally, nar-

rative artifacts (texts, films, etc.) provide blueprints for the creation and

modification of such mentally configured storyworlds.1

Storytellers use the semiotic cues available in a given narrative

medium to design these blueprints for creating and updating story-

worlds.2 In print texts, the cues include the expressive resources of 

(written) language, including not just words, phrases, and sentences,

but also typographical formats, the disposition of space on the printed

page (including spaces used for section breaks, indentations marking

new paragraphs, etc.), and (potentially) diagrams, sketches, and illus-

trations. In graphic novels such as Ghost World, by contrast, the nonverbal

elements play a more prominent role: the arrangement of characters

in represented scenes, the shapes of speech balloons, and the repres-

entations of the scenes in panels that form part of larger sequences of

images and textual elements, can convey information about the story-

world that would have to be transmitted by purely verbal means in a

novel or short story without a comparable image track. Likewise, inter-

locutors in contexts of face-to-face storytelling, readers of short stories

and novels, and members of the audience watching a film draw on such

medium-specific cues to build on the basis of the discourse (or sjuzhet)

a chronology for events (or fabula) (what happened when, or in what

order?); a broader temporal and spatial environment for those events

(when in history did these events occur, and where geographically?);

an inventory of the characters involved; and a working model of what

it was like for these characters to experience the more or less disrupt-

ive or noncanonical events that constitute a core feature of narrative

representations, which may in turn be more or less reportable within

a particular discourse context or occasion for telling.3

At the same time, as discussed in chapter 3, interpreters seeking to

build a storyworld on the basis of a text will also take into account

complexities in the design of the blueprint itself – complexities creating

additional layers of mediation in the relationship between narrative 

and storyworld. Such mediation affects the interpretive process in, for

example, cases of unreliable narration such as Browning’s My Last

Duchess, where the teller of a story cannot be taken at his or her word,

compelling the audience to “read between the lines” – in other words,

to scan the text for clues about how the storyworld really (or probably)

is, as opposed to how the narrator says it is. Likewise, in Ghost World,

during a sequence in which Enid fantasizes about one of her teachers,
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Mr. Pierce, the use of a distinctive font or typeface within the speech

balloons (not to mention the content of the sequence – e.g., Enid naked

in the shower with Mr. Pierce clad in a formal suit) indicates that the

represented scenes and utterances are ones that Enid has imagined, rather

than events that took place within the storyworld to which the char-

acters orient as actual or real (Clowes 1997: 32). Both of these examples

entail complex processes of worldmaking. For its part, the Browning

poem compels readers to sift out from the Duke’s elliptical, distorted

version of events a divergent or rather more complete account of what

happened, affording through these indirect means a blueprint for build-

ing the domain of factual (or at least probable) occurrences. The world

that emerges through this process is one in which the Duke, despite or

rather because of his own best efforts at spin or damage control, figures

as an insanely jealous, homicidally possessive, and controlling spouse.

Meanwhile, Enid’s erotic fantasy demonstrates in another way the 

multifacetedness of storyworlds, which typically encompass not just

worlds that are socially and institutionally defined as “given” but also

private worlds (Ryan 1991) or subworlds (Werth 1999) consisting of

characters’ beliefs, desires, intentions, memories, and imaginative pro-

jections. Some of these subworlds may never be expressed outwardly

to other characters, as is likely the case with Enid’s fantasy – hence

Clowes’s use of a typeface that distinguishes this sequence from other

conversational exchanges represented in the text.

But what would a more general account of how narratives evoke story-

worlds look like? And how do narrative ways of worldmaking differ

from other representational practices that involve the construction or

reconstruction of worlds, in a broad sense? In other words, when it comes

to world-creation, what distinguishes narrative representations from

other contexts in which people design and manipulate symbol systems

for the purpose of structuring, comprehending, and communicating

aspects of experience? I explore these issues in my next section.

Narrative Ways of Worldmaking

To capture what is distinctive about narrative ways of world-

making, this section begins with an overview of Goodman’s

(1978) broad account of “ways of worldmaking.” The building of
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storyworlds involves specific procedures set off against this larger

set of background conditions for world-creation. I start to outline

these procedures by developing an account of narrative beginnings

as prompts for worldmaking. This in turn sets up my next section,

where I survey a range of approaches to world-creation in nar-

rative contexts, moving from accounts that characterize the experi-

ence of narrative worlds in a relatively macrostructural or gestalt

way toward more microstructural approaches that seek to anchor

types of inferences about storyworlds (including their temporal

and spatial dimensions) in particular kinds of textual designs.

In his study Ways of Worldmaking, the philosopher Nelson Goodman

develops ideas that afford context for my own analysis. Adopting a

pluralist instead of a reductionist stance, Goodman argues that “many

different world-versions are of independent interest and importance,

without any requirement or presumption of reducibility to a single base”

(Goodman 1978: 4), for example, the world-version propounded in

physics. As Goodman puts it, “[t]he pluralists’ acceptance of [world-

versions] other than physics implies no relaxation of rigor but a 

recognition that standards different from yet no less exacting than those

applied in science are appropriate for appraising what is conveyed in

perceptual or pictorial or literary versions” (1978: 5). More generally,

Goodman asks,

In just what sense are there many worlds? What distinguishes genuine

from spurious worlds? What are worlds made of? How are they made?

What role do symbols play in the making? And how is worldmaking

related to knowing? (Goodman 1978: 1)

Arguing that worldmaking “as we know it always starts from worlds

already on hand; the making is a remaking,” Goodman goes on to 

identify five procedures for constructing worlds out of other worlds:

composition and decomposition; weighting; ordering; deletion and

supplementation; and deformation (1978: 7–16). Brief definitions and

examples of each procedure follow:

• Composition and decomposition: “on the one hand . . . dividing

wholes into parts and partitioning kinds into subspecies, analyzing
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complexes into component features, drawing distinctions; on the

other hand . . . composing wholes and kinds out of parts and mem-

bers and subclasses, combining features into complexes, and making

connections” (1978: 7). Ethnographic investigation of an indigenous

population, for example, may uncover the presence of several sub-

cultures where only one had been recognized previously; conversely,

the formation of new “hybrid” disciplines or subdisciplines (algebraic

geometry, biochemistry, information design) results in new, more

complex world-versions.

• Weighting: “Some relevant kinds of the one world, rather than being

absent from the other, are present as irrelevant kinds; some differ-

ences among worlds are not so much in entities comprised as in

emphasis or accent, and these differences are no less consequential”

(1978: 11). From a macrohistorical perspective, the shift from a reli-

gious to a secular-scientific world-version entailed a reweighting

of the particulars of the phenomenal world, which came to occupy

a focus of attention formerly reserved for the noumenal or spiritual

realm.

• Ordering: “modes of organization [patterns, measurements, ways

of periodizing time, etc.] are not ‘found in the world’ but built into

a world” (1978: 14). As suggested in chapter 4, taxonomies of plants,

animals, or other entities are in effect world-versions built on a hier-

archical systems of categories that may be more or less finely grained

(and more or less densely populated), depending on whether one

has expert or only a layperson’s knowledge of a given domain. My

world-version currently contains names for (and concepts of) only

a few common types of insects, in contrast with the world-version

of an entomologist.

• Deletion and supplementation: “the making of one world out of

another usually involves some extensive weeding out and filling –

actual excision of some old and supply of some new material” (1978:

14). I might study entomology, and supplement my world-version

with new knowledge and new beings; alternatively, if because of

climate change an insect species becomes extinct, the entomologist’s

world-version will undergo compulsory excision.

• Deformation: “reshapings or deformations that may according to

point of view be considered either corrections or distortions” (1978:

16). Here one may think of arguments for a new scientific theory

in favor of an older one (e.g., the geocentric vs. the heliocentric 
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models of the solar system) from the perspective of those who are

parties to the debate.

As my examples of each worldmaking procedure indicate, there is

nothing distinctively story-like about the worlds over which Goodman’s

account ranges, though there is nothing about the analysis that excludes

storyworlds, either. Narrative worlds, too, might be made through 

processes of composition and decomposition: think of allegories fus-

ing literal and symbolic worlds, or decomposition in texts such as The

Canterbury Tales, where the narrative ramifies into a frame tale that 

constitutes the main diegetic level and embedded or hypodiegetic 

levels created when characters within that frame tell stories of their 

own. Weighting may also be a generative factor: consider postmodern

rewrites that evoke new world-versions by reweighting events in their

precursor narratives, as when Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea generates

a new storyworld on the basis of Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre by using

as a metric for evaluating events not Jane Eyre’s or Edward Rochester’s

perspective (as refracted through Jane’s telling) but rather Antoinette

Cosway’s. So too with ordering: narrative worlds can be made when

new time-scales are deployed, as when Alain Robbe-Grillet as a practi-

tioner of the nouveau roman in France produced novel worlds by dras-

tically slowing the pace of narration (Robbe-Grillet [1957, 1959] 1965),

or when the average shot length in Hollywood films diminished over

time to produce more rapid cuts between scenes (Morrison forth-

coming). Deletion and supplementation likewise find their place in the

building of storyworlds. I may tailor my recounting of my own life 

experiences to adjust for differences among groups of interlocutors, going

into more detail among close friends and less detail when asked a ques-

tion during a job interview. And as for deformation, the film version of

Ghost World can be viewed as a reshaping of the graphic novel version,

and more generally any adaptation of a prior text in another medium

for storytelling will result in alterations of the sort that Goodman includes

under this rubric (cf. Genette [1982] 1997).

In short, Goodman’s is a broad, generic account of worldmaking 

procedures, operative in both non-narrative and narrative contexts. The

basis for distinctively narrative ways of worldmaking must thus be

sought in other, more specific procedures set off against this larger set

of background conditions for world-creation. In my next subsection, I

discuss how story openings trigger particular kinds of worldmaking
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strategies that cut across storytelling media and narrative genres, 

but that are also inflected by the specific constraints and affordances

of various kinds of narrative practices.

Narrative beginnings as prompts for worldmaking: 
taking up residence in storyworlds

Story openings prompt interpreters to take up residence (more or less

comfortably) in the world being evoked by a given text. Openings 

from different story genres can be compared and contrasted along this

dimension, underscoring how part of the meaning of “genre” consists

of distinctive protocols for worldmaking – though again, the approach

being outlined in this book predicts that a common core of worldmaking

procedures, specific to the narrative text type, cuts across such generic

differences. Likewise, the model predicts that distinctively narrative pro-

cesses of world-creation obtain in various media for storytelling. Here

the issue is how the analyst, when comparing and contrasting a variety

of narrative openings, might distinguish generically narrative from

medium-, genre-, and even text-specific worldmaking procedures.

Consider the beginning of “Hills Like White Elephants”:

[1] The hills across the valley of the Ebro were long and white. [2]

On this side there was no shade and no trees and the station was

between two lines of rails in the sun. [3] Close against the side of the

station there was the warm shadow of the building and a curtain,

made of strings of bamboo beads, hung across the open door into

the bar, to keep out flies. [4] The American and the girl with him

sat at a table in the shade, outside the building. [5] It was very hot

and the express from Barcelona would come in forty minutes. [6] It

stopped at this junction for two minutes and went to Madrid.

[7] “What should we drink?” the girl asked. [8] She had taken off

her hat and put it on the table. (Hemingway [1927] 1987: 211)

How do these eight sentences evoke (a fragment of) a narrative

world? What specific textual cues allow readers to draw inferences about

the structure, inhabitants, and spatiotemporal situation of this world?

Further, how does the worldmaking process here differ from that trig-

gered by the following seven-sentence paragraph at the beginning of

Richard Morgan’s science fiction novel Altered Carbon?
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[1a] Chemically alert, I inventoried the hardware on the scarred

wooden table for the fiftieth time that night. [2a] Sarah’s Heckler 

and Koch shard pistol glinted dully at me in the low light, the butt

gaping open for its clip. [3a] It was an assassin’s weapon, compact

and utterly silent. [4a] The magazines lay next to it. [5a] She had

wrapped insulating tape around each one to distinguish the ammu-

nition: green for sleep, black for the spider-venom load. [6a] Most

of the clips were black-wrapped. [7a] Sarah had used up a lot of green

on the security guards at Gemini Biosys last night. (Morgan 2002: 3,

emphases added)

As Paul Werth points out (1999: 56), story openings that, like

Hemingway’s and Morgan’s, include noun phrases with definite 

articles and demonstrative pronouns (the American and the girl, that

night) can be aligned with what the philosopher David Lewis (1979)

termed the process of accommodation. At issue is the way a text can 

economically evoke the storyworld (or “text world” in Werth’s terms)

to which readers of a fictional text must imaginatively relocate if they

are to interpret referring expressions (a curtain, the open door, the hardware,

the scarred wooden table, the spider-venom load, etc.) and deictic expressions

(on this side, last night) properly4 – mapping them onto the world evoked

by the text rather than the world(s) that the text producer and text 

interpreter occupy when producing or decoding these textual signals.

Thus, readers of Morgan’s text assume that the scarred wooden table

in sentence 1a occupies the world inhabited by the earlier experiencing-I

but not (necessarily) the world of the older narrating-I looking back

retrospectively on this scene. Likewise, in sentence 7a the phrase last

night has to be interpreted in light of what some narratologists have

termed the story-NOW, rather than the discourse-NOW: last night refers

to the night prior to the one in which Sarah and the experiencing-I sit

together at the table, not the night prior to the moment occupied by

the narrating-I at the time of the telling.

But if readers rely on similar sorts of textual cues to accommodate

to Hemingway’s and Morgan’s story openings, this being part of 

what it means to interpret both texts as members of text-type category 

narrative, the process of accommodation unfolds differently in each case

– in ways that can be correlated with the generic differences between

the texts. Marie-Laure Ryan’s (1991) account of “fictional recentering,”

and her related notion of the principle of minimal departure, can be
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used to explore the differences involved. In Ryan’s account, developed

under the auspices of a possible-worlds approach to narrative, the 

storyworld evoked by a fictional narrative can be described as an 

alternative possible world to which interpreters are openly prompted

to relocate, such that, for the duration of the fictional experience, “the

realm of possibilities is . . . recentered around the sphere which the 

narrator presents as the actual world” (Ryan 1991: 22). The world evoked

by the text may be more or less accessible to the world(s) in which 

that narrative is produced and interpreted, providing the basis for a

typology of genres (1991: 31–47).

As compared with the reference world of a news report, for instance,

the storyworld evoked by a science fiction novel about a super-race

with telekinetic powers – or for that matter, a world in which Heckler

and Koch shard pistols can shoot spider-venom loads – is less access-

ible to (less compatible with the defining properties of) the world of

the here and now. Yet if no textual or paratextual indicators block their

default interpretive stance, readers or film viewers will abide by what

Ryan terms the principle of minimal departure, which states that “when

readers construct fictional worlds, they fill in the gaps . . . in the text

by assuming the similarity of the fictional worlds to their own experi-

ential reality” (2005b: 447). Thus readers of Hemingway’s story assume

that the interlocutors are human beings rather than murderous aliens

who have bodysnatched male and female earthlings in order to dupe

the waitress and the other people at the bar. Even more crucially, per-

haps, readers assume that the Ebro in the story is the same Ebro that

exists in the actual world and runs through a particular valley in Spain.

By contrast, in the case of Morgan’s text readers are prompted, not only

by the book’s opening paragraphs but also by the futuristic design 

on its cover, as well as its placement in the science fiction section of

the library or local bookstore, to engage in strategies for worldmaking

that are not fully continuous with those used to make sense of their

everyday experience. In this world (set 500 years in the future), different

kinds of ammunition for the same gun have either a narcotizing effect

or a lethal deadliness (sentence 2a); what is more, the use of chemical 

stimulants to enhance alertness is so common that it can be mentioned

elliptically in a subordinate clause, as in sentence (1a). Yet the principle

of minimal departure continues to apply. Unless cued to do otherwise,

readers will assume that Sarah’s use of the sleep-inducing ammunition

instead of the spider-venom variety reflects her commitment to killing
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only when necessary – not, say, a perverse fixation on putting people

to sleep, or a mere random tic on her part.

Hemingway’s and Morgan’s texts show how a common stock of 

procedures for narrative worldmaking can be inflected differently

when different genres are involved. By the same token, worldmaking

procedures for in narrative contexts are also affected by differences of

medium. Consider the opening of Monica’s story:

monica: (1) So that’s why I say..UFO or the devil got

after our black asses,

(2) for showing out.

(3) > I don’t know what was <

(4) but we walkin up the hill ,

(5) this ↑way, comin up through here.

interviewer 1: (6) Yeah.

monica: (7) And..I’m like on this side and Renee’s right

here.

In this context, procedures for worldmaking are affected by a different

system of affordances and constraints than the system that impinges

on written narrative texts, whatever their genre. On the one hand, prop-

erties associated with written discourse, particularly its deliberate or

“worked-over” nature in contrast with the relative spontaneity of 

spoken discourse (Chafe 1994), allow producers of literary narrative to

situate participants in quite richly detailed storyworlds – of the sort

already evoked in a single paragraph from each of the two texts cited

above. The increased span of time separating the production of the 

narrative from its interpretation, and for that matter the longer span

of time allowed for interpretation of literary narratives, facilitates

denser concentrations of detail than would be typical for face-to-face

storytelling (Herman 2004). Yet contexts of face-to-face narration are

enabling when it comes to other worldmaking procedures – procedures

that are, conversely, subject to constraints imposed by the nature of

written communication.

Producers of fictional narratives (in whatever genre) have to rely on

the process of accommodation and the principle of minimal departure

to prompt readers to relocate to the distinct space-time coordinates of

the world evoked by a written text. In contrast, because she is telling

her story on-site, or where the events being recounted are purported
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to have occurred, by using deictic expressions such as this way and here

in line 5 and this side and right here in line 7 Monica can prompt her

interlocutors to draw on information available in the present inter-

actional context – specifically, information about the layout of the scene

and its terrain – to build a model of the overall spatial configuration

of the storyworld she is attempting to evoke. In this way, in the case

of spatial deictics – expressions like here and there – face-to-face story-

telling affords more options for anchoring texts in contexts of inter-

action than do literary narratives. To help their interlocutors assign 

referents to such expressions, storytellers can cue their interlocutors to

draw analogies between the spatial configuration of the storyworld and

that of the world in which the narrative is being told and interpreted.

Thus, in using the deictic expressions in lines 5 and 7, Monica prompts

her interlocutors to project a storyworld-external space onto a storyworld-

internal space, and vice versa. Arguably, these hybrid or blended loca-

tions are richer than those that readers can access through the process

of accommodation triggered by spatial deictics in a written, literary 

narrative such as Hemingway’s or Morgan’s. As is characteristic for

literary narratives, accommodation in these texts results not in a

blending of spatiotemporal coordinates but rather a deictic shift (see

Segal 1995, Zubin and Hewitt 1995, and below) from the here and now

orienting the act of interpretation to that orienting participants in the

storyworld.5

In Clowes’s Ghost World, meanwhile, still other medium-specific

affordances and constraints (along with particular textual and paratextual

cues) impinge on the process of narrative worldmaking. Exploiting the

visual dimension of graphic storytelling, the cover of the novel features

uncaptioned images of the two main characters that serve immediately

to orient readers within the storyworld evoked by the text. The cover

signals the complex life-situation of protagonists who are struggling

to make the transition from adolescence to adulthood: Rebecca is shown

blowing a bubble with her chewing gum, while Enid is portrayed with

serious-looking thick-framed glasses that she perhaps wears to appear

older than she actually is. The front matter of the volume continues to

shape readers’ inferences about what kind of storyworld they are about

to enter, drawing on the verbal as well as the visual information track

to do so. One panel represents what can be assumed in retrospect to

be Enid’s bookshelf, with a heterogeneous set of texts ranging from 2000

Insults to Encyclopedia of Unusual Sex Practices, Oedipus Rex, and Scooby
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Doo, to Nora Brown’s novel Henry Orient (the basis for a 1964 comedy

starring Peter Sellars), to a CD by the French pop singer France Gall –

suggesting not only Enid’s eclectic tastes but also the bewilderingly

diverse narratives circulating in the culture and converging on the 

two characters as they try to navigate surrounding social expectations,

family and educational contexts, and their own evolving relationship.

Two other images (without accompanying text) included in the front

matter show Enid and Rebecca at a younger age standing in front of

a cemetery marker – again, in retrospect, readers can assume that this

is Enid’s mother’s grave – and then the two characters in dressed in

their caps and gowns for high-school graduation, with Enid making

an obscene gesture at something (the entire graduation scene?) toward

which she and Rebecca are facing.

Accordingly, by the time readers get to the first page of chapter 1 of

the novel, the visual and verbal cues already provided up to this point

provide crucial context for narrative worldmaking. True, local links

between neighboring panels assist with basic aspects of the world-

creation process, as when, in the first panel, Enid asks “Why do you have

this?” and is then seen holding a copy of Sassy magazine in the next

panel. Here the image of the magazine is a correlative, in a different

semiotic medium, of the particular features of the landscape to which

Monica points when she uses forms like this way and this side to launch

her own story. But more than this, when Enid critiques Rebecca’s pur-

chase of the magazine by asserting that “These stupid girls think they’re

so hip, but they’re just a bunch of trendy stuck-up pre-school bitches who

think they’re ‘cutting edge’ because they know who ‘Sonic Youth’ is!”

(Clowes 1997: 9), this remark carries world-creating implications because

of the context already afforded by the cover and the front matter.

Whereas in another storyworld an utterance of this sort might be

interpreted as a digression about a character’s pet peeves, given Enid’s

life experiences and the contents of her bookshelf her comment can be

construed as one that bears on Enid’s and Rebecca’s central concerns,

the questions that they seek to answer and that thereby drive the nar-

rative forward: namely, how to position themselves relative to more

or less dominant social norms and practices, including those that seek

to pass themselves off as countercultural trends but that in actual fact

contribute to the masking and thus perpetuation of the status quo.

My most general point about the opening of Ghost World is that Clowes

exploits the medium-specific resources of graphic storytelling to facilitate
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readers’ relocation to this narrative world. Clowes relies on both images

and words to enable this process of accommodation, or rather trans-

portation, which can also be accomplished through particular kinds 

of verbal expressions, as in written fiction, or a combination of verbal

and gestural productions, as in face-to-face storytelling. Yet in my pre-

vious paragraph I have also begun to touch on other, more complex

dimensions of narrative worldmaking – dimensions that arise from a

temporally extended experience of and not just one’s initial migration

to a storyworld. The approaches reviewed in my next subsection seek

to shed light, from various perspectives, on this more temporally

extended process of experiencing narrative worlds.

Narrative Worlds: A Survey of Approaches

Having discussed how story openings trigger particular kinds 

of worldmaking strategies that cut across storytelling media and

narrative genres, but that are also inflected by the specific con-

straints and affordances of various kinds and modes of narrative

practice, I now survey a range of approaches to the scope and

nature of narrative worlds. I start with accounts that characterize

the experience of narrative worlds in a relatively macrostruc-

tural or gestalt way and then move toward more microstructural

approaches that seek to anchor types of inferences about story-

worlds (including their temporal and spatial dimensions) in 

particular kinds of textual designs. My next section builds on 

this work to show how narratological approaches to time and 

space can be recontextualized – better understood – as part of a

broader inquiry into narrative ways of worldmaking, and in 

particular the WHERE and WHEN components of the world-

building process.

Thus far I have focused on how story openings trigger worldmaking

procedures that are shared by all instances of narrative as a text-

type category, but that can take on different inflections depending on

genre- and medium-specific factors that also contribute to the process

of world-creation. In this section, I pull back for a broader overview
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of research on the procedures used to create and update worlds in 

narrative contexts. The richness and variety of this scholarship suggest

the centrality of worldmaking to the experience of narrative viewed 

as a cognitive structure and resource for interaction as well as a kind

of text.

As I argued in Story Logic (Herman 2002a: 9–22) and have already

suggested above, the power of narrative to create worlds goes a long

way towards explaining its immersiveness, its ability to transport

interpreters into places and times they must occupy for the purposes

of narrative comprehension (Gerrig 1993; Ryan 2001a; Young 1987).

Again, it would be difficult to account for the immersive potential of

stories by appeal to structuralist notions of story or fabula, that is, strictly

in terms of events and existents arranged into a plot by the narrative

presentation. Interpreters of narrative do not merely reconstruct a

sequence of events and a set of existents, but imaginatively (emotion-

ally, viscerally) inhabit a world in which, besides happening and exist-

ing, things matter, agitate, exalt, repulse, provide grounds for laughter

and grief, and so on – both for narrative agents and for interpreters

working to make sense of their circumstances and (inter)actions.

Transportation to narrative worlds

A good starting point for any account of the immersive power of story-

worlds is Richard Gerrig’s 1993 study, Experiencing Narrative Worlds.

Gerrig uses the metaphor of transportation to characterize how readers

make sense of the storyworlds evoked through print texts, whether

fictional or nonfictional. Gerrig (1993: 10–11) identifies six key elements

of the source concept of transportation and discusses how each element

can be projected onto corresponding features of the target domain,

namely, the process by which readers interpret representations of nar-

rative worlds:

1 Someone (“the traveler”) is transported.

2 by some means of transportation.

3 as a result of performing certain actions.

4 The traveler goes some distance from his or her world of origin.

5 which makes some aspects of the world of origin inaccessible.

6 The traveler returns to the world of origin, somewhat changed by

the journey.
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In contrast to models for narrative analysis such as Labov’s (1972),

which purport to find direct, fixed mappings from particular kinds 

of formal structures to specific narrative functions,6 Gerrig’s cognitive-

psychological account emphasizes the mental operations that enable

worldmaking rather than the specific textual triggers that induce inter-

preters to perform those operations. As Gerrig puts it, “[i]f we define

the experience of narrative worlds with respect to an endpoint (the opera-

tion of whatever set of mental processes transports the reader) rather

than with respect to a starting point (a text with some formal features),

we can see that no a priori limits can be put on the types of language

structures that might prompt the construction of narrative worlds” (1993:

4). In this respect, Gerrig’s approach bears a family resemblance to

Walton’s (1990) work on fiction as a game of make-believe, according

to which written texts, images on screen, physical objects, and other

sorts of triggers of fictional experiences can all be assimilated to the

category of “props” in the game that enables and sustains the make-

believe world. Gerrig’s premise is that worldmaking processes are the

same across fictional and nonfictional texts; Walton’s, that the process

of getting caught up in make-believe worlds is the same irrespective

of medium.

Possible-worlds theory and fictional recentering

Complementing Gerrig’s metaphor of transportation is Ryan’s (1991,

2005b) account of fictional recentering – an account that helps specify

not just the relation between the world of origin and the target world,

but also the structure of the target world itself. Thus, in tandem with

Dolebel (1998), Pavel (1986), and other theorists (e.g., Margolin 1990b;

Martin 2004; Ronen 1994), Ryan draws on ideas from analytic philo-

sophy and modal logic to argue that narrative universes are recogniz-

able because of a shared modal structure; this structure consists of a

central world that counts as actual and various satellite worlds that can

be accessed through counterfactual constructions voiced by a narrator

or by the characters, and also through what the characters think,

dream, read, etc. Of course, not every narrative faithfully exemplifies

this structure; indeed, as McHale (1987) has shown, a hallmark of post-

modern fiction is its refusal to adhere to ontological boundaries and

hierarchies of precisely this sort. Yet in the case of metaleptic narratives
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such as Borges’s “Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius” (Borges 1964: 3–18), where

a world initially construed as a far-flung satellite ultimately merges 

with the baseline reality of the story, their ontological subversiveness

can be registered because of how such texts deviate from the default

template for worldmaking. By contrast, Hemingway’s story conforms

to that standard template. The current scene of interaction between 

Jig and the unnamed male character constitutes the base structure or

point of reference for this narrative universe, with the man momentarily

opening a window onto a satellite world when (for example) he uses

a counterfactual or as-if construction to frame an angry rejoinder to

Jig’s dismissive comment that he is someone who would never have

seen a white elephant: “ ‘I might have [seen a white elephant]. . . . Just

because you say I wouldn’t have doesn’t prove anything’ ” (p. 211).

Likewise, in Ghost World, the structure of the narrative largely conforms

to the standard case of fictional recentering – though, in addition to

the (self-mocking) representation of Clowes in the panel mentioned in

chapter 3, in the novel’s closing pages Enid catches a glimpse of (and

touches the still wet paint used by) the artist who has been writing the

phrase “ghost world” as graffiti on walls and fences in the storyworld.

Here, the reader might infer, Enid comes close to encountering the 

creator of the storyworld that bounds her reality, and thereby met-

aleptically breaking the limiting frame of that world. Meanwhile, in

the case of UFO or the Devil, Monica presents her story as a factual

account of her and Renee’s encounter with a supernatural being.

Readers are thus prompted not to recenter to a fictional world but rather

to relocate to what Monica presents as another, earlier time-frame within

the actual world, which she constructs as encompassing supernatural

events as well as those bound by the normal laws of space, time, phys-

ical causality, etc.

In short, the existence of base worlds surrounded by satellites

affords structure for all narrative sense-making, even in the case of 

narratives that engage in innovative strategies of worldmaking by

subverting or obscuring this standard hierarchy of worlds. True, as dis-

cussed in my previous paragraph, differences among narrative genres

(and between fictional versus nonfictional accounts) can be correlated

with different sorts of relationships among the worlds contained in 

narrative universes. But the system of possibilities within which such

worldmaking operations take place remains constant across all narrative
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kinds, and helps identify those kinds as instances of narrative in the

first place. At issue are the possible worlds that orbit around what is

presented as what Ryan calls the “text actual world” (TAW), or world

assumed as actual within the narrative. Narratives typically feature a

range of private worlds or subworlds (cf. Werth 1999: 210–58) inhab-

ited or at least imagined by characters; these satellite worlds include

knowledge-worlds, obligation-worlds, wish-worlds, pretend worlds, and

so on. Further, the plot of any narrative can be redefined as “the trace

left by the movement of these worlds within the textual universe. [For]

participants, the goal of the narrative game . . . is to make TAW coincide

with as many as possible of their [private worlds] . . . The moves of the

game are the actions through which characters attempt to alter relations

between worlds” (Ryan 1991: 119–20).

Thus, in Hemingway’s story, it is not just that satellite worlds come

into view as Jig and the male character discuss possible courses of action

in response to the unstated “given” of Jig’s pregnancy. Rather, the conflict

that drives the plot emerges from the two characters’ different strat-

egies for bringing the TAW into alignment with their private worlds,

particularly their wish-worlds and intention-worlds – the male character

seeking to do so by encouraging Jig to go through with an abortion,

Jig by gaining some recognition from the man that having the child

would not necessarily be inimical to their relationship. Note, too, that

the different kinds of worlds that can be interpreted as TAWs account,

in turn, for differences among narrative kinds. In contrast with “Hills”

and Ghost World, in UFO or the Devil supernatural beings are part of the

TAW, producing two planes of existence in the manner characteristic

of what Pavel (1986) would describe as worlds with “salient” ontolog-

ies. The title of Clowes’s text might initially trigger the inference that

his, too, is a salient fictional world in Pavel’s sense; but what emerges

as ghostly over the course of the novel is Enid’s and Rebecca’s past

life as kids in school, a life now giving way to the complexity and ambi-

guity of the situations they face as they enter adulthood. In the case

of Monica’s story, once the orienting assumption of a dual or salient

ontology has been made, then interpretation of the narrative in terms

of relations among subworlds and the TAW can proceed. Thus key

conflicts in Monica’s narrative turn on clashes between her subworlds

(e.g., wish- and intention-worlds) and the TAW – for example, her and

Renee’s desire to escape a supernatural creature to whom she attributes

baleful intentions, or her intention to convey the authenticity as well
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as the frightening import of her experiences to her friend’s grandmother,

who, however, dismisses them as merely imaginary.

Deictic shift theory, text worlds, and contextual frames

Gerrig’s (1993) scheme purposely underspecifies the means of trans-

portation to narrative worlds because its main concern is with the 

mental operations supporting the experience of those worlds rather than

the range of textual triggers that can activate the operations in ques-

tion. Ryan’s possible-worlds approach is somewhat more textcentric;

for example, it accommodates the study of how textual markers (e.g.,

modal auxiliary verbs) can signal relations among the TAW and vari-

ous satellite worlds – as when Hemingway’s male character protests

Jig’s suggestion that he is not the sort of person who would ever have

seen a white elephant. But other research provides the basis for still

finer-grained analyses of how specific textual cues afford structure for

world creation. The point is not to try to delimit in advance what kinds

of language structures might prompt or allow for the construction of

narrative worlds, but rather to indicate reasonably robust patterns in

interpreters’ use of particular classes of textual cues as scaffolding for

world-construction.

For instance, Segal’s (1995) account of deictic shift theory helps illu-

minate the cognitive reorientation (and associated discourse-processing

strategies) required for an interpreter’s successful relocation to a narrat-

ive world; it also suggests that over longer, more sustained experiences

of narrative worlds, interpreters may need to make successive adjust-

ments in their position relative to the situations and events being

recounted. As Segal puts it,

when one reads [or views, or hears] a narrative as it is meant to be 

read [seen, heard], he or she is often required to take a cognitive stance

within the world of the narrative. A location within the world of the 

narrative serves as the center from which the sentences are interpreted.

In particular, deictic terms such as here and now refer to this conceptual

location. It is thus the deictic center. DST [Deictic Shift Theory] is a theory

that states that the deictic center often shifts from the environmental 

situation in which the text is encountered, to a locus within a mental 

model representing the world of the discourse. (1995: 15; cf. Zubin and

Hewitt 1995)
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Thus, over the course of any of my chief illustrative narratives, inter-

preters must track several shifts to different deictic centers – on pain

of misconstruing what is going on the story, i.e., not carrying out 

the instructions for world-building included in the narratives’ verbal

texture. In “Hills,” for example, and as discussed above in connection

with Lewis’s idea of “accommodation,” an initial deictic shift is required

for the reader to take up the cognitive vantage-point in terms of which

the preposition across, in sentence 1, and the prepositional phrase 

On this side, in sentence 2, can be parsed. Immediately after the open-

ing paragraph, the deictic center shifts again, this time to the male 

character’s vantage-point as he observes Jig from up close; this is the

cognitive stance from which the sentence “She had taken off her hat

and put it on the table” must be interpreted. Note that here the use of

the past perfect tense (had taken off her hat) implies a return of the male

character’s focus of attention to Jig’s position within the current scene,

as well as a perception of how her appearance has altered over time

– that is, since the last time the male character observed Jig closely.

Later in the story, the perspective point from which the storyworld must

be cognitively regarded, so that the relevant sentences can be properly

construed, shifts to Jig. Thus, in the following passage, the deictic center

from which the relevant spatial prepositions must be parsed has shifted;

in the second and third sentences of the passage it is Jig doing the look-

ing, not the male character:

The girl stood up and walked to the end of the station. Across, on

the other side, were fields of grain and trees along the banks of the

Ebro. Far away, beyond the rivers, were mountains. (Hemingway

[1927] 1987: 213)

Likewise, a sentence found near the end of the story (“They were 

all waiting reasonably for the train” [p. 214]) must be interpreted as

encoding the male character’s cognitive stance toward events, or else

construction of the narrative world will be skewed toward the wrong

deictic center.

Other microstructural approaches to narrative worlds include the text-

world theory developed by Paul Werth and the account of contextual

frames outlined by Catherine Emmott. For Werth (1999: 180–209), to

construct a mental model of the world evoked by a text, interpreters

of verbal narratives rely on deictic and referential elements that Werth
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calls world-building elements. By contrast, the foregrounded part of the

text, or what it is about, consists of function-advancing propositions. Werth

identifies a number of tests that he argues to be diagnostic of function-

advancing as opposed to merely world-building textual features: for

example, simple past-tense indicative verbs in English versus past-

progressive constructions, or more generally expressions that link 

participants to particularized actions and events versus the text world

in which those actions and events are embedded. Thus, in Monica’s story,

the opening lines set up a foreground–background relation between the

continuous activity of walking and discrete acts of looking that mark

the inception of both a disruptive, disequilibrium-causing event and the

impact of that event on Monica’s and Renee’s experiential awareness.

Likewise, in lines 15–17, the activity of walking again serves as a back-

drop for a specific perceptual act and the new state of the storyworld

that that act reveals: namely, the change in the ball’s position along a

vertical axis in space.

monica: (3) > I don’t know what was <

(4) but we walkin up the hill ,

(5) this ↑way, comin up through here.

interviewer 1: (6) Yeah.

monica: (7) And..I’m like on this side and Renee’s right

here.

(8) And we walkin

(9) and I look over the bank* ... {.2}

(10) and I see this ... {.3} < BI:G BALL >.

[....]

(15) And I’m still walkin you know*

(16) Then I look back over my side again,

(17) and it has °risen up*° ... {2.0}

But by the same token Werth’s account raises the question of whether

a sharp line can always be drawn between world-building and function-

advancing aspects of narrative. For example, in the Hemingway para-

graph excerpted above, does sentence 4 stand out from the preceding

sentences as foregrounded incipit against world-building background,

or is sentence 7 the true incipit, and if so why: the selection of a focal

participant within the scene, the use of a speech report, the repres-

entation of a punctual event of asking rather than a durative process
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of sitting at a table in the shade, or all of these factors working in 

concert? If the latter is the case, then which factor is most crucial 

and why?

For her part, Emmott (1997) focuses on how readers recruit from 

mental representations or contextual frames to assign referents to pronouns

across more or less extended stretches of narrative discourse. Emmott

focuses specifically on the processes by which readers use textual cues

to bind characters into or out of such mentally constructed contexts,

which thereby underpin subsequent interpretations of character-indexing

pronouns. Thus, in the opening of Hemingway’s story, a noun phrase

(the girl) binds Jig into what Emmott would term a primed contextual

frame – first in sentence 4 and then again in sentence 7. Her presence

in that frame allows readers to assign a referent to the pronoun She in

sentence 8. Similarly, a noun phrase in sentence 5, the express from

Barcelona, allows readers to identify the referent of It in sentence 6, 

differentiating this referring expression from the vacuous It in the 

expression It was very hot in sentence 5. Further, Emmott’s account sheds

light on strategic referential vagueness of the sort found in “Hills.” In

particular, the recurrence of the neuter pronoun it (cf. also the demon-

strative pronoun that) across the subsequent lines of the story suggests

how the characters themselves exploit the vagueness of the term’s 

referential scope – and also how this discourse strategy emanates from

a refusal to name and thereby come to terms with a central fact about

their relationship:

“The beer’s nice and cool,” the man said.

“It’s lovely,” the girl said.

“It’s really an awfully simple operation, Jig,” the man said. “It’s not

really an operation at all.” [. . .]

“We’ll be fine afterwards. Just like we were before.”

“What makes you think so?”

“That’s the only thing that bothers us. It’s the only thing that’s made

us unhappy.” (Hemingway [1927] 1987: 212, emphases added)

But how might Emmott’s language-based account of contextual frames

be adapted to account for worldmaking procedures in other story-

telling media, including multimodal narratives like Clowes’s novel 

and Zwigoff’s film adaptation of it – that is, narratives that draw on

more than one semiotic channel as they prompt interpreters to build
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a storyworld?7 Note that, in the case of graphic narratives, even where

explicit verbal indicators about the temporal position of events are absent,

the rendering of a character’s appearance or the setting can suggest the

position of a given scene or occurrence on an overarching time-line,

how it fits within a particular context, in Emmott’s sense of that term.

Likewise, visual cues can help interpreters differentiate between the main

or framing diegetic level and the subordinate or framed (= hypodiegetic)

levels produced when characters become narrators in their own right.

Hence in sequences C and D from Ghost World the rectangular boxes

that represent Enid’s utterances at the primary narrative level that 

she shares with Rebecca during their late-night phone call are set off

from the rounded speech balloons used to report Enid’s and Naomi’s 

(earlier) utterances within the embedded or hypodiegetic narrative that

Enid is subsequently recounting to Rebecca on the phone. Further, prior

to and during these sequences, Enid’s appearance changes in ways that

allow readers to identify different time-frames or contexts. When she

begins her call with Rebecca Enid is wearing the (dominatrix’s) mask

that she purchased earlier that day at the adult book store. Then, as

she tells Rebecca about the experience of purchasing the mask, Enid

assumes the appearance she had earlier that day with Josh. Later in

the phone call, Enid removes the mask and she also appears in a mask-

less state in the images that correspond to the encounter with Naomi

that she also tells Rebecca about during their call. But the shirt that

Enid is shown wearing in the second panel of sequence D is different

than the one she is wearing when she purchases the mask with Josh 

– suggesting that these embedded narratives focus on events that 

transpire on different days.

Here we can use Emmott’s term enactor to characterize how inter-

preters monitor different versions of participants encountered in nar-

rative flashbacks or embedded stories like Enid’s. Readers of verbal

narratives rely on mental representations or contexts to keep track of

the current enactor, since flashbacks are not always explicitly signaled

by changes in verbal texture. In graphic storytelling, however, visual

as well as verbal cues (the appearance of a character or what he or 

she is wearing, the color and texture of the background in a given 

frame, the contrasting shapes of speech balloons, the contents of a 

represented speech act, etc.) can activate contexts pertinent for deter-

mining when a given enactor or character-version is taking part in the

narrated events.
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Configuring Narrative Worlds: The WHAT,
WHERE, and WHEN Dimensions of Storyworlds

Those coming to narrative theory for the first time are sometimes

left with the “So what?” question when faced with something like

Genette’s ([1972] 1980) account of narrative temporality – in the

absence of any larger concern with how flashbacks and flash-

forwards can “thicken” one’s sense of the history of a narrative

world, or how fluctuations in the speed of narration provide a

basis for distinguishing between focal and backgrounded elements

in that world. However, by starting with world-creation as a basic

cognitive and communicative function served by storytelling,

and then working backward to the formal structures that support

this root function of narrative, it is easier to motivate – to provide

warrant for – fine-grained analyses of the spatial and temporal

dimensions of storyworlds.

As indicated in my previous section, approaches such as deictic shift

theory, possible-worlds theory, and contextual frame theory already

take into account how time and space enter into the process of world-

creation, that is, the WHERE and WHEN dimensions of narrative worlds.

An approach based on shifting deictic centers allows for study of how

narrative worlds are structured around cognitive vantage-points that

may change over the course of an unfolding story; the approach thus

underscores how one of the challenges of narrative interpretation is 

tracking which vantage-point constitutes the cognitive filter at what point

in the developing action. Revealing interconnections between perspect-

ive, time, and space, the approach also allows for comparison between

narratives in which the orienting perspective point remains relatively

stable and fixed (like Monica’s) and those marked by more or less rapid

shifts of cognitive stance (like Ghost World). Similarly, accounts based

on possible worlds are intrinsically concerned with time and space: char-

acters’ situation vis-à-vis the spatial layout of the TAW (and proximity

to or distance from other characters) affects their ability to bring that

world into conformity with their wishes, intentions, and felt obligations,

even as the shifting relations among such private worlds or subworlds
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and the TAW provide a way to measure time’s passing as events become

etched into the history of the narrated domain. Likewise, based on the

assumption that characters will be bound into and out of particular con-

texts over time, and that such contexts will be distributed spatially as

well as temporally, Emmott’s contextual frame theory points to the nexus

of the WHAT, WHERE, and WHEN factors in narrative worldmaking.

In the remainder of this section I review other research focusing 

on issues of narrative time and space, and suggest how this work can

be reconceptualized as an attempt to specify procedures for narrative

worldmaking.

The temporal dimension of storyworlds

In the terms being outlined in the present chapter, Genette’s ([1972] 1980)

influential account of time in narrative can be viewed as a heuristic

framework for studying the WHEN component of world-creation. In other

words, when Genette distinguishes between simultaneous, retrospective,

prospective, and “intercalated” modes of narration (as in the epistolary

novel, where the act of narration postdates some events but precedes

others), these narrative modes can be interpreted in light of the differ-

ent kinds of structure that they afford for worldmaking. Retrospective

narration accommodates the full scope of a storyworld’s history, allow-

ing a narrator to signal connections between earlier and later events

through proleptic foreshadowings of (for example) the eventual impact

of a character’s actions on his or her cohorts. Simultaneous narration,

in which events are presented in tandem with the interpreter’s effort

to comprehend the contours and boundaries of the narrated domain,

does not allow for such anticipations-in-hindsight; rather, inferences

about the impact of events on the storyworld remain tentative, prob-

abilistic, open-ended. Hemingway’s text interestingly combines features

of these two modes insofar as it is told retrospectively but with a dearth

of narratorial commentary that inhibits drawing connections among 

earlier and later events or prospection into the future of this narrative

world. In this respect, “Hills” contrasts with both Ghost World and UFO

or the Devil. As discussed in my previous subsection, Clowes’s novel

features embedded narratives told by the characters, who thereby connect

past events to the current moment of telling, as well as images of Enid

and Rebecca from earlier time-frames. For her part, Monica prospects

forward into an already past future when in lines 56–60 of her narrative
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she notes that, after the encounter she reports, she never again ventured

out into the woods at night.

Likewise, Genette’s categories of duration, order (on which I have already

begun to comment), and frequency can be explicated more productively

if they are linked to the broader issue of narrative worldmaking. Dura-

tion can be computed as a ratio between how long events take to unfold

in the world of the story and how much text is devoted to their nar-

ration; in this model, speeds can range from descriptive pause (where

there is a span of text coupled with an absence of storyworld events),

to scene (where there is an assumed equivalency between the span of

text included and the duration of the events that it is used to recount),

to summary (where in comparison to scene there is a shorter textual

span relative to the duration of events), to ellipsis (where there is no

textual span even though one or more events can be assumed to have

transpired). This aspect of the temporal system thus constitutes a metric

of value or at least attentional prominence: in extended narratives the

shift from rapidly surveyed backstory or expositional material to a

slower, scenic mode of presentation can signal aspects of the storyworld

valued (or at any rate noticed) by a narrator (cf. Sternberg 1978). Mean-

while, as suggested by my discussion of retrospective versus simultan-

eous narration above, order can be analyzed by matching the sequence

in which events are narrated against the sequence in which they can be

assumed to have occurred, yielding chronological narration, analepses

or flashbacks, and prolepses or flashforwards, together with various

sub-categories of these nonchronological modes. How does the story-

world evoked by a narrative with a richly analeptic or proleptic structure

(The Sound and the Fury or The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie, respectively)

contrast with that evoked by a narrative that largely confines itself to

the present, as Hemingway’s text does?8 How is a narrative world “thick-

ened” by forays backward and forward in time, and what processing

strategies are triggered by such temporal agglutination? Finally, fre-

quency can be calculated by measuring how many times an event is

narrated against how many times it can be assumed to have occurred in

the storyworld. Again, more than just a range of formal possibilities,

frequency affords ways of allocating attention to and evaluating events

in narrative worlds – with repetitive narration foregrounding some 

event or set of events, iterative narration providing a summative gloss

on multiple storyworld incidents, and singulative narration being the

baseline metric in this context.
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The spatial dimension of storyworlds

Though their concern with space is less longstanding than their inter-

est in temporality, narrative theorists have in recent years increasingly

studied WHERE-related factors of world-creation. This work was given

impetus by Bakhtin’s concept of the chronotope, defined as “a formally

constitutive category of literature . . . [in which] spatial and temporal

indicators are fused” in a manner which is originally associated with

a particular genre, but which is subsequently taken up in later texts in

ways that lead to generic intermixing and the co-presence of phenomena

hailing from different phases of “the historico-literary process” ([1937–8]

1981: 84–5). Zoran (1984) built on Bakhtin’s account to develop a three-

level framework for studying the space-time nexus in narrative. This

framework includes the topological level (a map of the narrated world

that can be reconstructed from all the elements of the text); the chrono-

topic level (a domain in which space and time jointly constitute vectors

of movement, broadly defined); and the textual level (where space is

structured by the semiotic medium of the narrative text, as when the

linear nature of verbal language organizes spatial relationships into a

temporal continuum). Still more recently, theorists of space in narrative

have borrowed from psychological and psycholinguistic work on spatial

cognition, as well as cognitive-linguistic research on how abilities and

dispositions bound up with embodied human experience find reflexes

in the structure and interpretation of language. Buchholz and Jahn have

suggested that this recent work harmonizes with Iurii Lotman’s earlier

account of the value-saturation of spatial oppositions, whereby distinc-

tions such as near/far, high/low, etc. are correlated with judgments such

as good/bad, valuable/worthless, etc. (2005: 554).

These and other developments can again be contextualized via

notions of narrative worldmaking, in this case its WHERE dimension.

For example, in Story Logic, I draw on some of the relevant research to

suggest how particular textual cues prompt interpreters to spatialize

storyworlds, that is, to build up mental representations of narrated

domains as evolving configurations of participants, objects, and places

(Herman 2002a: 263–99). In a text like Hemingway’s, this approach can

be used to examine how shifts between foregrounded and backgrounded

objects and regions in the text, as well as the directions of movement

traced by the main participants in the scene ( Jig, the man, and the wait-

ress), enable readers to segment the narrative into smaller episodes, 
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each situated in a particular space-time region of the narrative world.

The approach also sheds light on other, related questions, such as how

Hemingway uses particular sub-spaces (the hills across the valley, the

bar, Jig’s and the man’s table) to stage aspects of the characters’ conflict,

and also how this constellation of sub-spaces coheres into a world –

what net effect the process of moving from one space to the next 

generates.

Likewise, in UFO or the Devil Monica recounts detailed trajectories

of movement through the storyworld, locating herself (more precisely,

her younger, experiencing self) within an orientational grid defined 

by two cross-cutting axes. Monica locates Renee at her side (line 7),

along an axis that runs perpendicular to their path of motion through

the storyworld. Along a second main axis runs the vector leading from

Monica’s house, the starting-point of the girls’ journey, to Renee’s grand-

mother’s house. Throughout the narrative, Monica uses verbs and

participles associated with motion (we walking up the hill . . . we walkin

. . . I’m still walkin . . . we just walkin . . . take off runnin . . . we run all the

way to her grandmother’s) to trace the girls’ movement along this second

vector, and also to correlate their speed of motion with their emo-

tional response to events: the more scared they are, the faster they move

through space.

Further, Monica’s use of internal focalization affords an expressive

resource by which the narrative locates the self’s experiences in space

as well as in time. Perceptual verbs, spatial prepositions and adverbs,

and other forms used in lines 9, 16, 27, 29, 35, 37, and 40 – e.g., look

over the bank, look back over my side again , it’s right behind us, we still lookin

back – encode a particular perceptual position. These forms indicate 

that Monica and Renee are, for the duration of the reported action, in

front of the big ball, looking back as the apparition keeps pace with

them despite their best efforts to outrun it. The narrative thus enacts

the situated, embodied nature of all perception, both in the lines just

mentioned and also more globally, given that what can be seen is 

determined by the vantage-point of the experiencing-I over the course

of the story. In this way, UFO or the Devil suggests not only that what

can be seen, what is known about the world, alters with the spatial

coordinates of the embodied self that is doing the looking; more than

this, it suggests that a self is in part constituted by what it sees, when,

and where – with narrative being one of the principal means for 

tracing this perceptual flux.
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Worlds Disrupted: Narrativity and 
Noncanonical Events

Pointing ahead to the next chapter, this final section addresses

another key sub-element of what I have characterized as the third

basic element of narrative: namely, the way stories prototypically

represent not just a narrative world but also world disruption,

that is, events introducing disequilibrium or noncanonical situ-

ations into that world – as experienced by human or human-like

agents.

As already suggested in my preliminary discussion in chapter 1 as 

well as in chapter 4, narrative prototypically involves more than par-

ticularized temporal sequences unfolding within more or less richly

detailed storyworlds. In line with Propp’s ([1928] 1968) account of dis-

ruptive events as the motor of narrative, and with Todorov’s (1968) argu-

ment that narratives trace (at least part of) a path leading from an initial

state of equilibrium, through a phase of disequilibrium, to an endpoint

at which a different sort of equilibrium is restored, work by Bruner

(1990, 1991) suggests just how narrative worldmaking differs from other

representational practices that entail the construction or reconstruction

of worlds. Narratives do not merely evoke worlds more or less distant

from or proximate to the world of the here and now, through proced-

ures of the sort discussed above. More than this, stories place an accent

on unexpected or noncanonical events – events that disrupt the normal

order of things for human or human-like agents engaged in goal-directed

activities and projects within a given world, and that are experienced

as such by those agents.

As the previous formulation suggests, what counts as normal or canon-

ical will vary from world to world, narrative to narrative – as will, there-

fore, what counts as disruptive, disequilibrium-causing, noncanonical.

Bruner’s (1991) notion of canonicity and breach – his argument that

“to be worth telling, a tale must be about how an implicit canonical

script has been breached, violated, or deviated from in a manner to do

violence to . . . [its] ‘legitimacy’ ” (1991: 11) – allows for such variability,

since what is expected in one cultural, subcultural, or situational setting
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may be atypical in another. Further, differences among kinds of nar-

ratives can be correlated with the way they engage with different sorts

and degrees of noncanonicity. In Monica’s tale of the supernatural, nar-

rative affords a means for navigating the breach between (1) expectations

based on the assumed physical regularities of nature (big, glowing balls,

in the general course of events, do not appear out of thin air and chase

people at night) and (2) what transpires when Monica and Renee make

their frightening journey through the dark woods. The story also enables

Monica to come to terms with how she herself is changed – irreversibly

– by this experience. In Ghost World, by contrast, the laws of nature are

never in question; at issue, rather, are the social scripts to which Enid,

Rebecca, and the other characters in the storyworld orient as a basis

for action and interaction – scripts bearing on gender and family roles,

as well as sexual relationships, responsibilities associated with adult-

hood versus adolescence, etc. The novel as a whole traces events lead-

ing up to the divergent life-courses of the two main characters, caused

in part by Rebecca’s willingness to accommodate to dominant social

scripts versus Enid’s resistance to those same scripts.9 The text also sug-

gests how narrative furnishes resources for managing clashes between

competing sets of scripts, for example, those associated with trans-

formative experiences and transitions between life-stages. Hence the

loss-of-virginity story that Enid tells to Naomi and retells to Rebecca

in sequences C and D, as well as a panel on the penultimate page of the

novel that shows Enid walking in the opposite direction from school-

children heading back to school in the autumn. For its part, Hemingway’s

text focuses on Jig’s and the male character’s conflicting responses to

the unexpected event of Jig’s becoming pregnant. As “Hills” suggests,

narrative provides a means not only for representing the disruption of

a normal order of things, but also for registering and cross-comparing the

merits of various strategies for adjusting to such altered circumstances.

Despite the very different narrative worlds they evoke, what remains

constant across my main illustrative examples is a focus on taking the

measure of time, process, change – on recording and evaluating how

a storyworld is no longer the same in the aftermath of events that have

a consequential, life-changing impact on agents living and acting within

that world. As suggested in chapter 4, descriptions, too, can represent

processes unfolding in time. But narratives characteristically concern

themselves not just with the processual but more specifically with dis-

ruption – transgressions of the expected or at least normal order of events
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that might or might not result from time’s passing.10 Noteworthy and

thus narratable disruptions, then, are anchored in the contingent rather

than the necessary, what might eventuate from a given set of circum-

stances rather than what is logically entailed by them.

To capture this distinction between mere process and narratable 

disruption, some narrative scholars have developed the concept of 

tellability – sometimes distinguished from narrativity. Tellability has been

defined as that which makes an event or configuration of events 

(relevantly) reportable – that is, tellable or narratable – in a given com-

municative situation (Herman 2002a: 100–5; Labov 1972; Labov and

Waletzky 1967; Norrick 2007; Prince [1987] 2003; Ryan 1991, 2005c). By

contrast, narrativity has been defined as a property by virtue of which

a given text or discourse is more or less readily interpreted as a story

(Fludernik 1996; Herman 2002a: 100–5; Prince 1999, [1987] 2003, 2005;

Sternberg 1990, 2001). The idea here is that a given story can be more

or less tellable in different sets of circumstances, and also that different

representations that can be included in the category “narrative” may

be more or less tellable or reportable, depending on the occasion of

telling. Chapter 3 of this book explores similar issues, characterizing

narrative as a mode of representation that has to be interpreted in light

of a particular discourse context or storytelling occasion, and examin-

ing how judgments about the meaning of a narrative are a function 

of particular communicative situations, which are in turn shaped by

the process of telling and interpreting stories. But in another sense, the

approach outlined in this book suggests that issues of tellability and

narrativity may not be separable in the way that previous scholars of

story have argued – or at least that the concept of tellability may need

to be divided to cover two different meanings, namely, “salient in some

communicative context” and “salient in the context of some storyworld”

(cf. Herman 2007a).

In evoking a storyworld, the degree to which a representation fore-

grounds a more or less marked (and thus noteworthy or tellable) dis-

ruption of the canonical or expected order of events is itself one of the

factors or properties explaining how readily the representation can be

interpreted as an instance of the text-type category narrative, versus,

say, description. Thus, rather than being an optional feature of repres-

entations that would still be narratively configured without it, (some

degree of) reportability or tellability is built into the nature of nar-

rative at the level of worldmaking. Once a world has been evoked and
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interpreters have relocated to it, orienting themselves to its canonical

scripts or “givens,” the procedures specific to narrative worldmaking

require that the world be one in which those givens are called into ques-

tion, jeopardized by events that are more or less radically noncanon-

ical, more or less antithetic to the normal order of things. However,

the innumerably many kinds of worlds that can be evoked by narrat-

ives, together with the many degrees of disruptiveness that the same

sort of event might possess in different contexts, suggests the futility

of attempting to fix in advance what makes something tellable, what

constitutes a narratable disruption in the order of a world.

In my final chapter, I turn to the fourth basic element of narrative, already

hinted at in the present section: namely, the felt, lived experience of 

disruptive events – their impact on real or imagined consciousnesses

affected by a storyworld-in-flux. In short, narrative ways of worldmaking

depend crucially not just on disruptiveness as such but moreover on

events that are experienced as disruptive for some mind or constella-

tion of minds.11



6

The Nexus of 
Narrative and Mind

(iv) What it’s like. Narrative representations convey the experience

of living through storyworlds-in-flux, highlighting the pressure of

events on real or imagined consciousnesses affected by the occur-

rences at issue. Thus – with one important proviso – it can be argued

that narrative is centrally concerned with qualia, a term used by

philosophers of mind to refer to the sense of “what it is like” for

someone or something to have a particular experience. The proviso

is that recent research on narrative bears importantly on debates

concerning the nature of consciousness itself.

The Consciousness Factor

This chapter draws on ideas from the philosophy of mind, among

other areas within the umbrella discipline of cognitive science, to

flesh out the notion of an experiencing consciousness. The chapter

thus seeks to explain why I characterize the representation of what

it’s like to experience disruptive events in a storyworld as one of

the basic elements of narrative.

In this chapter, I explore a fourth basic element of narrative – another

critical property of the representational practices that are more or less

amenable to being understood in narrative terms, depending on their

structure and the contexts in which they unfold. At issue is the way

stories highlight the impact of events on the mind or minds experi-

encing those events within a storyworld. Narrative, I argue, is a mode

Basic Elements of Narrative.  David Herman   
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of representation tailor-made for gauging the felt quality of lived

experiences. Accordingly, the less a given representation registers the

pressure of an experienced world on one or more human or human-

like consciousnesses, the less central or prototypical an instance of 

the category “narrative” that representation will be – all other things

being equal.1 To put the same point another way, to the extent that a

representation embodies the elements of situatedness, event sequenc-

ing, and worldmaking/world disruption but backgrounds or sup-

presses what it’s like, that representation will be pushed closer to the

edge than the center of the category space of “narrative,” where forms

such as “chronicle” or “report” verge on the fuzzy border separating

narratives from descriptions, as discussed in chapters 1 and 4.

That said, like the other basic elements of narrative discussed in this

book, what it’s like should be viewed not as a failsafe guarantee of 

the presence of narrative, but rather as a marker of texts that circulate

in communicative contexts in the manner that is characteristic of – or

prototypical for – narratives. Also, like the factors of particularity and

disruptiveness, what might be called the consciousness factor operates

in a gradient or more-or-less manner, resulting in more or less proto-

typical instances of the category narrative – with the caveat that judg-

ments about what counts as prototypical are themselves subject to change

across different contexts (see chapter 4). Furthermore, the very notions

of mind and consciousness demand closer scrutiny in this connection.

Indeed, as I go on to discuss below, recent scholarship on narrative

not only stands to benefit from but also itself bears importantly on con-

ceptions of mind developed in the fields included within the umbrella

discipline of cognitive science, including philosophy, psychology, and

linguistics (cf. Herman 2007b).

Before I move on to a more detailed discussion of the nexus of 

narrative and mind in the remainder of this chapter, I address in my

next section an important preliminary question: namely, whether my

emphasis on consciousness as a key factor of narrativity is perhaps a

byproduct of my focus on a particular class (or corpus) of narratives

that I am using, tacitly, as a yardstick for my analysis of stories in 

general.
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Consciousness across Narrative Genres

For Fludernik (1996, 2003), it is not plot but experientiality – that

is, the evocation of an experiencing human or human-like con-

sciousness on which narrated situations and events are represented

as impinging – that constitutes narrativity, or what makes nar-

rative narrative. Yet if one admits degrees of narrativity, then other

factors besides consciousness must be invoked to account for the

extent to which a given story will be construed as being proto-

typically narrative. My previous chapters have sought to char-

acterize the other features at issue, suggesting that capturing

what it’s like to experience storyworld events constitutes a critical

property of but not a sufficient condition for narrative. But by 

the same token, the consciousness factor can be argued to be 

criterial for narrative in general rather than for particular kinds

of narratives (e.g., psychological novels).

A key difference between narrative genres is the extent to which they

foreground the factor of consciousness – highlight the impact of events

on an experiencing mind – in the storyworlds that they evoke. In psycho-

logical fiction like the novels of the later Henry James, for example,

the filtering consciousness of the experiencing protagonist takes center

stage, to the point where the term “novel of consciousness” has been

applied to texts such as The Ambassadors and Wings of the Dove (cf. Jahn

2007). By contrast, in some action-adventure films, for instance, or in

some of the more radical experiments of Robbe-Grillet ([1957, 1959] 1965)

and other practitioners of the nouveau roman, the consciousness factor can

be assigned a more subordinate position within the overall structure

of a representation that nonetheless remains recognizably narrative 

in nature. Indeed, one of the hallmarks of the nouveau roman is the 

way it tests the very limits of narrativity, exploring the threshold past

which events cease to be narratable, precisely by suppressing or at least

occluding the consciousness factor in its representation of unfolding

situations and events (Richardson 2006: 7–8; cf. Warhol 2005: 222–3).

However, in alluding to Henry James’s well-documented use of a

center of consciousness, “reflector,” or filtering perceptual agent in his
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later novels (cf. Teahan 1995), I have broached what F. K. Stanzel ([1979]

1984) characterized as a distinctively modernist narrative technique –

namely, figural narration. Figural narration, which as Stanzel noted began

to appear in high concentrations only in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries, in texts by writers such as Henry James, Franz Kafka,

James Joyce, and Virginia Woolf, contrasts with the two other “narrative

situations” identified by Stanzel: namely, first-person narration and dis-

tanced third-person or “authorial” narration. In figural narration, there

is in effect a blending of first-person and third-person narration: a third-

person or heterodiegetic narrator recounts events filtered through the

perspective or focalizing perceptions of a reflector figure, that is, a par-

ticularized center of consciousness. Stanzel’s approach raises a broader

question: is it the case that in emphasizing the consciousness factor in

narrative (in general) my account is skewed toward written, literary

narratives published only during the past hundred years or so? More

specifically, is the explicit concern with consciousness a historically con-

tingent byproduct of the rise of psychological fiction, such that in inter-

preting it as a core factor or feature of narrativity I am conflating one

type of narrative with narrative tout court, illicitly extrapolating from

one kind of literary fiction until its generic profile becomes identified

as the signature of narrative itself? To address these issues, I propose

to revisit some of the ideas of Monika Fludernik, whose work I have

drawn from in making the claim that the impact of narrated situations

and events on an experiencing consciousness constitutes a core property

of narrative (see Fludernik 1996: 12–13, 28–30, 49–50; Fludernik 2003).

In Fludernik’s account, the factor chiefly responsible for making 

narratives interpretable as narratives is human experientiality, or “the

evocation of consciousness [in terms of] cognitive schema of embodied-

ness that relate to human existence and human concerns” (Fludernik

1996: 168).2 In fuller terms:

[The model presented in Fludernik (1996)] constitutes narrativity not –

as is traditionally the case – in reference to plot or story, but in reference

to what I have called experientiality. This term . . . describes the typical

quality of natural narratives in which surprising events impinge on the

protagonist (usually coterminous with the narrator) and are resolved by

his (or her) reaction(s) – a sequence that provides an illustrative “point”

to the story and links the telling to its immediate discourse context. . . .

By introducing the concept of experientiality, I was concerned to 

characterize the purpose and function of the storytelling as a process that

captures the narrator’s past experience, reproduces it in a vivid manner,
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and then evaluates and resolves it in terms of the protagonist’s reactions

and of the narrator’s often explicit linking of the meaning of this experi-

ence with the current discourse context. (Fludernik 2003: 245)

However, as Alber notes, Fludernik’s account of experientiality as con-

stitutive of stories raises the question of how to distinguish between

narrative and lyric (Alber 2002: 68–9), or for that matter why “inar-

ticulate screams of horror” should not count as narratives. Alber also

points out that for Fludernik the boundary between narrative and lyric

is permeable, implying that degrees of narrativity can be assigned to

representations that share with lyric poems the core feature of experi-

entiality but that exhibit other features more prototypically associated

with narrative. In other words, if one posits experientiality as con-

stitutive of narrative but also admits degrees of narrativity, then other

factors besides consciousness must be invoked to account for the 

relative ease or difficulty of processing a given text or representation

as narrative in nature. In the present study, I have tried to characterize

the other features at issue, suggesting that capturing what it’s like to

experience storyworld events constitutes a critical property of but not

a sufficient condition for narrative. But just how critical to narrative 

– that is, to narrative in general rather than to particular kinds of 

narratives – is the consciousness factor anyway?

Partly as an attempt to answer this question, I outlined in a previous

study (Herman 2002a) an account of narrative genres as “preference-

rule systems,” or systems that involve graded judgments about what

is more or less typical (or “preferred”) for a given situation or case.

My approach builds on Frawley’s definition of a preference rule as 

“a statement in probabilistic form of the relative strength of two or 

more items for interpretation relative to some property or properties”

(1992: 57). For example, with respect to the property of “punctuality,”

the linguistic items sip, drink, and chug can be arranged along a scale 

(sip > drink > chug) to indicate which of these verbs would be preferred

when it comes to coding a process as punctual versus durative or ongo-

ing. Likewise, and in accordance with Halliday’s (1994) functional

account of grammar as an instrument for construing the world in 

terms of types of processes, genres can be defined as sets of preference

rules bearing on how processes unfolding in the storyworld should be

coded or represented (e.g., as mental, behavioral, verbal, or other). Such

preference-rule systems in turn create default assumptions about the

roles that protagonists will play within storyworlds (e.g., experiencer,
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behaver, sayer, etc.) (cf. Herman 2002a: 140–69). In the genre of psycho-

logical fiction, for instance, the preference is to code processes in the

storyworld as mental ones, thereby selecting “experiencer” as the default

role-assignment for protagonists in this kind of narrative. By contrast,

in the tip-of-the-iceberg mode of narration used in Hemingway’s “Hills,”

explicit characterization of mental processes is backgrounded in favor

of accounts of behavioral and verbal processes, such that Jig and the

male character are coded predominantly as behavers and sayers. From

this perspective, Hemingway’s text could be interpreted as a form of

narrative worldmaking sometimes termed behaviorist narration (Prince

[1987] 2003) – though as I discuss later on in this chapter “Hills” does

in fact prompt interpreters to frame inferences about the nature and

quality of the characters’ conscious experiences. Indeed, a strictly beha-

viorist narrative would arguably be a contradiction in terms (cf. Herman

forthcoming a; Palmer 2003); for if a representation completely elimin-

ated or occluded the consciousness factor it would fall outside the 

(elastic) text-type category of “narrative.”

The foregoing remarks suggest that the factor of consciousness will

be more or less accentuated depending on the narrative genre in ques-

tion; it is not the case that, for every narrative genre, the default role-

assignment for the protagonist will be that of “experiencer.” But here

the reciprocal relation between contexts and prototypes, discussed in

chapter 4, becomes salient once again. Genres can described as contexts

that define the degree to which the consciousness factor must be fore-

grounded for a story to count as a prototypical instance (or “standard

case”) of that narrative kind. What it’s like, in other words, is likely to

be coded in a more explicit way in a Henry James novel, or for that

matter in a tale of the supernatural like Monica’s, than in a narrative

that, like Hemingway’s, seeks to innovate upon the literary system 

precisely by omitting or suppressing narratorial reports of characters’

attitudes, dispositions, and emotional states. But different degrees of

explicitness or detail in the representation of consciousness should not

be confused with the option either to evoke what it is like for human

or human-like agents to undergo experiences in storyworlds or else to

factor out that dimension altogether. Rather, my argument is that the

absence of the element of what it’s like from a text or a representation

is tantamount to zero-degree narrativity – even if one or more of the

elements of situatedness, event sequencing, and worldmaking/world

disruption is in play. For example, the more the element of what it’s
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like is factored out to produce a skeletal albeit chronologically ordered

list of the events associated with a political coup, the greater the dis-

tance between that representation and exemplars of narrative – and the

closer the representation will come to exemplars of description. Con-

versely, the presence of what it’s like coupled with a complete absence

of event sequencing (as in Alber’s example of inarticulate screams of

horror) likewise results in the expulsion of a text or representation

beyond the frontiers of narrative.

But how might the consciousness factor itself be further specified –

in a manner that, rather than privileging how the element of what it’s

like tends to function in a particular narrative genre, instead gets at

the fundamental imbrication of mind and story, the nexus of narrative

and mind thanks to which a given text or discourse can be interpreted

as narratively organized in the first place? My next section draws on

ideas from the cognitive sciences, which encompass fields ranging from

psychology and linguistics to Artificial Intelligence and the philosophy

of mind, to explore this issue. I also return to my main case studies,

among other illustrative instances, to examine some particular mani-

festations of mind in narrative contexts.3

Experiencing Minds: What It’s Like, Qualia, 
Raw Feels

It is productive to recontextualize Fludernik’s conception of experi-

entiality by drawing on Nagel’s (1974) account of consciousness

as a sense of “what it is like” to be someone or something.

Philosophers of mind have developed the notion of “qualia” to

discuss this what-it’s-like dimension of consciousness; qualia 

are felt, subjective properties of mental states, such as those I 

experience when I see the white color of my cat’s fur, or feel the

bite of cold air on my face when I step outside on a winter evening.

With this section revisiting my main case studies and exploring

how qualia form a basis or rather condition for narrative, in 

my next section I test out the merits of the converse approach,

considering whether narrative might be viewed as a basis or 

condition for conscious experience itself.
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Ways of characterizing what it’s like

As already suggested in my previous section, Fludernik seeks to develop

an approach to the problem of narrativity, or what constitutes narrative,

that moves away from the older, Aristotelian emphasis on plot and

instead accentuates experientiality, which she describes as “the quasi-

mimetic evocation of ‘real-life’ experience” (1996: 12). Having charac-

terized experientiality as the key condition for narrativity, Fludernik

goes on to write that in the constitution of experientiality, “[t]he most

crucial factor is that of the protagonist’s emotional and physical reac-

tion to [events as they impinge on her situations and activities] . . . since

humans are conscious thinking beings, (narrative) experientiality always

implies – and sometimes emphatically foregrounds – the protagonist’s

consciousness” (1996: 30). In this subsection, though I do not treat 

the element of what it’s like as more fundamental to narrative than the

other basic elements discussed in previous chapters, I suggest how it

can be productive to explore this fourth basic element by drawing on

recent research on the nature of consciousness – and by integrating 

that research with previous work in narrative theory that likewise takes

consciousness into account. The research at issue suggests not only that

that narrative is centrally concerned with qualia, a term used by philo-

sophers of mind to refer to the sense of what it’s like for someone or

something to have a particular experience, but also that narrative bears

importantly on debates concerning the nature of consciousness itself.

As Davies (1999) points out, conscious mental states, including sen-

sations (the feel of the fur on my cat, Tinker), perceptions (the whiteness

of Tinker’s fur, or the sound of her complaining meows when she is

hungry), and “occurrent thoughts” (thoughts about how I’ll soon need

to purchase more cat food for Tinker, and where I’ll need to go to get it)

are a pervasive yet puzzling aspect of our mental lives. The puzzling

part of consciousness is how – and why – such awareness could be the

product of the physical processes, the firing of neurons and other elec-

trochemical activities, that take place in the human brain. What surfaces

here is the so-called “explanatory gap” in cognitive science (Levine 1983),

already mentioned in chapter 4. At issue is the gap between what we

know about physical brain states and the condition of conscious aware-

ness, the phenomenology of our mental lives, that may or may not be

supervenient on those states. To put the same point another way, there

is a gap between current understandings of the complex forms of 
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neuronal activity in the brain and what Nagel (1974) has influentially

characterized as the what-it’s-like dimension of conscious experience

– the dimension whereby there is something that it is like be a certain

creature or system, whether a bat, a human, or (potentially) an intel-

ligent machine or robot. To restrict myself to the human case, how could

the structure of the brain, so far as neuroscience understands it, give

rise to the sensation I have when I pet Tinker, or perceive her white fur,

or hear her hungry meow? And why should I have such sensations?

In other words, in what way am I advantaged (say, from the stand-

point of evolution) by my having consciousness?

To be sure, an extensive literature has grown up around this prob-

lem, or cluster of problems, in the philosophy of mind; it is beyond

the scope of the present study to review the complete history of the

debate or the full range of positions adopted by participants in the 

ongoing discussion.4 Instead, my treatment here will focus specifically

on the what-it’s-like dimension of consciousness and on how accounts

of that dimension are pertinent for my own argument that the con-

sciousness factor can be characterized as a basic element of narrative.

I begin with an overview of research on a key concept developed by

philosophers of mind and others to capture this what-it’s-like dimen-

sion, namely, the idea of qualia or states of felt, subjective (or first-

person) awareness attendant upon consciousness. I then move to a 

discussion of the concept’s relevance for an analysis of the main case

studies I have been focusing on in this book. In this part of my analysis,

I explore the representation of qualia in narrative contexts, which I argue

to be recognizable as such partly because of how stories orient them-

selves around the what-it’s-like properties of experiencing conscious-

nesses in storyworlds. Then, in my final section, I explore grounds for

making the converse claim, which is a more radical, controversial, and

speculative one: namely, that we cannot even have a notion of the felt

quality of experience without narrative.

Qualifying qualia

As Levin notes, in the philosophy of mind “[t]he terms quale and qualia

(pl.) are most commonly used to characterize the qualitative, experi-

ential, or felt properties of mental states” (1999: 688). Or, as Dennett

puts it, “ ‘[q]ualia’ is an unfamiliar term for something that could not

be more familiar to each of us: the ways things seem to us” (1997: 619).
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At issue, as Dennett writes, is the “particular, personal, subjective . . .

quality” of one’s conscious experiences at a given moment (1997: 619)

– in Nagel’s (1974) terms, the sense or feeling of what it is like to be

someone or something having a given experience. Talk about qualia,

then, stems from the intuition that conscious experiences have inelimin-

ably subjective properties, a distinctive sense or feeling of what it is

like for someone or something to experience them.

To spell out the notion of qualia, Searle (1997) offers the following account

of the sensation of pain; he contextualizes his account by relating qualia

both to the notion of the intrinsically first-person nature of conscious

awareness (see my next section) and to the idea of the explanatory gap,

that is, the problem of moving from the neuroscience of brain struc-

tures and processes to the what-it’s-like dimension of consciousness:

My pain has a certain qualitative feel and is accessible to me in a way that

is not accessible to you. Now how could these private, subjective, qual-

itative phenomena be caused by ordinary physical processes such as 

electrochemical neuron firings at the synapses of neurons? There is a 

special qualitative feel to each type of conscious state, and we are not in

agreement about how to fit these subjective feelings into our overall view

of the world as consisting of objective reality. Such states and events are

sometimes called “qualia,” and the problem of accounting for them within

our overall worldview is called the problem of qualia. . . . all conscious

phenomena are qualitative, subjective experiences, and hence are qualia.

There are not two types of phenomena, consciousness and qualia. There

is just consciousness, which is a series of qualitative states. (1997: 8–9)

However, Searle’s is just one take on the problem of qualia, and the

idea continues to be debated among scholars who have adopted a range

of positions on their status. Physicalists such as Dennett (1991, 1997)

argue for the possibility of reducing qualia to brain states. From this

perspective, conscious experience only seems to have an irreducibly

subjective or first-person character, and is in fact susceptible to descrip-

tion and explanation in the “third-person” terms afforded by scientific

discourse (cf. Blackmore 2005; Hutto 2000: 100–3).5 By contrast, anti-

reductionists such as Jackson (1982) and Levine (1983) emphasize what

they see as an unbridgeable (explanatory) gap between accounts of brain

physiology and the phenomenology of conscious experience. Proponents

of this view follow Nagel (1974) in underscoring the irreducibly sub-

jective or first-person nature of consciousness. Meanwhile, functionalists
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argue that qualia are “multiply physically realizable,” such that they could

in principle be emulated on a computer system, for example, and are

therefore not specific to an individual brain (see Tye 2003: section 4).

For his part, Lodge (2002) has pursued yet another way – a way that

has special relevance for the present chapter. For Lodge, “literature is

a record of human consciousness, the richest and most comprehensive

we have” (2002: 10). In particular, Lodge suggests that narrative fiction,

and more specifically the use of free indirect discourse/thought, makes

it possible to combine “the realism of assessment that belongs to third-

person narration with the realism of presentation that comes from first-

person narration” (2002: 45). From this perspective, narrative fiction

provides a sort of dialectical synthesis of the third-person orientation

of scientific discourse, including discourse on the nature of mind, and

the first-person orientation of consciousness itself. As I discuss in my

next subsection, however, qualia figure importantly not just in narrat-

ive fiction, let alone the subset of fictional texts where free indirect dis-

course is used, but more generally in storytelling practices whenever

and wherever they occur. Indeed, my argument is that such practices

constitute a coherent class of representational (or worldmaking) pro-

cedures precisely because of their shared concern with the impact of

situations and events on the minds experiencing them. Cutting across

differences of narrative genre, communicative context, and storytelling

media is a common focus on the what-it’s-like dimension of experi-

encing minds, insofar as they are affected by what is going on in the

narrated world.

What it’s like in the case studies

To pick back up with an issue broached above, although Hemingway’s

fiction in general and “Hills Like White Elephants” in particular might

be thought of as a “behaviorist” mode of narration, presenting only overt,

surface behaviors of the characters and omitting narratorial comment-

ary on more or less fugitive internal states (dispositions, thoughts, 

attitudes, memories, etc.), as the characters’ conversation unfolds in 

the story a rich context of felt experience emerges.6 Here one might 

reiterate Hemingway’s statement concerning his own tip-of-the-iceberg

method of composition: “I always try to write on the principle of the

iceberg. . . . There is seven-eighths of it underwater for every part that

shows” (quoted in Johnston 1987: 31). This statement suggests that
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Hemingway’s chosen strategy is to prompt readers to draw inferences

about what it’s like for the characters to experience events unfolding

in the storyworld, rather than providing direct characterizations of 

the qualia or, as they are also called, the “raw feels” (van Gulick 2004:

section 2.2) of these fictional minds. But consider the following passage

from the story:

The girl looked across at the hills.

“They’re lovely hills,” she said. “They don’t really look like white

elephants. I just meant the coloring of their skin through the trees.”

“Should we have another drink?”

“All right.”

The warm wind blew the bead curtain against the table.

“The beer’s nice and cool,” the man said.

“It’s lovely,” the girl said. (Hemingway [1927] 1987: 212)

How the hills appear to Jig, the warmth of the wind, the sight (and

presumably sound) of the bead curtain’s being blown against the 

table by the breeze, and the taste of the cool beer: all of these qualia

or raw feels are encoded in the text and situated in the dynamic

unfolding of the characters’ experiences, in a manner that helps dis-

tinguish Hemingway’s narrative worldmaking from other strategies for

world-construction (lists, syllogistic arguments, statistical analyses,

etc.), which do not place a premium on representing what it’s like to

live through the events in the world being evoked, as discussed in 

my previous chapter. Grounding the representation of the characters’

interchange in what it’s like for them to experience this scene of talk

(Herman 2006b), passages such as the one just excerpted cue readers

to adopt a particular interpretive stance toward the text as a whole.

Specifically, readers are prompted to project from the explicit information

given about the characters’ words and actions a dense constellation 

of raw feels, whether they are explicitly mentioned or merely implied.

What emerges is a pattern of felt, conscious experience by virtue of which

narrative modes of representation can be recognized as such.

Likewise, qualia figure importantly in Monica’s story, where the older

narrating-I uses prosodic resources of spoken discourse to underscore

the impact of events on her younger, experiencing self during the

encounter with the big, glowing orange ball – thereby indexing her 

own narrative orientation toward the unfolding interaction and cuing
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her interlocutors to maintain the same orientation toward her ongoing

worldmaking efforts. Thus, in line 17 the slowed-down, emphatic pro-

nunciation of the verb phrase risen up, together with the two-second

pause separating this phrase from Monica’s next utterance, suggests a

re-enactment in the present of her past experience of witnessing the

apparition and of registering the extent to which it defied her expecta-

tions about how the world works.

(15) And I’m still walkin you know*

(16) Then I look back over my side again,

(17) and it has °risen up*° ... {2.0}

(18) And I’m like “(5)SHI::T.” ... {.5} you know.

Here Monica’s use of the present-tense form of the perfective construction

– has risen up – reinforces this re-enactment in the present of the qualia

of an earlier time-frame.

The semantic content of these lines dovetails with their prosodic

profile, emphasizing the intensity of Monica’s experience of the ball’s

frighteningly anomalous movements, which she relives performat-

ively in the here and now. Similarly, in lines 38 and 39, Monica again

uses prosodic resources to highlight the impact on her earlier self of

the ball’s expectation-violating manner of progress through space:

(37) It’s just a-bouncin behind /us/

(38) it’s no:t.. > touchin the ground, <

(39) it’s bouncin in the air. ... {.5}

The elongated pronunciation of not, the rushed-through production of

touchin the ground, and the use of heightened volume and pitch for not,

ground, and air all reinforce the contrast between the expected and the

actual mode of movement; even the rapid rate of delivery in line 38

serves this purpose, helping to accentuate the semantic content of the

subsequent line. The sound properties of spoken discourse therefore

constitute a key resource for representing what it’s like, allowing first-

person narrators like Monica to reconstitute the qualia defining the felt,

subjective character of the storyworlds that they seek to evoke in the

here and now of communicative interaction. More than this, prosody

allows storytellers in face-to-face interaction to establish a perform-

ative link between different phases of the self whose coherence and 
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continuity derive in part from this ongoing process of re-performance

– a process that more traumatic experiences, by splitting off the past

from the present, can disrupt.

In Ghost World, Clowes exploits word–image combinations to evoke

qualia in his own storytelling medium. Thus, in the second panel in

sequence A, the utterance attributed to Rebecca in the speech balloon,

together with her facial expression and hand-to-her-mouth posture of

surprise, suggests what it’s like for Rebecca to experience the shock of

first seeing Enid’s new hairstyle (the subsequent narration reveals that

she has dyed it green, though that color is not part of the three-tone

color scheme [blue, white, and black] of the text as whole and so is 

not displayed anywhere in Clowes’s panels). In the doubly embedded

narrative presented in sequences C and D, Clowes uses Rebecca for

similar purposes. Thus, in the first panel of sequence D, in the hypo-

hypodiegetic narrative here underway (Enid is telling to Rebecca dur-

ing a late-night phone conversation the story of how she told her own

loss-of-virginity story to Naomi, their common acquaintance), what it’s

like for these characters emerges from Rebecca’s posture and engrossed

demeanor together with Enid’s re-narration of her own reaction to the

letter she receives from her first sexual partner (“I couldn’t believe it!”).

As with Monica’s narrative, Enid’s re-enactment of how these events

impinged on her and Rebecca’s earlier, experiencing selves links together

the different phases of these selves – selves whose continuity over time

derives in part from just this (ongoing) process of re-performance.

Meanwhile, to revisit from a different perspective an aspect of Ghost

World discussed in chapter 3 in connection with the idea of position-

ing, in sequence B, readers are likely to use the design of the first two

panels as a basis for assessing the status of the image represented in

the third panel. Specifically, they are likely to infer that this image of

the former bass player is part of what it’s like for Rebecca to experi-

ence this locus within the unfolding storyworld – given her physical

position and the orientation of her torso and gaze in the preceding panel.

More precisely, this image evokes the quale corresponding to how the

bass player appears to Rebecca at this moment in the history of the

emerging storyworld.

However, it is not just that the example narratives ground themselves

in raw feels, that is, evoke what it was like to live through a storyworld-

in-flux. What is more, my case studies suggest that narrative allows

for more or less direct, explicit reflection on – for critical and reflexive
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engagement with – competing accounts of the world-as-experienced.

Arguably, narrative is unique in this respect: stories, and stories alone,

afford an environment in which versions of what it was like to experi-

ence situations and events can be juxtaposed, comparatively evaluated,

and then factored into further accounts of the world (or a world). Along

the same lines, in Hemingway’s text the question of qualia enters directly

into the plot: the conflict at the heart of the story concerns what an experi-

ence (more specifically, the experience of having an abortion) will or

would be like for the person who undergoes that procedure. In other

words, “Hills” portrays an interaction in which one of the participants

seeks to manage and minimize the felt experience of events from his

interlocutor’s vantage-point. To draw again on the terms of positioning

theory discussed in chapter 3, in the storyline that the male character

seeks to project, the subjectively experienced character of storyworld

events – the qualia associated with them – is at odds with what Jig

herself senses they are or will be like. Jig, being of another mind, there-

fore rejects the male character’s other-positioning strategies. Similarly,

at the very end of the story, the male character tries to emplot their

current interaction as one in which Jig, after going through a brief period

of feeling “unwell,” recovers her equilibrium. Jig rejects this storyline,

which is based on an attempt to position her in terms of the polarity

feeling worse/feeling better; but she does not necessarily project a 

storyline of her own vis-à-vis their recent interaction:

“Do you feel better?” he asked.

“I feel fine,” she said. “There’s nothing wrong with me. I feel fine.”

(Hemingway [1927] 1987: 214)

Jig thus rejects the presupposition of the male character’s question, 

but does not engage in a self-positioning act that might lend a sense

of closure to their recent dispute – or to the narrative itself.

Similarly, UFO or the Devil does not just register the impact of events

on experiencing minds but moreover uses narrative to stage a dispute

between competing accounts of the world-as-experienced. Two moments

of conflict constitute kernel events of the story: (1) Monica and Renee’s

tense encounter with the glowing orange ball, and (2) Monica’s dis-

pute with Renee’s grandmother concerning what was at stake in that

encounter. These kernel events, furthermore, are tightly interlinked. 

By constructing herself as an accountably frightened experiencer in her
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narrative about event (1), Monica provides crucial context for the inter-

pretation of event (2). In essence, the second event is a dispute in which

one of the participants again seeks to gain narrative control over the

felt experience of the first event from her interlocutor’s vantage-point.

In other words, in the storyline proposed by Renee’s grandmother, the

first event lacks the experiential profile that Monica herself imputes to

that kernel event, in part by configuring it as an event in the present story.

And once more, as my phrasing here indicates, the positioning logic

discussed in chapter 3 directly intersects with these characters’ felt experi-

ence of events – the qualia that define what it is like for them to have or

undergo experiences from a particular vantage-point on the storyworld.

Rejecting the grandmother’s other-positioning strategies, Monica refuses

to become the self she would have to be – to experience the mode of

felt, subjective awareness she would have to experience – were she to

take up the position entailed by the grandmother’s storyline.

Resituating raw feels

In the foregoing paragraphs I have suggested that qualia, raw feels, or

the what-it’s-like dimension of conscious awareness play a crucial role

in – indeed, help define the scope and nature of – storytelling prac-

tices across media and genres. Furthermore, I have argued that, more

than just representing qualia, narrative as a mode of representation

uniquely allows for the comparison of versions of what it was like to

experience particular situations and events. This last line of argument,

which is based in part on previous studies exploring the nexus of nar-

rative and mind (Herman 2007b; see also Herman forthcoming a), and

which suggests that narrative not only reflects but helps shape the sense

of what it is like to live through worlds-in-flux, provides a convenient

transition to the final section of this chapter.

As noted in chapter 3, a discursive approach to narrative and mind

can be contrasted with a cognitivist approach. In the cognitivist approach,

discourse (print texts, conversational interaction, graphic novels, films,

etc.) can be viewed as a window onto underlying mental processes that

form a kind of bedrock layer for psychological inquiry. By contrast,

the discursive approach studies how the mind is oriented to and

accounted for – that is, constructed – in systematic, norm-governed ways

by participants in these and other modes of discourse production, e.g.,

through processes of positioning. A key question in this context is
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whether the notion of qualia or raw feels can be reconciled with a dis-

cursive conception of mind – an understanding of mind as not just

revealed but also constituted via the collaborative processes by which

discourse is produced and interpreted.

Thus, in one of the earlier studies just mentioned (Herman forthcoming

a), I argue that in the case of “Hills Like White Elephants” there are

grounds for replacing Hemingway’s own surface-and-depth metaphor

of the iceberg with a more “lateralized” or distributed model, in which

memories, emotions, and qualia – in short, the mind – are spread out as

a distributional flow in what the characters do and say (as well as what

they do not do and do not say), in the material environment that con-

stitutes part of their interaction, in the method of narration used to 

present their verbal and nonverbal activities, and in readers’ own engage-

ment with all of these representational structures. From this perspective,

rather than being lodged in a “privileged and insulated inner arena”

that is separated off from the body and the world – to quote Clark’s

(1998: 508) characterization of the focal object of early work in cognitive

science – the experiential profile of events emerges from the participants’

use of verbal as well as nonverbal acts, in a richly material setting, to

engage in the discursive construction of mind. My final section traces

out some of the implications of this discursive approach for research

on the link between storytelling and qualia, narrative and what it’s like.

More specifically, I move from exploring the issue with which I’ve been

concerned up to now – how, by evoking what it’s like for one or more

minds to experience events, a text or discourse meets a threshold con-

dition for narrativity – to examining a second issue, which is in a sense

the converse of the first. The second issue is whether narrative affords

a basis or context for the having of (an) experience in the first place.

Storied Minds: Narrative Foundations 
of Consciousness?

Contributing to debates within the philosophy of mind about the

status of qualia or raw feels, Searle (1992), in contrast with elimin-

ativist physicalists such as Dennett (1991, 1997), suggests that 

raw feels are real but irreducibly subjective. Insofar as qualia thus
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have a “first-person ontology,” we cannot inspect them in the way

we can inspect objects in the world. In this final section, I discuss

how narrative’s essential concern with experiencing consciousnesses

might bear on these issues. More generally, underscoring an

emphasis of this book as a whole, I stress how coming to terms

with the basic elements of narrative will require a synthesis of

ideas and methods from multiple disciplines – not just the philo-

sophy of mind, but psychology, linguistics, ethnography, and other

fields across the arts and sciences.

Significantly, many of the arguments about qualia in the philosophy

of mind are couched in the form of stories or story-like thought experi-

ments. Thus Jackson’s (1982) “knowledge argument” centers around Mary,

the neuroscientist, who encounters a qualitative difference between what

she knows through her study of the physiology of brains experiencing

color, on the one hand, and, on the other, the subjective, phenomeno-

logical knowledge of color that she herself acquires when she is finally

let out of her windowless, colorless laboratory. Meanwhile, Chalmers

(1996) uses an imagined race of zombies (humanoid beings exactly like

us except that they have no conscious experiences) to argue against both

strict physicalist and functionalist critiques of the concept of qualia 

(cf. Kirk 2003). Zombies hard-wired just like us but lacking raw feels,

neuroscientists without a life beyond the lab: in these contexts, story-

telling constitutes not just a repository of qualia, but furthermore a

resource for exploring their nature and functions. The broader issue 

is whether, not just in the domain of philosophical argumentation but

also in people’s everyday engagement with the world, narrative affords

scaffolding for consciousness itself. In other words, what are the

grounds for making the strong claim that narrative not only represents

what it is like for experiencing minds to live through events in story-

worlds, but furthermore constitutes a basis for having – for knowing

– a mind at all, whether it is one’s own or another’s?

Relevant here is Searle’s emphasis on what he terms the first-person

ontology of conscious mental states: “[c]onscious mental states and 

processes have a special feature not processed by other natural phe-

nomena, namely, subjectivity. . . . in consequence of its subjectivity, [an

experienced] pain is not equally accessible to any observer. Its existence,
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we might say, is a first-person existence” (1992: 94) In other words, “the

ontology of the mental is an irreducibly first-person ontology,” and “the

real world . . . contains an ineliminably subjective element” (1992: 95).

Searle goes on to write:

If I try to observe the consciousness of another, what I observe is not his

subjectivity but simply his conscious behavior, his structure, and the causal

relations between structure and behavior. . . . the standard model of

observation simply doesn’t work for conscious subjectivity. It doesn’t work

for other people’s consciousness, and it doesn’t work for one’s own. For

that reason, the idea that there might be a special method of investigat-

ing consciousness, namely “introspection,” which is supposed to be a kind

of inner observation, was doomed to failure from the start, and it is not

surprising that introspective psychology proved bankrupt. (1992: 97)

The problem here, as Searle notes, is that there is “no way for us to

picture subjectivity as part of our world view because, so to speak, the

subjectivity in question is the picturing” (1992: 98). What these for-

mulations suggest is that there is no way to step outside consciousness

and observe it as it really is, since consciousness simply is the (act 

or process of) observing, i.e., the qualia associated with observing or 

experiencing the world from a particular, irreducibly subjective or 

first-person vantage-point. Two further implications follow from these

claims. First, I cannot observe the raw feels bound up with my own

observational acts; strictly speaking, therefore, (my) consciousness

cannot be represented but only experienced. Conscious states are not

inner, mental objects that I can inspect in the same way I inspect other

kinds of objects like stones, adjustable wrenches, or contact lenses;

instead, they are structures of experience, or rather ways of experiencing.7

Second, not only is my relation to my own consciousness necessarily

mediated because of its subjective profile, but, further, I would seem

to be cut off – absolutely, ontologically – from the consciousness of

another. I can experience, though not observe or inspect, only my own

raw feels; by contrast, I have no access to the qualia (uniquely) asso-

ciated with a different first-person vantage-point, another mind.

How does narrative connect up with this constellation of issues –

with the first-person ontology of consciousness, and its bearing on 

questions about knowing or accessing one’s own or others’ minds? 

For his part, Strawson (2004) criticizes what he sees as an overexten-

sion of narrative as a paradigm for inquiry (or explanatory scheme) by
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theorists such as Bruner (1987, 1990), MacIntyre (1984), Ricoeur (1990),

Schechtman (1997), and Taylor (1989). Strawson critiques both what he

characterizes as the psychological narrativity thesis, which holds that

the self is narratively structured, and what he terms the ethical nar-

rativity thesis, which states “that experiencing or conceiving one’s life

as a narrative is a good thing; a richly Narrative outlook is essential

to a well-lived life” (2004: 428). Strawson draws a distinction between

types of people he calls Diachronics and Episodics, and argues that 

the tendency to narrativize one’s experiences displayed by some

Diachronics is just that – a tendency that must be situated within a range

of non-pathological human tendencies only some of which involve chain-

ing together experiences into a time-line that stretches back into the

past and extends forward into the future. Aligning himself squarely

with the Episodics, Strawson notes his own lack of concern with tem-

porally remote events:

it’s clear to me that events in my remoter past didn’t happen to me* [where

the asterisk denotes “that which I now experience myself to be when 

I’m apprehending myself specifically as an inner mental presence or self”

(p. 433)]. But what does this amount to? It certainly doesn’t mean that 

I don’t have any autobiographical memories of these past experiences.

I do. Nor does it mean that my autobiographical memories don’t have

what philosophers call a “from-the-inside” character. Some of them do. And

they are certainly the experiences of the human being that I am. It does

not, however, follow from this that I experience them as having happened

to me*, or indeed that they did happen to me*. They certainly do not

present as things that happened to me*, and I think I’m strictly, literally

correct in thinking that they did not happen to me*. . . . the from-the-inside

character of a memory can detach completely from any sense that one

is the subject of the remembered experience. (Strawson 2004: 433–4)

In this account, however, Strawson’s chief concern is with (models of)

the constitution of the self over time. It is a different question whether,

at any given stage in the history of the self’s engagement with the world,

narrative affords a basis for the conscious experiences that the self 

(the I* in Strawson’s terms) takes itself to be having. Likewise, to what

extent do human beings rely on narrative to make sense of the ongo-

ing experiences, the conscious mental states, of others – such that those

experiences can be factored into their own understanding of the way

the world is and how they should orient themselves to it?
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Here it is worth emphasizing the similarity of structure or isomor-

phism between the temporally and perspectivally situated nature of

raw feels, on the one hand, and narrative as a resource for worldmaking,

on the other hand. Stories, thanks to the way they are anchored in a

particular vantage-point on the storyworlds that they evoke, and

thanks to their essentially durative or temporally extended profile, do

not merely convey semantic content but furthermore encode in their

very structure a way of experiencing events. To put the same point in

other terms, narrative, unlike other modes of representation such as

deductive arguments, stress equations, or the periodic table of the ele-

ments, is uniquely suited to capturing what the world is like from the

situated perspective of an experiencing mind. In turn, the isomorphism

between the structure of narrative and the structure of consciousness

may suggest a way beyond the paradox identified by Searle. Narrative,

as an extensive and longstanding body of narratological research sug-

gests, does concern itself with representing the consciousness of char-

acters (see, among others, Cohn 1978; Fludernik 1993; Herman 2007c;

Leech and Short [1981] 2007: 150–67, 255–81; Palmer 2004; Toolan [1988]

2001: 119–42; Zunshine 2006). But more than just representing minds,

stories emulate through their temporal and perspectival configuration

the what-it’s-like dimension of conscious awareness itself. As Searle 

notes, consciousness cannot be pictured but is rather the process of 

picturing itself. But to this claim we can add another: narrative affords

a discourse environment optimally suited for the world-picturing pro-

cess, since that environment shares crucial elements of structure with

raw feels. Hence stories point beyond what might be called the closure

of consciousness, that is, the impossibility of inspecting the very mech-

anisms by which inspection, as such, is made possible. Enacting and

not just representing ways of experiencing – the what-it’s-like dimen-

sion of an encounter with a supernatural being, a difficult transition

from adolescence to adulthood, or a painful conversational exchange

that points up the willful obtuseness of a selfish and manipulative 

romantic partner – stories capture and sustain our interest because 

of how their structure maps on to the mind’s own engagement with

the world.

The foregoing remarks suggest that, given the first-person ontology

of conscious mental states, narrative bears crucially on one’s relation

with one’s own as well as others’ minds. For one thing, the having of

raw feels unfolds as a world-picturing process with which stories are
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isomorphic. The link between how narratives are structured and the

phenomenology of conscious awareness points to an indissoluble nexus

between narrative and mind – irrespective of whether the constitution

of the self over time entails a process of narrativization, whereby tem-

porally remote experiences can be connected together to form a story-

line stretching between me* (in Strawson’s sense) and all that has affected

me in the past or will affect me in the future. Furthermore, this same

link between storytelling and consciousness goes to the heart of the

problem of other minds. Thus, building on and refining Bruner’s (1990)

ideas, Hutto (2006a, 2007, 2008; cf. Gallagher 2006) has proposed what

he terms the “Narrative Practice Hypothesis,” according to which

interpreting and producing narratives is the means by which humans

“become skilled at the practice of predicting, explaining and explicat-

ing actions by appeal to reasons of the sort that minimally have

belief/desire pairings at their core” (2007: 44). Accordingly, whenever

a person’s actions call for an explanation, it takes a “folk psychological

narrative” to construct an account based on that person’s belief-set, con-

textual circumstances, and assumed desires given his or her beliefs and

the circumstances in question (2007: 45; cf. Herman 2003a).

Further, Hutto hypothesizes that it is through childhood engagement

with narratives built around such belief-desire schemata that humans

learn the forms and norms of folk psychology, or people’s everyday

understanding of how thinking works, the rough-and-ready heuristics

to which they resort in thinking about thinking itself. We use these

heuristics to impute intentions and plans to others, to evaluate the bases

of our own conduct, to make predictions about future reactions to events,

and to draw correlations between situations and occurrences and 

the raw feels associated with them. Developmentally, Hutto suggests,

children acquire the ability to use such heuristics

by engaging in story-telling practices, with the support of others 

[e.g., parents, older siblings, etc.]. The stories about those who act for

reasons – i.e., folk psychological narratives – are the foci of this practice.

. . . By participating in this kind of narrative practice children become 

familiar with the way the core propositional attitudes, minimally belief

and desire, behave with respect to each other and their familiar partners:

emotions, perceptions, etc. (Hutto 2007: 53; cf. Hutto 2008)

To extrapolate from Hutto’s account, which focuses specifically on how

folk-psychological narratives allow beliefs (what does X believe?) 
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and desires (what does X want?) to be paired together in ways that

account for people’s actions: narrative can be viewed as the fundamental

resource used to construct explanations of others’ behavior in terms of

assumptions or hypotheses about their minds.8

Such explanations take the form of provisional, tentative ascriptions

to others of motivations, beliefs, goals, and other mental states, includ-

ing the what-it’s-like dimension of experiencing the taste of a freshly

sliced tomato, the sight of a dramatic sunset, or the pain of a twisted

ankle. And in parallel with ideas discussed in my previous subsection,

narrative allows for critical and reflexive engagement with competing

accounts based on different strategies for ascription. Just as stories, 

and stories alone, afford an environment in which versions of what 

it was like to experience situations and events can be comparatively

evaluated, likewise narrative provides a discourse context in which 

different accounts of someone’s mind can be proposed, tested against

other versions, and modified or abandoned as necessary – based on

the goodness-of-fit between the ascribed mental states and the whole

pattern of the person’s experiences, conduct, and demeanor. Monica,

for example, embeds Renee’s grandmother’s folk-psychological nar-

rative within her own narration, thereby stigmatizing it as one that 

misconstrues her and Renee’s minds. Likewise, in sequence B from Ghost

World, Clowes uses the resources of multimodal narration to juxtapose

Rebecca’s and Enid’s accounts of the mental states and dispositions that

explain Enid’s conduct and demeanor toward men – with Rebecca 

ascribing to Enid a generalized contempt for men based on excessively

high standards, and Enid responding by mentioning a counterexample

and then angrily ascribing to Rebecca a counter-model of her (Rebecca’s)

mind as too accepting, insufficiently discerning when it comes to poten-

tial romantic partners.

Which come first: the experiences-in-worlds that give rise to stories 

or the storytelling processes by which worlds are made? The present

subsection is designed to provoke further discussion about rather than

settle once and for all such deep questions concerning the nexus of nar-

rative and mind. At the very least, my hope is that my remarks here

– like this book as a whole – will convince readers of the need to engage

further with these and other questions that are crucially important for

narrative inquiry. In addition, through the interdisciplinary approach

outlined in this and my other chapters, I hope to have demonstrated
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that no one area of study can come to terms with the multidimensional

complexity of stories and storytelling. In developing my account of 

basic elements of narrative, one of my overarching aims has thus been

to foster more dialogue about stories among people who, from all 

academic fields and indeed all walks of life, create, engage with, and

analyze narrative in its many guises, from everyday storytelling in 

face-to-face interaction, to oral history and autobiography, to films,

graphic novels, and narratives associated with digital environments,

to the multitude of stories found in the world’s narrative literature.

Further dialogue of this kind is a prerequisite for taking the measure

of stories not just as a means of artistic expression or a resource for

communication but also a fundamental human endowment.
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Literary Narrative: Ernest Hemingway’s 
“Hills Like White Elephants” (1927)

Synopsis of the Narrative

Hemingway’s brief story – it has fewer than 1,500 words – focuses on

a conversation between an unnamed male character and Jig, the woman

who has been impregnated by the male character (one can assume).

The story is set on a hot day at a train station in Spain, in a valley through

which the Ebro river flows. As they wait for the train to Madrid, the two

characters briefly discuss the appearance of the landscape surrounding

them (specifically, Jig mentions that the hills across the valley look like

white elephants), then order drinks and engage in a sometimes tense

conversational exchange about the possibility of Jig’s having an abor-

tion. When the story ends, with the characters expecting the train to

arrive momentarily, it remains unclear what course of action they 

will pursue – although the closing lines perhaps suggest that Jig has

acceded to the male character’s suggestion that she get the abortion,

or at least decided that any further discussion of the matter with him

would be fruitless.

Page numbers inserted in brackets in the text correspond to those in

Hemingway ([1927] 1987).

[p. 211] The hills across the valley of the Ebro were long and white.

On this side there was no shade and no trees and the station was between

two lines of rails in the sun. Close against the side of the station there

was the warm shadow of the building and a curtain, made of strings
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of bamboo beads, hung across the open door into the bar, to keep out

flies. The American and the girl with him sat at a table in the shade,

outside the building. It was very hot and the express from Barcelona

would come in forty minutes. It stopped at this junction for two minutes

and went to Madrid.

“What should we drink?” the girl asked. She had taken off her hat

and put it on the table.

“It’s pretty hot,” the man said.

“Let’s drink beer.”

“Dos cervezas,” the man said into the curtain.

“Big ones?” a woman asked from the doorway.

“Yes. Two big ones.”

The woman brought two glasses of beer and two felt pads. She put

the felt pads and the beer glass on the table and looked at the man

and the girl. The girl was looking off at the line of hills. They were

white in the sun and the country was brown and dry.

“They look like white elephants,” she said.

“I’ve never seen one,” the man drank his beer.

“No, you wouldn’t have.”

“I might have,” the man said. “Just because you say I wouldn’t have

doesn’t prove anything.”

The girl looked at the bead curtain. “They’ve painted something on

it,” she said. “What does it say?”

“Anis del Toro. It’s a drink.”

“Could we try it?”

[p. 212] The man called “Listen” through the curtain. The woman

came out from the bar.

“Four reales.” “We want two Anis del Toro.”

“With water?”

“Do you want it with water?”

“I don’t know,” the girl said. “Is it good with water?”

“It’s all right.”

“You want them with water?” asked the woman.

“Yes, with water.”

“It tastes like liquorice” the girl said and put the glass down.

“That’s the way with everything.”

“Yes,” said the girl. “Everything tastes of liquorice. Especially all the

things you’ve waited so long for, like absinthe.”

“Oh, cut it out.”
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“You started it” the girl said. “I was being amused. I was having a

fine time.”

“Well, let’s try and have a fine time.”

“All right. I was trying. I said the mountains looked like white ele-

phants. Wasn’t that bright?”

“That was bright.”

“I wanted to try this new drink. That’s all we do, isn’t it – look at

things and try new drinks?”

“I guess so.”

The girl looked across at the hills.

“They’re lovely hills,” she said. “They don’t really look like white

elephants. I just meant the coloring of their skin through the trees.”

“Should we have another drink?”

“All right.”

The warm wind blew the bead curtain against the table.

“The beer’s nice and cool,” the man said.

“It’s lovely,” the girl said.

“It’s really an awfully simple operation, Jig,” the man said. “It’s not

really an operation at all.”

The girl looked at the ground the table legs rested on.

“I know you wouldn’t mind it, Jig. It’s really not anything. It’s just

to let the air in.”

The girl did not say anything.

“I’ll go with you and I’ll stay with you all the time. They just let the

air in and then it’s all perfectly natural.”

“Then what will we do afterwards?”

“We’ll be fine afterwards. Just like we were before.”

“What makes you think so?”

“That’s the only thing that bothers us. It’s the only thing that’s made

us unhappy.”

[p. 213] The girl looked at the bead curtain, put her hand out and

took hold of two of the strings of beads.

“And you think then we’ll be all right and be happy.”

“I know we will. You don’t have to be afraid. I’ve known lots of 

people that have done it.”

“So have I,” said the girl. “And afterwards they were all so happy.”

“Well,” the man said, “if you don’t want to you don’t have to. I 

wouldn’t have you do it if you didn’t want to. But I know it’s perfectly

simple.”
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“And you really want to?”

“I think it’s the best thing to do. But I don’t want you to do it if you

don’t really want to.”

“And if I do it you’ll be happy and things will be like they were and

you’ll love me?”

“I love you now. You know I love you.”

“I know. But if I do it, then it will be nice again if I say things are

like white elephants, and you’ll like it?”

“I’ll love it. I love it now but I just can’t think about it. You know

how I get when I worry.”

“If I do it you won’t ever worry?”

“I won’t worry about that because it’s perfectly simple.”

“Then I’ll do it. Because I don’t care about me.”

“What do you mean?”

“I don’t care about me.”

“Well, I care about you.”

“Oh, yes. But I don’t care about me. And I’ll do it and then every-

thing will be fine.”

“I don’t want you to do it if you feel that way.”

The girl stood up and walked to the end of the station. Across, on the

other side, were fields of grain and trees along the banks of the Ebro.

Far away, beyond the river, were mountains. The shadow of a cloud

moved across the field of grain and she saw the river through the trees.

“And we could have all this,” she said. “And we could have every-

thing and every day we make it more impossible.”

“What did you say?”

“I said we could have everything.”

“We can have everything.”

“No, we can’t.”

“We can have the whole world.”

“No, we can’t.”

“We can go everywhere.”

“No, we can’t. It isn’t ours any more.”

“It’s ours.”

“No, it isn’t. And once they take it away, you never get it back.”

“But they haven’t taken it away.”

“We’ll wait and see.”

[p. 214] “Come on back in the shade,” he said. “You mustn’t feel that

way.”
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“I don’t feel any way,” the girl said. “I just know things.”

“I don’t want you to do anything that you don’t want to do –”

“Nor that isn’t good for me,” she said. “I know. Could we have another

beer?”

“All right. But you’ve got to realize –”

“I realize,” the girl said. “Can’t we maybe stop talking?”

They sat down at the table and the girl looked across at the hills on

the dry side of the valley and the man looked at her and at the table.

“You’ve got to realize,” he said, “that I don’t want you to do it if

you don’t want to. I’m perfectly willing to go through with it if it means

anything to you.”

“Doesn’t it mean anything to you? We could get along.”

“Of course it does. But I don’t want anybody but you. I don’t want

anyone else. And I know it’s perfectly simple.”

“Yes, you know it’s perfectly simple.”

“It’s all right for you to say that, but I do know it.”

“Would you do something for me now?”

“I’d do anything for you.”

“Would you please please please please please please please stop 

talking?”

He did not say anything but looked at the bags against the wall of

the station. There were labels on them from all the hotels where they

had spent nights.

“But I don’t want you to,” he said, “I don’t care anything about it.”

“I’ll scream,” the girl said.

The woman came out through the curtains with two glasses of beer

and put them down on the damp felt pads. “The train comes in five

minutes,” she said.

“What did she say?” asked the girl.

“That the train is coming in five minutes.”

The girl smiled brightly at the woman, to thank her.

“I’d better take the bags over to the other side of the station,” the

man said. She smiled at him.

“All right. Then come back and we’ll finish the beer.”

He picked up the two heavy bags and carried them around the sta-

tion to the other tracks. He looked up the tracks but could not see the

train. Coming back, he walked through the bar-room, where people

waiting for the train were drinking. He drank an Anis at the bar and

looked at the people. They were all waiting reasonably for the train.
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He went out through the bead curtain. She was sitting at the table and

smiled at him.

“Do you feel better?” he asked.

“I feel fine,” she said. “There’s nothing wrong with me. I feel fine.”

Narrative Told during Face-to-Face Communication: 
UFO or the Devil (2002)

Synopsis of the Narrative

This story, which I’ve titled UFO or the Devil, was told by Monica, a

pseudonym for a 41-year-old African American female, to two white

female fieldworkers in their mid-twenties engaged in a research pro-

ject on the dialects spoken in western North Carolina.

The narrative was recorded on July 2, 2002, in Texana, North Carolina,

near where the events recounted are purported to have occurred (see

Figures 1 and 2 below for maps).1 Below I provide both a sketch of

Texana and a transcript of the narrative, but it should be noted at the

outset that the interview during which Monica told this story was not

a structured, sociolinguistic interview per se. Rather, the fieldworkers

happened to encounter Monica while visiting her sister, whom they had

already interviewed on several occasions. After establishing a rapport

with Monica, they then retrieved their recording equipment from their

car and continued what had become by that point a relatively informal

conversational interaction.

The fieldworkers initially prompted Monica with questions about her

family background and her experiences in places she had lived, but

once the interaction got underway it was largely Monica who directed

the flow of the discourse, apart from a few follow-up questions by her

interlocutors. Thus the story that I have titled UFO or the Devil (based

on a phrase used by Monica in the first line) was told as part of a larger

sequence of narratives through which Monica cumulatively presents

a portrait of herself.2 In this self-portrait, Monica emerges as someone

who was profoundly shaped by experiences in her family and com-

munity settings; who has explored multiple educational and career

options, while living in several urban centers in addition to the more

rural environs of Texana; and who is now in a position to look back

at these formative experiences and gauge their impact on her current
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sense of self. As the transcript reveals, the narrative that I have excerpted

from this much more extended interaction (the total duration of the

tape-recording is more than 145 minutes) concerns not only Monica’s

and her friend’s encounter with what Monica characterizes as a super-

natural apparition – a big, glowing orange ball that rises up in the air

and pursues them menacingly – but also Monica’s and Renee’s sub-

sequent encounter with Renee’s grandmother, who disputes whether

the girls’ experience with the big ball really occurred.

Background on Texana

Located in Cherokee County, which is otherwise nearly totally white,3

Texana is a community consisting almost exclusively of African Amer-

icans; indeed, with about 150 residents, only 10 of whom are white,

Figure 2 Location of Cherokee County within North Carolina

Mapping software provided courtesy of John Adamson, Management

Information Specialist, Texas AgriLife Extension, Texas A&M University

System. <http://monarch.tamu.edu/~maps2/>.
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Texana is the largest black Applachian community in western North

Carolina (Mallinson 2006: 69, 78). It is situated about one mile from

Murphy, North Carolina, as well as other small white communities, and

interactions among residents of Texana and these neighboring commun-

ities are sometimes tense (Mallinson 2006: 78). Indeed, as Mallinson dis-

cusses (2006: 71–6; cf. Mallinson 2008), the ethnic profile of members

of the Texana community is considerably more complicated than this

initial characterization would suggest. As Mallinson notes, “Texana 

residents are descendants of African, Cherokee, Ulster Scots-Irish, 

and Irish-European ancestors – which is the case for many black

Appalachians, particularly those whose ancestors were slaves” (2006:

71). In consequence, feeling that the ethnic categories listed on question-

naires and surveys are unable to capture their complex heritage, most

Texanans self-identify as black, since this designation refers to skin color

rather than a pariticular ethnic or racial background (2006: 75).

The complex ethnic situation in Texana bears importantly on the way

Monica uses her narrative to position herself and others – to invoke a

concept that I discuss more fully in chapter 3 of this book. From the start

of her narrative, Monica indexes herself as a member of the enclave

African American (or at least non-white) community based in Texana

and positioned contrastively against the surrounding, predominantly

white population of Cherokee County. (As my discussion in chapter 3

suggests, this formulation captures only part of the positioning logic

at work in the narrative.) Prior to the time of the interview, Monica

had written features for a local newspaper during black history month,

and she had also spoken openly about how racism and sexism had pre-

vented her from advancing in the medical field despite her comple-

tion of a training course for emergency medical technicians (Mallinson

2006: 89, 97). More generally, as Mallinson remarked in a personal 

communication, “From what I learned about [Monica], race is very salient

to her . . . she told us a lot of stories about gender/racial prejudice 

that she faced in her life, how racist Cherokee County is, how she felt 

growing up in Texana and what happened after she moved to Dayton,

Atlanta, etc.”

In the following transcript, I have segmented the narrative into

numbered clauses for the purposes of analysis; I have also listed the

transcription conventions used to annotate the story. Further, readers

can access a sound file containing a recording of Monica’s story at the

following URL: <http://www.ohiostatepress.org/journals/narrative/
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herman-audio.htm>. Indeed, given the importance of prosody in

Monica’s narrative, readers may wish to wish to consult this online

resource as they assess my subsequent analysis rather than rely solely

on my own attempt to capture relevant prosodic details in the transcript.

Transcription Conventions

Adapted from Jefferson 1984; Ochs et al. 1992; Schegloff, “Transcription” [n.d];

and Tannen 1993.

... { } represents a measurable pause, more than 0.1 seconds; approx-

imate durations given in curved brackets ( ... {.3} = a pause 

lasting 0.3 seconds)

.. represents a slight break in timing

- a hyphen after a word or part of a word indicates a self-

interruption or “restart” by the current speaker

* indicates a rising intonational contour, not necessarily a question

. indicates a falling, or final, intonation contour, not necessarily

the end of a sentence

, indicates “continuing” intonation (“more to come”), not neces-

sarily the end of a clause

: indicates the prolongation of a sound just preceding it; more than

one colon indicates a sound of even longer duration

_ underlining indicates stress or emphasis, either through

increased loudness or heightened pitch. UPPER CASE letters 

indicate extremely loud talk, and UNDERLINING is added for

even louder speech productions

° ° Two degree signs indicate that the talk between them is notice-

ably quieter than the surrounding discourse

↑ ↓ The up and down arrows mark rises and and falls of pitch; up

arrows indicate sharper rises in pitch than those marked with

underlining in stressed or emphasized words

(6) indicates downward change of pitch within the boundaries 

of a word; inserted before the syllable in which the change 

occurs

(5) indicates upward change of pitch within the boundaries of 

a word; inserted before the syllable in which the change 

occurs
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> < indicate that the talk between these symbols is compressed or

rushed relative to the surrounding discourse

< > indicate that the talk between these symbols is markedly slower

than the surrounding discourse

[ indicates overlap between different speakers’ utterances

= indicates an utterance continued across another speaker’s over-

lapping utterance

// enclose transcriptions that are not certain

( ) enclose nonverbal forms of expression, e.g. laughter unaccom-

panied by words

[....] in short extracts indicates omitted lines

monica: (1) So that’s why I say..UFO or the devil got after

our black asses,

(2) for showing out.

(3) > I don’t know what was <

(4) but we walkin up the hill ,

(5) this ↑way, comin up through here.

interviewer 1: (6) Yeah.

monica: (7) And..I’m like on this side and Renee’s right 

here.

(8) And we walkin

(9) and I look over the bank* ... {.2}

(10) and I see this ... {.3} < BI:G BALL >.

(11) It’s glowin, ... {.2}

(12) and it’s orange. ... {.3}

(13) And I’m just like ... {1.0}

(14) °“nah..you know just-° nah it ain’t nothin”

you know.

(15) And I’m still walkin you know*

(16) Then I look back over my side again,

(17) and it has °risen up*° ... {2.0}

(18) And I’m like “(5)SHI::T.” ... {.5} you know.

(19) So but Re(5)nee- I still ain’t say nothin to her

(20) and I’m not sure she see it or not , ... {.2}

(21) so I’m still not sayin anything

(22) we just °walkin.° ... {1.0}

(23) Then I look over the bank again

(24) and I don’t see it,
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(25) and then I’m like °“well, you know.”° ... {.3}

(26) But then ... {.2}for some reason I feel some heat

> or somethin other <

(27) and I < look back >

(28) me and Renee did at the same time

(29) it’s right behind us. ... {1.0}

(30) We like- ... {.2} /we were scared and-/..

(31) “AAAHHH” you know=

[

interviewer 2: (32) (laughs)

monica: (33) > =at the same time. <

(34) So we take off runnin as fast as we can,

(35) and we still lookin back

(36) and every time we look back it’s with us. ... {.5}

(37) It’s just a-bouncin behind /us/

(38) it’s no:t.. > touchin the ground, <

(39) it’s bouncin in the air. ... {.5}

(40) °Just like this ... {.2} behind us°

(41) as we run. ... {1.0}

(42) We run all the way to her grandmother’s

(43) and we open the door

(44) and we just fall out in the floor,

(45) and we’re cryin and we scre:amin

(46) and < we just can’t breathe. > ... {.3}

(47) We that scared..

(48) “What’s wrong with you all” you know

(49) and we tell them..you know..what had 

happened.

(50) And then her grandmother tell us

(51) it’s some ↓ mineral.. this or ↓ that

(52) they just form

(53) bah bah ↓ bah ↓ bah

(54) and ... {.3} the way we ↓ ran..it’s the ↓ heat

(55) and..you know ... {.3}Bull(6)shit.

(56) You know..but so I never knew in my LIFE ...

{.2} about that

(57) but we didn’t do that anymore. ... {1.0}

interviewer 1: (58) Right.

monica: (59) When dark goddamn came

(60) our ass was at home.
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Excerpted Panels from Ghost World (1997), 
a Graphic Novel by Daniel Clowes

Synopsis of the Narrative

Focusing on two teenage girls trying to navigate the transition from

high-school to post-high-school life, Ghost World stands out contrastively

against the backdrop afforded by the tradition of superhero comics, for

example. Far from possessing superhuman powers, Enid Coleslaw4 and

Rebecca Doppelmeyer struggle with familial and romantic relationships,

resist the stereotypes their peers try to impose on them, and are bought

face to face, on more than one occasion, with the fragility and tenuous-

ness of their own friendship. In this way, closer in spirit to the female

Bildungsroman than to action-adventure narratives, Ghost World, which

was originally published as installments in the underground comics

tradition and subsequently assembled into a novel, overlays a graphic

format on content that helped extend the scope and range of comics

storytelling generally: the acquisition of gendered identities, the after-

math of fractured families, the attempt to find a path to adulthood that

is not tantamount to conformism, and so on.

The novel as a whole traces events leading up to the divergent 

life-courses of the two main characters, caused in part by Rebecca’s 

willingness to accommodate to dominant social scripts versus Enid’s

resistance to those same scripts. Zwigoff’s film adaptation of the novel

accentuates even more the increasingly divergent paths of the main 

characters. In the movie, Rebecca nags Enid to get a job so that they can

get an apartment together and, in a moment suggesting incipient con-

formism on Rebecca’s part, expresses particular admiration for a fold-

out ironing board built into the wall of the apartment that she has leased.

Ghost World also examines more or less entrenched cultural expecta-

tions about male versus female roles – interrogated for example in the

scene in which Enid and Josh (Enid and Seymour in the film version)

visit an adult bookstore/sex toy shop and Enid openly mocks what is on

offer there. Relatedly, the novel explores Enid’s and Rebecca’s difficulty

in finding suitable or even tolerable romantic partners, the focus of

Sequence B below. In Zwigoff ’s 2001 film version, this difficulty helps

explain why Enid gravitates toward Seymour, a character more than

twice her age but similarly suspicious of dominant social norms and

values – at least for most of the film.
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Sequence A
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Sequence B
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Sequences C and D. These two sequences are part of the same chapter of

Ghost World but are separated by intervening material not reproduced here.
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Sequences C and D (cont’d )
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Screenshots from Terry Zwigoff ’s Film 
Adaptation of Ghost World (2001)

Screenshot 1 Just after Rebecca 

has said that the “blond guy . . . like

gives me a total boner,” and Enid

responds, “He’s like the biggest

idiot of all time,” the person in

question walks by and says “You

guys up for some Reggae tonight?”

Enid then points her thumb in his

direction and gives Rebecca a 

“told-you-so” look.

Screenshot 2 At the bar where

Seymour, frustrated that he can’t

hear the blues musician whose

playing he came to see, says, “I 

can’t believe these people. They

could at least turn off their stupid

sports game till he’s done playing.”

In the middle background is the

woman with whom Enid tries to 

fix Seymour up, but who seems as

put off by Seymour’s lecture on

ragtime versus blues as he is by 

her comment that the band Blues

Hammer (see Screenshot 7) plays

“authentic blues” and is “so great.”

Screenshot 3 The blues artist

whose performance Seymour and

Enid come to the bar to hear.

Screenshot 4 One of the patrons in

the bar where Seymour complains

about the “sports game” and the

noise level that prevents him from

hearing the blues guitarist who he

hopes will autograph a rare copy of

one of his albums.
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Screenshot 6 Two other male

patrons on whom Enid’s gaze falls as

she takes stock of the men near her

in the bar. (The waitress, having

served beer to the patron on the

right, moves away toward the

camera in the foreground.)

Screenshot 5 Another patron 

in the bar. As Enid sizes up her

surroundings, her glance falls on this

person, who burps ostentatiously

after taking a drink from his beer, 

as well as another male patron who

stares lewdly at the waitress after 

he has tipped her, and a third 

in sunglasses that give him a

somewhat menacing appearance 

(see Screenshot 6). Then Enid looks 

at Seymour sitting at the table with

the female patron with whom he

proves to have nothing in common.

Screenshot 7 The band Blues

Hammer begins its first set, the lead

singer/lead guitarist having started

by shouting out over the microphone:

“Alright, people. Are you ready to

boogie? ’Cause we gonna play some

authentic way down in the Delta

blues. Get ready to rock your world!”
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The following is a glossary of key terms for narrative study. If a term is

set in small caps within a definition, that term (or a cognate) has its own

glossary entry. Further, readers should consult the index for pointers

to discussions (elsewhere in the volume) of terms not listed here.

Glossary definitions that refer to “the Labovian model” allude to the

research on storytelling in face-to-face interaction (more specifically, inter-

view situations) that was pioneered by Labov and Waletzky (1967) and

further developed in later work by Labov (1972) and many other nar-

rative scholars. See chapters 1 and 2 of this book (and also Bamberg

1997a) for further discussion of the possibilities and limitations of this

approach to narrative analysis.

For additional information about the keywords included in this

glossary as well as other relevant terms and concepts, readers are 

encouraged to consult other recently published guides to the field. The

following works provide foundations for further study:

Abbott, H. P. ([2002] 2008). The Cambridge Introduction to Narrative. 2nd edn.

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

Herman, D. (ed.) (2007). The Cambridge Companion to Narrative. Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press.

Herman, D., M. Jahn, and M.-L. Ryan (eds.) (2005). Routledge Encyclopedia of

Narrative Theory. London: Routledge.

Herman, L., and B. Vervaeck (2005). Handbook of Narrative Analysis. Lincoln:

University of Nebraska Press.

Jahn, M. (2005). Narratology: A Guide to the Theory of Narrative <http://www.

uni-koeln.de/~ame02/pppn.htm>.

Keen, S. (2004). Narrative Form. London: Palgrave Macmillan.

Leech, G., and M. Short ([1981] 2007). Style in Fiction: A Linguistic Introduction

to English Fictional Prose. 2nd edn. Harlow: Pearson/Longman.

Basic Elements of Narrative.  David Herman   

© 2009 David Herman.  ISBN: 978-1-405-14153-6
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Lothe, J. (2000). Narrative in Fiction and Film: An Introduction. Oxford: Oxford

University Press.

Phelan, J., and P. J. Rabinowitz (eds.) (2005). A Companion to Narrative Theory.

Oxford: Blackwell.

Prince, G. ([1987] 2003). A Dictionary of Narratology. 2nd edn. Lincoln: Univer-

sity of Nebraska Press.

Riessman, C. K. (1993). Narrative Analysis. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

Riessman, C. K. (2007). Narrative Methods for the Human Sciences. Thousand Oaks,

CA: Sage.

Rimmon-Kenan, S. ([1983] 2002). Narrative Fiction: Contemporary Poetics. 2nd edn.

London: Routledge.

Ryan, M.-L. (ed.) (2004). Narrative across Media: The Languages of Storytelling.

Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press.

Scholes, R., J. Phelan, and R. Kellogg (2006). “Narrative Theory, 1966–2006: 

A Narrative.” In The Nature of Narrative (pp. 283–336). Oxford: Oxford 

University Press.

Toolan, M. ([1988] 2001). Narrative: A Critical Linguistic Introduction. 2nd edn.

London: Routledge.

abstract In the Labovian model, the abstract is a pre-announcement

of the gist of a story about to be told, used to clear the floor for the

more or less extended turn at talk required to convey the narrative.

actant A term used by structuralist narratologists to designate

general roles fulfilled by particularized actors or characters. One such

role is Opponent, which is fulfilled by characters as diverse as the

big ball in UFO or the Devil and the Devil himself in Paradise Lost.

addressee. See audience; participation framework

addressor. See narrator; production format

agency At the level of the story, agency concerns characters’ ability

to bring about deliberately initiated events, or actions, within a 

storyworld. But agency is also a pertinent concern at the level of

storytelling or narration, affecting who gets to tell what kind of

story in what contexts. feminist narratology explores differences

in the sorts of agency available to male versus female characters and

narrators.

anachrony Nonchronological narration, where events are told in

an order other than that in which they can be presumed to have

occurred in the storyworld.

analepsis The equivalent of a flashback in film. Analepsis occurs when

events that occur in the order ABC are told in the order BCA or BAC.
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audience As discussed in chapter 3, in the narrative communication

model developed by structuralist narratologists and refined by

rhetorical theorists of narrative, the audience can be defined as real

or imagined addressees of (multi-layered) acts of narration. This

model distinguishes among actual authors, implied authors, and

narrators on the production side of the storytelling process, and,

on the interpretation side, the corresponding roles of actual readers,

(types of) implied readers, and narratees (the audience implicitly

or explicitly addressed by the narrator in the text). In this account of

how narrative communication takes place, an implied author might

communicate something to an implied reader by having a narrator

tell a particular kind of story in a particular way to a specific nar-

ratee – as in Ghost World when, during a late-night phone call with

Rebecca, Enid engages in unreliable narration and misreports what

she actually told Naomi on an earlier occasion (see the discussion in

chapter 3).

autodiegetic narration First-person or homodiegetic narration in

which the narrator is also the main character in the storyworld

(as in UFO or the Devil).

backstory A type of exposition often involving analepsis or flash-

back; a filling in of the circumstances and events that have led to 

the present moment in a storyworld, and that illuminate the larger 

implications of actual or potential behaviors by characters occupy-

ing a particular narrative “now.”

character. See agency; mimesis

classical narratology. See postclassical narratology

coda In the Labovian model, the coda serves a “bridging” function

at the end of a story told in face-to-face interaction, returning the

focus of attention from the world of the story to the world of the

here and now, in which the current discourse is unfolding.

cognitive narratology A strand within postclassical narrato-

logy that focuses on mind-relevant dimensions of storytelling prac-

tices, wherever – and by whatever means – those practices occur.

complicating action In the Labovian model, this is the interest-

bearing element of the narrative, involving unexpected or non-

canonical, and thus tellable, situations and events.

conflict A state or process whose most general form can be captured

in the following terms: an initial state of equilibrium in a storyworld

is upset by a more or less disruptive event or chain of events. I argue
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in this book that narrative more or less explicitly foregrounds 

such unexpected, noncanonical events; however, storyworlds-in-flux

need not involve conflict in the narrower sense – that is, in the sense

of clashes among the beliefs, desires, and intentions of two or more

characters in a narrative, or between dissonant aspects of a single

character.

consciousness representation The representation of characters’

(or narrators’) minds in narrative discourse. Topics of study in this

area include the structural possibilities for representing conscious 

experience – that is, the system of available mind-revealing techniques

– as well as the evolution or emergence of such techniques over time,

and the interconnections among those techniques and broader con-

ceptions of mind circulating in the culture or in more specialized 

discourses. See also experientiality; qualia

consonant narration Dorrit Cohn’s (1978) term for a mode of nar-

ration in which a narrator’s presentation of events in the storyworld

merges with a character’s vantage-point on those events. In the case

of first-person or homodiegetic narration, Cohn refers to consonant

self-narration. In the case of third-person or heterodiegetic nar-

ration, consonant narration is the equivalent of what Stanzel calls 

the figural narrative situation. In either case, it corresponds to what

Genette terms internal focalization. See also dissonant narration

counter narratives. See hegemony

deixis Deictic terms like I, here, and now are expressions whose

meaning changes depending on who is uttering them in what dis-

course context.

description A kind of text or discourse (i.e., a text type) core

instances of which ascribe properties to situations, objects, and

events, whether statically (as in That cat is elegant) or dynamically

(as in Tuesdays and Thursdays I eat cereal for breakfast and on other days

I eat toast and jelly).

dialect representation The representation of a speech variety used

by one or more characters in a narrative text; such speech representa-

tions can be used to position and identify characters within regional,

class-based, ethnic, and gender-related coordinates, suggesting alterity

or otherness.

diegesis In one sense, the term diegesis corresponds to what narra-

tologists call story; in this usage, it refers to the storyworld evoked

by the narrative text and inhabited by the characters. In a second
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usage, diegesis (along with cognate terms such as diegetic) refers to

one pole on the continuum stretching between modes of speech 

presentation in narrative texts. In this second usage, techniques for

presenting speech that are relatively diegetic are those in which a

narrator’s mediation is evident, as in indirect discourse. By con-

trast, modes that are relatively mimetic background the narrator’s

mediating role, as in direct discourse or free direct discourse,

where speech tags like she said are omitted to produce the sense of

unfiltered access to characters’ utterances.

direct discourse A technique for representing characters’ speech. 

In DD, a narrator reproduces a character’s utterance in a manner

that (one can assume) mirrors the way it was performed in the 

storyworld.

discourse In narratology, the “discourse” level of narrative (in

French, discours) corresponds to what Russian Formalist theorists 

called the sjuzhet; it contrasts with the “story” (histoire) level. In this

usage, discourse refers to the disposition of the semiotic cues used

by interpreters to reconstruct a storyworld.

dissonant narration Dorrit Cohn’s (1978) term for a mode of nar-

ration in which a narrator’s presentation of events in the storyworld

differs from a character’s vantage-point on those events. In the case

of first-person or homodiegetic narration, Cohn refers to dissonant

self-narration. In the case of third-person or heterodiegetic nar-

ration, dissonant narration is the equivalent of what Stanzel calls the

authorial narrative situation and what Genette calls zero focal-

ization. See also consonant narration

duration The ratio between how long situations and events take to

unfold in the storyworld and how much text is devoted to their

narration. Variations in this ratio correspond to different narrative

speeds; in order of increasing speed, these are pause, stretch, scene,

summary, and ellipsis.

ellipsis The omission of storyworld events during the process of

narration; in ellipsis, narrative speed reaches infinity.

emplotment The process by which situations and events are linked

together to produce a plot. Arguably, the more overtly or reflexively

a narrative emplots the events it recounts, and thereby draws 

attention to its status as a constructed artifact, the less immersed 

interpreters will be in the storyworld evoked by the text. See also

plot
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episode A bounded, internally coherent sequence of situations and

events that can be chained together with other such narrative units

to form larger narrative structures.

evaluation In the Labovian model, evaluation refers to the express-

ive resources used by storytellers to signal the point of a narrative,

or why it is worth telling in the first place. Evaluation, in this sense,

helps ward off the question that every storyteller dreads: “So what?”

event A change of state, creating a more or less salient and lasting

alteration in the storyworld. Events can be subdivided into tempor-

ally extended processes, deliberately initiated actions, and happenings

not brought about intentionally by any agent.

experiencing-I In retrospective first-person or homodiegetic (or

autodiegetic) narration, the younger self who lived through the

experiences recounted by the older, narrating-i.

experientiality Term used by Fludernik to denote “the evocation 

of consciousness [in terms of] cognitive schema of embodiedness that

relate to human existence and human concerns” (1996: 168). Chapter 6

of this study builds on Fludernik’s work to highlight the impact of 

storyworld events on experiencing minds as a basic element of nar-

rative – that is, as a critical property of narrative (or condition for

narrativity). However, the chapter uses other terms (the consciousness

factor, qualia, what it’s like, raw feels, etc.) in part to avoid the inference

that the other basic elements discussed in this book (situatedness,

event sequencing, and worldmaking/world disruption) can be

subordinated to what it’s like as somehow less fundamental – as

Fludernik’s model prima facie implies (cf. Alber 2002).

explanation A text type contrasted with those of narrative and

description in chapter 4. Different kinds of practices fall within 

the domain of explanation, including both qualitative explanations

based on a single case study and quantitative explanations based on

statistical analyses of the frequency with which a given phenomenon

occurs. In the classical Covering Law Model of explanation developed

in the philosophy of science, particular phenomena are explained when

they can be characterized as instances of more general covering laws

(e.g., water freezes at 0 degrees Celsius; substance X is water and it

is below 0 degrees today; so that explains why substance X froze).

exposition A presentation, sometimes given in the form of backstory,

of the circumstances and events that form a context or background

for understanding the main action in a narrative.
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extradiegetic narrator A narrator who does not inhabit the

storyworld evoked by a narrative. Narrators can be extradiegetic-

homodiegetic, like the older Pip who narrates his life experiences in

Charles Dickens’s Great Expectations, or extradiegetic-heterodiegetic,

like Hemingway’s narrator in “Hills.”

feminist narratology A strand of postclassical narratology

that explores how issues of gender bear on the production and

interpretation of stories.

fiction Positively, fiction can be defined as type of discourse or com-

municative practice in which participants are transported, through

a more or less immersive experience, to a storyworld assumed to

be imaginary rather than actual. Negatively, fiction can be defined

as a type of discourse or communicative practice for which questions

of truth-value do not apply in the way that they do for factual dis-

course. Thus, whereas journalists and police detectives attempt to 

verify a witness’s account of events by comparing the account with

those given by other witnesses, it would be a category mistake to

try to ascertain the truth status of the specific events represented 

in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (i.e., whether the events actually 

happened) by comparing the novel with newspaper articles or his-

torical records originating from the same period. Likewise, a sub-

sequent fictional text that rewrites the novel, such as Jean Rhys’s 

Wide Sargasso Sea, cannot validate or invalidate Brontë’s text, but 

rather constitutes another, autonomous, fiction.

focalization Genette’s ([1972] 1980) term for modes of perspective

taking in narrative discourse. In internal focalization, the viewpoint

is restricted to a particular observer or reflector, whereas in zero

focalization the viewpoint is not anchored in a localized position.

Further, internal focalization can be fixed, variable, or multiple. In

“Hills,” the focalization is variable, shifting between the vantage-points

of Jig and the male character.

free indirect discourse A technique for representing characters’

speech. Couched as a report given by a narrator, FID also contains

expressivity markers (for example, dialect representations) that

point to the speech patterns of a particular character.

frequency The ratio between the number of times something is told

and the number of times it can be assumed to have occurred in the

storyworld. In singulative narration, there is a one-to-one match

between how many times an event occurred and how many times
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it is told; in iterative narration, something that happened more than

once is told once; and in repetitive narration, the number of times

something is told exceeds the frequency with which it occurred in

the storyworld.

gaps Lacunae or omissions in what is told or in the process of telling.

Omissions in the telling constitute ellipses; those in the told under-

score the radical incompleteness of fictional worlds. (How many 

siblings did Captain Kirk of Star Trek have? In The Incredible Hulk

comics, where was Bruce Banner’s maternal grandfather born?).

hegemony The dominance of a particular view or group over other

views or groups, often through a process of manufactured consent,

whereby those in a subordinate role are induced to participate in their

own domination. A key question for narrative study is how stories

can both shore up hegemony, in the form of “master narratives,” but

also critique such domination, by way of “counter narratives” that

contest entrenched accounts of how the world is (cf. Bamberg and

Andrews 2004).

heterodiegetic narrator A narrator who has not participated in

the circumstances and events about which he or she tells a story.

homodiegetic narrator A narrator who has participated (more

or less centrally) in the circumstances and events about which he or

she tells a story. At the limit, homodiegetic narration shades off into

autodiegetic narration.

hypodiegetic narrative A story within a story. In UFO or the Devil,

the story about the big ball recounted by the younger Monica and

Renee to Renee’s grandmother (shortly after their encounter with the

apparition) is a hypodiegetic narrative.

ideology. See hegemony

implied author In the account developed by Booth ([1961] 1983), the

implied author is a role or persona assumed by an actual author. 

That role can be described as a set of norms and values that actual

authors adopt for the purpose of producing a given narrative. For

rhetorical theorists, interpreting a narrative entails searching the

text for clues about these norms and values, which in turn enable

the audience to detect favored versus disfavored character traits,

modes and degrees of unreliable narration, etc.

implied reader The intended addressee or audience of the implied

author; another term for what rhetorical narrative theorists of nar-

rative call the authorial audience. The implied reader of Hemingway’s
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“Hills” will know for example that Madrid is a city in Spain – though

an actual reader unschooled in geography may not know these details.

indirect discourse A technique for representing characters’ speech.

In contrast to direct discourse, in ID a narrator reports in a more

or less summary fashion characters’ utterance(s), rather than repro-

ducing them verbatim.

intradiegetic narrator A character narrator, like Enid in Ghost

World when she recounts to Rebecca how she previously told Naomi

her loss-of-virginity story; in other words, a character in a storyworld

who in turn narrates a story within the story, that is, a hypodiegetic

narrative.

master narratives. See hegemony

medium For Kress and van Leeuwen (2001), media can be viewed as

means for the dissemination or production of what has been designed

in a given mode; thus media “are the material resources used in 

the production of semiotic products and events, including both the

tools and the materials used” (2001: 22). See also mode

metalepsis A confusion or entanglement of narrative levels, as

when characters situated in a story within a story (or hypodiegetic

narrative) migrate into the diegesis or main narrative level. In Flann

O’Brien’s At Swim-Two-Birds, for example, the protagonist writes a

novel whose characters then jump up one narrative level and attack

the novelist who created them.

mimesis An ancient Greek word meaning “imitation.” In the study

of fictional narrative, the concept of mimesis is relevant both for the

analysis of character (the mimetic dimension of a character accounts

for the tendency of the audience to treat him or her as a real person)

and for the analysis of speech representation (in contrast with more

diegetic techniques for representing characters’ utterances, such as

indirect discourse, more mimetic techniques, such as direct dis-

course, background the narrator’s mediating role).

mode For Kress and van Leeuwen (2001), modes are semiotic 

channels (or environments) that can be viewed as a resources for the

design of a representation formulated within a particular type of dis-

course, which is in turn embedded in a specific kind of communicative

interaction. See also medium

monomodal narration Forms of narrative practice that exploit a 

single semiotic channel (e.g., print text, telephone conversations, sign

language) to evoke a storyworld.
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multimodal narration Forms of narrative practice that exploit

more than one semiotic channel (e.g., words and images, or utterances

and gestures) to evoke a storyworld.

narrated monologue Cohn’s (1978) term for the mode of thought

representation that is equivalent to free indirect discourse in the

realm of speech representation.

narratee The audience of the narrator, like Naomi in Ghost World

when Enid tells her how she lost her virginity, or Renee’s grandmother

in UFO or the Devil. Insofar as the narratee is an audience role more

or less explicitly inscribed in a narrative text, it is distinct from both

the actual reader and the implied reader.

narrating-I In retrospective first-person or homodiegetic (or auto-

diegetic) narration, the older, narrating self who tells about the

situations and events experienced by the younger, experiencing-I.

narration The process by which a narrative is conveyed; depend-

ing on the semiotic medium used, this process can involve complex

combinations of cues in different channels (visual, auditory, tactile, etc.),

yielding multimodal versus monomodal narration. Also, some

theorists of narrative make narration the third term in a tripartite

model that includes the story level, the discourse or text level on

the basis of which the story can be reconstructed, and the narration

as the communicative act that produces the discourse.

narrative Analyzing stories into four basic elements – situatedness,

event sequencing, worldmaking/world disruption, and what it’s like

– this book defines narrative as (i) a mode of representation that is

situated in – must be interpreted in light of – a specific discourse

context or occasion for telling. This mode of representation (ii) focuses

on a structured time-course of particularized events. In addition, 

the events represented (iii) introduce some kind of disruption or dis-

equilibrium into a storyworld, whether that world is presented as

actual or fictional, realistic or fantastic, remembered or dreamed, etc.

The representation also (iv) conveys what it is like to live through

this storyworld-in-flux, highlighting the pressure of events on (in other

words, the qualia of) real or imagined consciousnesses undergoing

the disruptive experience at issue. See also story

narrative discourse. See discourse

narrative situations The Austrian narrative theorist Franz Karl

Stanzel ([1979] 1984), developing a nomenclature that has been espe-

cially influential in German-language traditions of narrative inquiry,
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distinguished among three main narrative situations: first-person,

third-person or authorial, and figural, which combines a third-person

narrative voice with a reflector figure or particularized center of

consciousness.

narrativity That which makes a story a story; a property that a text

or discourse will have in greater proportion the more readily it lends

itself to being interpreted as a narrative, i.e., the more prototypic-

ally narrative it is. As discussed in chapters 1 and 4, however, what

constitutes an expected or prototypical form of narrative practice can

vary, depending on the communicative circumstances involved.

narratology An approach to narrative inquiry developed during the 

heyday of structuralism in France. Instead of working to develop 

interpretations of individual narratives, narratologists focused on 

how to describe narrative viewed as a semiotic system – that is, as

a system by virtue of which people are able to produce and under-

stand stories.

narrator The agent who produces a narrative. Some story analysts

distinguish among autodiegetic, extradiegetic, heterodiegetic,

homodiegetic, and intradiegetic narrators.

order A way of describing the relation between two temporal

sequences: the sequence of events that can be assumed to have un-

folded in the storyworld, and the unfolding of the discourse used

to recount that sequence. When these two sequences are aligned, 

the result is chronological narration. anachrony results when the

sequences are dis-aligned, yielding analepses (or flashbacks), pro-

lepses (or flashforwards), and sometimes complex combinations

and embeddings of the two.

orientation In the Labovian model, the term orientation refers to the

part of the narrative in which storytellers provide information about

the context in which the complicating action occurs, including time,

place, characters, etc.

paratext Materials accompanying a text, such as a title, authorial 

attribution, date of publication, preface, epigram, afterword, etc.

These materials afford resources for interpretation, allowing readers

to channel and delimit their inferential activities by situating texts

within generic (or text-type) categories, historical epochs, authors’

oeuvres, sociopolitical controversies, and so on.

participation frameworks As discussed in chapter 3, in place of

older, dyadic models of communication, based on the “global folk
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categories” of speaker and hearer, Goffman decomposes these sup-

posedly primitive terms “into smaller, analytically coherent elements”

(1981: 129) that he groups into production formats (cf. speaker)

and participation frameworks (cf. hearer). Participation frameworks

encompass a range of possible participant statuses, including those

of addressee, unaddressed but ratified participant (= bystander), or 

unaddressed and unratified participant (= eavesdropper).

pause The slowest possible narrative speed; a type of duration in

which the narrator’s discourse continues to unfold, even though

the action has come to a standstill.

perspective/point of view Issues of perspective and point of view

are now most often treated under the heading of focalization.

Genette ([1972] 1980) drew a contrast between focalization and nar-

ration to distinguish between who sees or perceives and who

speaks in a narrative, respectively.

plot Abbott (2007) distinguishes among three senses of the term 

plot: a type of story (as in “marriage plot”); the combination and

sequencing of events that makes a story a story and not just an assem-

blage of events; and a sense similar to that of discourse, by which

theorists emphasize how the plot rearranges and otherwise mani-

pulates the events of the story. See also emplotment

positioning In Harré and van Langenhove’s account (1999: 1–31), one

can position oneself or be positioned in discourse as powerful or 

powerless, admirable or blameworthy, etc. In turn, a position can be

specified by characterizing how a speaker’s contributions are taken

as bearing on these and other “polarities of character” in the context

of an overarching storyline – a narrative of self and other(s) being

jointly elaborated (or disputed) by participants, via self-positioning

and other-positioning speech acts.

postclassical narratology Frameworks for narrative research (e.g.,

cognitive narratology, feminist narratology, and transmedial

narratology) that build on the work of classical, structuralist nar-

ratologists but supplement that earlier work with concepts and

methods that were unavailable to story analysts such as Roland

Barthes, Gérard Genette, A. J. Greimas, and Tzvetan Todorov during

the heyday of structuralism. See chapter 2 for a fuller discussion.

production formats As discussed in chapter 3, in place of older,

dyadic models of communication, based on the “global folk categories”

of speaker and hearer, Goffman decomposes these supposedly primitive
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terms “into smaller, analytically coherent elements” (1981: 129) that

he groups into production formats (cf. speaker) and participation

frameworks (cf. hearer). Production formats encompass the roles 

of author (I design the words to be uttered), animator (I give voice 

to words authored by another or others), principal (I am the person

for whose sake the words are uttered), and figure (I give voice to an

utterance produced by me in some other context).

prolepsis The equivalent of a flashforward in film. Prolepsis occurs

when events that occur in the order ABC are told in the order ACB

or CAB.

prosody In linguistics, a term used for speech characteristics such as 

intonation, rhythm, and the distribution and length of pauses, as well

as volume, tempo, and voice quality.

psycho-narration Cohn’s (1978) term for the mode of thought 

representation that is equivalent to indirect discourse in the realm

of speech representation.

qualia Term used by philosophers of mind to refer to the sense or

feeling of what it is like (Nagel 1974) for someone or something to

have a given experience.

quoted monologue Cohn’s (1978) term for the mode of thought 

representation that is equivalent to direct discourse in the realm

of speech representation.

reflector A term coined by the novelist Henry James to designate

the center of consciousness through whose perceptions events are

filtered in a narrative using third-person or heterodiegetic nar-

ration. A paradigm case would be Gregor Samsa in Franz Kafka’s

Metamorphosis.

remediation The inter-adaption of sign systems, whereby an artifact

or representation originally produced in one medium is transposed

into another. Remediation is thus a more general process than, say,

film adaptation, since it encompasses everything from plastic action

figures based on television series or comic books, to video games based

on movies (or vice versa), to transcriptions based on audiorecorded

or videorecorded communicative interactions.

resolution In the Labovian model, the resolution of a story marks

the point past which it no longer makes sense to ask “And then what

happened?”

scene Scenic presentation is a narrative speed or mode of duration

in which one can assume a direct equivalence between how long it
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takes for things to happen in the storyworld and how long it takes

the narrator to recount those happenings.

semiotics The study of signs. C. S. Peirce divided signs into three

main types: icon, where there is a resemblance between signifier 

and signified (as when big eyeglasses are placed in front of an

optometrist’s office); index, where there is a causal relation between

signifier and signified (as when smoke signifies fire); and symbol, where

there is a conventional relation between signifier and signified (as

with verbal language).

serial narration Narration across multiple episodes. Individual

episodes in serial narratives can be relatively autonomous (Star Trek,

Law & Order) or else thoroughly enmeshed in the larger history of

a storyworld that emerges incrementally, from episode to episode

(The Sopranos, Friday Night Lights).

shot/reverse shot A sequence of shots in a film that alternates

between (a) the viewpoint assumed to correspond to a character’s

angle of vision and (b) a viewpoint from which that character’s facial

reactions can be seen.

story In informal usage, story is a synonym for narrative. In 

narratology, the “story” level of narrative (in French, histoire) cor-

responds to what Russian Formalist theorists called the fabula; it con-

trasts with the “discourse” (discours) level. In this sense, story refers

to the chronological sequence of situations and events that can be

reconstructed on the basis of cues provided in a narrative text.

storyworld The world evoked by a narrative text or discourse;

a global mental model of the situations and events being recounted.

Reciprocally, narrative artifacts (texts, films, etc.) provide blueprints for

the creation and modification of such mentally configured storyworlds.

stretch A narrative speed or mode of duration faster than pause

but slower than scene, in which both narration and action progress

but what is told transpires more rapidly than the telling.

structuralism An approach to literary and cultural analysis, espe-

cially prominent in the 1960s and 1970s, that used linguistics as 

a “pilot-science” to study diverse forms of cultural expression as 

rule-governed signifying practices or “languages” in their own

right. narratology was an outgrowth of this general approach.

stylistics A field of study that draws on tools from linguistics 

to analyze how language is used (sometimes in transgressive or 

defamiliarizing ways) in literary works, including narratives.
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summary A narrative speed or mode of duration faster than scene

but slower than ellipsis; summaries are more or less compressed

accounts of storyworld occurrences.

tellability To be tellable, situations and events must in some way

stand out against the backdrop formed by everyday expectations and

norms, and thus be worth reporting.

text type A kind of text, such as narrative, description, or explana-

tion. As discussed in chapter 4, text types are broader in scope than

literary genres (Bildungsroman, psychological novel, etc.); instead,

they can be equated with the “primary speech genres” characterized

by Bakhtin ([1953] 1986: 60) as relatively stable types of utterance

that develop within particular spheres of language use.

transmedial narratology A strand of postclassical narrato-

logy premised on the assumption that, although storytelling practices

in different media share common features insofar as they are all

instances of the narrative text type, those practices are nonetheless

inflected by the constraints and affordances associated with a given

medium (Herman 2004; Ryan 2004). Unlike classical narratology,

transmedial narratology disputes the notion that the story level 

of a narrative remains wholly invariant across shifts of medium.

However, it also assumes that stories do have “gists” that can be reme-

diated more or less fully and recognizably – depending in part on

the semiotic properties of the source and target media.

unreliable narration A mode of narration in which the teller 

of a story cannot be taken at his or her word, compelling the audi-

ence to “read between the lines” – in other words, to scan the text

for clues about how the storyworld really is, as opposed to how

the narrator says it is.



Notes

Preface

1 Bolter and Grusin (1999) characterize remediation in terms of factors

bearing on inter-adaptations of sign systems (cf. Genette [1982] 1997), that

is, how a representation designed in one such system can be adapted in

another. For a more detailed analysis of the structure and functions of 

multimodal versus monomodal narration, see Herman (forthcoming c),

which examines two kinds of multimodal storytelling: word–image com-

binations in superhero comics and utterance–gesture pairings in video-

recorded personal-experience narratives.

Chapter 1

1 As indicated in the glossary, in common usage narrative and story are syn-

onyms. However, in the specialized terminology used by some theorists

of narrative, the “story” level of narrative (in French, histoire) corresponds

to what Russian Formalist theorists called the fabula; it contrasts with the

“discourse” (discours) level. In this sense, story refers to the chronological

sequence of situations and events that can be reconstructed on the basis

of cues provided in a narrative text. See chapters 2, 4, and 5 for fuller 

discussion.

2 Here the term people is shorthand for “embodied human or human-like

individuals invested with felt, conscious awareness of the situations and

events recounted in the narrative.”

3 There have also been particularly productive interactions between the field

of narrative inquiry and Artificial Intelligence research. See, e.g., Lönneker

(2005), Mateas and Senger (2003), Meister (2003), and Salway et al. (2003).

4 I am indebted to Lambrou (2008) for her discussion of Eggins and Slade’s

(1997) use of Plum’s model. See my next chapter for further discussion of

the Labovian approach.

Basic Elements of Narrative.  David Herman   

© 2009 David Herman.  ISBN: 978-1-405-14153-6
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5 Here it should be noted that my own case study of face-to-face narration,

Monica’s telling of UFO or the Devil in the context of sociolinguistic field-

work, is a narrative with this same profile. However, I bring to bear on

Monica’s narrative a range of ideas from multiple traditions of narrative

inquiry. This analytic strategy is complementary to the one outlined in

Georgakopoulou’s study, namely, diversifying the range of storytelling 

practices to be included under the scope of narrative research.

6 Georgakopoulou likewise proposes to characterize stories as more or less

prototypically narrative – in order to steer a course between the Scylla 

of “a closed set of must-have definitional criteria” for narrative and the

Charybdis of “opening up the category of narrative to include everything”

(2007: 37).

7 For more on the narrative foundations of human intelligence, see Bruner

(1990, 1991), Herman (2003a, 2003b, 2007b), Herman and Childs (2003), and

chapters 5 and 6 of this book.

8 As described in more detail in the Appendix (which includes maps),

Texana is small community located in Cherokee County, North Carolina,

in the western, mountainous part of this state situated in the southeast-

ern region of the U.S. NSF Grant BCS-0236838 supported research on this 

narrative, and I am also greatly indebted to Christine Mallinson for her

productive comments on earlier versions of my analysis of Monica’s story,

and also for her all-around collegiality and willingness to share insights

about the Texana community and about Monica’s position within that 

community. Thanks are also due to Tyler Kendall, whose work on the 

North Carolina Sociolinguistic Archive and Analysis Project (NC SLAAP)

made it possible for me to extract and download the digitized sound file

containing Monica’s story. For more information about the scope and aims

of NC SLAAP, see Kendall (2007).

9 For a critique of Bruner’s distinction between paradigmatic and narrative

reasoning, however, see Herman (1998). Also for an argument that Bruner

engages in narrative imperialism (whereby the notion of story comes to

encompass everything and thereby ceases to be useful), and for a balanced

assessment of that argument, see, respectively, Strawson (2004) and Phelan

(2005b). I discuss Strawson’s position in more detail in chapter 6.

10 On the concept of “tellability,” see Norrick (2007). On the distinction between

the narrating-I, or the older self who tells, and the experiencing-I, or the

younger self who undergoes the events being told about, see Lejeune (1989:

3–30).

11 Note that stories can contain other kinds of texts, as when a novel portrays

two characters arguing with one another. Conversely, people engaging in

a debate might use stories to support their positions. Hence, when talking

about a text-type category, I am referring to what category the text as a
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whole can most plausibly be slotted into, though I recognize that there

will not necessarily be consensus about how to categorize a given text or

artifact. See Chatman (1990), Herman (forthcoming b), and chapter 4 for

further discussion.

12 Here and again in chapter 4 I have taken slight liberty with Mosher’s 

terminology, inserting an extra syllable (for the sake of greater euphoni-

ousness) in what he originally termed “descriptized narration.”

13 As discussed in more detail in chapter 5, a storyworld can be defined as

the world evoked by a narrative text or discourse. It is a global mental

model of the situations and events being recounted – of who did what to

and with whom, when, where, why, and in what manner. Reciprocally,

narrative artifacts (texts, films, etc.) provide blueprints for the creation and

modification of such mentally configured storyworlds.

14 For more on the concept of “qualia,” see e.g. Dennett (1997), Levin (1999),

Tye (2003), and chapter 6 of this volume.

15 As an anonymous reviewer of an earlier draft of this book noted, another

strategy for analyzing narrative would be to draw on Wittgenstein’s

([1953] 1958) concept of family resemblances. As the reviewer puts it,

Wittgenstein makes the “interesting point that games are so diverse in 

character, like a family, that there may be no single feature, let alone four,

that are shared by all games or all family members. Games are a looser

constellation than that; might narrative(s) be like games?” But arguably –

allowing for how different communicative contexts can generate different

criteria for what counts as a prototypical story – there are in fact identi-

fiable features associated with the narrative text type, realized more or 

less fully by different members of that text-type category. For instance,

though some postmodern narratives may deliberately impede a reader’s

ability to reconstruct the time-line connecting the situations and events that

they portray (Herman 2002a: 237–50), a representation that prevented events

from being temporally ordered at all, and thus completely flouted the 

second basic element identified in this study, event sequencing, would fall

outside the narrative text type altogether. Failing to meet this threshold

condition for story, the representation might instead be categorized as, say,

an unordered list.

16 My remarks about this first basic element of narrative, and my further dis-

cussion of it in chapter 3, should be compared with Tomasello’s (1999, 2003)

account of the process by which children acquire a language. Tomasello

argues that language acquisition involves three components – linguistic

expressions, concepts, and intended referents within joint attentional scenes

– and not just the two identified by Saussure, namely, linguistic expres-

sions and associated concepts (or signifiers and signifieds). In other words,

Tomasello’s is a usage-based account that emphasizes the importance 
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of reading for interlocutors’ communicative intentions within frames of

shared attention, where participants are jointly focused on objects in the

world. As Tomasello puts it, “linguistic reference is a social act in which

one person attempts to get another person to focus her attention on 

something in the world” (1999: 97). Hence children acquire language by

coming to understand “adult communicative intentions as grounded

inside a meaningful joint attentional scene” (1999: 108). Children then

become skilled in the practice of using symbolic representations to com-

municate an intention to manipulate others’ attentional focus, even as they

learn to recognize that adults’ communicative intentions are directed at

the same end.

17 In some cases, however, descriptions do involve a time-sequence: recipes,

for example, describe a specific sequence of cooking procedures. Hence

the need for basic elements (iii) and (iv) – worldmaking/world disruption

and what it’s like – to capture what distinguishes narratives from other

kinds of representations of temporal sequences. Again, see chapter 4 for

further discussion.

Chapter 2

1 Below I provide a more detailed discussion of both “Labovian” and post-

Labovian approaches to the study of narratives told during face-to-face

interaction. For a fuller account of the widespread influence of Labov’s

model in particular, see Bamberg (1997a).

2 Relevant book series include Frontiers of Narrative, published by the Univer-

sity of Nebraska Press, Narratologia, published by Walter de Gruyter, Studies

in Narrative, published by John Benjamins, and Theory and Interpretation of

Narrative, published by the Ohio State University Press. Journals regularly

featuring articles on narrative include, among others, Ancient Narrative, Image

(&) Narrative, Journal of Narrative Theory, Language and Literature, Narrative,

Narrative Inquiry, New Literary History, Partial Answers, Poetics, Poetics

Today, and Style. In addition, a new journal titled Storyworlds will be launched

in 2009 by the author.

3 For example, the symposium on “Narrative Intelligence,” sponsored in

November 1999 by the Association for the Advancement of Artificial

Intelligence, assembled computer scientists, designers of computer games,

philosophers, linguists, and theorists of literary narrative. AAAI built on

this event by sponsoring, in November 2007, a follow-up symposium on

“Intelligent Narrative Technologies” and approving, for spring 2009, a third

symposium in this sequence. For its part, the 2004 interdisciplinary sym-

posium on “The Travelling Concept of Narrative” held at the University
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of Helsinki sought to connect humanistic and social-scientific trends 

in narrative research, as did the symposium on “Narratology beyond

Literary Criticism” held at the University of Hamburg the previous year

and the symposium on “Narratology in the Age of Interdisciplinary

Narrative Research” held at the University of Wuppertal in 2007.

4 For a fuller discussion of this reciprocal influence, and of other aspects 

of what I am designating the classical tradition of narrative study, see

Herman (2005a).

5 Further, as suggested in Herman (1999a), which outlines an account of 

postclassical narratology that I build on here, the more recent research 

does not just expose the limits but also exploits the possibilities of the 

older, structuralist models. A fitting analogy in this context is postclassical

physics, which does not simply discard, classical Newtonian models but

rather rethinks their conceptual underpinnings and re-examines their

scope of applicability.

6 For more details, see Fludernik (2005: 48–51). As Fludernik also points

out, working independently of the structuralist narratologists, F. K. Stanzel

(cf. Stanzel [1979] 1984) developed an approach to the study of literary

narrative that “was, and to some extent still is, the canonical narratolo-

gical model in German-speaking countries and in parts of Eastern Europe”

(p. 40). For a fuller comparison of Stanzel and Genette as major practi-

tioners of (different variants of) classical narratology, see Herman and

Vervaeck (2005a), chapters 1 and 2.

7 For a fuller account of rhetorical theories of narrative, see my next chapter.

8 For more detailed accounts, see Fludernik (2005), Herman (1999a), Herman

and Vervaeck (2005b), Hyvärinen (2006), and Nünning (2003).

9 For an extended discussion of Ochs and Capps’ (2001) powerful – indeed,

revolutionary – account, see Herman (2002b).

10 It should also be pointed out that, early on, scholars such as Thomas Pavel

(1976, 1985, 1986) and Gerald Prince (1973, 1980, 1982, 1983) authored path-

breaking studies that drew on linguistic tools other than those used by

the structuralist narratologists, thereby setting an important precedent for

what I have termed postclassical approaches to narrative inquiry.

Chapter 3

1 Compare Roberts’ (1999) three-part model of discourse in general (as

opposed to narrative discourse in particular) as (1) a type of event,

specifically a verbal exchange (i.e., language-based mode of interaction)

involving human agents (cf. narration); (2) the linguistic content of that

exchange (cf. text); and (3) the “structure of information that is presupposed
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and/or conveyed by the interlocutors during the course of the discourse

event in view of the explicit content of the exchange” (cf. story) (1999: 231).

2 The situation is even more complicated than my formulation here suggests.

As Culler (1998: 25–8) notes in his exposition of Pratt’s (1977) “speech-act

theory of literary discourse,” literary narratives like Hemingway’s belong

to a larger class of stories that can be termed “narrative display texts” whose

relevance depends on their suitability for performance rather than the

specific information or semantic content they might convey (Culler 1998:

26; Ochs and Capps 2001: 61). But what makes literary narratives special

is the elaborate process of review, evaluation, and selection that causes

readers to “assume that in literature complications of language ultimately

have a communicative purpose and, instead of imagining that the speaker

or writer is being uncooperative, as they might in other speech contexts,

they struggle to interpret elements that flout principles of efficient com-

munication in the interests of some further communicative goal” (Culler

1998: 27). Accordingly, the subversive effects of experiments like those of

Robbe-Grillet and other avant-garde writers emerge against the backdrop

afforded by a special kind of narrative occasion, in which readers work

with the default assumption that all textual details are relevant to the 

overall communicative purpose of the narrative. Readers assume that the

apparent irrelevance of Robbe-Grillet’s extraordinarily detailed, prolix

descriptions, for example, is itself relevant to the writer’s own flouting of

novelistic conventions. More generally, Pratt’s approach provides inde-

pendent support for my claim in this chapter (and in the book as a whole)

that stories constitute a mode of representation that is situated in – must

be interpreted in light of – a specific discourse context or occasion for telling.

3 A related idea is Gumperz’s (1982: 130–52) concept of contextualization cues.

Cues of this sort encompass all the (verbal as well as nonverbal) signals

used by participants in discourse to prompt interlocutors to interpret what’s

going on as a specific kind of communicative interaction, thus helping 

to reduce the amount of inferential activity required to understand par-

ticular contributions to the ongoing discourse.

4 Garcia Landa (2004) also draws on Goffman’s ideas to explore the struc-

ture and dynamics of narrative occasions.

5 As Hemingway put it, “I always try to write on the principle of the iceberg.

. . . There is seven-eighths of it underwater for every part that shows”

(quoted in Johnston 1987: 31).

6 A more problematic case is Sebald’s earlier novel, The Emigrants (Sebald

[1992] 1996), which deliberately straddles the border between autobio-

graphy and first-person fictional narration.

7 See chapter 1, the Appendix, and Herman (2007b) for more information

about this research project and also about Monica and her story.
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8 As reported by Taylor (2001), “Enid Coleslaw” is an anagram for “Daniel

Clowes.” The use of this anagram suggests Clowes’s identification with

Enid in particular, and perhaps also provides clues about the norms and

values associated with what rhetorical theorists of narrative would char-

acterize as the implied author of Ghost World – that is, the communicative

agent whom interpreters assume to be “responsible for the choices that

create the narrative text as ‘these words in this order’ and that imbue the

text with his or her values” (Phelan 2005a: 216). For fuller discussion, see

the final section of this chapter.

9 For foundational work in this tradition, see Drew and Heritage (1992); 

Sacks (1992); Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974); and Schegloff (1981).

Schegloff (1997), meanwhile, argues that Labov’s (1972) influential model

for narrative analysis is based on one type of communicative situation –

namely, personal experience narratives elicited during interviews – and

should therefore not be viewed as a template for inquiry into stories of

all sorts. See also notes 10 and 11, as well as my discussion in chapter 1

of Georgakopoulou’s (2007) account of “small stories.”

10 In the account proposed by Ochs and Capps (2001), one of the key dimen-

sions of narrative is tellership, with the available possibilities ranging from

one active teller to multiple active co-tellers. From this perspective, the

marked situation to which Pratt refers (1977) would correspond to just one

type of narrative occasion among others.

11 Here it is worth reiterating Schegloff’s (1997) point that sociolinguistic 

interviews create a different kind of discourse environment for storytelling

than other kinds of face-to-face communicative encounters. When stories

are launched in interviews (depending on the exact circumstances and 

participants involved), co-narration can be a less typical or more marked

communicative practice than it is in conversational interchanges among

peers.

12 In this context, the valley of the Ebro can be characterized as a formulaic

construction with a generic referential function, evoking a place generally

known rather than a region or locale specific to this particular storyworld.

13 In Crystal’s succinct formulation, deixis is a term used in linguistic theory

“to subsume those features of language which refer directly to the per-

sonal, temporal or locational characteristics of the situation within which

an utterance takes place, whose meaning is thus relative to that situation;

e.g., now/then, here/there, I/you, this/that” (1997: 107).

14 Features such as this provide support for Lord’s characterization of

Beowulf as a work that is “transitional between oral and written” modes

(1995: 105; cf. 212–37).

15 In Clover’s account, Beowulf and Unferth’s verbal duel closely matches

the canonical form of the Norse flyting, which “consists of an exchange of
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verbal provocations between hostile speakers in a predictable setting. The

boasts and insults are traditional, and their arrangement and rhetorical form

is highly stylized” (1980: 445–6). For a fuller discussion of this and other

aspects of the Old English text, see Herman and Childs (2003).

16 Complementing the use of the Ramones song to refer to the popular (or

rather punk) music scene, internal evidence suggests that the “Chuck”

referred to by the woman on the TV screen is Chuck Woolery, host of the

dating show The Love Connection (aired 1983–99). This allusion connects,

in turn, with Ghost World’s focus on the difficulty of establishing and main-

taining romantic and other relationships.

17 See Bamberg (1997b, 2004a, 2005) for work that draws on positioning 

theory to analyze three dimensions of narrative, which can be visualized

as concentric circles spreading outward from the storyworld evoked by

the act of telling a story in face-to-face interaction (cf. Moisinnac 2008):

first, how the characters are positioned with respect to one another in 

the represented situations and events; second, how storytellers position

themselves vis-à-vis their interlocutors in the context of the speech event

through which the narrative is presented; and third, how the storyteller’s

discourse relates to more or less dominant storylines about the way the

world is. I examine all of these dimensions as I use the idea of position-

ing to continue my exploration, in the current section, of the first basic

element of narrative, situatedness.

18 As mentioned in the headnote to this section, discursive psychology is 

a subdomain of – or specific approach to – social psychology. Discursive

psychologists draw a distinction between, on the one hand, “cognitivist

approaches to language, where texts, sentences and descriptions are taken

as depictions of an externally given world, or as realizations of underly-

ing cognitive representations of that world” (Edwards and Potter 1992: 8),

and, on the other hand, the discursive approach, which treats “discourse

not as the product or expression of thoughts or mental states lying behind

or beneath it, but as a domain of public accountability in which psycho-

logical states are made relevant” in particular contexts of talk (Edwards

2006: 41). See also chapter 6.

19 For perspectives on the opposition between master narratives and coun-

ternarratives, see Bamberg and Andrews (2004).

20 As also noted in the Glossary, the term prosody refers to speech charac-

teristics such as intonation, rhythm, and the distribution and length of

pauses, as well as volume, tempo, and voice quality.

21 For feminist (and other) critiques of Hemingway, see Benson (1990) and

Wagner-Martin (1998).

22 To put this still another way, Clowes deploys a technique that modulates

back and forth between what Stanzel ([1979] 1984) called the authorial
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narrative situation, in which the narrator uses third-person narration to

recount in a relatively distanced way events in which he or she is not a

participant (cf. Henry Fielding’s Tom Jones or George Eliot’s Middlemarch),

and the figural narrative situation, which again features third-person 

narration but filters the presentation of events through a center of con-

sciousness or “reflector” located in the storyworld (cf. Franz Kafka’s The

Trial or Henry James’s The Ambassadors).

23 I characterize the male character’s remark about reggae as self-incriminating

(at least from Enid’s perspective) on the basis of internal evidence. Later

in the novel, when Enid recounts to Rebecca the way she told her loss-of-

virginity story to Naomi (see sequences C and D in the Appendix), Enid

reports how she told Naomi that she first experienced sexual intercourse

with Allen Weinstein, an “intense, moody hippie who smoked a ton of

pot and listened to reggae (which was a drag) but thank God not The Grateful

Dead” (p. 36). In the next panel, Enid’s narration-within-the-narration con-

tinues: “I liked him because he always seemed too busy figuring out his

counter-culture philosophy (which, of course, was total bullshit) to waste

time with girls” (p. 36).

24 In a project currently under way (Herman 2008b), I use recent research

on folk psychology, or the means by which people formulate accounts of

their own and others’ actions in terms of reasons for acting (Hutto 2008;

Hutto and Ratcliffe 2007), to suggest grounds for moving away from the

standard narrative communication model outlined in this section in favor

of an alternative account that I abbreviate with the acronym CAPA. The

proposed model consists of Contexts for acting, Actions, Persons who per-

form the actions, and Ascriptions of reasons for acting. Since my research

is still in process, I will refrain here from going into further detail, apart

from mentioning that CAPA features a reduced roster of explanatory 

entities (there is no hypostatized implied author or implied reader) and

may offer a more unified picture of processes of narrative interpretation

and everyday reasoning practices. That said, the narrative communication

model described in the current section has been influential in the field 

of narrative studies, generating important scholarship on what this book

characterizes as the basic element of situatedness.

25 Jakobson (1960) expands this schema to include a total of six communicative

factors (addresser/sender, addressee/receiver, context, channel, code, and

message) and suggests that the primary communicative function of a 

message will depend on which of these factors is its predominant focus

or concern. Messages in which the sender predominates serve (primarily)

an emotive or expressive function; receiver-centered messages, a conative

or directive function; context-centered messages, a referential function; 

channel-centered messages, a phatic function (that is, they serve to provide
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information about the status of the channel through which information is

flowing, as when I use the back-channel tokens like yeah . . . right . . . okay

to signal to my interlocutor on the phone that I’m still on the other end

of the line); code-centered messages, a metalinguistic function (as when I

say In English the word cat refers to a four-legged animal that chases mice); and

messages that focus attention on the message itself, a poetic function.

26 For a critique of the very concept of narrator, as a communicative agent

intermediate between authors and characters, see Walsh (2007: 69–85; 

cf. Banfield 1982).

27 The discourse marker you know has been variably interpreted as a “filler”

by which speakers stall for more time to formulate an utterance (or signal

their intention to continue a turn at talk), as a prompt for interlocutors to

generate inferences about the significance of what is being said, and as a

cue to generalize on the basis of a mention of a particular event or situ-

ation (see Schriffrin 1987: 267–311). In any case, the addressee orientation

of you know underscores the extent to which the emotional profile of the

events recounted in Monica’s story emerges from collaborative discourse

practices.

28 As Nieragden (2002: 686) notes, even within the category of autodiegetic

narration Lanser (1981) has proposed a scale stretching from narrators who

are the sole protagonists of the stories they tell (e.g., Holden Caulfield in

Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye), to narrators who are witness-participants

(Ishmael in Melville’s Moby-Dick), to (often nameless) uninvolved eye-

witnesses (the narrator in Capote’s In Cold Blood).

29 These discriminations help reveal why Genette chose to use neologisms

such as homodiegetic and heterodiegetic instead of older terms of art like 

first-person and third-person. Not only do these terms collectively form a

nomenclatural system based on the root term diegesis; what is more, they

help capture differences between texts or passages that would otherwise

be lumped into the same category. Contrast, for example, the narrative

functions of first-person reports by the author of an autobiography with

those of first-person reports given by a character narrator like Enid in 

Ghost World.

30 It should be pointed out that, exploiting the visualizing potential of the

medium, Clowes has included what can be construed as one unflattering

self-portrait in the final panel on page 29 of the novel, which shows the

“famous cartoonist” whom Enid calls “David Clowes” (but who is listed

as “Dan Clowes – comic” in a panel two pages earlier). However, this image

can be interpreted as a one-off representation of Clowes the actual author

rather than as a case in which the narrating-I portrays his own participa-

tion in past events bracketed off from the here and now of the current

moment of narration.
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31 In what Stanzel ([1979] 1984) termed figural narration, however, it is 

not always clear which statements are authenticated by the narrator and

which index the particularized, biased, and thus non-authoritative (or 

relatively less authoritative) cognitive-perceptual activity of a character.

Insofar as figural narration involves third-person or heterodiegetic nar-

ration filtered through the vantage-point of a particularized center of 

consciousness, this technique “creates an intermediary zone of relatively

authenticated fictional facts” (Margolin 2005b: 33; cf. Herman 2006b).

32 Here my simplified presentation passes over significant areas of dispute

regarding the nature of implied authors – and their status as explanatory

constructs (cf. Cohn 1999; Hansen 2007; Nünning 2005; Ryan 2001b). As Phelan

notes in his cogent overview of these debates (2005a: 38–48), whereas Booth

himself characterized the implied author as a persona adopted by an actual

author, subsequent theorists, more wary of giving scope to a communicative

agent to whom intentions can be (provisionally) attributed, have emphas-

ized the role of the reader in assembling the implied author on the basis

of specific textual features (cf. Rimmon-Kenan [1983] 2002 and Chatman

1978, 1990). This shift of emphasis led in turn to Nünning’s (1997) critique

of the concept on the grounds of vagueness and coherence: the implied

author seems to be both an agent involved in the production of the text and

an aspect of the reader’s reception of the text (cf. Herman and Vervaeck

2005a: 17–18). In an attempt to avoid difficulties of this sort, Genette ([1983]

1988) proposed jettisoning the concept as (mostly) unnecessary for a theory

of narrative communication. See Booth (2005) for a lively account of his

original motivations for coining the term. For a critical genealogy of the

implied author as a bulwark against the anti-intentionalism of the Anglo-

American Formalist critics, see Herman (2008a); for a full history and 

critique of the idea, see Kindt and Müller (2006). See also my next note,

as well as note 24 above.

33 Outlining strategies for resisting the anti-intentionalism of the New Critics,

Herman (2008a and 2008b) argues that ascriptions of communicative inten-

tion are fundamental to (even required for) narrative understanding, but

disputes the further claim that such ascriptions necessitate drawing infer-

ences about an implied author. See also notes 32 and 24 above.

34 See Chatman (1978, 1990) for a fuller treatment of the concept of the implied

author vis-à-vis cinematic narratives.

35 See Phelan’s (1989, 2005a) argument that characters can serve mimetic func-

tions when they are represented in a way that underscores their status 

as lifelike individuals, synthetic functions when a text foregrounds their

status as artificial constructs, and thematic functions when they serve 

as representatives of relatively abstract ideas or themes that transcend 

the particularities of individual persons. As my discussion suggests, at 
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a given point in the unfolding of a fictional account the authorial and 

narrative audiences may be attending to different character functions at

one and the same time, so that I recognize Enid and Rebecca’s status as

(theme-carrying) textual constructs while simultaneously feeling engaged

by their plights. Again, what narrative function a given character, circum-

stance, or incident realizes is inextricably interconnected with narrative

occasions, and vice versa.

36 See Labov (1972) and Prince (1983) for attempts to characterize the notion

of “narrative point,” or the reason for a story’s telling (cf. also Herman 2007a).

Chapter 4

1 In placing emphasis here and throughout this paragraph on the indis-

solubility of text and context, and as already noted in chapter 1, I am restat-

ing in other terms what Meir Sternberg has called the Proteus Principle:

“in different contexts . . . the same form may fulfill different functions 

and different forms the same function” (1982: 148). Thus, to anticipate an

example discussed below: depending on context the clause the house was

dark may function both as a description of a house and as a narrative report

of the conscious experience of a character observing the house at a par-

ticular moment; conversely, either of these two communicative functions

could be fulfilled by a statement with a different form, such as no light

emanated from the dwelling. By analogy, my goal in this chapter (and in the

book as a whole) is not to try to isolate textual structures that serve as

failsafe guarantees of the presence of a story whenever and wherever those

structures occur. Rather, to reiterate, my aim is to diagnose critical proper-

ties of texts that can be interpreted as fulfilling a narrative function across

a range of contexts; to stipulate that the properties thus identified constitute

basic elements of narrative; and to specify the gradient or more-or-less man-

ner in which those properties may be realized in a given case, resulting

in more or less prototypical instances of the category narrative. Further,

as I discuss later in this chapter, judgments about what counts as “pro-

totypical” are themselves subject to change across different contexts.

2 Ryan (2005a) makes the important distinction between narrative viewed

as a cognitive construct or “mental script,” on the one hand, and narrative

viewed as an embodied semiotic artifact (i.e., an actualized text), on the

other. In this chapter I extend Ryan’s distinction, arguing for its applic-

ability to descriptions and explanations as well as narratives. Meanwhile,

for more on the embedding of textual kinds in sociocultural, institutional,

and other forms of practice, see, e.g., Berkenkotter and Huckin (1995) and

Miller (1984).
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3 To accommodate narrative representations in semiotic media other than

verbal language, in the present analysis I draw on Chatman’s definition

of text as “any communication that temporally controls its reception by

the audience” (1990: 7), i.e., “a time-regulating structure” (1990: 8). Also,

anticipating the account developed here, Chatman defines genres as 

“special subclasses or combinations of text-types” (1990: 10).

4 As Görlach points out, however, not all text types are freely combinable

with others: “Text types can be ‘bound’ or ‘free,’ as morphemes can: a 

‘dedication’ always forms part of a larger unit, a book, and is therefore

similar to a prefix in morphology; compare the status of a headline, a 

footnote, or even a reply as part of a conversation” (2004: 106). Chatman,

for his part, uses the concept of “subserving” (or “being in the service of”)

to argue that “[m]ost texts utilize one overriding text-type, but it is gener-

ally subserved by other text-types” at the local level (1990: 2).

5 As discussed in chapter 1, Bruner (1990) characterizes narrative as a form

of (or at least a primary vehicle for) explanation in the domain of folk psy-

chology – that is, the domain of common-sense reasoning about others’

as well as our own minds. Hutto (2007, 2008) extends and refines Bruner’s

work, developing an approach to folk psychology that Hutto characterizes

as the Narrative Practice Hypothesis. See chapter 6 for a fuller account.

6 As should become evident from my discussion below, judgments hav-

ing to do with what constitutes a prototypical instance (i.e., an exemplar

or standard case) of a given category are just as cognitively fundamental 

as judgments having to do with what constitutes the “basic” or mid-level

stratum within a hierarchical system of categories. In other words, in this

context the word basic is being used in a specialized sense – as a tech-

nical term denoting the level in a hierarchy of categories that serves as a

cognitive reference point for understanding categories (and instances of

those categories) at other, more general or more specific levels.

7 On the concept of deictic shift, see Zubin and Hewitt (1995).

8 Then again, as discussed below and again in my next chapter, an import-

ant tradition of research (cf. Bremond 1980; Kafalenos 2006; Propp [1928]

1968; Todorov 1968) suggests that all narratives have – or at least unfold

against the backdrop afforded by – a basic “shape” that involves progression

from an initial condition of equilibrium, through a disruptive event, to a

condition of equilibrium restored but on a different footing.

9 Monika Fludernik (2000) reviews some of the competing accounts,

including Werlich’s (1975, 1983) tripartite division between ideal types 

(= abstract models in readers’ or speakers’ minds), text forms (= specific

text types), and text idioms (= actual instances of language in a given text);

Adam’s (1985) focus on deep-structural aspects of eight different text types;

Virtanen and Wårvik’s (1987) six-level model encompassing cognitive
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processes, discourse functions, discourse types, text types, textual strategies,

grammar, and actualized text; and Fludernik’s own three-level model invol-

ving macrogenres (= text types in my account), genres/text types such 

as novels, conversational narratives, myths, etc., and discourse modes 

(such as report sequence, directives, dialogue, etc.). For her part, Dubrow

(1982: 4–5) sets up the following taxonomy:

mode = narrative (or epic), drama, lyric

genre = Bildungsroman, comedy, epigram

subgenre = novel of manners, drawing-room comedy, country-house poem

10 For the same reason, as Hogan notes, “our prototypical dog in the context

‘a farm in Maine’ is different from our prototypical dog in the context

‘Manhattan apartment’ ” (2003: 135).

11 In this connection, the circularity of generic definitions noted by Dubrow

becomes a pertinent issue: “[the] definition of genres, like those of biolo-

gical species, tend[s] to be circular: one establishes such a definition on

the basis of a few examples, and yet the choice of those examples from

the multitude of possible ones implies a prior decision about the charac-

teristics of the genre” (1982: 46).

12 My thanks to the anonymous reviewer of an earlier draft of this book for

helping me recast my discussion of this example.

13 For a fuller discussion of debates surrounding the CLM, see Herman 

(forthcoming b) and Klemke et al. (1998). Ankersmit (2005a) provides an

overview of the use and critique of the CLM in historiography in par-

ticular; see also Ankersmit (2005b).

14 For more on this issue from a philosophy-of-mind rather than philosophy-

of-science perspective, see the final section of chapter 6. That chapter also

draws on research on the nexus of narrative and mind to revisit in more

detail an issue broached in my next paragraph: namely, Levine’s (1983)

account of the explanatory gap between brain physiology and the felt, sub-

jective character of conscious experience.

15 I am grateful to Arkady Plotnitsky and Meir Sternberg for their comments

on earlier versions of parts of this chapter.

Chapter 5

1 Hence, as discussed in Herman (2002a: 9–22), the notion storyworld is 

consonant with a range of other concepts proposed by cognitive psycho-

logists, discourse analysts, psycholinguists, philosophers of language, and

others concerned with how people go about making sense of texts or 

discourses. Like storyworld, these other notions – including deictic center,
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mental model, situation model, discourse model, contextual frame, and possible world

– are designed to explain how interpreters rely on inferences triggered 

by textual cues to build up representations of the overall situation or 

world evoked but not fully explicitly described in the discourse. I discuss

a number of these terms and concepts, and their relevance for the study 

of narrative ways of worldmaking in particular, later on in the present

chapter.

2 In characterizing narrative texts as blueprints for building storyworlds, 

I am drawing implicitly on Reddy’s (1979) critique of what he termed the

conduit metaphor for communicative processes (see Green 1989: 10–13 for

a useful discussion). According to this metaphor, linguistic expressions and

other means for communication are viewed as mere vessels or vehicles

for channeling back and forth thoughts, ideas, and meanings. Reddy sug-

gested, instead, that sentences are like blueprints, planned artifacts whose

design is tailored to the goal of enabling an interlocutor to reconstruct the

situations or worlds after which the blueprints are patterned. Further, in

contrast with the conduit metaphor, which blames miscommunication 

on a poorly chosen linguistic vessel, the blueprint analogy predicts that 

completely successful interpretation of communicative designs will be rare

– given the complexity of the processes involved in planning, executing,

and making sense of the blueprints.

3 On the notion of “what it is like” as a term of art used to describe the

states of felt, subjective awareness associated with the having of conscious

experiences, see Nagel (1974) and chapter 6. Further, on the relationships

between narrativity (or the degree to which a representation is amenable

to being interpreted as a story), occurrences that disrupt the canonical order

of events in a storyworld, and reportability or tellability, see the final 

section of the present chapter.

4 As noted in chapter 3, deictic terms like I, here, and now are expressions

whose meaning changes depending on who is uttering them in what 

discourse context.

5 Although literary narratives do not allow for “blended” spatial deixis of

this sort, narrative fictions told in the second person can in some cases

create analogous effects by way of person deixis. More specifically, some

instances of narrative you can create blends by referring simultaneously

(and ambiguously) to a narrator-protagonist and to a current recipient of

the story, superimposing the space-time coordinates of a storyworld-

internal entity upon those of a storyworld-external entity, and vice versa

(see Herman 2002a: 331–71).

6 For example, in Labov’s model clauses with past-tense verbs in the indic-

ative mood correlate with the complicating action of a narrative, whereas

evaluation or the signaling of the point of a story is marked by departures

from this baseline narrative syntax.
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7 See Bridgeman (2005) for a more extended discussion of how Emmott’s

model, in particular, can be adapted for the analysis of graphic narratives.

8 In “Hills,” one of the few retrospections back to an earlier time-frame occurs

when the narrator reports the male character’s perception of the couple’s

suitcases as he and Jig prepare to board the train to Madrid: “He did not

say anything but looked at the bags against the wall of the station. There

were labels on them from all the hotels where they had spent nights”

(Hemingway [1927] 1987: 214).

9 Zwigoff’s film adaptation of the novel accentuates even more the increas-

ingly divergent paths of the main characters. In the movie, Rebecca nags

Enid to get a job so that they can get an apartment together and, in a moment

suggesting incipient conformism on Rebecca’s part, expresses particular

admiration for a fold-out ironing board built into the wall of the apart-

ment that she has leased.

10 In a compelling account of the relations between science and narrative,

Plotnitsky argues that “the very idea of motion, which grounds all physics,

cannot be conveyed without a narrative. ‘Something moves’ is a narrative.

Accordingly, every time something begins to move a narrative begins, and,

conversely, every time there is a narrative something begins to move or

at least stands still (which still requires the idea of motion)” (2005: 514–15).

From my perspective, however, this conception of narrative is overly inclus-

ive. “Something moves” – or “something stands still” – is only potentially

a narrative. For example, representations of a person’s range of motion in

a limb damaged by accident or illness are arguably best characterized as

descriptions. By contrast, if a representation focuses on a person with a

paralyzed limb who can suddenly move it, or conversely on a person who

formerly had a normal range of motion in a limb but is suddenly stricken

with paralysis, then the representation will display the critical property

of disruptiveness or noncanonicalness required for narrative ways of

worldmaking.

11 In several sections of the present chapter I have adapted material drafted

for an essay in preparation for a volume titled Teaching Narrative Theory,

coedited by David Herman, Brian McHale, and James Phelan and under

consideration for publication by the Modern Language Association. I am

grateful to Brian McHale and Jim Phelan for their comments on earlier

versions of the material in question.

Chapter 6

1 Here my emphasis on consciousness, or the mental states bound up with

conscious awareness, differs from Palmer’s (2004) decision to background
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this dimension of mind in his own study: “Generally, I use the term mind

in preference to alternatives such as consciousness and thought. The use 

of the latter two terms is often accompanied by a tendency to see mental 

life mainly in terms of inner speech. In addition, consciousness can have 

the implication of self-consciousness, which I want to avoid because it

deflects attention from non-consciousness and latent states of mind. The

important point is that the mind refers to much more than what is norm-

ally thought of as consciousness or thought” (2004: 19; but see Palmer’s

discussion of qualia as aspects of nonverbal consciousness on pp. 97–8).

Whereas Palmer’s overall aim is to broaden the scope of investigations 

of fictional minds, and to enrich previous narratological approaches (e.g., 

Cohn 1978) with work in psychology, philosophy, anthropology, and other

fields concerned with “the social mind in action,” my own focus here is,

by contrast, on the critical properties that make narrative modes of rep-

resentation recognizable in the first place. I argue that one such critical

property is the way stories evoke the impact of storyworld events on an

experiencing consciousness, conveying what it’s like for one or more

human or human-like minds to undergo the events in question.

2 In this chapter, though I build on Fludernik’s work to highlight the

impact of storyworld events on experiencing minds as a basic element of

narrative, I opt to use other terms besides experientiality to explore what

I refer to in this and the previous section as the consciousness factor in

stories. I adopt this strategy in part to avoid the implication that the other

basic elements already discussed in previous chapters can be subordinated

to experientiality as somehow less fundamental – as Fludernik’s model

prima facie implies (cf. Alber 2002 and my discussion below). In addition,

my aim is to bring to bear on the study of representations of experienc-

ing minds in storyworlds ideas developed in philosophy, among other fields

(cf. Palmer 2004). Thus, to explore the role of the consciousness factor in

narrative, I draw on Nagel’s (1974) foundational study and refer to the what-

it’s-like dimension of consciousness or, more simply, what it’s like, using that

term more or less interchangeably with qualia and also with a third term

that I further specify below, namely, raw feels.

3 For Wilson and Keil (1999) cognitive science includes six “confederated

disciplines”: philosophy; psychology; the neurosciences; computational intel-

ligence; linguistics and language; and culture, cognition, and evolution.

4 For more on the larger debate concerning the question of conscious aware-

ness and the status of qualia, see Blackmore (2004), Block, Flanagan, and

Güzeldere (1997), Flanagan (1998), Freeman (2003), Hutto (1999, 2000), 

van Gulick (2004), and the other sources mentioned below. On the spe-

cific question of why we might have been equipped with consciousness

– that is, what evolutionary advantage it may afford – Searle (1992: 108–9)
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and van Gulick (2004: section 6) propose broadly similar answers. Searle

suggests that conscious awareness affords flexibility, creativity, and powers

of discrimination; van Gulick adds to these advantages an enhanced

capacity for social coordination, a more unified representation of reality,

and global informational access: “Making information conscious typic-

ally widens the sphere of influence and the range of ways it can be 

used to adaptively guide or shape both inner and outer behavior” (2004:

section 6.5).

5 Critiquing Dennett’s (1991) physicalist position, Searle (1997) writes: “the

essential thing about the [sensation of] pain is that it is a specific internal

qualitative feeling. The problem of consciousness in both philosophy and

the natural sciences is to explain these subjective feelings. . . . The subject-

ive feelings are the data that a theory of consciousness has to explain. . . .

The peculiarity of Daniel Dennett’s book can now be stated: he denies the

existence of the data” (1997: 99). See Dennett (1997) for an elaboration of

the argument that “when we look . . . at our original characterization of

qualia, as ineffable, intrinsic, private, directly apprehensible properties 

of experience, we find that there is nothing to fill the bill” (1997: 639).

6 On problems with the very notion of zero-degree “behaviorist narrative”

– that is, a mode of narration utterly devoid of clues about characters’ dis-

positions, inferences, attitudes, etc. – see my discussion above and Palmer

(2004: 205–39).

7 Compare here Hutto’s (2006b) critique of what he terms the Object Based

Schema. In Menary’s (2006) account of Hutto’s position, the Object Based

Schema “is essentially committed to the view that contents and experi-

ences are kinds of objects . . . typically, these are imagined to be mental

objects with which we are directly phenomenally acquainted . . . or inten-

tional contents to which we are psychologically related” (p. 8). In other

words, a misplaced attachment to the Object Based Schema is the source

of the philosophical tendency to reify experiences as inner objects with

particular properties, e.g., phenomenal qualities like “redness” that come

before the mind (Hutto 2006b). By contrast, Hutto himself characterizes

“[e]xperiencing . . . as an extended temporal activity not as momentary inner

occurrences. Likewise, experiencers must be understood as embodied

and situated beings – whole organisms – not imaginary inner subjects or

brains” (2006b: 52–3). Herman (2008a) explores implications of this line of

argument for research on the problem of authorial intention in narrative

contexts (cf. Herman 2008b). Further, the account proposed later in this

section, in which narrative affords not just a means of expressing what

it’s like to experience events but moreover a basis or context for the hav-

ing of (an) experience in the first place, can be viewed as an alternative

to models of mind rooted in the Object Based Schema.
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8 Note that both the narrower approach outlined by Hutto himself and the

somewhat broader approach sketched in what follows can be viewed as

generalizations of Hamburger’s argument concerning the mind-evoking

power of “epic fiction,” that is, fictional narrative presented through third-

person or heterodiegetic narration. According to Hamburger, “[e]pic fiction

is the sole instance where third-person figures can be spoken of not, or

not only[,] as objects, but also as subjects, where the subjectivity of a third-

person figure qua that of a third-person can be portrayed” ([1957] 1993:

139). Or, to put the same point another way, “the content of narrative 

literature is fictive, i.e., not the experience-field of the narrator, but that

of the fictive persons” ([1957] 1993: 122). Although it cuts against the grain

of aspects of Hamburger’s account, and in particular her claim that the

worlds created through first-person versus third-person narration have a

different ontological status, from another perspective the line of argument

being developed here can be viewed as an extension of Hamburger’s model.

Not only fictional narrative but narrative more generally, the argument

suggests, can be used to evoke or emulate the experiencing consciousness

of another (cf. Fludernik 2007: 265–6). Meanwhile, for a wide-ranging dis-

cussion of types of empathy facilitated by such narrative emulations of

consciousness (among other techniques used in novels), see Keen (2007).

Appendix

1 NSF Grant BCS-0236838 supported research on this narrative. See Christine

Mallinson (2006: 61–115) for an extended discussion of the history and cur-

rent sociocultural and ethnic profile of Texana; for a thumbnail sketch see

<http://www.ncsu.edu/linguistics/ncllp/sites/texana.php>. As noted in

chapter 1, I am greatly indebted both to Christine for her willingness to

share insights about the Texana community and to Tyler Kendall, whose

work on the North Carolina Sociolinguistic Archive and Analysis Project

(NC SLAAP) made it possible for me to extract and download the digitized

sound file containing Monica’s story (see Kendall 2007).

2 It is worth commenting on Monica’s use of the disjunction or in the

phrase from the abstract (“UFO or the devil”) that I have adopted as a title

for her story. Insofar as she refuses to select definitively between a religious

and a secular (if still supernatural) explanation for the experience on which

her narrative centers, Monica can be interpreted as engaging in a complex

form of self-positioning that is one of the hallmarks of her narrative as a

whole (see my discussion of positioning theory in chapter 3). In parallel

with Monica’s use of the self-description that occurs later in this same line

(black asses) – one that can be interpreted as aligning Monica with regional
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as well as supraregional subgroups of the African American population,

and thus against different elements of the dominant social order (see below)

– her disjunctive explanation positions Monica amid competing sets of norms

for telling stories about oneself, others, and the world.

3 As Mallinson (2008) notes, data from the 2000 U.S. Census indicate that

about 230 people who self-identify as black live in Cherokee County, com-

prising just 1.6 percent of its total population.

4 As discussed in chapter 3, Enid Coleslaw is an anagram for Daniel

Clowes (see Taylor 2001).
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